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Foreword
T h e research described in this report resulted from a series of international
collaborations, beginning with the Faculty of Policy Sciences of the University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands, and IIASA, within the framework of
IIASA's Young Summer Scientists Program (Y SSP).
What started as an innocent YSSP assignment was turned into one of the
building blocks of a project 011 Expert Systems for Integrated Development: A
Case Study of Shanxi Province, a collaboration between IIASA's Advanced
Computer Applications (ACA) group and the State Science and Technology
Commission of the People's Republic of China.
REPLACE (the remainder of this report explains this acronym and
its deeper eschatological meaning) is one of the true 'expert systems' components of the Shanxi Province prototype; not only was it implemented in
Prolog, which made it attractive t o the ACA project and our Chinese colleagues, it also represents, with a considerable amount of hindsight, an extension to the decision support philosophy of 'satisficing', cultivated at IIASA's
Systems and Decision Sciences' Methods of Decision Analysis (MDA) project.
Combining a soft optimization paradigm with Prolog's power to use numerical, as well as symbolic, descriptors in describing a location's properties
as well as an activity's requirements, and matching them, using logic rather
than number crunching, resulted in a system of considerable appeal and great
promise. Adding the graphical interaction and display features that are the
hallmark of ACA's developments resulted in a package that impressively illustrates the underlying concepts and ideas in computational geography and
locational analysis.
As proof of the system's more applied powers, it successfully matched
Drs. Ren6 Reitsma with a proper Dr.
Kurt Fedra
Advanced Computer Applications

Preface and
Acknowledgments
The research reported on here was conducted a t both the Department of
Geography of the Faculty of Policy Sciences, the University of Nijmegen,
the Netherlands, and the Advanced Computer Applications (ACA) project
a t IIASA. Most of the work presented in the first four chapters was carried
out a t Nijmegen. The result of this, a prototype system for developing and
computing functional classifications, was taken t o IIASA where it was enhanced and extended into the REPLACE (RElational Plant Location and
Acquisition Enquiry) system. REPLACE itself was again integrated into a
larger decision support system developed for assistance in planning the reorganization of the regional economy of the province of Shanxi, the People's
Republic of China. The work presented here therefore contains elements of
both a theoretical and an application-oriented nature. The work done at
IIASA, the application, provided excellent opportunities for critically evaluating the theoretical work. The writing of the manuscript implied reconsidering the theory and this again created ample opportunities t o reflect on
the application.
In order t o understand how the REPLACE applications finally turned
out, it might be useful t o explain a little more of the Nijmegen-IIASAShanxi connection and of how REPLACE was empirically embedded in the
Shanxi Province Decision Support System.
At the time I contacted IIASA, the ACA research group, in collaboration with the State Science and Technology Commission of China (SSTCC),
was already conductiilg the Shanxi Province case study. The research problem was the one outliiled in Chapter 5-model-based decision support for
integrated planning. The research was carried out by IIASA scholars and
Chinese scholars invited t o work a t IIASA. It is worth mentioning that the
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main division of tasks was that IIASA would provide most of the models and
the interfacing (model-model, model-data base, and system-user), whereas
the Chinese were responsible for the empirical content of the system, i.e.,
the content of the d a t a bases and the empirical case studies relevant to the
Shanxi problem.
In its core-form-the model as presented in Chapter 4-REPLACE was
considered a potentially useful contribution to the Shanxi Province DSS. The
more so, since no site suitability locational planning model was available a t
that moment. It was therefore decided to port the model over to the Shanxi
DSS, augment and enhance it with all the frills and furbelows mentioned in
Chapter 5, and impleme~ltsome test cases which were considered relevant
in the Shanxi Province context.
Activity and locational data, as well as the initial rule ba.ses, were delivered by the Chinese scholars working at IIASA during the development
of the system. Decisions had t o be made on how t o proceed in the development of a few prototype rule bases. It was decided to conceiltrate on only
a few activities the locational aspects of which were considered particularly
interesting for the province of Shanxi: the chemical industry and the aluminum production and processing industries. T h e examples in Chapter 6
are therefore taken from these three activities.
T h e dedicated G I s presented in Section 5.7.9 was developed together
with Brian Makare (currently at the University of Colorado at Boulder,
USA). Much of the work on the implementation of the optimization process
presented in Section 6.8 was carried out by Maurits van der Vlugt (currently
at the Physical Planning Agency (RPD), The Hague, the Netherlands), and
Steven Markstrom (currently at IIASA).
The Manuscript Committee consisted of Prof. Dr. E. Wever, Prof. Dr.
H.J.P. Timlnermans and Dr. I(. Strzepek. The Promoter was Prof. Kouwe
and the Co-promoters were Dr. K. Fedra and Dr. T . van der Smagt.
Trying t o think of all the people who contributed t o the research presented in this report, however, makes one feel uncanny about all those little
things which, in case they would not have happened, or in case they would
have occurred in just a slightly different version, would have seriously jeopardized the necessity of these very acknowledgements. It reminds one of the
'butterfly-effect'; that if somewhere, sometime in the history of this planet,
a butterfly had decided to 'take-off' from the flower it had sat on just a few
seconds earlier than it actually did, it would have triggered a chain reaction
changing precisely one or two of those things that kept this project going
during its various phases. But as Gleick (1988) and many of the scientists
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the form of so-called 'strange attractors', sequences of system's states which
once mapped into phase-space show the underlying stable dynamics of the
system's evolution. I suppose that I have been very fortunate t o have encountered so many people featuring as 'attractors', stabilizing the otherwise
chaotic process of dissertation research.
I would like t o thank Dr. Ton van der Smagt, Dr. Paul Hendriks, Larry
Lucardie, Prof. Kouwe and Dr. Fedra for a lot of thinking; Emile Gemmeke
and Shetang Yang for getting me started; Lothar Winkelbauer for keeping
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Introduction
Bavaria is a great place for locating your business; that is what the advertisement shown in Figure 0.1 claims t o engrave into the reader's long-term
memory ((LTM), Smith et al., 1982, 1984). Some day, if the reader is in a
position t o take a decision as t o where a new branch plant is t o be established, the advertisers hope that Bavaria will be recalled immediately as a
suitable location.
The advertisement is interesting for several reasons. First of all, it not
only informs us that Bavaria offers a very fertile soil for entrepreneurship, it
also explains why this is so. Bavaria is characterized by a stable government,
it is the largest state in the Federal Republic of Germany, and ample industrial sites are available. It is furthermore claimed t o be Europe's continental
semi-conductor center, it is located in the heart of one of Europe's highest
concentrations of user industries of advanced technology products, it is a
land of traditional values, and so forth.
A second aspect that makes the advertisement interesting is that it constitutes a nice example of what is sometimes called 'taxonomic classification'
(van der Smagt, 1988), a means of classification by which objects get assigned
t o classes on the basis of empirical similarity. If objects are similar with respect t o their empirical properties they are assigned t o identical classes. The
advertisement seems t o be based on the idea that areas can be good or bad
for establishing a business, or that areas can have a value assigned on a
'business locational suitability index' scale ranging from bad to good. Regions that score high on the favorable characteristics are then assigned t o
the 'attractive', the 'fertile' group. Bavaria: fertile soil for high-performance
companies, therefore.
'Fertile soil' here, of course refers to the suitability for locating a company
a t a specific site. T h e metaphor is well chosen, because if one tries t o come
up with a definition of either soil fertility or site suitability, it has t o be
recognized that what is really being evaluated is a functional relationship
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Figure 0.1: Advertising a location for entrepreneurship (Source: Scientific
American, October 1986; p. 5)
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between a piece of land, a region, or more generally, 'space', and the specific
objective to be realized by the use of this space. Soil is fertile if crops can
be grown on it; locations offer suitable sites if activities can be located and
run on them.
What is a t issue therefore are end-means relationships. There are objectives to be met e.g., growing crops, the establishment of residential environments, or operating a business; the allocation of space must help realize
these objectives. Whether the allocation of a specific space is the only means
of realizing an objective, one of several possibilities, or just one aspect out
of a whole range of means, depends on the nature of the objective. If the
objective is the establishment of a company's branch plant with its associated production scheme, a specific location only fulfills a role in a much more
complex system of end-means relationships.
Classification based on end-means relationships can be denoted 'functional classification'. Objects (areas) are assigned to distinct classes if they
can fulfill specific functions associated with these classes. Unlike taxonomic
classifications which are based on empirical similarity, functional classifications are based on similarity in end-means relationships.
Functional classifications are quite familiar, although one does not always
realize that such classifications are being used. Sometimes they evolve rather
naturally and their functional character is easily recognized. AdewoldeOsunade (1988), for instance, studied soil classification schemes used among
small farmers in Southwestern Nigeria. It appears that these people categorize their soils in clear functional classes. Categories such as 'Yanrin',
'Bole', or 'Alaadun' soils have very specific utilities for growing crops; they
represent crop-specific fertility classes. Or as Adewolde-Osunade (1988; p.
200) puts it, "The approach to soil suitability by the small farmers is a pragmatic one. Thus, it is an example of an empirical classification system, in
which the properties that appear significant for crop growth are those used
for classification."
Of course, each of the soil types recognized by the farmers can be characterized by a set of empirical properties (Table 0.1). But what is important
here is that it is not the empirical properties which determine the soil classification. Instead, it is the functional relationship between sets of empirical
soil properties and a specific type of soil use that determines the classification. In other words, although similar soils will be assigned t o the same class,
the criteria determining whether or not soils are to be considered similar depend on the objective; the use it will be put to. Unlike the above example,
the functional nature of many other classifications used is much harder t o
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Table 0.1: Soil classification by small farmers in Nigeria (Source: Adewolde
Osunade, 1988)
Classes
Soil types
Taraa (gravelly soil)
Wokuta (stony soils)
Yangi (lateritic soil)
Wokuta (stony soil)
Wokuta pupa (reddish brown stony soil)
Wokuta dudu (dark stony soil)

Yanrin (sandy soils)

Yanrin (coarse sandy soil)
Yanrin pupa (reddish brown sandy clay soil)
Yanrin funfun (light sandy soil)
Yanrin dudu (dark sandy clay soil)

Bole (clay soils)

Bole
Bole
Bole
Bole
Bole
Bole

Alaadun (loamy coils)

Alaadun (loamy soil)
Alaadun pupa (reddish brown loamy soil)
Alaadun dudu (dark loamy soil)

(clay soil)
pupa (reddish brown clay soil)
dudu (dark clay loamy soil)
funfun (light clay sandy soil)
olokuta (stony clay soil)
alaadun (loamy clay soil)

recognize. Hendriks (1986; pp. 3-4), for instance, discusses the example of
the concept of a 'house'. At first sight, there seems to be no problem a t
all. One can wander through a neighborhood and count houses. Or can
one? What for instance would have t o be done if one is asked t o look for a
house suitable for a family with a specific income and family composition?
It is possible that the number of 'houses' in that same neighborhood can be
significantly reduced, simply because most houses are either too small, too
large, or too expensive. Apparently, the same neigl~borhoodwith the same
buildings in it can have different numbers of houses, depending on who the
classification is meant for.
This intrinsically functional character of a concept such as 'house' or
'dwelling' is elegantly represented in a conceptual model of urban residential
mobility by Brown and Moore (1970, 1971). The concept of 'stress' occupies a central position in this model: Stress is supposed to be a measure
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of the discrepancy between what the subjects, whose migration behavior is
studied, require of their home, and what their current house and its environment provides. Stress, therefore, is the interactive result of confronting
needs with provisions, and characterizes the utility of the place of residence.
This implies a rather functional approach t o utility and the concept of house
or dwelling. Subjects need things, they want their house to provide certain
functions, and they try to realize them by finding the house that provides
those functions. If such an alternative cannot be found, four options remain. The first three concern the aspiration level; adjust (lower) the aspiration level, maintain the aspiration level and get terribly frustrated, or
lower the aspiration level temporarily and change the personal or household
characteristics in a direction that enables a future resurgence of the original
aspiration level with a better chance of realizing it. A fourth, and for functional classification most interesting alternative, concerns the adaptation of
the residential environment itself in order t o meet the aspiration level. In
many instances such alternative lines of action, each of which may lead to
a significant decrease or even entire resolution of the stress, do indeed exist. Such alternatives may be denoted as 'functionally equivalent'. Each of
the alternatives, although empirically entirely dissimilar, can be considered
a possible means in realizing a specific goal. Therefore, although such alternatives will hardly be put into one class if the classification procedure is
taxonomic, they will be put in one and the same class if the classification
procedure is functional. The Brown-Moore model is conceptually attractive.
Functionality as the critical variable in decision making is a t its heart, and
it is this functionality that is often recognized in modern theories of decision
making. In Chapter 2, functional aspects in economic geographical location
theory are discussed. It is argued that modern versions of this body of theory
take an explicit functional position concerning concepts such as production
milieu or site suitability.

The problem
Unfortunately, however, much of that functionality is often lost during the
actual process of model building and the development of measurement procedures. This certainly seems t o hold for location theory, and some examples
of this will be presented. Traditionally, geographical models are of a statistical or mathematical nature. These models, however, do not seem well
suited t o capture the notion of functionality. There are several reasons for
this. First, traditional mathematical models describe the dynamics of, and
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associations between, patterns and processes regarding the mechanisms that
generate them as more or less given facts. What is described are the dynamics of these patterns and processes as generated by aggregates of individual
behavior. Functionality, on the other hand, implies great variability in interests and objectives among individual subjects and social groups, something
which is hard t o capture in, for instance, a spatial interaction model.
A problem with traditional statistical modeling is that it is based on empirical similarity. Objects and locations are characterized by their similarity
in empirical properties. The soil classification example, however, shows that
empirical similarity is basically irrelevant where functionality is concerned.
What is important is similarity between the actor's requirements and the
object's properties, since it is by this interaction relationship that functionality is determined. Moreover, statistical and mathematical models can be
considered members of a broader class of models, often denoted as 'equation
models'. Functionality, however, is something that is often hard t o model by
means of an equation. The reason being that modeling functionality requires
that there is a possibility t o incorporate semantics in the model. This implies
that the interpretation of variables can be different in different situations;
something that is hard, if not impossible, t o incorporate into a n equation.
It is perhaps for these reasons that the Brown-Moore model proved t o
be so hard t o implement and apply in a way that was consistent with its
conceptual, theoretical content. At the time it was 'invented', the spatial
analysis paradigm with its emphasis on aggregate patterns and statistical relationships dominated the scene. Its tools, however, were not really suitable
for tackling the problem (Reitsma and Vergoossen, 1988).
How does all this relate to the 'fertility' of Bavaria's soil? The fact that
geographers and economists have been working on location theory for such a
long time suggests that for the 'economic fertility' of regions, no straightforward functional classification(s) such as the one maintained by the Nigerian
farmers was available. This is not surprising. Different economic activities
can have very different objectives. And even if they have similar objectives,
the means for realizing them do not have t o have much in common. Similarly, one specific activity often has a choice between various objectives and
alternative means for realizing them. As Massey (1979b) has pointed out,
a particular stretch of geographical space can represent many different opportunities as well as impediments t o a large variety of economic agents.
The number of ways in which this space can function as a location is far too
large t o be contained in a simple classification scheme. The feature economic
fertility and agricultural fertility have in common, however, is that the 'fer-
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tility' of the 'soil' cannot be assessed by means of a set of empirical properties
such as the ones shown in Figure 0.1 and Table 0.1. Fertility, production milieu, accessibility, service level, a.nd site suitability: the meaning of all these
concepts contains a clear functional aspect, t o be revealed and modeled by
means of a functional classification based on functional modeling.
Nevertheless, although various bodies of modern theory on spatial behavior do indeed recognize the relevance of functionality as a key issue, most
methods and techniques currently available for the development of explanatory models of such behavior must be considered incapable of adequately
representing functionality. The main objective of this study, therefore, is to
find ways of modeling functionality and developing functional concepts and
classifications, for use in geographical research applications. An attempt
is made t o formulate an alternative t o mathematical and statistical models
which suits the functional characteristics of (geographical) concepts better
and which can be used in empirical applications and decision support. As is
explained in Chapter 5, decision support presupposes a typically functional
point of view.
What then are the problems which make functionality hard t o model?
This is discussed in Chapter 1. It is argued that for modeling functionality
two important problems need t o be resolved. The first concerns the origin
and reconstruction of the functions actors require from objects or, when
restricted t o geographical applications, from space. When functionality is
the central issue, which functions are important, a.nd which objects can fulfill
which functions? In this chapter a general method for representing functional
concepts, based on earlier research (van der Smagt, 1985; Hendriks, 1986)
is introduced. T h e second problem concerns the way these methodological
guidelines can be integrated into a n actual modeling procedure; something
dealt with in Chapter 3.
Chapter 2 is meant t o show that many of the more general modeling
problems discussed in Chapter 1 can be recognized in the development and
applications of economic geographical industrial location theory. Several attempts a t modeling the concepts of production milieu, site suitability, and
regional potential will be discussed and critically evaluated. T h e conclusion
of the chapter is that although functionality is a t the heart of modern location theory, modeling attempts have been unsuccessful in capturing this
functional character.
A proposal for an alternative is then formulated in Chapter 3. A modeling technique based on the argumentation of the first two chapters is presented and evaluated. This technique of 'relational matching' is extensively
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discussed and evaluated. Many aspects of the functional classification of
space that were not discussed, or only briefly mentioned, in the first two
chapters are elaborated on in this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents an implementation of this modeling technique on a
computer. The techniques for implementing a 'relational matching model'
are discussed and presented, and various implementational issues are dealt
with. Special attention is given t o the Prolog programming language and
expert system technology because of their usefulness in implementing relational matching models and automated matching systems.
In Chapter 5 the discussion turns t o the issue of decision support, which
was already touched upon in Chapter 1. The chapter opens with a brief
discussion on the nature and characteristics of decision support. It is argued
that many spatial planning problems can be formulated in a form which
is suited for decision support system implementations. As an example, a
decision support system developed a t IIASA, for the re-organization of the
regional economy in the province of Shanxi, PRC, is presented. This system
contains an enhanced version of the relational matching model presented in
Chapter 4 as one of its modules; the REPLACE system is presented and its
functions are discussed.
Chapter 6 contains a few generic examples from the empirical application
introduced in Chapter 5. Some of the problems associated with applying the
REPLACE system t o a case study of Shanxi Province are mentioned. The
examples address some well-known issues in location theory such as the modeling of linkages, and the interpretation of site suitability patterns. Other
examples show some initial attempts a t arriving a t a structured method for
determining the empirical content of a relational matching model, and a possi bility t o link the site suitability model with various optimization models.
Chapter 7 briefly reconsiders matters as discussed in the previous chapters. An overall evaluation of the research project reported on here is presented.
T h e research draws on various disciplines: social science methodology in
Chapters 1 and 3, economic geography in Chapters 2 and 6, and computer
science, logic, and applied artificial intelligence (AI) in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
One of the results of this study is that modeling and applying functionality
in empirical research does indeed require a somewhat 'integrated' approach.
T h e theory is methodological, the application is geographical, and computer
science provides the means with which the measurement tools can be developed. However, the issues have been kept separate where possible.

Chapter 1

A Relational Approach to
Spatial Choice Modeling
ABSTRACT
T h e discussion concentrates on the methods and techniques in
theoretical geography that were developed for modeling spatial
choice and spatial decision behavior. Particular attention is paid
to the role of utility and preferences in some of these models
and the associated problems. As an alternative to these approaches, a recently developed, reconstructive, relational alternative for modeling functionality is presented. T h e objective of
the study is the development of a set of model building and measurement tools for implementing this methodological alternative.
From this more general objective, a set of more precise research
questions and tasks is formulated.
Keywords: spatial choice, preference modeling, utility, constraints, inusconditions, internal relations, functional equivalence, goal rationality, relational definition

1.1

Introduction: spatial choice and
decision making

Patterns and processes studied by social geographers result from the behavior
of many different individual actors and groups of actors. People reside and
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migrate, they work and indulge in recreation. Compa~licslocate and relocate
plants, distribute goods and information, attract workers in the morning and
disperse them again a t five. The spatial behavior of individual actors and
groups of actors is studied in order t o understand better the mechanisms by
which these aggregate patterns and processes are generated. These individuals are not mere creatures without volition 'behaving' as would particles,
mediating the forces exerted on t,hem. Instead, they must be considered subjects with interests and objectives that process information about the world
and use it t o generate their actions by meails of a decision. As a result, (spatial) decision making and (spatial) choice became important research issues
in geography. The numerous articles, papers, and reviews published over
the last ten years or so, show that its importance in geography has rapidly
increased over a relatively short period of time and is now firmly established
(see e.g., Golledge and Rushton, 1976; Cox and Golledge, 1981; Golledge and
Rayner, 1982; Timmermans, 1984; Golledge and Timmermans, 1988; Smith
e t al., 1984). Although the extensive literature might give the impression
of a 'mature' field of research, many issues are still strongly debated. In
fact, subjects such as the nature of the decision-making process, the relations decision makers have with their environment, the role of preferences
versus constraints, the rationality of decision making, the way information
is processed by a decision maker, as well as how spatial choice behavior and
decision making can or must be modeled, are still the subject of ongoing
discussion and debate, and several different approaches t o modeling spatial
choice behavior exist.
One way of reducing this large variety in the approaches and methods
into a smaller set of more generic types, is to classify them according t o the
conceptual and methodological views and opinions out of which they are
constrncted.
One way of looking a t decision making is t o regard the behavior of actors as given, as a deterministic response to certain stimuli. This is the
approach mentioned above in which actors are regarded as the elements in
the system mediating its forces in a well-described manner. It is the approach which in psychology is known as the 'behavioristic' approach (Gould
and Kolb, 1964; p. 54; Kuper and Kuper, 198.5; p. 65). In this approach
actors are treated as black boxes, accepting stimuli from the environment
and reacting t o those stimuli by a specific response. Mediating or intervening cognitive processes are not modeled. Specific stimuli are associated
with specific responses. In geography, this idea of a basically non-decisive,
either deterministic or probabilistic, though fully informed, reactive actor
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is implicitly assumed in (neo)classical location theory or spatial interaction
modeling. However, although this kind of approach might generate interesting associations between spatial patterns and may be used for predictive
purposes, its theoretical content is generally considered insufficient and unrealistic. Not many representative~of the ideal-typical actors t h a t these
approaches are based on can be found in the real world.
Once it was realized t h a t in order t o really explain spatia.1 patterns and
processes one had t o concentrate on how the behavior causing these patterns
itself was generated, attention turned toward spatial behavior in general, and
the cognitive processes underlying this behavior in particular.

1.2

Constraints versus preference

It would require considerable study t o reconstruct how these somewhat more
behavior-oriented views on the explanation of spatial patterns and processes
extended throughout the varions fields in human geography. It is nevertheless important t o note t h a t the overall result is known as 'behavioral geography'. However, Johnston (1981; pp. 19-20) describes behavioral geography
as, "An approach t o human geography which draws on the assumptions,
methods and concepts of behaviorism t o identify the cognitive processes
through which individuals codify, respond t o and react upon their surrounding environments". T h e interpretation of 'behaviorism' by Johnston is very
different from what it normally stands for in psychology. Unlike behavioral
psychology, behavioral geography aims a t a white-box reconstruction of the
actor, coupling stimuli by means of cognitive processes t o responses. However, Johnston's description coincides well with what is generally known as
the 'behavioral approach' in geography. This is the interpretation which is
followed here. As usual, after the initial discussions and theoretical discourse
on the usefulness and significance of behavior-oriented geography, two types
of developments occurred. There was a strong tendency t o introduce the
so-called behavioral approaches in the thematic fields such as economic geography (Pred, 1967; Townroe, 1969). T h e goal here was of course t o use
the new insights and opinions t o arrive a t better explanations, better understanding of the issues one was studying. T h e other development was a
specialized reaction in theoretical geography with the objective of the study
of spatial choice behavior proper, with emphasis on the decision process itself rather than on the explanation of spatial outcomes. Here it suffices t o
say t h a t in both fields, thematic geography and theoretical geography, this
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behavioral approach led t o the application of many alternative methods and
techniques of analysis and measurement. To a greater extent than was earlier the case, attention was paid t o the decision processes leading t o specific
types of locational behavior.
One of the early versions of the spatial choice modeling endeavors in theoretical geography attributed spatial choice behavior mainly t o actor-specific
preferences. In this 'revealed preference' approach behavior is explained by
regarding it as a means to satisfy the actor's preferences. As a consequence,
various methods and techniques for 'revealing' these preference structures
directly from spatial choice behavior were developed (for an overview refer
t o e.g., Rushton, 1969; Timmermans and Rushton, 1979).
The objection against this approach was that the assumption that behavior is generated by preferences can only be valid in a situation of complete
freedom of choice. However, freedom of choice is rare and unevenly distributed among different groups of subjects or interest groups. As a result,
behavior cannot be regarded the mere expression of preferences. Instead, it is
the more or less complicated result of an interaction of preferences, expressed
as objectives and interests, and the opportunities and constraints within the
limits of which these objectives can be realized. (Pirie, 1976; Sheppard,
1979; Thrift, 1981; Desbarats, 1983; Hendriks, 1986). Or, as Short (1977;
p. 442) remarks in the context of residential choice modeling: "...behavioral
aspects of residential mobility are more realistically explained as a form of
adaptive behavior to the system of housing supply and allocation, which is
of course, dependent on the structure of the wider society".
Another approach, often denoted as the 'expressed preference' approach,
tries t o bypass the above mentioned problem by explicitly separating the
preference structure of subjects from their overall behavior (e.g., Schuler,
1979; Lieber, 1979; Louviere, 1981; Hendriks, 1983; Timmermans, 1984,
1986; Timmermans et al., 1984; van der Heijden, 1986). The preference
structure is measured under laboratory conditions representing a constraintfree choice environment. The results are thus presumed t o represent 'clean
and pure' preferences. The idea is elegant and can be boldly summarized as
follows:
0) behavior is preference plus constraints;

1) model and measure the preference structure;
2) predict the behavior on the basis of preference;
3) compare the behavior as it is observed outside the laboratory
with the predicted behavior;
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4) if the prediction turns out all right, the preference structure
can be regarded a good predictor of behavior.
It should be noted that such an approach, which concentrates entirely
on preferences, does not in itself, and automatically, deny the existence and
importance of constraints. On the contrary, constraints do get incorporated
into the model (step 0). The underlying assumption which allows this is, of
course, that preferences and constraints can be independently described and
modeled. In the expressed preference approach, these constraints are typically modeled as a kind of random variable. By using various functions representing different possibilities of how the constraint variable is distributed
[logit, probit, dogit (Timmermans, 1984; Timmermans and van der Heijden, 1984)], the constraint component in the expressed preference model is
basically regarded as 'noise'.
In expressed preference modeling the preference structure can be uncovered in two ways; compositional and decompositional. In the compositional
case, various aspects or 'dimensions' of choice alternatives are evaluated
separately and then combined into an overall score for the choice alternative by some sort of combination rule. In the decompositional approach,
complete choice alterna.tives are evaluated by respondents. By carefully designing these alternatives so that they represent combina.tions of attributes
and scores, and then analyzing the patterns of the evaluations by the respondents by using a factorial design, the overall evaluation or 'utility' scores are
decomposed into their constituent aspects, and the combination rule is derived (refer to Timmermans (1984) for a review of the different options and
techniques for developing these so-called '(decompositional) multi-attribute
preference models').

1.2.1

Utility and spatial choice

An important concept in this kind of spatial choice modeling is that of the
'utility' or attractiveness of choice alternatives (Samuelson, 1947) as a combinatorial function of the attributes of the choice alternatives (Luce and
Tukey, 1964; Anderson, 1974; Louviere et al., 1980). IIendriks (1986; p.
62) characterizes the utility concept as "...a virtua.1 (latent) variable which
performs the function of an intermediary between the objective reality of
the choice alternatives and spatial behavior" [my translation]. Actors make
decisions as t o the selection of a choice altermtive on the basis of the (expected) utility of the alternatives. In the expressed preference approach,
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choice alternatives are rated and ranked on the basis of their utilities which
are considered t o represent the actor's preference values.
Van der Smagt (1985) and Hendriks (1986) criticize the way utility is defined and measured in the expressed preference approach. Two objections t o
the way utility is coupled t o spatial behavior via expressed preference models
seem to dominate their critique. First, they argue that the methodology of
preference modeling, in particular in the form of a multi-attribute preference
model, suffers from problems which seriously jeopardize the validity of the
model results (Hendriks and van der Smagt, 1988). T h e second objection is
that modeling the concept of utility with preferences tends t o conceal the
real mechanisms and processes underlying choice behavior. Instead, they argue that utility is a concept which links objectives with the means by which
they can be realized; therefore it is end-means relationships that the modeling should concentrate on. Each of these objections are discussed below in
somewhat more detail.
1.2.1.1 Attributes and their categories

T h e central component of a (multi-attribute) preference model is formed by
the so-called 'combination rule'. As mentioned above, in compositional and
decompositional preference models the overall utility of a choice alternative
is the result of combining several so-called 'part-worth utilities', generated
by various aspects or dimensions of the choice alternative. The combination
rule is a mathematical function expressing the way in which these part-worth
utilities are combined in the overall utility score. Many combina.tion rules can
be specified, each of them representing different assumptions as t o how an
actor unifies the different aspects of a choice alternative into an overall utility
assessment (Timmermans, 1984,1987; van Dinteren and Reitsma, 1985).
An important part of the critique, as formulated by van der Smagt and
Hendriks (1988), concentrates on the nature of the process represented by
a mathematical combination rule. For example, application of a weighted
a,dditive combination rule of the form

where

Ui: utility of alternative i ,
Wj:

weight of dimension j,
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Xij:
k:

score of alternative i on dimension j,
number of dimensions,

assumes a specific and constant way of how part-worth utilities ( W j * X i j )
are arrived a t , and how they are combined into an overall utility score.
An important aspect here concerns the way the dimensions are split up in
categories. This kind of model deals with variables of which the categories
are fixed a priori. Categorizations may vary between individual decision
makers, but within the context of one individual decision maker and one
combination rule, categorizations are fixed. As van der Smagt (1985; pp.
113-115) and van der Smagt and Lucardie (1990) have pointed out, however,
there is no good reason for a priori assuming that the attributes of choice
alternatives can be independently categorized. The point is illustrated by
means of an example of how a specific categorization of an attribute becomes
necessary as a result of a score assigned t o another variable.

Disabled

Figure 1.1: Categorization of the floor-attribute for different combinations
of actor and object attributes (Source: van der Smagt, 1985)
T h e example (Figure 1.1) concerns a hypothetical residential (dwelling)
choice problem. The choice objects are apartments which are described
by only two attributes and their categories: floor level (one t o four) and the
availability or lack of an elevator. Two types of actors are assumed: an actor
who can use both the stairs and the elevator, and an actor who, for whatever
reason (e.g., physical handicap), is entirely dependent on the availability of
an elevator t o reach levels other than the ground floor. The apartments have
t o be described in such a way that the description contains those attributes
and attribute levels that can be considered relevant in determining the qualities that would make it an acceptable choice. In this case the characteristics
of the handicapped actor will force a recategorization of the 'floor' variable.
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The reason for this is that if an apartment building does not contain an
elevator, only two ca.tegories of floor level can be meaningfully designated:
ground floor and other floors. However, in case the apartment building does
offer access to an elevator, all floors become possible alternatives and thus
valid categories of the variable 'floor'. For the actor who is not limited by
the absence of an elevator, there is no reason to use different categorizations
of 'floor' in connection with the ava.ilability or absence of an elevator; he can
use the stairs. Since the disabled actor cannot walk the stairs, the attributes
'floor' and 'availability elevator' are said t o be internally related.
Note that this categorization problem is not caused by the additivity of
the combination rule. Of course, additivity can be an erroneous assumption,
but even if the different dimensions could substitute for each other, the
internal relationship causing the necessity t o use different categorizations
for different type of actors is retained.
The possibilities of internal relationships between variables are not limited t o the int,er-dependence of categorizations of variables only. Not only
can the categorization of a varia.ble be determined by another variable, but
the same also holds for the significance of complete attributes. Especially in
compensatory structures, certain attributes only become relevant if certain
other attributes are assigned particular values. For a production plant, for
instance, accessibility t o a regional high-tension line may only become relevant in case local electricity supply is unavailable. This implies that whether
or not a va.riable should be contained in the assessment of utility a t all can
be the consequence of scores given to other varia.bles.
In short, even though individual variation in how the utility of a choice
alternative is genera.ted can be accounted for by means of different algebraic combination rules, these rules cannot comply with internally related
variables, simply beca.use they assume a priori fixed categorizations of the
attributes as well as a priori relevance of these attributes. This incapacity t o
integrate internally related attributes not only causes problems for expressed
preference models but for all models that consist of an equation, or a system
of equations (van der Smagt, 1985; IIendriks, 1986). They either tend to
neglect the large individual variation in how attributes must be categorized
or, even if applied on an individual level, fa.il to represent internally related
variables.
In the remainder of this chapter a.nd in the next two chapters a possible
solution for representing the interrelations between variable categorizations
is put forward. It suffices to say here tha.t taking internally related variables
into account requires some form of algorithmic, or logical approach rather
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than an equation-oriented one. The elevator-floor example makes clear that
internally related variables introduce an element of dependency in the categorization of the attributes. Attributes are t o be categorized in one way IF
a specific situation occurs. If not (ELSE), a different categorization should
be used.
1.2.1.2 P r o b l e m s with p r e f e r e n c e
Although these objections do cause a problem for multi-attribute preference
modeling, they do not directly address the validity of the basic principle
underlying expressed preference choice modelii~g,namely the assumption
that choice behavior is generated by preferences, plus constraints. This
assumption can be combined with the utility-theory principle that choice
alternatives can be ranked on the basis of their utility which, in case of
multi-attribute preference modeling, is a measure of preference. Together
with the assumptions concerning the distribution of the constraint variable,
this yields that the alternative with the highest preference value will be
selected if it were not for some constraints and external factors that disturb
this relationship and turn it into a probabilistic rather than a deterministic
one.
Three issues concerning these assumptions appear t o be important. The
first relates t o the nature of the constraints. Modeling them as 'noise' may
be a n undesirable approach, as it tends t o conceal many aspects of spatial
choice and spatial decision making which cannot be considered 'noise' a t all,
but which, instead, represent very distinct constraint-related mechanisms.
This is not t o say that in the expressed preference approach constraints are
not important. They are considered important, and they are, in a sense,
modeled as well. The problem, however, is that they are considered t o
have their own, independent contribution t o generating spatial choice, as is
the case with preferences. It is assumed that the variation in behavioral
constraints is rather large and unsystematic, and can therefore be regarded
as statistical error.
Two other issues which are important in a discussion on the characteristics and usefulness of preference modeling concern the validity of the preference measurements, and the presumed independent status of preferences and
constraints. The first issue can be stated as: what exactly is measured in
many preference assessments? Preference measurements are typically based
on rating and scaling exercises. Sometimes in a crude manner, sometimes
very delicately by means of tools such as pair-wise comparisons combined
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with multi-dimensional scaling or the repertory grid method; Timmermans
et al. (1984) and Hendriks (1985) provide an overview of these techniques.
Pawson (1982) argues that ranking and scaling assignments are tasks
which respondents are easily prepared t o perform. Most of the time the job
is fairly easy, so that respondents have no trouble being 'good' respondents.
Moreover, since they are requested t o rank or scale, they rank or scale,
regardless of whether what has to be ranked makes much sense or whether
the items t o be ranked apply t o that respondent a t all. Even though a
respondent has no car, for example, there is a fair chance that he will be able
t o assess the quality of the parking facilities of a supermarket. He may even
tell the investigator that he thinks it is very important that supermarkets
have good parking facilities.
With respect to a multi-dimensional scaling analysis of occupations
Pawson (1982; p. 55) puts it like this: "We do not naturally and automatically see occupations as points in multidimensional spaces, though we
can do so a t will, especially if we are encouraged". Application of this kind of
measurement may very well lead t o what Blinkert (1978) calls 'Methodische
Realitatskonstruktionen', or as Pawson puts it, 'intrusion of the method into
the results'; "The technique will always produce results, and so their presuppositions, if they ever come under question, are apparently exonerated"
(Pawson, 1982; p. 54).
Although part of this problem can perhaps be solved by using a different
type of measurement, there is a second problem which is much more serious.
This problem is caused by the 'fuzziness' of a concept like 'preference'. What
are preference, importance, satisfaction, and so forth, as measured in these
procedures? Even if the problems mentioned by Pawson can be overcome,
what does one actually measure? It is to be expected that what one gets
when asking actors (people, firms, households, etc.) about their preferences,
is some sort of composite evaluation index, based on sometimes very complex
structures in which objectives and possible means for realizing them play a
major role.
It is well known that it takes an effort t o separate 'real needs' and 'ultimate desire' from 'reasonable demands' and 'realistic wishes' (Ispen, 1978;
Sheppard, 1979). How much of the expressed preferences is 'ulterior aspiration' and how much of it is induced by constraints limiting the possibilities
for realizing these aspirations? And even more importantly, how many of
these constraints are really random, and how many can be modeled as relationships between objectives, actor's characteristics, and the properties of
choice alternatives? A part of these relationships is known by the actors
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themselves. They may well know that, because of their income level, they
will never be able t o obtain an expensive house. Therefore, they may adjust their preference and inform the investigator that they prefer a modest
dwelling over an expensive one. What is significant here is not that they
want a modest kind of house. What is important is that they want a modest
house because they cannot afford an expensive one, something which is not
expressed in the preference rating; yet the actor may be totally unaware of
another part of the relationship between objective and means. One reason
that people and organizations pay consultants for advice is that they do not
know their own situation well enough to determine what they want. Nevertheless, the relations still exist, and they might or might not be expressed
in the preference ratings.
Different actors have different objectives. Depending on their objectives,
their capabilities, and the available means, they develop strategies for realizing their goals. Modeling choice behavior should concentrate on these
strategies since it is these which form the link between goals and means, and
thus the blueprints for the resultant behavior.

1.2.2 An alternative based on functionality
An approach based on end-means relationships, however, implies a conception of spatial decision making which is different from the one applied in
spatial choice modeling based on preferences. The main difference lies in
the type of rationality a decision maker can be expected t o apply. Unlike a utility-theoretical rationality which is characteristic of the preference
approach, analyzing spatial choice on the basis of end-means relationships
implies goal-rationality. What is important is not t o find the object with
the highest preference value, but the object or set of objects that can satisfy a pre-defined goal or objective. This implies the notion of functionality.
Objects, be they buildings, people, plans, or areas, can under certain conditions, fulfill a specific function for an actor. Here it is important t o recognize
that an actor may or may not ha,ve various alternative ways or 'strategies',
to realize a specific objective. Therefore, many empirically different 'objects'
can fulfill one specific function. Moreover, as The Hitch Hiker's Guide to
the Galaxy (Ursa Minor, quoted by Douglas Adams, 1979; pp. 24-25) points
out, one and the same object, therefore one and the same set of empirical
properties, can serve many different functions:
"A towel ... is about the most massively useful thing an interstellar hitch hiker can have. Partly it has great practical value-you
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can wrap it around you for warmth as you bound across the cold
moons of Jaglan Beta; you can lie on it on the brilliant marblesanded beaches of Santraginus V, inhaling the heady sea vapors;
you can sleep under it beneath the stars which shine so redly on
the desert world of Kakrafoon; use it t o sail a mini raft down
the slow heavy river Moth: wet it for use in hand-to-hand combat; wrap it round your head t o ward off noxious fumes or avoid
the gaze of the Ravenous Bugblatter Beast of Traal ( a mindboggingly stupid animal, it assumes that if you can't see it, it can't
see you-daft as a brush, but very very ravenous); you can wave
your towel in emergencies as a distress signal, and of course dry
yourself off with it if it still seems to be clean enough."
If objectives change, the aktributes objects must have in order t o be able
t o satisfy this objective may or ma.y not change. Likewise, if the objective
remains the same, a change in the characteristics of the actor may generate different requirements with regard t o the objects. For instance, if the
objective is something like 'habitable', requirements concerning houses will
include attributes such as the availa.ble spatial arrangement of the rooms
and specific plumbing facilities. If, however, the family situation of the actor changes, it is very well possible that the requirements concerning living
space change, whereas those associated with the plumbing do not. In other
words, whether or not an object can be considered 'functionally adequate',
depends on how both the characteristics of the actor and the properties of
the object match. Objects contained in the set of objects that can, in principle, fulfill a specific function for a specific actor are denoted 'functionally
equivalent'.
Note that what is of central importance here is not tha.t actors have objectives that structure their behavior. The difference between a functional
approach based on end-means relationships and one based on preference is
that in a functional approach the end-means rationality is explicitly modeled, whereas in a preference approach the objectives are reconstructed from
the preference measurements.
1.2.2.1 Taxonomic versus functional classification

The difference between choice modeling based on preference and modeling based on functional equivalence implies a difference in views on the
classification of choice alternatives. Van der Smagt (1988) discusses two
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different approaches t o classification and concept definition; the taxonomic
approach and the functional approach. The taxonomic approach seems t o
be the one underlying expressed preference modeling, whereas the functional
approach is advocated here.
In taxonomic classification, the definition of a concept consists of a set of
observable object properties that in conjunction characterize an object as an
instance of the class. Modern varieties of this method of classifying objects
stress the flexibility or 'fuzziness' that has to be taken into account in such
classifications. The properties cannot always be described unambiguously,
and combinations of attribute-value scores are not strictly necessary and
sufficient, but should instead be considered 'characteristic'. Membership in
a category is gradual and increases with the number of properties the object
has in common with some sort of archetype (see Zadeh et al., 1975; Kickert,
1978; Gupta et al., 1979; Negoita, 1985; and Smithson, 1987, for overviews
and possible applications of fuzzy set theory). Such a n approach can thus be
considered inductive-probabilistic. There is a central archetype and actual
objects are classified according to their degree of empirical similarity with
that archetype. The more the similarity, the higher the likelihood that the
object is an instance of the concept.
Functional classification, on the other hand, is ba.sed on functional equivalence. Therefore, empirical similarity is irrelevant for functional classification. Instead, it is the similarity between the properties of an object on the
one hand, and the means t o satisfy an objective on the other that determines
class membership. Since many of the relationships between end and means
are of a rather structural nature, in the sense that they limit the freedom
of choice, functional classification mainly considers the constraint side of
a choice problem. Therefore, modeling based on functional equivalence implies a much more reconstructive, deductive method. It implies furthermore,
a different perspective on the significance of preference versus constraints,
where their supposed contribution t o the explanation of choice behavior is
concerned. Where modeling based on preference concentrates on individual preference structures with constraints as an additional 'noisy' factor, a
reconstructive, relation-oriented approach puts emphasis on modeling the
systematics in the objectives, means, and constraints, with the individual
variation in 'pure' preference as noise.
Van der Smagt (1988; pp. 45-46) also mentions the difficulties associated with constructing functional classification procedures. First of all, the
fact that one and the same objective can be fulfilled in many different ways,
whereas one and the same object or means can fulfill many different func-
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tions, creates the problem of many definitions being possible. Uncovering
the relevant end-means relationships from such a complex structure can be
a cumbersome endeavor. A second problem is the analysis of objectives.
Objectives often are not well-formulated because they are not well-known
in the first place. Yet another problem is that no analysis will ever be able
t o cover all possible means for a given objective. Theoretically, the set of
means t o satisfy a specific objective is infinite. One therefore needs methods
t o reduce the set of means t o a set that is both plausible and manageable.
Finally, there is the problem of how t o model functional equivalence.

1.3

A two-stage model of spatial decision making

Explanatory theories of spatial behavior should provide models of how behavioral 'variables' such as attitudes and preferences interact with structural
ones such as the constraints limiting spatial behavior and spatial choice. In
the expressed preference approa.cl1 this interaction is considered minimal.
Both preferences and constraints have their own, independent contribution
t o choice behavior. Here, however, it is argued that from a functional point
of view, this is not an attractive approach. I would therefore like t o suggest
an alternative, namely, two-stage modeling of spatial choice behavior. In a
first, reconstructive stage, an attempt is made t o model those relationships
and constraints which, in interaction with specific objectives, determine a
feasible set of functionally equivalent choice alternatives.
Specific alternatives can fulfill specific functions for actors. Determination of which functions an alternative can fulfill or whether or not an alternative can, in principle, fulfill such a function, depends on what both the
actor and the alternative require, and what both possess in terms of properties. Part of these requirements may belong t o the preference structure or
the objectives of the a.ctor. Others though, and it is interesting t o investigate how different choice processes contain different amounts of preferential
freedom, are highly structured in the sense that large pa.rts of the requirements are functionally dependent on the characteristics of the actor. The
fact that the disabled actor cannot use the stairs, makes it imperative for
him t o have either an apartment on any floor in case an elevator is available,
or an apartment on the ground floor in the absence of one. Of course, this
assumes that dragging oneself up the stairs by the banisters is not a feasible
alternative. But even in the unlikely event that the actor does consider it an
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opportunity, it can still be modeled as a relation between an objective and
the means t o satisfy it.
The result of this first stage of reconstruction, is a so-called choice set
of functionally equivalent alternatives. The magnitude of this set, relative
t o the total set of objects or locations the analysis starts with, depends
on two things: the number and nature of objectives, and the properties of
the objects that must satisfy them. The more objectives are added, the
more requirements must be satisfied. How many more, however, depends
on the characteristics of the relations associating the objectives with the
means to sa.tisfy them. Similar objectives may imply very different sets of
requirements depending on the characteristics of the actor. A family with
three children may well have requirements for a house which differ from
those of a retired couple, even though the general objective, residing in an
affordable house, is similar. Even so, many different types of houses may
function as a dwelling for the family because often requirements can be
fulfilled in various ways. The more objectives are added, however, and the
more a choice situation is constrained by limiting factors, the smaller the
set of functionally equivalent alternatives will be, the empty set being the
smallest possible. The amount of reduction in the original set of choice
objects brought about by the reconstruction of the feasible set can then be
interpreted as a measure of freedom of choice.
The model covering this first reconstructive stage will be denoted a 'relational model', because it contaminsa set of declarations on how t o reconstruct
a set of functionally equivalent choice alternatives on the basis of the existing
or possible relations between an actor's objectives and characteristics on the
one hand, and the resultant requirements expressed as sets of object properties on the other. Object and actor are said t o be 'relationally' linked by
the model. The actual classification then, consists of a 'matching operation'
by which all objects in an initial set are tested on the set of requirements
represented in the relatiollal model. The measurement here is on a nominal,
dichotomous level. Alternatives belong t o the feasible set or they do not.
They can be considered either functionally equivalent or not. No rating or
ranking can happen here; the modeling of the first stage implies selection,
not ranking.
However, although the alternatives in the reconstructed set can be considered functionally equivalent, it may be that according t o one or more
additional criteria (not objectives), some alternative or set of alternatives is
better-has a higher utility-than the others.
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A second, optimization stage may be used to figure this out. Of course,
n case none (or only one alternative) remain after conducting the first stage,
Lhissecond modeling step may not be needed, but if the set of functionally
lquivalent alternatives contains more than one element, optimization may
be used to select the best one.
Note that within the framework of a functional approach to choice mod,.ling, such a second stage of optimization can only be applied t o the set of
functionally equivalent alternatives. Within this set there is a relative freedom of choice. Of course, if new objectives are added, the set may change,
nut in a given choice situation, the resulting choice set contains alternatives
+hat may be compared and ranked on what may be called 'common diinensions'. These common dimensions cannot be the 'alternatives' empirical
&tributes contained in the relational model linking objectives with object
~oroperties.These have very specific meanings and can be subject t o internal
(elations. Therefore they cannot be considered common dimensions. Hownver, other common dimensions can be recognized and used as optimization
:riteria. This is the case, for instance, if the alternatives are ranked on the
,usceptibility t o change in all or specific characteristics or objectives of the
nctor. This kind of criteria can be considered 'meta-criteria' of sorts; criteria
that do not refer t o any empirical property of the choice object, but instead
~ e f e rt o its position in the end-means structure. Another possibility is that
~lthoughall objects could, in principle, fulfill a specific function for an ac:or, they could still be ranked on certain, very general dimensions such as
osts, distance, time, and so forth. In Chapter 5, an example of how such an
optimization could be integrated with a relational model of site suitability
s discussed briefly.
It is important t o note that matters of optimization are not considered
objectives' here. If they were, they must be part of the first, reconstructive
,tage and should not be considered separately. Therefore, the objectives of
I he reconstructive stage must not contain criteria such as finding the 'cheapst', the 'closest', the 'most' or the 'least', and so forth. What distinguishes
he objectives on which the reconstruction is based is that, unlike an optinization objective, they are based on functionality.
Emphasis in this report is on the first stage of choice modeling based on
functional equivalence. This however, requires a method as well as a set of
'001s by means of which such a functional approach may be applied. This is
,he objective of this study-to develop a general method for reconstructing
patial choice processes from the point of view of end-means relationships,
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and to construct means ant1 tools by which suc11 a method can be irnplemented and a.pplied in empirical research.

1.4

Functional concepts and relational matching

Van der Smagt (1985) and IIendriks (1986) a.pply this notion of functionality
in a theory on the meaning and definition of tlleoretica.1 concepts. Examples
of such concepts frequently used in geogra.phy are 'service level', 'accessibility', 'residential utility', 'site suita.bilityl,and 'protluction milieu'. Concepts
such as these typically fulfill a role in theories of spa,tia,lbehavior. Service
level and residential utility ma,y be importa.nt concepts in an explanatory
theory of residential choice behavior or migra.tion, whereas a.ccessil)ility and
site suitability fea.ture in, for example, industria.1 1oca.tion theory. Many of
the applications of these concepts a.re ba.sed on either a sta.tistica1 or mathematical approa.ch to concept definit,ion, or on a purely behavioral-cognitive
one. Neither of these nletllods, llowever, seems very appropriate for capturing and representing the functiona.1 c1ia.racter of the cor~cel)is,although
functionality does play an important role in modcrn 1oca.tion theory. At
the level on which concepts a.ppear in theories, many of them are defined
in an explicitly functional manner. Many a.tte~-ripts
to nlodel site suitability
or its more aggregate companion 'production milieu', for instance, depart
from a functional point of view. According to de Smitlt (197.5; p. 48), for
exa,mple, production milieu ca.n be defined as "tlie conlposite of external
conditions, i.e., determinants external to tlie fir111,which it~fluenceits siting
and functionii~g." [my transla.tion]
Such a definition can be denoted a ' n o ~ ~ i i n aor
~ l f~~tlctional
'
tlefinition. It
designates the function of an object (here a location) which ca.n be classified
is an a.ttra.cas a,n instance of the concept. Altliougli a. functional ticfi~~ilion
tive point of depa,rt,ure, the next step would be of course c o n v e r t i ~ ~itg into
an appropriate measurement procetlurc. Usually this lla,ppens by tra.nslating
the definition directly into a set of empirical illtlicators in ternis of which the
object or location is to be measured. Scores on these illtlicators are then
somehow coinbinetl into an overall score on the concept. Strictly speaking
there is nothing wrong with that provided the empirical intiica,tors a.s well as
the way they are categorized, measured, a ~ l dcombinetl, represent the functional chara.cter of the theoretical concept. They tl~ereforemust represent
goal-mea.11~relationsl~ips.In accorda.nce with the rejection of e~npiricalsimilarity as a ba.sis for f u n c t i o ~ ~ cla,ssifi
;~l
ca.t.ion, Ilcndl.iks (198(i), for insta.nce,
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points out that empirical, observable object attributes can never generate
functionality just by themselves. It is only in the context of a specific actor
with objectives and requirements that specific properties of objects can contribute t o functionality. Again, the difference between the second and third
floor can only have an effect on the residential function of an apartment if
the actor is not disabled, or in case he is, if an elevator is available. Hendriks
(1986; p. 225) puts it like this:
"Crucial in the real (relational) meaning of the concept are therefore not the properties of an object in their own right. Of vital
importance is the relationship between the object and the context represented as a set of demands or conditions relating to
the object. The real definition of any concept will therefore be
a relational definition, as it is to be centered on this relationsllip
between object and context."
T h e result of this is that in a relational model, concepts such as site
suitability, accessibility, service level, or even utility, are represented as the
interactive result of requirements genera.ted by an actor, and the properties
characterizing the choice alternatives. In short, the difference between a
functional and a relational definition of a concept is that whereas the functional definition only declares the classification to be based on the ability of
objects to fulfill specific functions for an actor, the relational definition is a
declaration of how this can be achieved.
Investigation of the choice object's properties and the rules linking these
properties with the actor's objectives and characteristics are the two main
aspects of a relational definition of concepts as recognized by Hendriks (1986;
p. 53):
the relational aspect: the assignnlent of an object to the set of functionally equivalent alternatives is the result of a matching of object
properties and actor's objectives and characteristics;
the data aspect: in order to establish whether the matching relation
is satisfied, both the a.ctor's objectives and cha.ra.cteristics, and the
object's properties need to be known.
In the context of relationally defining concepts, classification tllerefore
comes down to a matching procedure. From the characteristics and objectives of an actor, a number of requirements follow. Tlle 'extension' or
'domain' of the concept then coiltains all those objects the properties of
which match the requirements of the actor.
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INUS conditionality and relational definitions

Van der Smagt (1985; p. 36) and Hendriks (1986; p. 116) suggest the modeling of the relationships representing sets of functionally equivalent alternatives by means of first-order logic. This proposal is based on first, a theory of
'causal factors' presented by Mackie (1965), offering an attractive conceptual
framework for modeling necessary and sufficient conditions (requirements),
and second, the notion that predicate logic might offer an appropriate language for representing a relational match (Hendriks, 1986, Chapter 4; Rei tsma, 1986). Mackie argues that causal factors must be considered so-called
'INUS conditions':
"A is an INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some X
and for some Y , ( A X or Y) is a necessary and sufficient condition
of P , but A is not a sufficient conditioil of P and X is not a
sufficient condition of P." (Mackie, 1965; p. 246).
Denise (1984; p. 49) defines an INUS condition in less formal terms as
"an insufficient but necessary part of a condition that is itself unnecessary
but sufficient for a result" (refer t o Appendix 1 for Denise's ameildinent of
the formal definition by Mackie).
For example, a smoldering cigarette in a forest might 'cause' a fire, but
only if a large number of additional conditions, such as the availability of dry
fuel, enough airflow t o heat up the cigzrette's end, etc., is satisfied. Each
of the components in the 'smoldering-cigarette-plus-additional-conditions~
scenario is a necessary, though insufficient, condition of that particular set.
T h e set itself is one out of many that can cause a fire. It is therefore a
sufficient, although unnecessary, condition for a fire.
When applied to the analysis of how an object might fulfill a certain
function, it means that no empirical property of an object can by itself
be considered a necessary and sufficient condition of such a function. It
is only in the context of an actor that object properties can be considered
as contributing to such a function. For example, no characteristic of a location or region can, on its own account, generate a suitable environment
for locating economic activities. Whether or not such a characteristic ca.n
contribute t o site suitability depends on the spatial production requirement
of the economic activity for which it must be assessed. Moreover, often
these locational requirements cannot be expressedin terms of one or only a
few characteristics, to be added, multiplied or in any other way combined,
without taking internal relationships into account. In most cases, individual
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locational properties can be combined in Inany different ways in order t o be
able t o fulfill the function of a production site. Within each of these con1binations, attributes may have t o be categorized in different ways. Also, w i t l ~ i n
each of these combinations, the individual locational properties represent
necessary but insufficient conditions for a positive result on site snitability.
T h e total combination, however, is one out of many t h a t may generate such
a result; a sufficient but unnecessary condition therefore.

1.4.2

Representing relatioilal defiilitioils

Employing the framework of I N U S conditionality for modeling the relational
definition of concepts implies t h a t for representing a definition for a, co11cel)t
such a s site suita.bility, a strictly logical structure, a disjrlnction of colrjunctions, can be used:

R IF ((Ll AND L2) OR (Ll AND L3) OR (L2 AND L4))
where
and

R

= positive rcsult on a relational matching,

L1 t o L4

= individual locational requirements.

This disjunction of conjunctions forms the ba,sic structure of a. re1a.tiona.l
definition based on functional equivalence. Each of t h e conjunctions represents a possibility for realizing a specific function (R). Within ea.ch of these
disjunctive terms, however, all elements are neccssa.ry conditions. I I o ~ ~ c v e r ,
this kind of structure is still illconclusive for application in functio11a.l c1a.ssification. At least two a.spects must be added; the relations between sets of
conditions and the characteristics of actors, and t h e possibility t h a t individual locational requirernei~tscan be fulfilled in various ways.
Earlier i t was argued t h a t in order t o understand choice behavior better,
the constraint element must be modeled, and tha.t this is only meaningful if
relations between the nature of the constraints and the nature of t h e actor's
characteristics a r e contained in the model. A model of a decision procedure
of a n individual is a nice thing, but it is much more interesting t o bc able
t o model this individual decision procedure as a.n instance, a specia.l case
of a more general model in wllicli the individual is represented by a. set of
attributes, associa,ted with sets of requirements. In the context of motlcling
site suitability, this implies t h a t 1ocationa.l production requirements arc a.ssociated with chara.ctcristics of the economic activity; either in the form of
production properties or via objectives such a.s the estimated amount of pro-
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duction, whether or not the activity wants t o produce for a n extra-regional
market, and so forth.
These actor characteristics can be incorporated into t h e logical ground
structure of a relational match:

R IF ((A1 AND A2 AND ((Ll AND L2) OR
(L1 AND L3) OR
(L2 AND L4) ) )
OR
(A1 AND A3 AND ((L1 AND L4) OR
L5)))
where

R

= positive result on locational match,

and

A 1 t o A3
L l - L5

= actor characteristics,
= 1ocationa.l requirements.

Ideally, t h e associations (combinations) of actor characteristics and locational requirements have a causal character. This means t h a t t h e requirements a r e causally dependent on the characteristics. In t h e case of economic
activities, these relationships are given by t h e locational requirements associated with characteristics of the production process. Note t h a t what is
denoted 'actor characteristics' here (A1 t o A3), can be both empirical properties of actors a s well a s t h e actor's objectives. In t h e case of economic
activities, both can lead t o specific kinds of locational production requirements. Here they are both considered 'factors' or 'characteristics' generating
locational requirements, therefore they are treated identically in t h e model.
T h e second extension of the ground structure concerns the possibility
t h a t locational production requirements may be fulfilled in many different
ways. This implies t h a t rather abstract production requirements must themselves be modeled a s disjunctions of conjunctions. For example, if ' L l ' in the
logical structures presented above is supposed t o represent something like
'accessibility', this accessibility may be achieved by, for instance, access t o
the rail network (L6), or t h e availability of a highway connecting t h e 1oca.tion
with a large market abroad (L7). T h e logical representation of t h e relational
match can then be rewritten as:

R IF (((A1

0R

AND A2 AND (((L6 OR L7) AND ~ 2 )OR
((L6 OR L7) AND L3) OR
(L2 AND L4)))
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(A1 AND A3 AND (((L6 OR L7) AND L4)
L5) 1)
where
and

R
A1 t o A3
L1 - L7

OR

= positive result on locational match,
= actor characteristics,
= locational requirements.

In Chapter 3 this process of specifying requirements on different levels
of abstraction is discussed further. It will be argued that it is possible to
build systems of hierarchical nested relational structures, each of which can
be modeled separately, and can be considered a 'dimension' of the total
matching problem.

1.5

Choice behavior and decision making

Reconstruction of functionally equivalent choice sets by means of a relational
matching model represents a typical normative-deductive approach, rather
than a cognitive-inductive one as applied in preference modeling. It is the
researcher who determines the relationships between the actor's objectives
or characteristics and the associated requirements. Of course this may imply the use of, among other sources of information, the views and opinions
supplied by the actor. However, it is not the actor's cognitive structure
underlying his behavior and decisions that is to be reconstructed, but the
mechanisms leading to an 'objective' choice set, given a specific description
of the actor in terms of goals and/or attributes. 'Objective' here means that
the only way in which the a.ctor can change the set is by changing his goal
or characteristics, not his views, opinions and attitudes concerning the set.
This emphasis on the more structural relationships governing choice behavior not only implies that modeling functional equivalence is much more
concerned with the constraint aspect of choice behavior than with the aspect of preference, it also offers opportunities for supporting spatial decision
making.
One of the issues discussed in Chapter 5 is that decision support implies
a normative-deductive approach. Not what and why actors perform specific
actions is modeled, but what actors could or perhaps even should do b'
an initial situation. A two-stage modeling process, as suggested here, could
offer a useful framework for such a decision support orientation. In the first
stage of relational reconstruction, a feasible set of alternatives is deduced on
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the basis of a set of choice objects, an actor with objectives and characteristics, and a relational model declaring the relationships between these two.
Next, on the basis of common criteria, the remaining alternatives can be
ranked and evaluated. Especially if the alternatives imply concrete lines of
action to be followed by a decision maker or when the evaluation functions
become complicated, the exercise acquires the character of an investigation
of alternative strategies and their consequences. One can start looking a t ,
for instance, a spatial economy from many different points of view, each of
them formulated as a combination of a specific type of actor and a specific
set of evaluation functions. As is discussed in Chapter 5, this is what decision support is about, and such an approach offers opportunities to support
spatial decision making and spatial policy formulation.

1.6

Research quest ions and objectives

Developing a relational model implies the reco~~struction
of the relations11ips
between actor characteristics and objectives, and the resulting r e q u i r c ~ ~ ~ e n t s
the choice alternative has to fulfill. Since functional equivalence can be
defined in a logical manner and does not require empirical similarity, t l ~ i s
reconstruction is based on logical rather than data processing ( S u t l ~ e r l a ~ ~ d ,
1988; van der Smagt and Lucardie, 1990). The result of such a reco~lstruction is a relational definition, represented as a logical structure; a disjunction
of conjunctions. The actual matching then consists of processing the relational definition, i .e., finding the requirements for choice alternatives given
a set of actor characteristics, and comparing them with the properties of the
individual members of a set of possible cl~oicealternatives.
The development of such a model in terms of its formal characteristics,
its implementation on a computer, its application to the problem of tlefil~ing
and classifying sites as to their suitability for economic activities, and its
integration into a system that can be used for both model develop~nentand
decision support, are the main problems covered by the research reported on
here. The general research objective therefore was to imple~nentthcse ideas
of functional equivalence, internal relationships and relational m a t c l ~ i ~ las
g
a modeling and classification system that can be used in empirical applications, both in the fields of theory construction, and model develop~nentand
decision support.
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This general objective can be reformulated as a set of more precise research questions, which are further discussed and elaborated on in the following chapters.
1) W h a t is the role of concepts such as site suitability and production milieu

i n industrial location theory: What is their explanatory power, how have
they been defined and modeled, and what do these definitions look like from
a relational point of view?
This question, dealt with in Chapter 2, illustrates what has been discussed here, but this time in the context of economic geography and intlustrial location theory. As suclr, it does not suggest any solutions t o the general
problem just mentioned. Instead, it restates the problem in the context of
industrial location beha.vior and emphasizes the need for an applicable, relational alternative.

2) Hozu can the logical representation of a relational match presented obove
be incorporated into a model structure that covers both the decla,rutive cirzd
procedural aspects of computer-based relational matching?
T h e logical structures presented above only represent the basic, declarative structure of a relational definition. Empirical applications, howevcr,
require a much more versatile kind of model structure in order t o lrandle
many different kinds of matching situations. What should the formalisnl for
a relational match look like if it must be processed by a computer? Can a
general model structure be developed that supports the division of a coinplex matching problem into a set of smaller, dimensional problems? Can one
come up with a model structure in which one or more forms of generalized
abstraction can be represented? These problems are dealt with in Cha.ptcr 3.
Note that the discussion of these questions barely touches upon the problcin
of knowledge acquisition, the problem of how to collect and develop a body
of empirical knowledge tha.t can indeed be represented in a relational model.
Although very important, the development of a knowledge acquisitioil technique for relational modeling goes beyond the scope of this study. IIowevcr,
a number of formal criteria and procedures that are important for knowletlge
acquisition are discusscd, simply because they are important elements in a
discussion of what a relational model is.

3) How can all this be implemented o n a computer?
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Building and processing a relational matching model and a functional
classification procedure requires some special kind of computer programming
and computational techniques. Processing a relational matching model contains elements of rule-based computation, knowledge representation, d a t a
base searching and traditional computing and calculation. Althougll a proposal for a general model outline is presented in Chapter 3, the implementational issues are dealt with in Chapter 4.

4 ) How can

the resultant model and automated relational matching procedure
be incorporated in a user-friendly, relatively smart system, which provides
decision support in problem situations?

Even though an automated relational matching system can be developed,
application in a decision support environment generates its own requirements. In a decision support situation, for instance, it is no longer sufficient
if the researcher knows how to handle his program, read the output, and
understand what happened during a model run. Instead, input and output
must be easily understandable and quickly modifiable by the user. Suita.ble
sites must be mapped, and the reasons why areas did not match the a.ct,ivity's requirements must be explained. And what if a relational matching
model forms just one out of many models in a decision support system, each
of which emphasizes a different aspect of the decision problem? Can they be
coupled and can they somehow interact with each other? The problems of
computer-based decision support are discussed in Chapter 5, together with
a complete version of the relational matching model in a real-life decision
support system.

5 ) What kind of empirical problems can be tackled with such a systenz?
With the system as it is at the end of Chapter 5, I return to the tliscllssion
on site suitability and prodl~ctionmilieu in Chapter 2, and present some
examples of applications of relational site suitability measurement in Sliailxi
Province, the People's Republic of China. As explained in Chapter 6, the
examples are of a distinct generic character. They do not claim to rcprcsent
accurate measurements of the site suitability of the counties in tlie province
for specific activities, nor were they intended to do so. Instead, they show
the possibilities for much more serious and accurate measurements, as well
as modeling attempts for some of the questions and situations that appear
frequently in industrial location theory and therefore in the explanation of
locational choice behavior of industries.

Chapter 2

Site Suitability in
Location Theory
ABSTRACT
In this chapter the need for a relational approach t o modeling
spatial decision making is illustrated in the context of industrial location theory and site suitability assessment. T h e starting point is the usefulness of location theory for spatial planning
in general and regional policy in particular. Various approaches,
such as the (neo)classical approach and the behavioral approach
in location theory are discussed briefly. Attention then turns t o
a modern, more functional approach t o location theory. It is argued that some of the procedures by which it has been applied
in modeling are inappropriate and hence reduce the applications
t o mere behavioral ones. The argument is illustrated by several
examples from research conducted on the concepts of 'production
milieu', 'regional production potential', and 'site suitability'. It
is argued that application of the functional approach in location
theory requires a relational approach t o modeling. Feasibility
and matching studies conducted in the sixties and seventies are
considered a starting point for such modeling. Some of these
studies are critically evaluated from a relational point of view.
Keywords: location theory, production milieu, regional production potential,
functional versus relational definitions, feasibility studies, choice-set, matching approach
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2.1

Functional Classification of Space

Location theory and spatial planning

Spatial planning concerns the monitoring and guidance of the spatial arrangement of activities toward a predetermined, 'better' distribution of these
activities. This evaluation aspect renders spatial planning a goal-driven activity of a very distinct instrumental character. The fact that it is goaldriven makes it an activity that seeks for instruments with which a change
from a less favorable toward a more favorable configuration of space can
be brought about. An activity, therefore, that is characterized by a clear
objective-means relationship.
Spatial planning is not an activity pertaining to governments and/or
lower-level administrative authorities only. It is just as much a part of the
decision-making behavior of individual households and firms as it is of administrative bodies. In case of the former, spatial planning is 'part of life'
and constitutes a means t o promote one's individual interests; in the case of
the latter, it is meant t o influence the behavior of these individual decision
makers in such a way that the aggregate result of this behavior is similar t o
the pre-defined goal-state.
With regard to spatial planning by a public authority, Cullen (1986; p.
242) states that "...planning analysis is required t o explore the impacts of
complex structural relationships upon social processes, the 'how' question
must be answered in ways which avoid the unfortunate side effects of the
current strategies." This statement could be rephrased in a somewhat more
general form as: the better an actor is equipped with knowledge about the
system, the better the chances are that something can indeed be changed in
the desired direction. Although there is much more to planning than mere
knowledge of the 'object system', knowledge of that system may reduce
the uncertainty as to what the consequences of a certain line of action will
be. Or as Kutter puts it, "Every type of planning is essentially interested
in an explanation in terms of causal relations." (Kutter, 1973; p. 74 [my
translation]). Of course, it is assumed here that the system can be altered
in a desired direction in the first place. In the worst case, accumulating
knowledge about a system will result in the recognition that the system
cannot be changed a t all. But in that case, one a t least realizes that it
cannot be changed and one can try t o find something better t o do.
This perspective on 'the rationality of planning and policy formulation';
the perspective of scientific or technical rationality, is certainly a limited
one. In modern theories on policy formulation and the rationality of policymaking, different, partly incompatible aspects of the rationality of planning
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such as political, economic, and technical or scientific aspects are recognized
(e.g., Snellen, 1987). These studies also show that the relationship between
'knowing more' and better policy making is a conditional one, a relationship
which can only be realized under specific conditions.
Location theory tries t o explain the spatial patterns and processes t o be
associated with the behavior of economic activities. As such, it can form an
important source of knowledge t o be applied in spatial planning, both on the
level of individual actors and on the level of a public authority. On the level
of individual decision makers such as firms, an adequate theory of locational
decision ma.king can provide means and instruments for supporting decisions
about where t o locate the activity. If the theory as well as the model derived
from that theory represent the interactions between the activity and the
environment appropriately, it can be used as a guideline for the decisions t o
be taken by the decision makers. This resembles what was characterized as
the application and decision support orientation in modeling functionality
in Section 1.5. Modeling end-means relationships serves two goals: theory
formation and theory-induced decision support.
Of course, spatial planning by economic activities does not stand on its
own, i.e., it is not an objective in itself. Instead, it can be considered one
particular aspect of the decision-making behavior and strategy determination by firms. Often, actions with a spatial dimension are consequences or
'derivatives' of other, more complex or higher-order strategies. Locational
decision making in industry, for instance, is part of a much more complex
process of determining an economic production strategy.
For a public authority, location theory might be even more important.
The spatial arrangement of economic activities is strongly associated with
other variables that have a clear societal concern. Therefore, being able
t o assess the inter-relationships between the interests and characteristics of
economic activities and their environment on the one hand, and the resultant shifts in geographical space as a consequence of specific changes in
either these interests, or the environment on the other, can be an important
irlstrumerlt in developing strategies for governmental spatial planning. Regional policy, for instance, has a clear interest in an adequate location theory.
Regional policy constitutes a form of governmental spatial planning which
concentrates on regional imbalances in economic development, i.e., the uneven distribution of capital, economic activity, and employment over various
regions. Generally, regional policy seeks t o reduce this imbalance by means
of legislation (e.g., location permits) or incentives (tax reduction, investment
premiums etc.). Regional policy thus aims to change an existing and undesir-
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able situation into a more desirable one. Most important for regional policy,
therefore, are possible directions for action and strategic planning. This is
a field where the insights derived from location theory could be applied in
order t o assess the consequences of changes in the environment due t o the
locational behavior of economic activities.

2.1.1

Behavioral location theory

During its evolution, location theory went through various stages reflecting
the more general methodological trends throughout the field of geography
(Townroe, 1968; Smith, 1971; Lloyd and Dicken, 1977; Conkling and Yeates,
1976; Carr, 1983; Chapman and Walker, 1987). For a long period of time
classical least-cost theory, carried out within the framework of uniform space,
profit maximization, and a basically non-decisive, deterministic though fully
informed actor, dominated the field. Many of these assumptions were later
on considered too simple, unrealistic, and implausible. As an alternative,
a more behavioral approach was advocated (Pred, 1967; Krumme, 1969;
Townroe, 1969, 1972). According t o this approach, the firm or economic
activity in general is considered a decision-making actor, organized in a specific manner. Locational decision making is then regarded as the outcome
of the confrontation of an organization which has t o make choices as t o
where, when and how t o arrange its future activities, within an uncertain
environment. This paradigmatic shift in theory and research gave way to a
wide range of new topics t o concentrate on, which in turn required alternative methodologies, and new techniques of measurements and data-analysis.
As a result, a large body of location theoretical research was conducted on
subjects like the corporate character of industrial locational decision making (e.g., Krumme, 1969; Chapman, 1974; Hamilton, 1974), organizational
versus spatial structure of enterprises (e.g., Erickson, 1972; Watts, 1974,
1978; Pred, 1977), external control (e.g., Erickson, 1974; Firn, 1975; Dicken,
1976; Holland, 1976; Smith, 1979), and regional preferences and attitudes
(e.g., Green, 1981; Pellenbarg, 1985; Timmermans, 1986; van Dinteren and
Reitsma, 1985).
Generally speaking, the behavioral approach t o the explanation of spatial choice and spatial decision making seems t o have evolved along a line
which consists of a series of 'paradigmatic' stages. After an initial stage in
which a fairly straightforward stimulus-response paradigm was followed, one
gradually shifted to a more cognitive, psychological approach. It was realized that decision makers not only 'behave' according t o certain regularities
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and in a stimulus-response framework, but also perceive their own situation
on the basis of which they make decisions. Approaches such as preferencemodeling and the behavioral studies in geography mentioned above, fit into
this approach. However, this purely cognitive approach was again criticized
because of its overestimation of the role of cognitive elements such as attitudes and preferences. When applied t o the theory of locational decision
making, for instance, it was argued that although attitudes and preferences
may be important in the explanation of behavior, the individual decision
making of firms must be considered within the context of much larger, supraindividual structures governing and directing it (Carr, 1983; Massey, 1975a).
An approach, therefore in which behavior-limiting constraints are explicitly
included; Carr (1983; p. 396) puts it like this:
"Therefore, it is all very well advocating the behavior of enterprises as the causative element in industrial change, but this does
not recognize the permissive or limiting influences of structure
and changes in structure independent of behavior."
Carr refers t o a study by Steed (1971) which "appeared t o involve a
wider range of processes than those recognized in industrial location theory
as it stood" (Carr, 1983; p. 395). In this study various external 'structural'
factors such as changes in ownership and centralization processes throughout
an entire industry were investigated. Such processes operate on a much wider
scale than that of the individual firm, and partly determine the form and
character of the internal decision-making processes. As such they should be
taken into account or "merged" with behavioral variables in order t o provide
better explanations.

2.1.2

Functional location theory

It is interesting t o note that Carr refers t o earlier work by Massey (1974a,
197413, 1975a, 1975b, 1979a) who presented a number of critical evaluations
of the behaviora.1 approach t o location theory. Concerning Massey's work he
states that "...this has not resulted in a concerted movement t o define the
faults and inadequacies of the prevailing behavioral orthodoxy." (p. 386).
Unfortunately, Carr does not provide the reader with any kind of supporting argumentation for this claim. It is nevertheless interesting t o compare
Massey's ideas concerning the behavioral approach in economic geography
with those of Carr. Massey does point out what she thinks is wrong with
a purely behavioral approach and where much of "behavioral theorizing is
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merely reproducing the faults of classical location theory" (Massey, 1975a;
p. 85). She makes it clear that:
"What is omitted is the fact that behavior is itself produced-in
the case of the firm primarily through the structural interrelationships of the economic system. It is a t that level that a
theoretical explanation can be constructed which produces the
concrete variations in behavior that appear in reality ... . T h e
attempt therefore should be t o develop an approach t o location
which both relates spa,tial behavior to the development of the
economic system, and does not set up ahistorical ideal types,
but sees the behavior of groups of economic activities as largely
a functio~lof their structural relationships with each other and
with the economic system as a whole."
On the opinion that attitudes should be the main issue to concentrate
on in studying decision making behavior (Svart, 1974) notes:
"Forms of behavior can never be taken, theoretically, as given;
they are always 'produced', that is they are the outcome of the
structured context in which they occur. ... The argument is a
general conceptual one: it should be applied equally to mental
processes."
and
"Instead of delving deeper into the individual's psyche in a search
for something which is immutable, geographical research should
be investigating the systemic structure which produces those resultant forms of beha,vior." (Massey, 1975b; p. 202)
What Massey seems to advocate here is a kind of location theory in which
the relations between the individual decision maker and the framework of
supra-individual processes in which this decision maker 'behaves', must be
integrated into location theory. Basically, this seems compatible with the
opinion held by Carr.
It seems that all this still fits into the framework of a more constraintoriented approach to spatial choice, mentioned above. Massey, however,
goes beyond this position and introduces yet another perspective on spatial
decision making, in an article on the meaning of the concept of 'regional
inequality' (Massey, 1979b). In this article she states that regional inequality
is to be considered as:
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"...inequality in the degree of attractiveness to, and suitability
for, economic activity. At any point in time, in other words,
there is an uneven geographical distribution of the conditions
necessary for profitable, and competitive, production." (Massey,
1979b; p. 234)
Massey then goes on t o point out that different forms of economic activities respond differently to the same kind of regional inequality:
"This manner of response to geographical unevenness will vary
both between sectors and, for any given sector, with changing
conditions of production."
According to Massey, therefore, regional problems are not simply 'regional'. They are the result of how economic activities respond t o uneven
distributions of production factors, and as such, manifest themselves in regional inequalities in e.g., employment and economic growth.
This notion has some important implications, not in the least for location
theory and the development of location theoretical models. First, the point
Massey makes here does indeed go beyond the earlier criticism of the behavioral approach in location theory. Not only must macro-structures (available
technology, labor division, spatial patterns of production, etc.), be included
in theories of locational decision making, but it is the functional relationships
between an economic activity and its (regional) environment that location
theory should concentrate on. Moreover, the idea of a functional description
of spatial distributions, spatial (in)equality and locational suitability, seems
compatible with a relational point of view. Massey's conception of regional
inequality implies that modeling locational utility and site suitability, concepts that refer t o the functionality of locations for locating their activities,
cannot be based on empirical similarities only. It is the interaction between
these empirical characteristics and the strategies, interests and properties of
the activity that determine the function the region can fulfill for the activity. The same empirical distribution of spatial variables should be considered
an uneven and variable distribution for activities for which the production
requirements maintain different relationships with these variables.
This more functional orientation might be considered a third paradigmatic shift toward spatial choice in general, and locational decision making
in particular. A functional approach not only recognizes the importance of
structural, supra-individual constraints on behavior, it also implies a rather
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actor-specific line of thought, with special attention paid t o the interactions between actor and environment. Earlier it was argued that such an
interaction-oriented perspective implies important consequenc.es for how explanatory concepts should be defined and measured.

2.1.3

Functional location theory: implications for
model building

The shift from a mere behavioral t o a more constraint-oriented, and more
functional location theory, was not accompanied by many alternative approaches in model building. Many of the methods and techniques used in
the behavioral tradition were retained. And although this does not detract
anything from the plausibility of functional location theory and its potential for regional policy, functional location theory can only contribute t o
the success of regional policy if it is accompanied by model-building procedures which are able t o incorporate its most important characteristics.
Model-building procedures therefore, that can handle the interactions of a
firm's spatial production requirements on the one hand, and the locational
characteristics, the uneven distributions of production factors, on the other.
To illustrate the problems associated with a functional approach t o location theory which is not accompanied by functional (relational) modeling, I would like t o discuss some approaches t o modeling site suitability,
which depart from a functional point of view, but which do not incorporate
this functionality in the modeling procedure. Instead, the modeling takes
a typically behavioral form; measurements are based on similarities in empirical properties, and the significance or importance of these properties is
measured as expressed preference or attitudes. The discussion concentrates
around two concepts which have been of some importance in the economic
geographical analysis of site suitability: 'production milieu' and 'regional
(indigenous) potential'. Both concepts are products of a more functionallyoriented approach in location theory. Although it cannot be claimed that
the applicatioi~sdiscussed here aimed t o apply the ideas as formulated by
Massey, the concept definitions they depart from are of a typical functional
character.
The main point these examples are meant t o illustrate is that a functional approach in location theory requires that end-means relationships are
integrated into the model. In the previous chapter it was argued that this
is only possible if functional concept definitions on the theoretical level are
replaced by relational ones associating objectives with means. The examples
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will show that translating functional definitions directly into a measurement
procedure, and thus omitting the relational definition of the concept, will
prevent this integration of functional dependencies, and therefore the integration of the merits of the theory into the models.

2.2

The concept of production milieu:
definition and measurement

Site suitability studies were conducted throughout the history of economic
geography. T h e concept was defined and measured in accordance with the
predominant methodological paradigm. In (neo)classical location theory, site
suitability is implicit. Classical and neo-classical location theory are typically normative and site suitability is simply equivalent to the calculated
zones and areas of production (e.g., Losch, 1954; Greenhut, 1956; Isard,
1956). A normative approach t o site suitability, however, is not something
that is limited t o classical location theory. In an overview of methods for
defining and assessing site suitability for various forms of land-use, Hopkins
(1977) discusses various techniques and methods for site suitability assessment. Many of them are of a typically normative character. As discussed
in Chapter 1, a relational reconstruction of concepts such as site suitability can be considered normative as well. In Inore behavioral approaches, a
much more inductive kind of analysis is followed, based on empirical similarities and statistical associations. Particular attention is given to how
entrepreneurs evaluate the regional or local characteristics of places.
In a review of the literature on 'regional economic potential' Roelofs and
Wever (1985) mention a number of approaches for the definition aitd measurement of what is sometimes called 'regional production milieu'. Similarly,
Hendriks et al. (1984) present a number of evaluating reviews on the definition and measurement of this concept. Production milieu has been the
object of many Dutch studies, undertaken primarily with the objective of
generating a set of tools for use in the acquisition of economic activities,
both a t the national and regional level. Vonk and Willems (1972; p. 1.5)
define production milieu as:
"...the composite of locational circumsta~lcesexternal t o the firm
or establishments, which directly or indirectly influences the locational and economic activities at that location or in that region."
[my translation]
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According to de Smidt (1975; p. 48) production milieu can be defined as:
"...the composite of external conditions i.e., determinants external t o the firm, which influence its siting and functioning." [my
translation]

These definitions are of a distinct functional nature. They refer t o the
siting function a location can or cannot fulfill for an economic activity. This
in itself does not generate any problem, if, and only if, one realizes that
such a definition needs a relational specification before it can be meaningfully applied in measurement. In the form of a functional definition it only
represents a set of possible (relational) definitions, each of them relating the
'external circumstances' t o the spatial production requirements of a specific
kind of economic activity. However, attempts a t making a functional definition of production milieu operational by means of a direct translation of the
concept into sets of empirical indicators are certain t o yield questionable results. This can be illustrated by examining two empirical applications of the
concept: production milieu measured by means of the R.E.B. methodology
and by means of a production milieu matrix. Both methods have been critically evaluated by van Blokland and Roelofs (1984). Much of what follows
in the next two paragraphs is based on their investigations.

2.2.1

T h e R.E.B. approach toward production milieu

T h e R.E.B. (R,egionaal Ekonomische Beleidsadvisering-regional economic
policy advice) investigations were developed by collaboration between Chambers of Commerce (Samenwerkende Kamers van Koophandel) in the Netherlands (R.E.B. coordinatie, 1979; R.E.B. coordinatie, 1980). The objective of
the research was t o gain insight into the economic development of a region
by a careful monitoring of its economic activities and the regional characteristics that can be considered relevant for those activities. Part of the
investigations dealt with an assessment of the quality of the regional production milieu. The definition of production milieu applied is very similar t o the
ones mentioned above, "The composite of regional circumstances external t o
the individual firm which are important for the existence and operation of
that firm in a region" (R.E.B. coordinatie, 1979 [my translation]). Two approaches: an objective and subjective one, are followed. The former consists
of an as-complete-as possible description of those location factors which are
considered important indicators of the quality of the regional production
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milieu. This is achieved by the construction of a list of 11 categories of 'objective' location factors, each of which is subdivided into a set of empirical
indicators of which the measurement is considered unproblematic. Comparison of various regions is then a means t o say something about the differences
in the quality of t h e regional production milieu, while comparison of the configurations of indicators for one region over various time periods should give
a n indication of t h e intra-regional production milieu development.
Van Blokland and Roelofs mention a number of objections t o this objective part of the R.E.B. method for measuring production milieu. They
stress the problem of the determination of the relevant production factors.
T h e main objection then is t h a t empirical characteristics of a region can
only be considered indicators for production milieu, hence location factors,
if the functionality of these characteristics for the site suitability for a specific activity can be made plausible. An inventory of spatial variables can
be very useful for constructing a locational d a t a base by means of which
a n area is empirically described. But such a n unrelated collection of factors
and their regional scores does not by itself yield any information about production milieu. Actually, i t can b e considered a n extended version of t h e
advertisement shown in the introduction, presenting the production milieu
of Bavaria as a set of regional properties. Application of functional location
theory requires t h a t the relations between locational characteristics and the
properties and production requirements of economic activities are made explicit. Enumeration of a range of empirical properties that might, under
favorable conditions, act as spatial production factors, does not suffice t o
achieve this. P u t in terms of relational modeling; not a single locational
property is by itself capable of generating site suitability. There is nothing
inherent in a locational property t h a t makes it into a necessary condition
under which the location can serve a s a site for production. It is only in
a n interactive co-production relation of location and activity t h a t locational
properties can be considered spatial production factors.
Concerning t h e 'unproblematic' character of the measurement of the indicators, Roelofs and van Blokland mention the problem t h a t some of t h e
indicators such a s the variable 'availability of skilled labor' are rather abstract. Clearly, what 'skilled' is will depend on the type of labor required
by t h e activity. Therefore, the availability of skilled labor can only be defined by referring t o t h e activity the measurement is meant for. Any direct
translation of this theoretical variable into one or more empirical indicators,
without reference t o the functionality of the indicator for specific activities,
must be rejected.
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In the subjective part of the R.E.B. method, one centers on the evaluation by the entrepreneurs of the factors/indicators considered in the objective phase, both in terms of the importance those factors have for their
firm, and in terms of their satisfaction with the regional situation regarding
those factors. These evaluations are collected by means of interviews and
surveys consisting of closed questions with fixed evaluation categories. T h e
satisfaction scores are then amalgamated by counting the number of favorable/unfavorable responses and sometimes by computing averages. Several
objections can be raised. Van Blokland and Roelofs object that an evaluation
of locational properties can only shed light on the evaluation of production
milieu if the relations between various factors are made explicit in terms of
the spatial production requirements of the firm. For example, an evaluation
of available railway connections in terms of satisfaction is not independent
of the function these connections have for the activity for which they are
evaluated. If a location does not possess enough coal to feed a coal-based
chemical plant with, it can still serve as a site for such a plant if the coal
can be transported from elsewhere, for instance, by means of rail. This,
however, implies that rail access only becomes a location factor if local coal
resources are lacking. Similarly, if coal is not the main raw material, then
the availability of both local coal and rail access for transporting become
irrelevant. A satisfaction score devoid of any reasons for how it came about
does not contain much information about production milieu.
Additional objections can be raised against the applied scoring system
and the way scores are combined to form an overall measure of the quality
of the production milieu. The lack of a response category 'unimportant' or
'neutral' in certain circumstances, forces a respondent to evaluate factors as
either negative or positive. Furthermore, what would be the implications in
case a factor would indeed be listed as unimportant? In case no information is provided about why the factor is considered unimportant, or about
which characteristics of the firm render it unimportant, not very much is
gained. And since relevance or irrelevance cannot always be assessed independently of the availability of other factors, they can be considered not very
meaningful.
These and related problems become worse as a result of the procedure
that is applied for aggregating the results from the evaluation. This is done
by computing the percentage of firms that consider a factor (un)important,
or by computing an average score on the importance ratings. T h e resulting
numbers are then interpreted as a measure of the quality of the various
production factors. It will be clear that this 'averaging'of importance ratings
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is something t h a t should be avoided. Different firms can have very different
reasons for considering production factors (un)important. These reasons are
associated with the characteristics of the production and should instead be
t h e nexus of the model rather then be 'averaged away' in a n aggregation
procedure.
Another problem associated with 'importance' measurements concerns
a relation between t h e degree t o which a production factor causes the entrepreneur problems, and the likelihood t h a t it is recognized a s important.
Maybe production factors can be very important, but because of the fact
t h a t they are satisfied by the current location, they are never realized. Only
on occasions where such factors are not satisfied anymore do they suddenly
become manifest, and are only then recognized as 'important'.
W i t h regard t o R.E.B.methodology, it can be concluded t h a t t h e conception of production milieu it departs from, a t least in its functional form,
indicates a functional approach. When modeled by means of R.E.B.methodology, however, this functional approach is lost in the applied measurement
procedures. T h e attempt t o directly 'translate' a functional definition of a
theoretical concept like 'production milieu' into sets of empirical indicators
and value judgments, necessarily fails t o incorporate the conditional nature
of factors. A functional definition pertains t o the function an object has
t o fulfill, not t o how such a function can be fulfilled. Treating empirical
characteristics of the locations as indicators of these functions without making explicit t h e conditions under which this can actually occur, renders the
measurement invalid.

2.2.2

The productioil milieu matrix method

Another method for assessing the quality of production milieu is measurement by means of a production milieu matrix (New Town Guide, 1978; van
Oudheusden e t al., 1981; Stijnenbosch et al., 1983). Again, one departs
from a typically functional point of view. Not all locations are suitable for
locating every different kind of economic activity. "Attractive production
milieu, therefore, means. t h a t a t a location there is a favorable combination
of conditions in order t o attract and develop specific types of production."
(Stijnenbosch e t al., 1983; p. 26 [my translation]).
T h e method starts with the determination of a number of rather abstract, theoretical locatioil factors representing the different aspects of production milieu, e.g., labor market, physical space, local authority policy,
service structure, etc. These are then broken up into a fairly large number
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of empirical indicators, the measurement of which can be considered rather
unproblematic (percentage unemployment, percentage commuters, ground
prices, distance t o airport, number and types of schools, etc.). The first step
then consists of an inventory of the locations included in the measurement
and their scores on these indicators. In order to make scores on different
indicators comparable, they are expressed on a three-point scale, the actual
scores of which are determined by the magnitude of the deviations of the
location specific scores from the mean score.
In a second step, recently relocated firms are requested t o express their
opinion about the indicators. First, the relative importance of the indicators
is measured (five-point scales). Next, for each of the main factors mentioned
earlier, importance assessments are collected by asking the respondent t o
rank the factors in order of importance. These ordinal scale values are
then converted t o numerical scores, which are then aggregated by taking the
average scores of the firms contained in various industrial sectors.
In a third step, the results from the previous stages are confronted with
each other in a matrix. Each of the empirical scores of a n indicator for a
specific factor is multiplied by the importance score of that factor. In order
to correct for the problem that not every factor is represented by the same
number of indicators, the resulta.nt scores are weighted relative to a standard
of five indicators per factor. This procedure is conducted for each industrial
sector separately, because it was realized that different types of industry
evaluate production factors differently. The resultant weighting factors are
then multiplied by the ordinal scores on the indicators for each of the locations included in the measurement. Summation over the indicator scores
then results in a measure of the quality of the industry-specific production
milieu a t that specific location or area.
Compared with R.E.B. methodology, measuring productioil milieu by
means of this production milieu matrix technique comprises some significant improvements. First of all, the quality of a production milieu is not
measured by means of querying entrepreneurs on what they think of it, but
by means of a.n analytic procedure by which empirical measurements and
importance assessments are used t o arrive at a score for the quality of the
production milieu. Apart from the fact that this gives the method a formal,
much more model-like basis, it also enhances the clarity of the measurement
and rnakes results easier t o interpret and compare. Another important advantage when compared with R.E.B. methodology involves the industry- or
production-specific measurements of production milieu. Therefore, the production milieu matrix method constitutes a valuable attempt to integrate
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this activity-specific aspect of functional location theory into the modeling
procedure.
In spite of these improvements, however, the procedure contains a number of problems of a more conceptual nature, which seriously jeopardize the
validity of its results. Van Oudheusden et al. (1982) themselves observe a
weak correlation between the evaluations of the abstract production factors
by the entrepreneurs and those of the 'objective' indicators. They suggest
that their (the researcher's) choice of indicators might not correspond t o
what the entrepreneur thinks about when he performs the scoring on the
factors. This is indeed very likely. As in the case of R.E.B. methodology,
the indicators of theoretical production factors are expressed solely in terms
of limited sets of empirica.1 properties of the various locations. Whether an
empirical property of the location can act as a location factor depends on
the spatial production requirements of the firm. Note that this objection is
not inconsistent with the advantage of using the formal evaluation procedure
mentioned earlier. The use of a formal procedure itself can be considered an
advantage. Whether or not the information that is used by the procedure is
adequate is another matter.
Another important problem concerns the way importance weights are
considered, and the role they play in the aggregation of the individual results.
Concerning the importance assessments themselves, the same objections as
raised against the R.E.B. methods apply here. What should be modeled
is the relationships between activity or production-specific properties, and
the importance of locational cliaracteristics. This importance is dependent
on production requirements and possibly on other locational characteristics.
Importance of locational properties can only be assessed in the context of a
conjunctive/disjunctive set as discussed in Chapter 1. Importance weights
devoid of such context are rather pointless.
One might want t o argue, however, that within the context of one specific
actor, importance weights are meaningful and can be used t o assess the quality of the production milieu. Although this is true, this would constitute a
clear example of what can be characterized as 'context-specific measurement'
(van der Smagt, 1985; pp. 53-57; Hendriks, 1986; pp. 32-35). This occurs
when the context (variable requirements for various types of activities) is
included in the model, but only in the part which considers the measurement. Not, however, in the structural part of the model. In context-specific
measurement, different scoring systems and different variables are used to
measure the same theoretical variable for different types of actors. The next
step is then the inclusion of this theoretical variable in a structural model
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which may contain other theoretical variables as well. According t o van der
Smagt (1985; pp. 53-57) and Hendriks (1986; pp. 32-35), however, contextspecific measurement is not unproblematic. Although variation in context
can be taken into account, within one specific context, object attributes are
considered intrinsic characteristics or indicators of the theoretical concept.
T h e problem then is that although context-specific measurement may yield
valid results for that one, specific context, if something in either the characteristics of the actor or the context changes, the results may not be valid
anymore, and a new measurement is needed.
A similar objection can be raised against how sector-specific results are
aggregated. Aggregation should be carried out on the basis of functional
generalization, not on the basis of an a priori fixed typology of actor types.
It is very likely t h a t various locational characteristics play similar roles for
various firms across different sectors, while they play different roles for firms
within t h e same sector.
Yet another problem connected with the way the importance weights are
derived and interpreted has t o d o with the manner in which these (weighted)
indicators are combined t o form an overall score on production milieu. T h e
scores are combined additively. This assumes a n independent contribution
of individual production factors t o the value of production milieu; a fully
compensatory structure, therefore. Both assumptions are unrealistic. It is
very well possible that the significance of a production factor for a n activity
is dependent on the availability of another production factor. This would,
for instance, occur if the availability of a railway connection becomes important only in case adequate road connections are lacking. Similarly, in
case the electricity production in a certain area is evaluated as being insufficient, access t o a national high-tension network can become important. T h e
importance of a production factor is therefore not always independently assessable. Concerning the implicit assumption of a compensatory structure,
a n objection could be that it is likely that the lack of certain spatial production requirements cannot be compensated for by other factors, or that
only specific factors can compensate for the lack of other factors. In the
production milieu matrix -method, however, low scores on one indicator can
always be compensated by high scores on another indicator.
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R.E.B. methodology and production milieu matrix:
conclusions

It can be asserted that the major objections to the production milieu matrix
method are very similar t o the ones made against R.E.B. methodology. Of
course there are some technical problems such as multiplication of ordinal
scale values, the applied weighting schemes, etc. Other problems concern
the applied techniques for measuring importance weights and attitude values
(refer to Pawson's (1982) critical evaluation of the use of scaling and ranking
techniques mentioned in Section 1.2.1.2). More important, however, are
problems of a more conceptual nature.
Functional location theory emphasizes the importance of the relations
among spatial characteristics on the one hand, and the nature and objectives
of the economic actors that act upon that space, on the other. Production
milieu matrix and R.E.B. methodology, however, model production milieu
by means of an a priori fixed set of independent and compensatory indicators. This inability t o proceed beyond a mere behavioral approach toward
locational decision making is inherent in the direct translation of functional
definitions into empirical terms. Functional definitions are important: they
preclude confusion by ascertaining the function of an object as an instance
of the concept. A functional concept definition, however, is only the starting
point in the process of modeling a theoretical concept. The ways in which
a function represented in a functional definition can be fulfilled must be
incorporated in the model of the concept. R.E.B. methodology and production milieu matrix method, therefore, seem t o put the cart before the horse
when departing from a functional definition whilst applying model-building
techniques based on empirical similarity.

2.3

The concept of regional indigenous potential

Another concept frequently used in location theoretical research is that of regional (indigenous) potential. It has been defined in several ways (Strassert,
1984; Roelofs and Wever, 1985). Roelofs and Wever define regional potential
as "the configuration of regional and/or firm characteristics contributing t o
the region's comparative advantage over other regions concerning the generation of a specific type of economic growth." [p. 21; my translation]
It is obvious that defined like this, regional potential and production milieu have a lot in common. Regional economic activity and economic growth
are often strongly associated with the presence of business establishments
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(for an elaborate analysis of the relations between the spatial distribution of
economic growth and that of the spatial distribution of business corporations
refer t o Holland (1976) and Pred (1977)). Therefore the type, as well as the
amount, of possible economic growth that can be established in a region
is dependent on the production milieu of that region. The main difference
between the two concepts stems mainly from the fact that regional potential
refers t o the potential, the capability of a region t o generate economic activity, whereas production milieu concentrates much more on site suitability
proper.
In their review of the literature on regional potential, Roelofs and Wever
mention a large variety in the approaches to the analysis and measurement of
regional potential, ranging from classical ones such as growth pole theory and
cumulative causation theory, to attempts to assess regional potential solely
by means of production milieu. The former are then categorized as belonging
t o what is called a 'direct' approach, whereas the latter is an example of
an 'indirect' approach. Direct approaches aim to formulate a model for
regional potential, as well as procedures t o measure it. Indirect methods try
t o evaluate regional potential by means of modeling and measuring concepts
that are expected t o be strongly correlated with regional potential.
Measuring regional potential by means of the marginal capital return
rates or marginal factor productivities (van de Vooren, 1980; van de Vooren
and Wagenaar, 1984) is an example of a direct approach based on (neo)classical economic theory. In this type of analysis one concentrates on investment
return rates and employment growth. Those regions showing the highest
productivity of a set of production factors-the highest regional potentialare the most promising regions for locating new investments. Computing this
potential for different business sectors separately highlights those sectors in
a region that constitute the most promising targets for policy incentives.
Van de Vooren and Wagenaar (p. 802) themselves state that traditionally
regional policy is directed toward equity, i.e., aimed at reducing regional differences in wealth and economic development. Consequently, a policy based
on equity will not automatically result in a distribution of production factors
that yields maximum results on a national scale. This constitutes the problem of inter-regional equity versus aggregate efficiency. The approach by
van de Vooren and Wagenaar fits into an efficiency framework. In itself this
seems reasonable. One of the reasons the concept of regional potential was
'invented' in the first place, was that in order to achieve the maximum likelihood that regional policy incentives are successful, they should be directed
toward those elements that comprise the 'strong' aspects of the region. Many
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regional incentives in the sixties and early seventies, a t least in the Netherlands, were considered too general. Instead, it was suggested that focus be
on those sectors of the regional economy that had certain advantages when
compared with the same elements in other regions. It would, for instance,
then be possible t o select certain areas for regional policy incentives, thereby
focusing actual incentives on those sectors that show the highest potential
for that region: clearly an efficiency-based strategy.
There are, however, some disadvantages connected with this method of
assessing regional potential. Roelofs and Wever mention a number of objections t o the validity of the assumptions implicit in this neoclassical approach
(unconstrained mobility of production factors, only labor and capital are included in the measurements, etc.). These assumptions render the measurements questionable indicators of promising targets for regional policy.
From a purely methodological point of view, the sector-specific measurements reported in van de Vooren and Wagenaar (1984; p. 803) constitute, a t
best, a context-specific measurement. For different types of actors separate
measurements are conducted. This is because it is realized that for each of
these classes the context-here the distribution of production factors-must
be evaluated differently. The sector-specific marginal capital return rate is
a variable which can be a.ssociated with a region and used in a model of regional potential. This implies abstraction from the processes generating this
return rate. Should this be unproblematic in this one context, there is nothing in the model that safeguards the validity of a similar measurement in case
changes in either the context or the requirements of the actor occur. In case
context-specific measurement is nevertheless preferred by the researcher, he
should proceed by using a proper procedure for selecting contexts and actortypes. It is simply insufficient t o distinguish between different types on a
purely a priori basis. According to the table of measurement results (p.
803), van de Vooren and Wagenaar distinguish different types of actors by
adopting the Dutch standard enterprise classification scheme (S.B.1). It is
very unlikely, though, that this classification corresponds accurately with
a classification developed on the basis of differences in spatial production
requirements.
Other problems are associated with the explanatory part of the approach.
Van de Vooren (1980) 'explains' the differences in marginal capital return
rates by means of variance in regional characteristics, applying a multiple
regression model. Following a relational point of view, however, statistical
associations thus derived cannot be interpreted causally and are therefore unfit for explanation. Especially in the case of an instrumental problem such as
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regional policy, knowledge about causal relationships between regional characteristics and production-specific properties is of vital importance. Again,
the results from a statistical estimation apply t o average patterns of association. But in case of a population of subjects that can be expected to show
profound differentiation in how certain elements in a spatial environment
can perform certain functions, statistical associations are no good. A statistical model does not permit re-categorization of variables as a function of
the value other variables take, and it does not provide the means with which
t o handle non-compensatory relations.
Finally, Wever and Roelofs also mention the neoclass~calassumption of
profit maximization as an objection t o be raised against the approach by van
de Vooren and Wagenaar. This objection is a typical behavioral one pertaining to the characteristics of the decision behavior of the economic activity.
However, in a reconstructive-normative approach such as neoclassical location theory, or a relational one, this assumption is perfectly acceptable. Of
course, differences in how this maximization must be defined and modeled
can exist, however, since normative reconstruction does not aim t o model the
decision behavior itself, but is directed a t the structural situation in which
this decision is t o be set, the question whether or not decision makers are
optimizers is not really relevant.

2.4

Regional potential and product ion milieu:
a closer look

It is interesting t o take a closer look a t the definition of the concepts of regional potential and production milieu, as well as a t their mutual relations.
Both concepts are used and dealt with in the literature, but it appears difficult t o make a clear distinction between them. Roelofs and Wever, for example, review both R.E.B. methodology and the production milieu matrix
method as instances of the indirect approach in assessing regional potential. A similar type of confusion is exhibited in a study by Meyer-Krahmer
(1985) on regional innovation potential. In this study Meyer-Krahmer investigates factors and processes influencing the innovation behavior of firms
with regard t o their location. Of course, aggregated t o the regional level
these innovations together constitute some sort of regional score on innovation performance. The study itself, however, is about production milieu.
Statements from the analysis illustrate this (p. 531):
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"According t o their own indications, their geographic locations
and those of the know-how vendors almost without exception d o
not play a role."
and
"Unlike firms with pronounced outward orientedness, these firms
regard their geographic location as a n important factor, especially with respect t o polytechnic schools, universities, and research establishments."
As part of a n economic analysis of t h e concept of regional potential,
Giinter Strassert (1984; p. 25) has a serious complaint regarding the value
of t h e concept: "Is a theoretical advance taking shape here? I think: No."
[my translation]. He arrives a t this verdict after examining a series of (Germ a n ) definitions and applications of t h e concept of regional (indigenous)
potential (Giersch, 1963; Biehl et al., 1974; Thoss, 1977, 1983; Spehl e t al.,
1981). Rearranging thoughts and ideas concerning production milieu, regional potential and underlying 1oca.tion theoretical issues, Strassert makes
a distinction between "resource potential" (Das Potential einer Resource)
and "capacity" (Kapazitat). Resource potential is then defined as "the opportunities t o teclinically apply them, i.e., one is able t o point out for which
types of utilization a resource is appropriate." [p. 20; my translation]. Capacity, on the other hand, pertains t o t h e maximum turnout a resource can
generate once it is actually exploited (p. 21). Assessing the capacity, however, presupposes a decision concerning the allocation of resource potential.
This decision, in turn, demands answers on questions about t h e type of
utilization t o be applied, and the technology by which t h a t application is
implemented. Strassert (p. 26) then argues t h a t regional potential pertains
t o capacity rat her t h a n resource potential:
"This makes clear t h a t 'regional potential' indicates production
capacity, albeit only t h e effective or available capacity, which
one can achieve by eliminating t h e existing impediments." [my
translation]
Stra.ssert therefore concludes tha.t t h e concept of regional potential has n o
additional value when cornpared with t h e rnore traditional capacity concept.
When put in terms of t h e preceding discussion concerning a t t e m p t s
a t modeling regional potential and prodliction milieu, it can be argued
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that Strassert's resource potential can be associated with production milieu, whereas regional potential refers t o the attainable economic growth,
once decisions on the allocation and utilization of the prevailing production
milieu have been taken.
Production milieu pertains t o the possible ways of utilizing the region's
resources by activities, the potential then refers t o the (estimated) results of
actually utilizing some or all of these opportunities. Regional potential as
such is always a derived measure. It is a measure of the possible effects in
terms of economic growth, given that certain economic activities are maintained or initiated. But whether the latter is feasible or not is determined
by the quality of the production milieu which refers t o the individual relations between an activity and its regional environment. Regional potential
refers t o the overall results, calculated on a regional scale. This, however,
makes production milieu the principle concept t o concentrate on. The more
so, since increase or change of the regional potential by means of, for instance, regional policy incentives, always has to be achieved by changes in
the region's production milieu. Altering the properties of the region can
have consequences on its suitability for locating certain types of economic
activities.

2.4.1

Regional potential and production milieu:
some conclusioi~s

T h e discussion so far concentrated on the relation between production milieu
and regional potential on the level of functional definitions. This applies t o
a.ttempts t o model production milieu by means of either R.E.B. methodology or production milieu matrix, as well as t o the views concerning regional
potential by Strassert. His description of resource potential is very similar t o
the functional definitions of production milieu mentioned earlier. Central t o
the critique on these attempts a t modeling is the notion that functional definitions cannot serve as a model for the concept. Functional definitions serve
an important, but limited purpose. They designate the function an object
has t o perform for a.n actor, but they do not contain information on the (necessary and sufficient) conditions that need to be satisfied in order to realize
this function. They can, furthermore, be regarded as statements that say
that in order t o operationalize such a definition, the functional interactions
between actor and environment must be explicitly declared. Translating a
functional definition directly into a set of empirical indica,tors and a formal
procedure t o combine them into a score, however, fails t o incorporate the
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relational nature of concepts and the views of functional location theory. As
a consequence, the validity of the results is highly questionable.
What is required, therefore, is an alternative framework of analysis and
model building that makes it possible t o model production milieu in accordance with the postulates of functional location theory and that incorporates
this relation between regional potential and production milieu. So far, however, no real proposal for such an alternative has been put forward. In the
remainder of this chapter, therefore, an alternative approach is discussed.
T h e approach, which is based on matching production requirements with locational properties goes in a direction which contains some valuable elements
that fit a relational modeling approach.

2.5

Production milieu as a choice set

As with spatial decision making in general, locational decision making can
be modeled as a two-stage procedure. First, a choice-set is reconstructed.
This choice-set constitutes a set of choice alternatives which are considered
functionally equivalent, i.e., all the elements of the choice-set sat.isfy the necessary conditions for fulfilling a certain function for a certain actor. Modeling the actual choice, then, belongs t o the next stage which can include
preferences as well as optimization procedures to determine which choice
alternative should or will be selected. Of course, in case the modeling needs
to generate advice about which alternative is t o be preferred, the emphasis
will be on optimization. If, on the other hand, the model is supposed to represent the actual behavior of subjects, then preferences and attitudes might
be emphasized.
Regarding production milieu as an activity-specific choice set is something which, as an idea, is not new. It is, for example, present in "The
Three Principles of Industrial Location" formulated by Rawstron in 1958. It
was furthermore applied in some 'feasibility studies', ca.rried out mainly a t
the end of the sixties and the early seventies (e.g., Schilling, 1968; Pellenbarg
et al., 1974). Indications of tlie relevance of matching can also be found in
site suitability studies for locating energy generation facilities (Hobbs, 1980;
Church and Bell, 1981; Calzonetti and Eckert, 1981) but just as well in a
book on "the art of arranging buildings and other structures on the land
in harmony with each other" (Lynch, 1962; preface). And although it has
hardly ever been formalized in an actual modeling procedure, a similar notion
can also be found in many of the introductory sections of modern studies on
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locational decision making (e.g., de Pater, 1980; Mason, 1985; Perry, 1985;
Wilder, 1985).
Every single one of these studies is characterized by its own approach,
but although the choice-set idea is formulated in many different ways and
sometimes pretty much concealed or hidden in a footnote (Church and Bell,
1981) there is this common notion about a set of locations from which, in
principle, a choice can be made.

2.5.1

Rawstron's three restriction principles

In his book on industrial location David M. Smith (1971) touches on the ideas
of Rawstron (1958) who put forward a conceptual model of locational choice
by economic activities. Rawstron represents locational clloice as a process
of narrowing down the set of feasible alternatives as a result of a nurnber
of 'restrictions' or spatial production requirements set by a firm. Three
principle restrictions can be recognized: physical, economic, and technical
restrictions. Physical restrictions obtain if some kind of natural resource is
t o be produced. They determine where the production cannot be located;
where one cannot mine or dig. Tlle economic restrictions presume knowledge
of the cost structure of the firm. Labor costs, real estate and utility costs,
marketing etc., are considered expenditures that reduce the number of viable
alternatives. Transport costs are not considered. The reason for this is that
Rawstron treats transport costs as a spatial variable t o be expressed in the
cost structure of the firm as a function of its location. One could say that the
economic restrictions image a spatial break-even analysis. T h e third type of
restriction, the technical ones, pertain t o locational economies in terms of
the needs for technological innovation. According t o Smith, they can often
be analyzed in more or less the same way as the economic restrictions.
Figure 2.1 represents Rawstron's idea of the effect of location on the cost
structure of three imaginary firms. The shaded portions represent locational
costs. All three firms are assumed t o have identical needs for labor, materials,
land, marketing, and capital. But the costs for these production factors vary
according t o the location. Figlire 2.la shows that labor is more expensive
in B than it is in A or C. Materials, however, are the most expensive in C.
Figure 2.lb sllows total locational costs. It is evident that production a t A
is cheapest whereas production at C is the most expensive.
Underlying the idea of these restrictive principles is Rawstron's notion
of locational clloice as a process of elimination of unsuitable locations. The
result of that process can then be seen as a set of feasible alternatives; a
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Figure 2.1: T h e effect of location on the cost structure of three hypothetical
plants (Source: Srnith, 1971)
choice-set therefore. Not only as a model of locational decision making, but
also as a method for reconstructing locational choice, Smith judges Rawstron's approach as very valuable:
"It can help to sort out the importance of different causal factors,
and the restrictions they impose. And in some instances, where
cost d a t a are unavailable or imprecise, this approach may be
as near as one can get t o a sensible evaluation of the effect of
different variables." (p. 105)
Rawstron empirically applied his ideas in studies on the location of
electricity-generating facilities in Trent Valley in the Midlands, England
(Rawstron, 1966).
This idea of narrowing down a.n initial set of alternatives t o a limited
set of feasible alternatives is rather attractive, primarily because it offers a
way of introducing activity-specific locational requirements, and because it
introduces a non-compensatory element. Specific sites cannot be considered
suitable because they miss specific characteristics which are required by the
activity. However, from the way Rawstron illustrates the effects of, in particular, the economic restrictions, it seems that filtering and optimization
are not kept separate. The way Figure 2.1 illustrates the results of econonlic
restrictions seems to imply an optimization procedure based on ranking total costs rather than a filtering process based on restriction and selection.
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In comparison to the two-stage approach advocated here, the filtering down
belongs t o the first stage, the reconstruction of the choice-set of functionally
equivalent alternatives. Any kind of optimization, however, would belong
t o the second stage of modeling. As explained in Section 1.3, these stages
should be kept apart because of the different types of modeling required for
each of them. Therefore, some serious doubts can be raised as t o how the
idea of restrictions and a limited choice-set, as suggested by Rawstron, are
t o be applied in a modeling procedure.
A serious problem associated with Rawstron's approach is the lack of
any kind of representational scheme by which restrictions can be associated
with characteristics or combinations of characteristics of activities. It does
not become clear how restrictions are generated or where they stem from.
These relations, however, need to be included in the model.
A different, and much less promising, approach with regard t o the
filtering-down character of locational decision making is put forward by, e.g.,
McMillan (1965), Massey (1975a), and Wheeler (1981). Here, the filtering
concerns sequential stages in the locational decision behavior of firms, each
of them conducted on decreasing geograpllical scales. For instance, during a
search for a site, certain activities may initially consider a specific region on
a national level, then a city or town, and finally a location within that town.
Different types of activities follow different scale-related choice strategies.
These studies are interesting because they show relations between types
of locational choice processes and geographical scale. The problem of this
approach, however, is that the emphasis is on the behavioral characteristics
of the choice process rather than on the nature of the causal processes and
mechanisms driving the choice process. Emphasis on scale tends t o conceal
real locational constraints, especially when traditional scales such as 'national' and 'regional' are applied. What is called 'winnowing-down' in these
studies is therefore quite different from what is called 'filtering-down' here.
The winnowing down in the scale-studies is typically behavior oriented. It
describes the actual decision making as a winnowing-down process, different
types of locational decisions being taken on different levels of scale. Filtering
down, as proposed here, is the result of a theory for explaining such locational decision making: it is much more a reconstruction by the researcher
than a description of the decision process as it is actually performed by the
entrepreneur.
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2.5.2

Feasibility studies: the matching approach
to site suitability

In order t o model site suitability relationally, it is necessary to define it in
terms of sets of necessary and sufficient conditions. These conditions, the
spatial production requirements of a firm, are a function of the characteristics
of the production process. Depending on the type and quantity of raw
materials tha.t are needed, for example, specific forms of transportation and
infrastructure will be required. Production processes, or in more general
terms Ltecl~nology',
also irnplies demands regarding the quality and quantity
of employment. The same ca,n be said of energy requirements. Smelting
aluminum (ore) requires a type of energy facility that is different from tha.t
required for fertilizer production. Many plants t11a.t process raw materials,
such as sand or clay (e.g., the production of porcelain out of kaolin) are
bound t o locations where the resource is available. Other industries have
a much more urban-oriented location (e.g., printing industry) because the
finished product is heavy and expensive t o transport over grea.t distances. Of
course, the amount and types of spatial production requirements associated
with specific production processes varies.
At the end of the sixties and the beginning of the seventies, a number
of feasibility studies were conducted. These studies-e.g., the ones ca.rried
out by Schilling (1968) and Pellenbarg et al. (1974)-consisted of a careful
matching of technology requirement profiles on the one hand, with a regional profile on the other. These feasibility studies deserve attention here
because they contain some elements which are compatible with a relational
matching approach; the idea of matching as a measurement procedure and
the emphasis on non-compensatory requirement structures. A good example
of this kind of feasibility study b a e d on matching, the one by Schilling on
the site suitability of locations in a province of Austria (Schilling, 1968), is
used here t o illustrate the merits and problems of this traditional matching
approach.
2.5.2.1 T h e "Standortfaktoren" catalog of Schilling

In his "Standortfaktoren fiir die Industrieansiedlung (siting factors for industrial location) Helmut Schilling (1968) presents a method of site suitability
assessment based on the idea of matching spatial requirement profiles and
locational property profiles. The work consists of two parts: an introductory part in which the method is explained, and a catalog containing spatial
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requirement profiles for a large number of different categories of industry.
These can be confronted with the property profile of locations, the result of
which constitutes an assessment of the suitability of that location for locating
the activity associated with the requirement profile.
Table 2.1 shows an excerpt from the catalog (for a translation see Appendix 2). On the left, 12 production factors are listed. For most of them
various indicators are presented. At the top of the table, a number of industry types can be found. The right of the table shows the combinations
of indicators with industry types. T h e symbols represent either the 'importance' of that locational factor for an activity, or the degree to which this
factor is used. Vertical arrays of symbols then represent the activity-specific
requirement profiles. Schilling's idea was t o 'match' these profiles with the
regarding
property profiles of locations and thus be able t o draw conclusio~~s
the site suitability of that location for a given activity. Schilling (pp. 22-27)
suggests three types of applications:

1. Assessment of the local production milieu (ortlichen Industriestandorteignung) ;
2. Establishing policy incentives on the basis of the differences between
requirement profiles and locational property profile;
3. Supporting locational decisions for an industrial plant.
Table 2.2 shows part of an application for a number of 'zones' and local
authorities in the province of Lower Austria.
The symbols in the table represent the outcome of the matching of the
activity-specific requirement profile and the property profile of the location
(refer to Appendix 2 for a translation of the symbols). Vertical arrays of
symbols contain the activity-specific matching results for various locations,
horizontal arrays provide location-specific matchings on various activities.
The table constitutes a mixture of the first and second type of application
suggested by Schilling. They indicate whether or not a location is a suitable
site, or whether it could be a suitable site if, in addition, certain conditions can be satisfied. Comparing the two types of profiles with each other
highlights which requirements are not met by a location. This, again, is
information that can be useful for regional policy making, because the procedure constitutes a technology-specific evaluation of a production milieu.
Its results are material recommendations as to which bottlenecks and niches
should be eliminated in order to satisfy the spatial production requirements
of that specific technology.
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Table 2.1: Industrial activities and their locational requirement profiles
(Source: Schilling, 1968)
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Table 2.2: Local authorities in Lower Austria and their suitability for industrial activities (Source: Schilling, 1968)
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2.5.2.2 Evaluating the matching approach: advantages

T h e approach followed by Schilling deserves special attention because it contains some very valuable elements. The idea of the definition of production
milieu as a matching result and the extension of the concept as the set of
locations satisfying the requirements in the definition, is attractive. It offers
means for integrating some ideas from functional location theory in a much
better and smoother way than techniques such as R.E.B. methodology and
production milieu matrix. However, there are also a number of important
problems connected with Schilling's approach. The most important ones
have to do with the status and forms of the requirement profiles. The typology of generic production types presented appears to be the result of a
standard operation of generalization by empirical similarities, rather than
by functional requirements. Before going into these problems, however, the
advantages of an analysis such as Schilling's must be mentioned.
1 . Activity-specific:
Modeling site suitability as a matching problem implies that its definition
and measurement should be actor-specific. Depending on the characteristics
of the actor, different properties of the location become important. Each of
the abstract production factors in Table 2.1 (labor, energy, infrastructure,
etc.) is defined differently for different types of technologies. This implies
that for different types of actors, sitre suitability is defined in a different
manner. A matching approach such as Schilling's denies the assumption
that there could be one score or quality judgement about the site suitability
of a 1oca.tion. On the contrary; whether or not a site is suitable depends on
its ability t o satisfy the requirements associated with a particular type of
actor. Great care should therefore be taken when interpreting a map such
as shown in Figure 2.2, a map of Niederosterreich, derived by application of
Schilling's technique (~sterreichischesInstitut fiir Raumplanung (Austrian
Institute for Spatial Planning), 1965).

The area has been divided into a number of categories representing the overall site suitability of the locations, measured as the amount of requirements
met for all activities included in the analysis. The dark shading represents
large numbers of available location factors, the light shading, small numbers.
Aggregating activity-specific measurements t o an overall measurement can
be interesting if one wishes t o investigate the range of activities for which a
location offers a suitable site. This is how the map in Figure 2.2 should be
understood. But great care should be taken when using it as a guide for the
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of the availability of locational factors as described
in Schilling (1968) (Source: ~sterreichischesInstitut fiir Raumplanung,
1965)
formulation of regional policy incentives. Serious doubts can be raised as
t o whether such a result offers any starting point for regional policy a t all!
Matching as executed by Schilling has its attractions because it departs from
the view that site suitability measurements should be activity-specific. The
activity-specific definitions and measurements offer suggestions for regional
policy incentives, because they show why certain activities cannot establish
a plant a t certain locations. Aggregating over the activity types implies the
loss of this crucial piece of information. What is alluring is a classification in
terms of 'good' and 'bad' suitability of the site, regardless of the activity for
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which it is measured. This kind of conclusion must be rejected. Aggregations
such as those shown in Figure 2.2 can easily persuade one t o interpret site
suitability as a property of an area instead of the outcome of a (relational)
match. The results of the aggregation should therefore be used with utmost
care.

2. Separation of preferences and requirements:
The kind of matching advocated by Schilling corresponds well with a twostage modeling of locational decision making. The matching conducted on
the basis of requirements belongs t o the first stage. Starting wit11 an initial
set of locations, ~natcllingfor a set of requirements will result in a reduced
set of alternatives, each of which can be considered a feasible site. This is
consistent with the idea of production milieu as a choice-set from which, by
means of optimization based on a set of common dimensions, a best or most
attractive alternative may be selected. The requirement profiles themselves
represent the activity-specific conditions under which a location can function
as a site for that activity. This emphasis on the relation between activityspecific needs and locational properties is consistent with functional location
theory.

3. Non-compensatory matching:
Unlike techniques such as R.E.B. and production milieu matrix which apply completely compensatory combination rules, the method by Schilling
has a typically non-compensatory character. Locations must meet the requirements by the activity. In case they do not, they fail to pass the site
suitability test and cannot be considered part of the production milieu of
the a,ctivity. The (undesired) additive character that is inherent in virtually
all algebraic models combining the contributions of individual indicators to
the overall measure of site suitability is not present here.
4 . Constraints and freedom of choice:
In addition t o the mere inethodological advanta.ges connected with matching, there are also some advantages of a more theoretical nature involved.
Matching provides a means of incorporating the constraints on locational
choice into the model. Constraints on locational choice limit the freedom
of choice. They more or less 'set the stage' for the actual choice process.
Matching, therefore, provides a very distinct interpretation of freedom of
choice. Being 'footloose' is often associated with a large degree of locational
freedom. In terms of ma.tching this implies that in ca.se of 'footloose' industries the initial set of locations will hardly be reduced because of spatial
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production requirements. The term 'footloose' can thus be interpreted in
terms of the reduction of alternatives as a consequence of a specific configuration of production requirements. Given an initial set of locations, the
degree t o which an activity is footloose can be expressed as the inverse of the
amount of reduction in this initial set as a consequence of the spatial production requirements associated with that activity. Matching thus provides
a formal interpretation and a way of measuring the degree of being footloose.
However, some caution is required. From Table 2.2, for example, it becomes
clear that for the abrasives industry [Schleifmittelindustrie (4)] each of the
locations listed is considered suitable. Its requirement profile in Table 2.1
does not contain many indicators that might limit the number of feasible
locations. Although tempting, concluding that the abrasives industry is a
footloose activity from the requirement profile alone would nevertheless be
incorrect. The relative freedom of choice ( a large choice-set) is a result of
matching the requirement profile with the property profiles of the locations.
T h e degree t o which an activity is footloose can therefore only be meaningfully assessed when compared with another activity on a common, initial set
of locations. This is illustrated in Table 2.3. A '+' denotes a positive score
on site suitability, '-' a negative score. Because of the different nature of the
requirements of A and B, they cannot be compared in terms of 'more' or
'less' requirements. If the locations represent the initial set, both activities
can be located in only two locations. This means that relative to this initial
set their degree of being footloose is identical. C is more footloose, however,
since it can be located in three of the four initial locations. However, had we
chosen another initial set of locations, it would have been possible that A or
B would have turned out more footloose. This shows that an activity cannot
be labeled 'footloose' by virtue of its own characteristics alone. Statements
about the degree of being more or less footloose are only meaningful within
the context of a set of actors and one, common set of locations.

5 . Regional potential:
Matching also allows a somewhat alternative view of the concept of regional
potential. Strassert argues that regional potential should be understood as a
measure of capacity, to be estimated only after a (hypothetical) decision has
been taken on how the resources, in terms of production milieu, ought t o be
utilized. An alternative interpretation that deviates somewhat from the idea
of capacity is based on a set-theoretic operation conducted on various production milieux. Production milieu represents a set of locations that satisfy
the site suitability problem for a given activity. Regional potential can then
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Table 2.3: Production requirements, locational properties and relational
matches

be defined as the union of these sets, hence the set of all production milieux.
This is the complete set of all combinations of activities and locations of
which requirement profile and locational profile match. A set, therefore, of
which each of the elements designates a positive outcome on site suitability,
given a location and an activity. For Table 2.3 this means that the regional
potential contains those combinations of activity and locations as elements
that have a '+' value. Note that this is not the same as what is depicted
in Figure 2.2. What is shown there is the number of positive results on site
suitability per location (column 'total' in Table 2.3).
This definition of regional potential differs substantially from the interpretation by Strassert . Strassert considers capacity the main characteristic of
regional potential. Regional potential as the set of production milieux, a set
of sets, does not signify capacity, but denotes the total set of locational opportunities for a given set of activities. Of course, each of the opportunities
that is an element of this set has a capacity associated with it.

6. Diagnostics:
Schilling's second suggestion for application of the catalog has t o do with
diagnostics. If comparison of requirement profiles with a locational property
profile yields a location classified unsuitable, it is possible t o diagnose the
problem. Because of the clarity of the procedure and the non-compensatory
character of the classification, it can easily be determined why a location
cannot be considered a suitable site for an activity. This again makes it possible to formulate very precise and straightforward recommendations about
how t o improve the suitability of a given location for a given activity.
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2.5.2.3 Evaluating the matching approach: problems

Schilling's matching approach contains some valua,ble elements. Looking a t
the site suitability problem from a matching perspective offers opportunities t o include many features that non-matching approaches do not. T h e
matching perspective, furthermore, establishes a very close relationship between a functional theory of site suitability and a procedure for modeling the
concept. Schilling's catalog constitutes a model of site suitability, site suitability itself being defined as a match between actor-specific requirements
and locational characteristics.
As a modeling procedure, however, Schilling's method also contains problematic elements just as much as there seem t o be some missing elements:
1. Compensatory versus non-compensatory:
Schilling's model of activity-specific site suitability is purely noncompensatory. If a certain requirement is not satisfied, the location is eliminated. Although this may be fine on a rather abstract level of general
production factors, Schilling's method does not provide any ineans t o incorporate compensatory elements in the formulation of the actual locational
requirements. However, requirements can be modeled as conjunctive and disjunctive structures, the disjunctions representing the various ways in which
a requirement can be fulfilled (Section 1.4.2). Energy needs might be met
in different ways. The same holds for transportation of raw materials, the
acquisition of labor, etc. A matching model of site suitability should provide
means t o incorporate both compensatory and non-compensatory structures.

2. Dubious locational requirements:
Only some of the locational requirements present in the requirement profiles
in Schilling's catalog are expressed in terms of empirical locational characteristics. Several requirements listed in the profile, however, are actor
attributes rather than loca.tiona1 requirements. Looking a t the production
factors 'labor' and 'energy', for instance, it becomes clear that what is actually put into the requirement profile are the types and relative quantities of
labor or energy needed by the activity. The energy requirements (factor 06),
for instance, are defined as the percentages of energy needs t o be covered
by the various fuels. But although this is a requirement for the activity t o
continue t o exist, it is hardly a locational requirement. T h a t 50% of the
employment is to be occupied by employees and the other 50% by laborers
is interesting and relevant, but it does not specify the locational requirements that can be derived from this employment configuration. This partial
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lack of a translation of production requirements into locational requirements
raises some doubts concerning the measurements of the Lower Austrian application. How were the energy and labor demands, such as they are in
the catalog, translated into locational properties? This translation process
remains unexplained.
A somewhat similar objection can be raised against the way some of the
other locational requirements are listed. Some of the indicators of production factors are represented in terms of ranking concepts such as 'important',
'very important', and 'not important'. But as was mentioned in the discussion on R.E.B. methodology and production milieu matrix method, these
kinds of categorizations should be avoided since they do not contain much
useful information. What should be represented instead is what this importance amounts t o in terms of locational requirements. What should be
contained in the model is first, how actor properties are associated with certain forms of energy, raw materials, labor, etc., and second, how these are
again related t o locational characteristics. Furthermore, the importance of
locational properties as production factors is not only dependent on actor
characteristics and objectives, but can also depend on the relevance of other
locational properties. Locational characteristics become important, depending on the possibilities for establishing a positive outcome on site suitability.

3. Fixed activity types:
Schilling's catalog contains 158 different categories of industrial activity.
These are generic types of industry. This means that one does not know,
for example, how much they actually produce, which types of raw material
they use, whether substitution can occur or not and, if yes, which materials
can be substituted for each other, etc. What is presented are the relative
amounts of certain production factors. Thus it is given that in radio and
T.V. manufacturing 65-75% of the employment is covered by women laborers, 10% being professionally trained. It is furthermore given that labor
costs make up 20% of the total production costs. Of course this is useful
and even necessary information, but in order t o carry out a real matching
one has t o know the estimated total production. If this kind of information
is not available, one neither knows how much space is needed, nor how much
capacity a high-tension line should have.
An additional disadvantage of these kinds of fixed and rigid profiles is that
any new type or variant on one of the existing types, should be added t o the
catalog as a new and separate profile. Apart from the fact that this can make
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things rather cumbersome t o work with, it introduces a lot of redundancy
because many industries have common characteristics and therefore common
locational requirements. Ideally, these should only be represented once in a
model of site suitability rather then being associated with each and every
type of industry that displays them.
Underlying these problems with the activity types as presented by Schilling,
however, is a much more serious methodological problem, namely that of the
'objective' status of the typology. Earlier (Section 2.1.2), Massey (1975a; p.
85) was cited, where she advised "not t o set up ahistorical ideal types",
but rather t o consider the behavior of activities as a function of their relationships with each other and the economic system as a whole. Now, one
interpretation of such a statement could be that what one should concentrate on is not empirical similarities between activities, but similarities in
functional relationships. Schilling's typology is based on a standard categorization of industry and for each of the existing categories average values
for locational requirements have been taken. This, however, assumes an objective functionality of locational properties with regard t o the types in the
typology. But as Massey argues, if something in the strategy or objectives
of an activity changes, it cannot be considered an instance of the ideal type
anymore. Ideal types must be associated with inductive modeling based on
empirical similarity. As in the other inductive approaches discussed before,
Schilling does not model the locational requirements as functions, as consequences of activity characteristics. They are associated with generic activity
types that have these characteristics, but not with the characteristics themselves. This is dangerous and tends t o conceal the true relations between
locational requirements and activity properties. The fact t h a t processing
huge amounts of iron ore requires deep water in order t o transport the ore,
links smelting-furnaces with deep water. This is the kind of link that is
present in Schilling's catalog. What should have been declared, however, is
that deep water is needed because a bulky material such as iron ore needs t o
be transported by ship, and that iron smelting implies the use of bulky material. If transport technology and/or costs change, the relation between bulky
material and deep water may change, and therefore the relation between iron
smelting and deep water. The developments in transport technology are a
factor external t o iron smelting (contrary, t o e.g., improvements in iron ore
extraction technology). Explicitly linking iron ore smelting with deep water instead of linking it with the processing of bulky material and linking
bulky material with deep water, conceals the relationships that explain why
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large blasting-furnaces need access to deep water. It furthermore makes it
difficult to adjust the model in case transport technology changes in such
a way that the relations between bulky material and means of transport
have to be revised. This last point illustrates once more the disadvantages
of context-specific measurement. Although the fact that iron smelting may,
a t one moment, be correctly associated with the requirement of deep water,
as soon as something changes, the association becomes faulty. This would
require a new measurement and a new profile to be set up. In other words,
from a relational approach based on the concept of functional equivalence, it
follows that developing profiles baaed on the empirical similarity of activities
must be wrong, because they have no real functional meaning. The point
of context-specific measurement just mentioned illustrates this very clearly.
Even though, at a specific moment, such profiles might correspond nicely
with functional profiles, a,s soon as something changes in the functional relationships, the profiles are no good anymore. Therefore, profiles for matching
may be used, but they have to be derived from functional profiles, stored in
a relational model.
4. No conditional dependency:
A problem which was also mentioned in relation t o the production milieu
matrix is that every production factor is present in each requirement profile,
even ifit is completely irrelevant. Of course, it can get assigned an 'irrelevant'
value. Although this does not directly influence the measurements, including
irrelevant dimensions is something that is a consequence of ignoring the
conditional dependence of production factors. It also introduces redundancy
such as mentioned in connection with the point of the fixed-activity types.

5. Actor versus object demands:
In the modeling approach proposed by Schilling, it is not clearly recognized
that it is not only a,ctivities that have requirements. Often, the locations
themselves have requirements regarding the characteristics of the activity.
If, because of legal regulations for example, a location can only be allocated
to certain types of activity, then these regulations form another limitation
on the possible result of the matching process. This notion of a two-way
matching process is depicted in a scheme by Lucardie (1988a; p. 62 [my
translation]), shown in Figure 2.3. Both object and actor have requirements,
and a relational match can only come about if both are able t o satisfy each
other's requirements.
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Figure 2.3: Matching as concurring profiles of requirements and actual characteristics (Source: Lucardie, 1988a)
Schilling's catalog contains a production factor 'emissions' (no. 10) which
again refers t o an assessment of the influences the activity has on the environment. But from the catalog it does not become clear what is t o be done
with that information. It does not include a possibility t o limit the number
of suitable sites because the activity does not comply with the requirements
by the location.
Such a matching in two directions, however, was conducted by Pellenbarg
et al. (1974) in an application of the Schilling catalog for the Dutch town
Medemblik. After Medemblik was scanned on its suitability for a number of
activities, the activities were scanned for their appropriateness for Medemblik. A procedure for modeling and measuring site suitability by means of
matching must contain these two types of requirements.
In conclusion one can say that the matching method suggested by Schilling avoids a lot of problems inherent in approaches like R.E.B. inethodology
and production milieu matrix. It explicitly recognizes the activity-dependent
nature of site suitability, it contains the idea of suitable sites as elements in
the choice set, and it introduces non-compensatory elements. As such, it has
numerous advantages over the other methods discussed earlier. As a modeling procedure, however, it contains some serious weaknesses. The compensatory element is lost, activity types are treated rafther rigidly, requirements
are not quantified and not connected with activity characteristics, and actor
attributes and locational requirements are sometimes confused.
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Intermezzo: automating the matching process

In spite of the problems mentioned above, the matching conducted in the
feasibility studies constitutes a promising technique for modeling and measuring site suitability and production milieu. But then why was it forgotten,
or disappear for such a long time?
Most feasibility studies based on matching were conducted a t the end
of the sixties or the beginning of the seventies. Since then they seem t o
have more or less disappeared from the geographical stage. One of the few
applications of a form of matching approach t o measuring site suitability,
concerns energy facility siting studies (Hobbs, 1980; Calzonetti and Eckert,
1981; Church and Bell, 1981). Hobbs (1980), for instance, mentions some
advantages and disadvantages of a matching approach for determining suitable sites for energy facilities. In an attempt to assess the appropriateness of
baseline screening techniques based on a standard additive weighted utility
function versus optimization by means of mathematical programming for
determination of site suitability for energy facility location, Church and Bell
(1981) conduct a pre-screening of an initial set of alternatives t o derive a
feasible set. The screening is mentioned only in a footnote and turns out t o
be rather simple. They merely list a few simple requirements (availability
water, availability railway, etc.) and test the alternatives on these without differentiating between the different types of power plants and without
explaining how they were operationalized. Why nuclear power plants need
access t o a railway, for example, or how this access was measured, is not
explained. Neither compensatory nor quantified information is used.
Matching approaches were no longer popular in location theory and its
applications in economic geography, since the period around the beginning
of the seventies. It is not clear whether this was because matching did not
constitute a promising modeling technique. Or was it a mistake t o assume
that the definition and measurement of concepts from a matching point of
view could contribute substantially t o the theory of spatial choice, location
theory and their a.pplications? I think not. A matching approach offers
ample opportunities for modeling spatial choice and spatial decision-making
processes, simply because it is consistent with a two-stage reconstruction of
spatial choice, and because it implies logical modeling. A relational model is
a logical model, like a matching model is a logical model. Schilling's model
suffers from various drawbacks. In the next chapter, however, it is shown
that many of these can be solved by departing from a purely relational point
of view. But if matching models are promising, then why did they vanish
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so quickly after they showed up? A quick and obvious answer would be to
say that the method contained too many flaws, did not work as a result,
and therefore was not acceptable. However, the answer may be a little
more complicated than that. Ever since Kuhn wrote his book on scientific
revolutions (Kuhn, 1962), it was accepted that unsuccessful theories, models,
and methods are not automatically and immediately replaced by other ones.
There could be at least two reasons for not pursuing matching modeling any
further: the methodological shift toward 'spatial analysis' with its emphasis
on statistical and mathematical models, and the lack of opportunities t o
automate the matching process and t o store huge amounts of information
about activities and locations.
A matching procedure like the one proposed by Schilling is a very qualitative approach. No parameters are estimated, no algebraic functions specified or calibrated. During the period of 'spatial analysis' a matching analysis
like this must have been considered a rather archaic approach, not exactly
tallying with the predominating methodological para.digm. Sophisticated
statistical techniques and mathematical modeling must have appeared a lot
more promising than a rather laborious and painstaking endeavor implied
by a technique such as Schilling's. Moreover, Schilling's approach did not
result in a real model, or a t least not in a model resembling an elegant mathematical equation or set of equations. Instead, it much more resembled a
complex d a t a matrix that could be the starting point rather than the result
of the model-building process.
Very much related to this development, was the shift in economic geography from the normative, deterministic, classical location theory, toward
a more inductively oriented, behavioral approach with its emphasis on uncertainty and probability. Matching, as it stood, had a very deterministic
character and did not pay any attention t o behavioral variables such as regional perception, incomplete knowledge about the environment, corporate
decision making, and entrepreneurial attitudes. As such, it did not fit in
very well.
Conducting a matching study, furthermore implies a large amount of
work, most of which has t o do with collecting and storing information about
locational properties and activity requirement profiles, as well as with the
matching of these two. A study, such as the one carried out for Lower Austria (~sterreichischesInstitut fiir Raumplanung, 1965) implies a tremendous
amount of work which, a t that time, had t o be carried out without the assistance of computers. Moreover, if something changed in the requirement profile of an activity or in the property profile of the location, the entire match-
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ing for that activity or location had t o be done again, manually. Although
computers were available by then, they were primarily used for mathematical
and statistical calculations. Data bases and tools t o represent requirement
profiles or t o carry out a matching simply did not exist. It is only very
recently that these tools have become widely available. In Chapters 4 and
5 it is explained that the results from A1 research, such as the development
of tools for logical programming, knowledge representation, and inference
engines, together with the availability of fast and powerful machines, made
it possible t o implement matching models and t o automate their execution.
To a certain extent this implies that the matching studies were ahead of
their time. Only after some time was it apparent that a purely behavioral
approach toward locational decision making could not offer any real solution. It was recognized that constraints limiting the decision space have t o
be taken into account. This does not imply the re-appearance of uniform
space, profit maximization and complete information, but it does imply the
concept of activity-dependent choice sets. Further, matching contains numerous qualitative moments. It was a long time before the tools for working
with this kind of qualitative information became available. I expect that in
the near future many modern varieties of matching models will (re)appear.
2.5.4

Computer- based matclling: Cullen's proposal

An interesting version of one of those automated matching approaches for
the assessment of land-use suitability is the one proposed by Cullen (1986).
The proposal is embedded in a more general article on the application of
expert systems in planning analysis, but it shows an example of a modern,
computerized version of the approach by Schilling. T h e proposal is interesting for two reasons; first, because it shows some of the possibilities of modern
computer technology, and second, because it illustrates that automation by
itself does not improve the quality of the modeling. Cullen (p. 244) mentions
the following conditional matching statement:
IF
AND
AND
AND

THEN

there are no geological problems
there are no access problems
all the basic infrastructure services are available
EITHER
outline planning permission is granted
0R
the site is in an enterprise zone
0R
it is zoned for industrial use
it is technically suited for industrial use
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Application of expert systems technology then implies that a computer
program can handle this kind of rule and can investigate which locations,
from an initial set of locations, is suitable for locating an industry. It will
be clear that this kind of definition is very similar to the ones suggested by
Schilling. Both approaches contain the concept of functional equivalence,
but both suffer from the same problems. The rule presented by Cullen can
be part of a matching model for site suitability, but only if elsewhere in the
model 'access' and 'infrastructure services' are clearly defined. 'Access' and
'services' themselves should be defined in such a way that for different types
of activities, different requirements may become important. What should be
represented in the model is how various empirical properties of locations are
t o be associated with characteristics of activities where it concerns accessibility and service-level.
The two points I would like to make here are the following. First of all,
mere automation of the matching process does not constitute an improvement of the model. The second point is that new technology, such as expert
systems technology, does indeed offer many attractive opportunities in the
sense that it provides the means t o build alternative types of models that,
by virtue of the automation, can easily be handled, formally checked, and
automatically extended and modified.

2.5.5

Studying individual firms

Recently published studies on the individual production milieu of firms
(Glasmeier, 1988; Ellegard and Alvstam, 1987; Alvstam and Ellegard, 1989;
Va,essen, 1989; de Smidt and Wever, 1990) seem partly t o have evolved from
a realization that a functional interpretation and approach t o production
milieu and site suitability must indeed relate the firm's individual characteristics and objectives with the economic geographical environment it is set
in. Some of the studies were more general or had a slightly different objective than the development of better ways to study production milieu. The
study by Vaessen (1989)) for instance, was directed a t an assessment of the
relevance and existence of regional differences in production milieu in the
Netherlands.
The argument underlying the studies on the behavior and location of individual firms is simple. Since a functional approach pinpoints the relevant
locational choice mechanisms to actor-specific relations between objectives
and environment, actor-specific investigations should lead t o a better under-
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standing of location decisions and the meaning and relevance of production
milieu.
T h e general inclination in ~rlostof these studies seems t o be t h a t , first of
all, production milieu as a concept should not be considered in too isolated
a manner. This concurs with the assertion put forward a t the beginning
of this chapter that the locational decisions of firms must be regarded as
only one aspect, one feature of a much broader and more complex structure
of decision making associated with the planning and implementation of a n
entire production strategy. A second kind of general agreement among these
studies is that a t least in what can be denoted 'advanced economies' located
within a fairly limited space, regional differences in production milieu seem
t o diminish a t an increasing rate. And since this seems t o be the case for
many different types of firms and activities, the image of a modern, concentrated spatial economy a s one rather uniform 'production field' instead of
a configuration of many, individually different production milieux emerges.
In terms of a choice-set approach t o production milieu, this implies that
in these economies, the sets of functionally equivalent choice alternatives
b e c o ~ n erelatively large since the number of constraints decrease or the number of compensatory opportunities increase. In the following this difference
between the initial set of locations and the subset of feasible locations is interpreted as a measure of footlooseness. Here it suffices t o say that although
these recent studies indicate that in some cases the reduction of the initial
set of alternatives t o a smaller set of functionally equivalent alternatives may
be rather small, the relational approach of choice-set reduction itself is not
a t stake here.
It is clear that from a relational analysis point of view, individual firm
location decision studies are preferred over aggregate a.pproaches such as
R.E.B. or the production milieu matrix method. However, purely individual
studies of behavior alone must be considered insufficient for understanding,
and perhaps even predicting, spatial patterns of, in this case, the location
behavior of firms. A collection of individual cases is fine and more or less
unproblematic, but things only become really interesting if the individual
cases can be considered instances of more general, more structural types or
mechanisms. It will be in the area of decision support that being able to
recognize a specific case as a n instance of a wider class or a configuration
of instances from wider classes, becomes particularly important. If one only
knew how the firm SAS (so-and-so) behaved, without recognizing that in the
case of SAS a number of structural relationships hold, then how can one hope
t o say something meaningful about the situation for a case which is similar,
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but not identical, t o SAS. Or worse, without connecting SAS's individual
requirements with some of its objectives and characteristics that give rise
to these requirements, how can one ever decide that another firm is similar
to, or different from, SAS? The ability t o recognize a case as (dis)similar t o
SAS presupposes the availability of a set of criteria by means of which this
(dis)similarity can be assessed. Absence of these criteria leaves one with a
collection of individual cases devoid of any cross connections, regularity or
whatever kind of systematic.
One can conclude that studies of individual firms are good and necessary, although they are only part of the story. For a meaningful, as well as
applicable model, of for instance, production milieu, a model structure is
required in which these individual cases can be represented as instances of
a more general structure of relationships.

2.6

Conclusion: toward a relational
matching model

Relational analysis can be part of two-stage modeling of locational decision
making, the first stage consisting of a reconstruction of the choice set. This
implies matching an initial set of alternatives against the set of requirements
representing an activity. This matching can be considered the processing of
a set of relational decision rules linking the characteristics of an activity with
requirements, and comparing these with locational profiles.
A relational model is a logical structure, representing the compensatory
and non-compensatory rules an object has to satisfy in order to become part
of the extension of the concept represented by the model. Schilling's method
provides a useful start-up for building relational matching rule-bases, since
it contains a lot of actor attributes and higher-order dimensions that could
be incorporated in a relational model. In other words, it provides some
clues, some general aspects of locational decision making that might be used
as a framework for building a relational model of site suitability. From
a relational point of view, however, the method contains too many flaws
and faulty elements. In the next chapter I therefore suggest an alternative
approach that nevertheless implies the application of matching. Based on
a relational framework, a formal representation of site suitability avoiding
most of the problems associated with Schilling's approach is proposed. Such
a model which takes the form of an 'inference-tree' constitutes the relational
definition of a concept such as site suitability. It serves two functions. As
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the relational definition of the concept it contains the rules specifying under
what conditions a location can be regarded a suitable location for an activity.
Moreover, it also provides an attractive framework for conducting the actual
matching operations.

Chapter 3

Relational Inference Trees
ABSTRACT
A technique and representation scheme for a relational matching
model are presented here. It is argued that a relational definition can be represented in a tree-like or decision-table format.
This tree, which can take a nested or 'dimensional' form, can be
processed by a program searching for a path through it. On the
basis of this path a matching is carried out. The formal criteria
and techniques for evaluating the model's content are explained
and discussed. The inference-trees method is then evaluated in
the light of relational modeling and locational choice analysis.
Although only mentioned briefly, some attention is paid t o the
process of knowledge acquisition and the role the matching model
could play in that context.

Keywords: matching model, inference trees, decision rule, matching rule,
nested trees, dimensions, tree optimization, ID3 (information entropy),
multi-locational actors, two-way matching, knowledge acquisition

3.1

Introduction

Defining a concept relationally implies declaring how an object can fulfill
a certain function, given a specific context. When dealing with the explanation of (spatial) choice behavior, this context consists of an actor such
as an individual, a household, or a firm. The characteristics and interests
of this actor have t o be relationally linked with the empirical properties of
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the object. This relational linking means that the object must be able t o
fulfill the requirements by the actor, whereas the actor has t o be able t o
conform t o the set of demands generated by the object. Confronting the
requirement profiles with the property profiles is denoted 'matching'. The
term relational matching stands for the entire operation of first, deducing
requirements on the basis of the actor's characteristics, and next, conducting
the actual matching. A relational match occurs in case the characteristics
of the actor and the properties of the object coincide in such a way that
the property and requirement profiles match each other. In terms of relational modeling this means that the object can, in principle, fulfill its role,
as is meant by the functional definition describing it. Objects contained
in the matching set are said t o be functionally equivalent. In most cases
there is a great variety of combinations of actor characteristics and object
properties, giving rise t o many different requirement profiles, of which the
matching against a set of objects may generate as many different solutions.
Different requirement profiles can be the result of either differences in the
actual characteristics of an actor, or variation in strategies and objectives
by the same actor. Apart from this variation in activity types, a relational
model must also be able to represent the disjunctive variation in requirement profiles, given a specific activity. These profiles then take the form
of disjunctive-conjunctive networks. Furthermore, it must be possible t o
represent internally related variables in the relational model. Variables are
internally related in case the categorization of one variable is a function of
the score of another variable (recall the disabled-floor-elevator example of
Section 1.2.1.1). Inference trees are suggested here as a scheme, and structure, for modeling the relational definition of concepts. Inference trees offer
means to represent the variation in activity types, the functional dependencies of requirement sets, and the disjunctive-conjunctive nature of these sets
themselves (Reitsma, 1987, 1988b, 1990). Moreover, they provide an attractive scheme for the procedural part of relational matching: the confrontation
of requirement and property profiles.

3.2

Relational definitions as inference trees

An inference tree is a tree-like representation of a decision table representing
a logical decision and classification procedure (e.g., Quinlan, 1979; Verhelst,
1980; Arbab and Michie, 1985,1987; Thompson and Thompson, 1986). Such
a tree can be used as a model for many things, but interpreted in a specific
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Figure 3.1: Relational inference tree
manner it can be regarded a model of a relational match. An inference tree
for a hypothetical relational variable R1 (e.g., site suitability) is shown in
Figure 3.1.
As with any symbolic tree, the tree in Figure 3.1 consists of two types of
elements: nodes and links or arcs. Three kinds of nodes are present: a starting node or root {I), terminal nodes or leaves {K,L,M), and the intermediate
nodes {J). In order to make the tree designate a relational definition, let the
root and intermediate nodes {I,J) represent actor characteristics, and let the
terminal nodes {K,L,M) represent sets of requirements, each of which is associated with the set of actor characteristics represented by the path leading
t o it. Interpreted this way, a (relational) inference tree contains a number
of routes representing possible ways of generating a relational match. Each
of these routes denotes a decision rule.
The tree in Figure 3.1, therefore, contains three actor types, each of
which can be represented as a set of actor characteristics: { I l , J l ) , {Il,J2),
and (12). Each of these sets has a set of requirements attached: K for
{ I l , J l ) , L for {Il,J2), and M for (12). The set of decision rules represents
the disjunctive part of a relational definition. It designates the different
combinations of actor characteristics and object properties that can make
the object fulfill a certain function for the associated actor type. Each of
the individual decision rules, in turn, represents the conjunctive part of a
relational match. In order t o fulfill a function for an actor, all of the conditions that are part of the decision rule have t o be satisfied. The requirement
sets {K,L,M) themselves refer t o conjunctive/disjunctive structures, also denoted matching rules. In case of site suitability, for instance, they represent
the compensatory and non-compensatory parts of the locational requirement
profiles of firms. It will be clear that since these matching rules constitute
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purely logical networks, they too can be modeled in a tree-like manner. The
nodes of those trees cannot, of course, be interpreted as actor characteristics.
Instead, they simply refer t o object properties. The routes in the tree refer
t o the different combinations of object properties that satisfy the actor's
needs. Representing a relational definition in the form of an inference tree
thus satisfies the need for a model that can incorporate both the inter- and
intra-actor diversity in the ways relational matches can occur.
An important distinction between different ways of representing concepts, concerns the difference between declarative and procedural definitions
(Simon, 1969; Sowa, 1984; Hendriks, 1986; pp. 153-160). A declarative representation of a concept refers to its 'meaning'. It does not refer t o a method
or procedure by means of which it can be measured, or by means of which
an object satisfying the definition can be constructed. A declarative representation pertains t o 'knowing what'. A procedural representation, on the
other hand, is a representation in terms of a set of actions t o be conducted in
order t o measure the concept represented, or in order t o construct an object
that satisfies it. A recipe for a cake constitutes a procedural representation
of a cake. An exuberant poem describing its form, color, composition, and
exquisite taste, however, forms a declarative representation. Similarly, a
function derived by a n ordinary least squares multiple regression procedure
constitutes a declarative representation of the association between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables. T h e arithmetic procedures
that must be applied in order t o find the proper parameter values for the
function, either in the form of a text or as a computer program, form the
procedural representation. The use of a logical model such as an inference
tree implies a close connection between declarative and procedural representation. The inference tree as a whole forms the relational definition of
a concept. It represents the notion that a relational match means that an
object can fulfill a function for an actor, if the actor is of a certain type
and the object exhibits certain characteristics. But apart from this declarative aspect, it also implies that a relational match is the result of matching
requirement profiles with property profiles. This means that in order t o
find out whether relational matches do exist, i.e., conducting a relational
measurement operation, the inference tree has t o be traversed. This implies
finding a route through the tree, by comparing the actor characteristics declared in the nodes of the tree with the activity for which the matching is
performed. After the tree is traversed and a terminal node is reached, each
of the locations that is part of the initial set of alternatives has t o be tested
on the requirements associated with that terminal node. If they match, they
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can be regarded a member of the choice set. The locations in this set are
functionally equivalent.

3.2.1

Formal properties of a relational inference tree

It is now possible t o interpret the inference tree in Figure 3.1 in terms of three
features that together satisfy both the procedural and declarative aspects of
a relational definition.
1. The decision attribute: When going through the tree, a decision about
which path to follow next should be taken a t any node but the terminal nodes. This decision has t o be taken on the basis of the value of
a decision attribute, here a property of a n actor. During a relational
matching operation a n actor attribute is evaluated in each of the intermediate nodes of the inference tree. The outcome of this evaluation
determines the path t o be followed next. The total path leading t o a
terminal node represents a description of the actor.

2. The set of demands: A node in the tree can thus be associated with a
certain actor attribute and a route through the tree, hence with a set of
actor-attribute-value tuples. Once a terminal node is reached, all the
necessary information on the demands an object has t o fulfill has been
collected, and the requirements for the object are known. This set of
requirements constitutes the matching rule. Each of the matching rules
is again represented as a disjunctive/conjunctive structure and is also
modeled as a tree. Each of these combinations represented by a path
through the tree and an associated matching rule forms a relational
decision rule.
3. The set of alternatives: The third element of a relational match is the
set of objects that match the demands associated with a certain actortype and hence with a certain path through the inference tree. This
matching set will be a subset of the initial set of objects, the ultimate
cases being a subset that equals the initial set (all objects fulfill all
demands), and the empty set (no objects fulfill the demands).
Figure 3.2 represents the inference tree of Figure 3.1, but now in terms
of the three attributes described above. Of course there is an empty set
of actor attributes associated with the root of the tree, whereas the set of
alternatives is complete. After passing through the tree, the leaves of the
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1,J:
actor characteristics;
D(I1,Jl): requirements following from actor characteristics I1 and J1;
U(I1,Jl): the set of alternatives satisfying the requirements D(I1,Jl).

Figure 3.2: Relational inference tree with actor characteristics, requirements,
and set of alternatives
tree represent the sets of demands, the matching rule, and the objects that
satisfy that rule. No further attributes are needed anymore.

3.2.2

Dimensions

It can be convenient t o split up the relational definition of a concept-and
therefore the relational inference tree representing this concept-into a set
of other (sub)concepts or dimensions. Of course, logically there is no need
t o split up a relational concept into a set of dimensional sub-problems. T h e
logical structure of a relational definition implies that we have in fact nothing but sets of disjunctions and conjunctions to be combined and added.
No dimensional structure is required by the modeling procedure. Nevertheless, splitting up the problem in a set of dimensions can be very practical,
especially when empirical application is concerned. People, even geographers, seem t o order their knowledge in dimensional structures-big chunks
of structured knowledge that are easy to deal with and which prevent the
'user' from accessing all the knowledge a t once. This becomes apparent, for
instance, when looking at the site suitability and production milieu modeling
procedures discussed earlier. Both in the R.E.B. methodology and produc-
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tion milieu matrix approach, but also in the matching approach by Schilling
(1968), one departs from a set of general, abstract production factors such
as 'labor market', 'accessibility', 'energy', 'service level', etc. These are then
translated into sets of empirical indicators. This common starting point
of a set of general and abstract production factors supports the hypothesis that researchers tend t o think in dimensions; broad categories each of
which covers a part of the total problem under consideration. It is important
not t o misunderstand this notion. For example, it does not after all imply
that techniques such as factor analysis and principal component analysis,
multi-dimensional scaling, and correspondence analysis are the obvious and
appropriate tools with which t o reveal the structure of the social world. Van
der Smagt (1985) clearly shows that these kinds of techniques implicitly deny
the relational nature of concepts. They might, perhaps, work on the level
of the broad and general categories people deal with when trying t o denote
roughly what they are talking about. But this seems t o be more than it
actually signifies. Generally, one does not need intricate techniques to come
up with a number of broad categories or dimensions describing a problem or
concept. Moreover, although division into dimensions can be helpful in that
it allows one t o tackle a problem in a more or less modular manner, it does
not add much t o the deeper understanding of the problem itself. Division of
an abstract concept into a set of other, abstract concepts, typically pertains
to the functional definitions of those concepts. But functional definitions
do not suffice as a model for the concept they denote, since they do not
exemplify the conditions under which the object can fulfill the function expressed by the definition. Therefore, splitting up a complex problem into a
set of smaller dimensional problems is necessarily limited to the functional
level of concept definitions. It is, however, something which people seem t o
do quite easily. It can be expected that concurring with this dimensional
structure in the modeling procedure offers some important advantages of a
predominantly practical nature. It can facilitate the knowledge acquisition
process, the process by means of which the empirical content of the inference trees has to be recovered. Building the inference trees can be a rather
complex task. Being able to conduct that task in parts can make it a lot
easier. If it is possible t o split up a complex relational problem into less complex dimensional problems, then there is no reason to refrain from splitting
up these dimensions into sub-dimensions again, and so on. The result will
be a hierarchy of dimensions. An example of such a hierarchy is presented
in Figure 3.3. The matching problem considers a relational site suitability
assessment for a chemical industry. Of the five dimensions designated, 're-
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I
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Spatial planning

Figure 3.3: Hierarchical dimensional representation of a relational concept
sources' is split up in 'materials' and 'electricity'. T h e dimension 'materials'
is again split up in the dimensions 'raw-materials' and 'water'. T h e result
of this is a dimensional tree.
It must be recalled, however, that dimensions pertain t o the functional
level of a concept only. As such, each of the dimensional problems needs t o be
defined in terms of either sub-dimensions or, when no further sub-dimensions
are needed, into a relational definition in the form of an inference tree such
as the one in Figure 3.1.
Introduction of dimensions compels one t o revise the formal structure
of a relational definition a little. This is necessary because introducing dimensions implies an initial definition of a concept that is of a higher, more
abstract level than that of the inference trees. T h e dimensional structure of
a concept can therefore be regarded as a relational concept containing other
relational concepts as part of its definition. This means that in order t o
solve the top matching problem ( a conjunction) each of the nested problems
(the dimensions or conjunctive terms) has t o be solved first. The example
in Figure 3.3 may illustrate this. In order t o match for site suitability, the
following conjunction has t o be satisfied:
site suitability

IF

(
resources
transporta ti o n
l a b o r market
environmental p o l i c y

AND
AND
AND
AND
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>.
But since 'resources' is defined as a conjunction of 'materials' and 'electricity', and since 'materials' is again defined as a conjunction of 'raw materials' and 'water', the 'resources' condition has to be replaced by a nested
conjunctive term:
s i t e s u i t a b i l i t y IF (
(
(

>
>

raw m a t e r i a l s
vate r

AND

AND

electricity

AND

transport a tion
l a b o r market
environmental p o l i c y
s p a t i a l planning

AND
AND
AND

>.
And since this constitutes a purely conjunctive structure, the nesting of
the conditions (the sub-dimensions) can be eliminated:
s i t e s u i t a b i l i t y IF (
raw m a t e r i a l s
vate r
electricity
transportat ion
l a b o r market
environmental p o l i c y
s p a t i a l planning

AND
AND
AND
AND
AND
AND

>.
Ea.ch of the leaves of the dimensional tree-and
therefore each of the
conjunctive terms in the non-nested conjunction-refers t o a relational inference tree. This makes the dimensional structure of a concept constitute
a conjunction of dimension-specific inference trees.
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3.2.3

Internally related variables

T h e possibility that variables can be internally related was one of the main
reasons for developing relational methodology. The example of the (not)disabled person and the ways in which apartments in an apartment building
can be categorized in terms of the availability of an elevator and tho floor the
apartment is on (Figure 1.1), clearly reveals the importance of being able
t o include internally related variables in the model. Note that this type of
inter-relatedness does not pertain t o the requirements or means only. Similar
dependencies in categorizing variables may occur in the actor attributes. The
way an actor attribute is categorized may depend on where this attribute is
located in tk,e inference tree, i.e., which other attribute-value combinations
are contained in the path leading t o it. Of course, internally related activity attributes are represented by different categorizations of these attributes
in the inference tree. Different criteria, in other words, for following the
next path from the attribute node. Requirement related internal relations,
however, can also easily be incorporated. They can be represented by associating different requirements with different terminal nodes of an inference
tree. The (not)disabled-elevator-floorexample can be translated into the
inference tree displayed in Figure 3.4.

0
Disabled

Yes

(lift and
floor 1,2,3,4)
or
(no lift and
floor = 1)

No

(floor 1,2,3,4)

Figure 3.4: Categorization of the floor attribute by means of a relational
inference tree
One could argue that internal relationships as present in the disabledfloor-elevator example, occur only rarely. Much more frequently, the variables contained in the different matching demands will be of an entirely
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different nature, without a common set of categories or a common basis for
categorization. For representation in a relational inference tree, this does
not make a real difference. Basically, the different sets of demands represented by the terminal nodes of an inference tree are fully independent of
each other. Neither the d a t a base representing the trees nor the program
processing them takes into consideration how the variables are categorized.
It is the researcher who develops the trees who should take care in applying
the appropriate classes and categories.

3.2.4

Internally related dimensions

Although in a rather different manner, dimensions too can be internally
related. Once a node in an inference tree has been processed, this will
have consequences for the way a.nother tree can be processed. Dimensions
are internally related if, once a specific route in an inference tree has been
traversed, the number of opportunities t o satisfy another, related tree decreases. The second inference tree is pruned; the search space for solving
the matching problem decreases. To illustrate this, suppose that besides the
inference tree for R1 (Figure 3.1) representing the first dimension of a relational concept, we have another inference tree for the second dimension R2
(Figure 3.5). Now, suppose that R1 gets K-instantiated, meaning that actor
attribute scores I1 and J 1 were set. Clearly, this must have implications for
the way the tree for R2 can be instantiated since this tree contains the actor
attribute I as well; since I1 is already known, the tree for R2 is reduced to
the one in Figure 3.6.
Dimensions can be internally related, but they do not have t o be and it
can be interesting t o inspect the model results for one dimension only. One
might even want to investigate the model results of successive matchings for
individual dimensions when compared with a matching for various dimensions simultaneously. This comparison of various one-dimensional matching
solutions can become important when dimensions are considered t o represent
the activity's strategies or objectives. In that case, one might want t o know
whether or not various dimension-specific solutions are compatible. In other
words, does a solution-set for one dimension or objective contain elements
which are contrary t o another dimension or objective? Or t o which degree do
solutions for different objectives correspond to each other? In case a matching exercise is conducted on more than one dimension, the total matching
result is generated by a series of consecutive, possibly choice-set limiting,
dimension-specific matchings. Each dimension represents an independent
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Figure 3.5: Relational inference tree for variable R2

Figure 3.6: Relational inference tree for R2 given a k-instantiated tree for

R1
matching sequence and has therefore its own, independent impact on the
total matching result. From the total matching result, however, one cannot
draw conclusions on the impact each of the individual dimensions had (unless, of course, the matching contained only one dimension). By comparing
and inspecting the dimension-specific matching patterns, however, one can
obtain an impression of the discriminatory power of each of the individual
dimensions. By using these set-theoretic operations on dimension-specific
matching results such as their unions, intersections, and differences, one can
acquire a much more detailed overview of the discriminating power of individual dimensions or combinations of dimensions.
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Dimensions: additivity and the partitioning problem

An objection one could raise against modeling a concept such as site suitability using a dimensional approach, is that it implies that additivity is brought
back into the model. Each of the dimensions is a term in a conjunction and
can be independently evaluated, thereby having its own, independent contribution to the value of the classification of the object. Two remarks can
be made against such an objection. First of all, a dimensional structure
in the form of a logical conjunction is not really additive because the noncompensatory character of the model is retained. Once a term ( a dimension)
in the conjunction fails t o be satisfied, the entire conjunction fails. This is
an important difference when compared to the traditional form of additivity
as present in, for instance, a weighted additive combination rule. Further,
it should be noted that additivity on the dimensional level does not imply
additivity on the deeper level of the relational definition. Dimensions split
up an abstract problem into a set of just as abstract sub-problems. Each
of the dimensions must, in the end, be defined relationally by means of an
inference tree. Only there does the real definition appear, and it is there
tha,t non-additivity and internal relations are added. Internal relations on
the dimensional level only pertain t o the configuration of the search space,
i.e., the number of possibilities to traverse a tree. Internal relations between
variables, however, are limited t o the inference trees. And since inference
trees form the leaves of the dimensional trees, this kind of internal relation
is retained.
However, a more serious, and as yet unresolved, problem remains. Splitting up a complex problem into a set of smaller problems presupposes the
possibility of attributing every aspect of the problem t o one and only one subproblem. It is like dividing an n-dimensional spa.ce into various n-dimensional
regions such that every point in that space belongs t o one and only one
region. Designating the dimensional structure of a concept, therefore, presupposes that it is possible t o 'partition' a concept such as site suitability
into a fixed set of dimensions, each of which covers a distinct part of the
problem. The total of the dimensions then covers the entire problem. This
seems rather unrealistic. Certainly, the abstract production factors that
are often mentioned when dealing with site suitability or production milieu show that certain different types of aspects can be recognized. But for
some aspects of the problem it can be difficult t o decide t o which dimension they belong. Should the transport requirements for coal be part of the
energy or the material dimension? And if coal is used for both fueling and
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as a raw material, to which dimension(s) do the coal related requirements
belong? Should 'coal' perhaps be a dimension on its own? Splitting up a
large relational matching problem into a set of smaller dimensional ones thus
generates the problem of choice of dimensions, and of how t o decide what
exactly they represent. These decisions are by nature ad hoc and more or
less arbitrary and external to the model. This can cause confusion and can
make various models difficult to compare. Davis et al. (1987; pp. 247-248)
mention several possible solutions for situations in which fixed partitioning
of the problem space is impossible. A first approach is that the problem
is conceptualized a t a number of levels and the problem is then completely
solved a t each level, going from the general t o the more specific (Sacerdoti,
1974). Clearly, this is not of much use here as the problem of partitioning,
as discussed here, pertains t o partitioning a t a very general level. Moreover,
this approach is more like a statement of the problem than a solution to
it. Conceptualization a t different levels is what would be most attractive,
but the question is just how can this be done? A second approach involves
the principle of 'least commitment' (Stefik, 1981; Wilensky, 1983) which
implies that decisions within a sub-problem are only taken when enough information is available. Yet another possibility for tackling the partitioning
problem is that earlier decisions can be retracted when they later on turn
out wrong or become unattractive. Implementation of such an approach,
however, requires the availability of non-monotonic logic (McDermott and
Doyle, 1980); it is therefore not widespread. The second and third strategy
for solving the partitioning problem clearly represent a very distinct view
of dimensions. They are typically decision-process oriented whereas the dimensions as suggested here are based much more on a conceptualization of
a specific situation. T h e possibilities these alternative approaches offer for
tackling the partitioning problem in a relational matching model were not
investigated further. It was nevertheless deemed preferable t o work with
a dimensional structure because of its many practical advantages. It does
not seem realistic t o expect that many matching problems have their h a t ural' dimensions attached. The best that can be achieved a t this stage is
careful documentation of what is represented by which dimension, and a
transparent automated matching process that can explain its own behavior. Self-explanatory features will show which aspects are and which are not
covered by certain dimensions.
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3.3

Relational inference trees versus
decision plan nets

It seems appropriate t o pay some attention here t o the relationships between
the method of relational inference trees and an alternative, non-algebraic
method for modeling choice behavior, namely, decision plan nets (Park et
al., 1981; Op 't Veld et al., 1986, 1987; Timmermans and van der Heijden,
1987; Op 't Veld, 1988). A decision plan net constitutes a model of an actor's decision process represented in the form of a heuristic kind of network
structure. With regard t o the claim that a decision plan net models the
choice process, it must be mentioned that it is assumed that specific stages
or aspects of the decision-making process, such as the initial stages of information gathering and exploration of alternatives, are ignored. As with a n
approach based on matching, the ideas of modeling goal-oriented behavior by
means of a heuristic network structure have been already explored. During
the sixties, proposals for such an approach had been put forward (Miller et
al., 1960; Bettman, 1970). Due t o the problems associated with preference
modeling by means of algebraic models however, interest in this method has
increased recently.
Figure 3.7 shows the structure of a decision plan net. The network contains two types of choice-alternative attributes; primary and secondary attributes. The primary ones are considered t o be evaluated first by the decision maker. Only if the required values and combinations of values of these
attributes cannot be satisfied are the secondary ones inspected. Primary
alternatives are ordered from right t o left corresponding t o increasing order
of importance.
In the context of a discussion on relational inference trees, the question
as t o how such trees relate t o decision plan nets is an interesting one. I think
that there are a few important differences, and would like t o argue that relational inference trees offer more, and better, opportunities for modeling
spatial choice based on functional equivalence. Van der Smagt and Lucardie
(1990; p. 10) mention some objections t o the method of decision plan nets.
An important problem of decision plan nets concerns their dichotomous nature. The tree in Figure 3.7, for instance, is of a typically binary character.
Attributes are only organized into dichotomous categories on which one can
score 'yes' or 'no'. This implies that one either has t o restrict oneself t o dichotomous categorizations of variables, something which is rather unattractive, or one turns every category of a polytomous variable into a separate
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Figure 3.7: Example of a decision plan net (Source: Timmermans and van
der Heijden, 1987)
dichotomous variable. The latter option, however, implies a very unfortunate approach and very large and complex decision plan nets. Another
objection van der Smagt and Lucardie mention is the possible 'spreading' of
attributes around the decision plan net. Later on in this chapter it is shown
that a relational inference tree or decision table perspective offers ample opportuni ties for 'optimizing' the classification procedure into networks t hat
are as sparse as possible. For decision plan nets, this kind of optimization is
a lot more difficult and a lot harder to realize. A third, and by far the most
serious, problem concerns the way several authors propose decision plan net
applications (Op 't Veld et al., 1986, 1987; Op 't Veld, 1988). In these proposals, decision plan nets become representations of very individual, very
actor-specific decision processes. This, however, brings us right back to the
problems associated with firm-specific location decision studies discussed in
Section 2.5.5. There it was argued that a collection of individual cases (here
a collection of a set of actor-specific decision plan nets) is basically unproblematic, but that such a collection must be integrated into a more structural,
more general model of actor-specific functional equivalence. It was argued
that only if individual cases can be recognized as instances of more general,
more structural types or mecha~lisms,real explanatory information is added.
If the individual requirements, as represented in the decision plan net, are
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not connected t o some of the actor's objectives and characteristics that give
rise t o these requirements, what could conceivably be the advantage? It
was argued that the ability t o recognize a case as (dis)similar t o another
one, presupposes the availability of a set of criteria by means of which this
(dis)similarity can be assessed; absence of these criteria leaves one with a
collection of individual cases devoid of any cross connections, regularity or
whatever kind of systematic. If one disregards the problems caused by the
binary character of decision plan nets for a moment, one might say that
decision plan nets might be compared to the matching rules contained in
the inference trees. They represent conjunctive-disjunctive sets of requirements. However, in a relational model, specific matching rules are the result
of comparing an actor's objectives and characteristics with the ones declared
in the other, relational part of the inference tree. In the proposed use of decision plan nets for modeling choice behavior, this linking of requirements
t o objectives and characteristics has yet t o be executed.

3.4

Model content: formal evaluation procedures

Inference trees are models of decision procedures. Applied t o the relational
definition of concepts, they become a scheme and procedure, specifying how
actor characteristics must be linked t o sets of object properties in order t o
arrive a t a relational match. Inference trees can also be regarded as formal
representations of decision and classification procedures. On the basis of a set
of criteria (combinations of actor ~ r o p e r t i e s )an action is conducted (matching with a particular matching rule). Each of the combinations of conditions
and the associated matching rule denotes a decision rule. In building inference trees, various formal quality requirements have t o be obeyed. And since
an inference tree constitutes a purely logical structure, the formal criteria
are of an entirely logical nature. Formal evaluation of a logical classification
procedure in the form of an inference tree involves three criteria: consistency
and completeness (Hofstadter, 1979; Sinth, 1985; Verhelst, 1980; Nguyen et
al., 1985; Finin, 1986), and optimization (Verhelst, 1980; Quinlan, 1979,
1983; Thompson and Thompson, 1986; Arbab and Michie, 1985, 1987). An
inference tree such as the one in Figure 3.1 can be viewed in different ways.
One possibility is the decision table perspective (Montalbano, 1974; Verhelst,
1980; Hendriks, 1986; Reilly et al., 1987; Lucardie, 1988b). A decision table
represents a set of actions, each of which is a function of a distinct set of
conditions. These actions may represent single actions like a single-valued
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Table 3.1: Inference tree for R1 in decision table format

Action

1 K ILIM

conclusion, or a reference to another decision problem, a set of actions to
be taken, and so forth. In case of a relational inference tree, the actions
represent the matching rules, the terminal nodes of the tree. As mentioned
earlier, these represent decision procedures themselves, which can again be
modeled as decision tables. Decision tables can be used for representing inference tree classification procedures. If we denote the matching rules K, L
and M of Figure 3.1 the actions, then the conditions for these actions are
formed by the paths leading to them, i.e., { I l , J l ) , {Il,J2), and (12). As
was mentioned earlier, each of the matching rules themselves, being a conjunctive and disjunctive structure, can be considered a decision table too,
albeit rather special ones. They contain only one action 'succeed', which is
a function of different combinations of object characteristics. The decision
table corresponding t o the inference tree of Figure 3.1 is shown in Table 3.1.
Many classification procedures can be displayed in this fashion. Suppose, for example, the hypothetical classification scheme regarding the site
suitability of a location for a given type of company is as in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2: Hypothetical inference tree
Volume
Large
~edium
Medium
Large
Small
Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Large

Coal
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Cooling
Water
Water
Air
Air
Air
Water
Water
Air
Air
Air

Matching rule
B
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If the matching rule to be applied is taken as the action variable, the
following decision table can be constructed (Table 3.3):
Table 3.3: Decision table of the classification in Table 3.2

I

volume
Cooling
Coal
Matching rule

I

Water
N
A
0

3.4.1

I

Small
Air
Y N

Water
Y N

A
1

A
3

A
2

I

Medium

B
4

Air
Y N
A
5

B
6

I

Large
Water
N

B
7

Air
Y N

B
8

B
9

Completeness and consistency

A decision table, and hence an inference tree, is logically correct if it is
consistent and complete. Logical completeness is a special form of completeness. It differs, for instance, from empirical or effective completeness. A
classification procedure is effectively complete if it contains all relevant and
possible combinations of conditions and all possible actions. In case of the
inference treeldecision table in Table 3.1 this would mean that the tree as
it is presented is the actual tree for a generic type of actor. It is effectively
or empirically complete if no other combinations of actor attributes and no
other combinations of object characteristics can occur. All possible cases to
be found in the world are covered. Another type of completeness is logical
completeness. Verhelst (1980) and Nguyen et al. (1985) mention what this
means in the context of a decision table or classification procedure. In a
logically complete decision table not a single action is unreachable and each
and every possible combination of conditions leads t o a t least one action.
An unreachable action is an action that is present in the decision table, but
for which no conditions are specified. In the context of an inference tree
this means that the tree contains a matching rule but no path leading t o it.
This may seem a little odd, since a tree consists of branches that terminate
in leaves. Hence, a leaf cannot exist by itself. It can nevertheless occur
when classification procedures are specified for situations when the actions
are known a priori, but for which the combinations of conditions still have
t o be specified. This is something that frequently occurs in text-based regulations, diagnostics and instruction manuals. Nguyen et al. (1985) denote
this problem as the 'missing rule7 problem. The second type of incompleteness, missing actions, is much easier t o trace. A glance a t Table 3.3 shows
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that no actions are specified for the cases {large volume,coal,water cooling)
and {small volume,coal,water cooling). Of course, this was clear from the
beginning since a trichotomous variable 'volume', and dichotomous variables
'coal' and 'cooling' give rise to 3 x 2 x 2 = 12 possible combinations, whereas
Table 3.2 only contains ten. But in many instances of classification procedures, especially when they are in the form of a more or less complex text,
lacking actions only become evident when a decision table is constructed
(Verhelst, 1980).
An adequate classification procedure is not only logically and empirically
complete, it is also internally consistent. A classification procedure can be
considered inconsistent if a t least one combination of conditions points t o
more than one class; "two 'positions' belonging t o different classes share the
same description" (Quinlan, 1979; p. 170). Neither Table 3.2 nor Table 3.3
contain such an inconsistency, but as Verhelst (1980) illustrates, many regulations and instruction booklets do. A somewhat more subtle form of inconsistency that is important for inference trees is the problem of subsumed
rules. This occurs if two sets of conditions point to the same action, but
one of the sets is a subset of the other. The following two (hypothetical)
matching rules, for example, show this type of inconsistency:
1)

s i t e s u i t a b i l i t y IF

urban area
railway available
international airport
subcontractors present

2)

s i t e s u i t a b i l i t y IF

subcontractors present
railway available
urban area.

AND
AND
AND

.

AND
AND

Clearly, according t o the second rule the presence of an international
airport is not required, whereas the first rule declares that it is. These
two types of inconsistency are important in the context of inference trees.
Presenting them in the form of a decision table can help t o discover and
eliminate them. Nguyen et al. (1985), mention two more forms of inconsistency: circular rules and redundant rules. Circular rules are rules that
somehow refer to themselves, either directly or indirectly via one or more
other rules. Redundant rules are rules that signify identical condition-action
combinations.
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Optimization

Although circularity and redundancy are not really relevant in securing the
consistency of relational inference trees, redundancy constitutes an important issue in the matter of optimizing the trees. Concerning the adequacy of
(automated) procedures for the classification of events or situations, Quinlan (1979; p. 170) remarks that, "Ideally the properties t o characterize them
should be adequate for the task, give rise t o substantial compression of the
d a t a base, be readily computable, and lend themselves to the development
of concise rules". The degree t o which a classification procedure can be considered optimal can be expressed in many ways. One of the possibilities is
a measure of efficiency in terms of minimizing a mathematical function describing the average time needed for processing the classification (Verhelst,
1980; pp. 159, 160, 163). The processing of a classification scheme in the
form of a non-optimal decision table can be enhanced by two types of operations: rule collapsing and changing the order of the conditions. Adjacent
rules can be collapsed if they point to an identical action, and if this common action can be attributed to a common condition. Adjacent groups of
rules can be collapsed if the groups show identical patterns of actions, and
if these patterns can be attributed to a common condition. In Table 3.3, for
example, rules seven, eight and nine have identical actions, t o be attributed
t o the common condition of 'large volume'. Once it is known that volume is
large, the matching rule will always be B. Similarly, rules zero, one and two,
each have an associated matching rule A, t o be attributed to the common
condition 'small volume'. That collapsing an incomplete table implies some
risk for the adequacy of the remaining collapsed table is explained below.
Collapsing adjacent rules in Table 3.3 results in a reduced, smaller Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Reduced version of Table 3.3 by collapsing
Volume

Small

Medium

Large

Cooling
Coal
Matching rule

Y

N

Y

N

A

A

B

A

B

B

0

1

2

3

4

5

Table 3.4 is smaller than Table 3.3, not only because the number of rules
has been reduced from ten to six, but also because for both rules zero and
five, only one condition needs to be evaluated before a conclusion or action
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Table 3.5: Optimal decision table
Volume

I Coal
Matching rule

I Small I Medium I Large
I -

I Y I N I

-

A

A

B

B

0

1

2

3

I

is reached. Notwithstanding this significant reduction of the original table,
Table 3.4 still contains some redundancy. Rules one and two, and three and
four, show an identical action pattern (A,B), which can be attributed t o
'medium volume and usinglnot using coal'. This implies that the 'cooling'
variable never needs to be tested. The resultant decision table is shown
in Table 3.5. The table has now been reduced t o only 4 rules with only a
maximum of two conditions to be tested.
Now, removing a condition just like that is a rather inelegant way of
reducing a decision table into a sparser one. This could have been avoided
if the order of the conditions in the original table (Table 3.3) had been
different. Suppose, for instance, that 'coal' and 'cooling' had been entered
in reverse order. In that case, a simple collapse over adjacent rules and rule
groups would have resulted in the final output as in Table 3.5.
3.4.2.1 Optimizing with information entropy: ID3

The optimization of decision tables can be automated by developing appropriate algorithms that do the job. Although various solutions have been
suggested, the approaches based on the concept of information entropy seem
particularly useful for the optimization of inference trees (Shwayder, 1971,
1974; Ganapathy and Rajaraman, 1974; Quinlan, 1979, 1983; Arbab and
Michie, 1985, 1987; Thompson and Thompson, 1986; Hart 1986). Quinlan
(1979, 1983) applied the concept in the development of the ID3 (Iterative
Dichotomizer 3) algorithm. Quinlan and Thompson and Thompson (1986)
advocate an inductive use of the technique. This implies that the technique
can be used for constructing (sub)optimal decision trees out of a raw set of
rules. ID3 removes the redundancy from the rules and delivers the associated
(sub)optimal decision tree, representing the essential content of the raw set
of rules (refer also to Hart (1986) for some illustrations of the technique). As
stated, ID3 is based on the concept of information entropy. In the context of
optimizing a classification procedure such as an inference tree, information
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entropy constitutes a measure of the uncertainty of how a situation must
be classified. A measure, in other words, of the uncertainty as t o which
class of a given set of classes an object, situation, or event belongs. In a n
inference tree we deal with actor characteristics. On the basis of specific
combinations of actor attributes, a decision is taken as t o which matching
rule is t o be applied. Information entropy is a measure for the uncertainty
as t o which matching rule has t o be applied, given a n initial actor, say a
firm. T h e more is known about the actor, the less uncertainty exists as t o
which matching rule applies. This entropy or uncertainty as t o which class
a situation belongs can be calculated as:

where

H(C):
N:
Ci:
P(Ci):

entropy of classification;
number of classes;
class i;
probability that Ci is the correct class.

The inference tree in Figure 3.1 illustrates the meaning of information
entropy. If the only available information about the actor is the fact that
one of the matching rules {K,L,M) applies, each of them has a 1/N = 0.333
probability of being the correct one. The associated entropy calculated as in
(1) is 1.588. In instances where each of the classes has an equal probability
of being the correct one, formula 1 can be rewritten as:

In a case like this, the entropy is a simple logarithmic function of the
number of classes. Under ceteris paribus conditions, more classes implies
more uncertainty, hence higher entropies. Adding information about the
actor reduces the uncertainty. If, for instance, it is known that the actor
scores '1' on I, the probability for matching rule M in Figure 3.1 becomes
zero, whereas the probabilities for rules K and L become 0.5. T h e associated
entropy becomes 1.0. T h e entropy decreases because the classification problem has been reduced t o two classes, as a consequence of the information
that the actor scores a '1' on property I.
The ID3 algorithm uses this measure of entropy t o compute a (sub)optima1 decision table. This means that it performs rule collapsing and condition
order changing. From the point of view of information entropy, the condition
that reduces the uncertainty of the classification most should be the first in
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the decision table. The next attribute should be that which reduces entropy
most for the remaining classification problem. What therefore has to be
computed is the entropy of the (remaining) classification problem, given a
current attribute t o be tested. If for each attribute, each condition is tested,
the attribute that can be associated with the smallest entropy will be taken
as the next attribute in the decision table. The conditional entropy, i.e., the
entropy given a partitioning attribute, is computed as:
H(C1A) = C P ( A j ) * H(C1Aj)
where

H(C-A):
P(Aj):
H(C-Aj):

entropy after partitioning on attribute A;
probability that attribute A has value j;
the entropy of the classification problem
remaining after partitioning on attribute A.

The entropy of the remaining classification problem-H(C1Aj)-can
calculated as:
H(C1Aj) = -CP(CilAj)
where

P(Ci-Aj):

(3.3)

* Log,(P(CilAj))

be

(3.4)

probability that the correct class is Ci,
given a value j on attribute A.

Note that the conditional entropy H(C1A) is computed as the average of
the entropy for each value j of the attribute, weighted with the probability of
that value. Application of the algorithm comes down t o a recursive procedure
in which after a partitioning attribute has been selected, each of the resultant
classification problems for each of the values of the partitioning attribute
becomes subject to a new application of the algorithm. Rule collapsing is
implicit in this method. Once the entropy in one of the (sub)classification
problems is reduced t o zero, everything t o be known is indeed known, and
no more partitions are required.
To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, the examples in Table 3.2
can be interpreted as rules:

IF

(

volume = large AND
coal = yes
AND
cooling = a i r

1
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(matching r u l e = B)

THEN

and:
IF

(

volume = small A N D
c o a l = no
AND
cooling = a i r

1
(matching r u l e = A)

THEN

After randomizing both the order of the rules and the order of the conditions inside the rules, and after submitting the complete set of rules to a
(Prolog) version of ID3, the resultant set of rules is shown in Table 3.6. As
can be seen, it is equivalent to Table 3.5.
Table 3.6: Classification as a set of rules and nested list, optimized by ID3

I

RULES
rule(b) :- volume(1arge).

I

TREE

I

I

In addition t o a new, optimal set of rules, Table 3.6 also shows the
resultant inference tree in a nested Prolog list representation. A Prolog list
is a set of elements, contained in rectangular brackets, with the elements
separated by commas. A nested list is a list which contains one or more
other lists as its elements. As shown in Table 3.6, a tree can easily be
represented by a nested list.
3.4.2.2 Pitfalls: inconsistency and incompleteness

ID3 is a nice and very useful algorithm for removing redundancy from a complex inference tree. When applying the algorithm, however, one has t o realize
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that it does precisely that and nothing more. ID3 will attempt t o optimize
whatever tree it gets, regardless of its (in)consistency and (in)completeness.
It can be shown, for instance, that out of an incomplete table, ID3 can produce a complete table that will pass any completeness test. The reason for
this is that ID3, like optimization by hand, 'assumes' that the table submitted is already a complete table. Originally missing, but logically possible
combinations of conditions are neglected as if they are irrelevant or impossible. Similarly, if specific cases are not declared 'missing' or 'unknown' in the
original table, ID3 will generate logically complete versions from logically
and empirically incomplete input tables.
Another problem that should be taken into consideration is that there
may be a few cases that ID3 is unable t o optimize. One of them is the
following:
IF type(urban) THEN suitability(yes)
IF type(rural) THEN suitability(yes)

ID3 does not change this small rule set into the even smaller set:

meaning that suitability(yes) will always occur: an action without conditions, therefore. Now, from a purely logical and set-theoretic point of view
this might not appear appropriate, but there are instances in which it is gratifying that ID3 leaves these kinds of rule sets unaltered. Take, for instance,
the following set of consistent rules:
IF type(urban) THEN suitability(yes)
IF type(rura1) THEN suitability(yes)
IF railway(yes) THEN suitability(yes)

In case ID3 did collapse the first two rules, the optimized result would be
inconsistent. Whereas the first (collapsed) rule declares that site suitability
is always 'yes', the second rule formulates a condition for suitability. This
second rule is subsumed by the first one.
3.4.2.3 Single-action r u l e sets

As mentioned earlier, matching rules themselves can be modeled as decision tables with only one action 'yes' or 'true'. They describe the conjunctiveldisjunctive set of demands an object has t o fulfill for a certain actor.
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Table 3.7: Decision table of classification only containing rules leading to a
matching rule A
Volume
Cooling
Matching rule

Medium

A

0

A
1

A

A

2

3

A
4

Table 3.8: Classification including 'unknown' cases

I

RULES
rule(unknown) :- volume(1arge).
rule(a) :- volume(medium).
rule(a) :- volume(small),cooling(water),coal(no).
rule(unknown) :- volume(small),cooling(water),coal.(yes).
rule(a) :- volume(small),cooling(air).

I

TREE
[[volume(large),rule(unknown)],
[volume(medium),rule(a)],
[volume(small),[[cooling(water),[[coal(no),rule(a)],
[coal(yes),rule(unknown)]]],
[cooling(air),rule(a)]]].
As such, a matching rule only describes how the demands can be fulfilled;
it only describes the demands for a positive outcome. If an object fails t o
meet one of them it is eliminated from the choice set. ID3 can optimize
single-action rule sets just as well as it handles multiple-action rule sets. Table 3.7 contains that part of the decision table of Table 3.3 which has only
'A' matching rules as actions. Table 3.8 shows the results after processing
by ID3 after the unknown cases are incorporated into the original rule set.
3.4.2.4 ID3: conclusion

It can be concluded that ID3 is an attractive and powerful tool for optimizing
decision tables. Inference trees for relational modeling are closely connected
t o decision tables and rule-based classification procedures. Therefore, ID3
can be considered an adequate tool for helping t o build them. Of course, ID3
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is only an optimization procedure. It removes redundancy from a classification procedure by altering the order of conditions and by collapsing adjacent
rules. Submitting incomplete and/or inconsistent inference trees to ID3 can
therefore be dangerous. Certain types of inconsistency are 'detected' by
ID3, because the algorithm terminates when, for instance, attributes are exhausted before the tree is complete (Hart, 1986; p. 117). Other inconsistencies, however, are invisible for ID3 and are t herefore retained. Inconsistent
rule sets will then be converted into inconsistent optimal versions. This is
something that should be prevented by checking the consistency of the input
inference tree. Logically incomplete input trees are more hazardous for the
quality of the resultant rule baselinference tree. Whereas inconsistent trees
might yield inconsistent results that can always be tested retrospectively,
logically incomplete inference trees can be processed into logically complete
optimal versions. This ~nakesposterior completeness checking impossible.
Input trees should therefore always be checked on completeness.
One can think of many methods and approaches for developing empirical
inference trees when considering questions such as what completeness and
consistency checking entail in the much broader context of building inference
trees with a particular empirical content, and where these tests fit in and
how they can be applied empirically. Of course, the examples presented
before are rather simple and unlikely ever to occur. More complex and more
realistic relational models in the form of inference trees can be built either by
hand, or with the help of a computer. An inference tree is a strictly logical
structure so it is possible to construct a computer program that reads in
combinations of actor attributes and matching rules and then converts them
into inference trees. The researcher then formulates the empirical content
of the rules and trees, the computer treats them like chains of synlbols with
a specific logical structure. Such a partly automated process of knowledge
acquisition would greatly facilitate consistency and completeness checking.
Inconsistent rule sets would be discovered by the program and presented to
the researcher who can then decide how the inconsistency is to be resolved,
after which the program can check again. Incompleteness can be treated
similarly. The only difference here is that although a program can identify
incompleteness, it cannot make a decision concerning the relevance of the
missing cases. Whether or not a case is 'legally' omitted is something the
researcher has to decide. These cases can then be marked by the program
and treated separately in further modifications of the tree.
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3.5

Actor attributes and requirements in the
inference tree: some critical remarks

Although the formalism of inference trees as presented here seems appropriate for representing the relational definition of concepts, it suffers from a
problem which is strongly associated with the problem of optimizing decision tables, as discussed above. This problem stems from the fact that both
the inference tree and the associated matching-rules are treated as separate
trees, linked together by the terminal node or leaf of the inference tree. Each
of the paths through the inference tree describes an actor type as a set of
actor-attribute-value tuples. Individual matching rules, the disjunctions of
conjunctive requirements, are associated with each of these paths. In other
words, the set of requirements is alwa,ysassociated with an actor type, a complete set of actor-attribute-value tuples. This, however, causes two kinds of
problems: a d a t a redundancy problem and a modeling problem.

3.5.1

The redundancy problem

These problems are illustrated in Figure 3.1. Now suppose that actorattribute-value tuple 11, independent of other actor-attribute-value combinations, causes a demand Dx. Clearly, in the current situatioil Dx is part
of both the matching rules associated with nodes K and L. But this implies
a kind of redundancy, because if Dx could be associated with just I1 rather
than the tuple combinations of which I1 is a member, the demand only needs
t o be represented and stored once. This problem is identical with the situation of a decision table in which more than one action is associated with one
combination of conditions, and where a subset of the actions in the action
set is a function of a subset of the conditions associated with this action
set. This problem is not solved by an algorithm like ID3, since ID3 only
handles one-class-only classification problems. The reason that ID3 can be
used for optimizing inference trees, is that the 'actions' of the inference tree
are complete matching rules, i.e., single actions, matching-rule 1, 2, or n. In
case one regards the matching rule as a set of actions however, the situation
changes, and ID3 can no longer handle this kind of problem. T h e question
then is whether or not such a kind of redundancy can be treated in decision
tables altogether. In order t o investigate this problem a little further, the
inference tree in Figure 3.1, can be used again with three new matching rules
K,L and M. The resulting decision table is shown in Table 3.9. The table
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Table 3.9: Table with multiple actions; no dependency specified

Action

K

L

M

Table 3.10: Dependency specification by means of multiple tables

1 Action (1 B 1 C 1
shows that the action A, which is a part of both the action sets K and L, is
stored twice.
To solve this redundancy in the decision table, a sub-table may be used.
This implies that instead of using one table in which the complete action sets
are represented, there is a main table which contains as an action a reference
t o another table in which the actual action is specified. Table 3.10 shows
the result for the decision table in Table 3.9. Now action A is exclusively
associated with 11, while B and C are associated with the different values of
J ; the redundancy is removed.

3.5.2

The modeling problem

The second and more serious problem concerning the way actor attributes
and requirements are associated involves the structure of the inference tree
itself. Again, the problem can be illustrated by taking a look a t Table 3.9.
Both the action sets K and L contain an action A. This could be caused
by the common condition 11. However, another possibility is that both A
and B in rule K are generated simultaneously by the combination ( I l , J l ) ,
whereas A and C in rule L are generated by (Il,J2). Although A would
still be a common action of both K and L, the table does not contain any
redundancy, and an operation such as in Table 3.10 could not be conducted.
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Table 3.11: Table with multiple actions; no dependencies specified

Table 3.11 illustrates this point. Compared with Table 3.9, Table 3.11 shows
a slightly more complicated decision procedure. Attribute I is no longer the
first attribute t o be tested, instead it is only examined after H1 is established.
In this case, matching-rules K and L not only have the condition I1 in
common, but also HI. As a consequence, action A can be the result of the
common conditions I1 or H1 or any of their combinations, or it is the result
of the entire set of conditions. The crucial point here is that in order to
be able t o decide whether or not the table contains redundancy, external
knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is not contained in the decision table itself,
is required. What does this imply for the formalism of relational inference
trees presented earlier? The decision tables in Table 3.9 and Table 3.11 are
good representations of the way the inference tree with the actor attributes
and the disjunctive sets of requirements are coupled. Because of the fact
that entire requirement sets are coupled with complete paths through the
inference tree, no information about which attributes or combinations of attributes generate which requirements is retained. This means that not only
do various matching rules contain identical parts, but the external knowledge which specifies how these requirements became part of these sets in the
first place is not retained. The functional relations between actor attributes
and requirements remain concealed and once both the inference tree and the
matching rules are constructed, they are lost altogether. All that remains is
an actor type associated k i t h a set of demands. This, however, can cause
serious problems, for instance, in case the model needs t o be modified. Since
from the inference tree it cannot be deduced which attributes or combinations of attributes generate which requirements, it is difficult t o infer the
consequences of local changes in the model for the rest of the model. What,
for instance, should happen if it is realized that I1 should lead to E. If it is
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known that I1 was originally declared t o lead t o A, A can simply be replaced
by E. But if the relation between I1 and A is lost altogether, how should
the matching rules change after it gets established that I1 leads t o E? For
these reasons it is important, if not crucial, that the relations between actor attributes and requirements are retained in the model. In the current
version of the relational matching model, these relations are not modeled
explicitly; although the model content may still be acceptable and it is possible t o work with it, it is still a n undesirable situation. For future versions
of the relational matching model it is therefore suggested that something
like a pre-processor or model-building program be considered, t o which the
researcher submits the relations between actor attributes and requirements.
This program then builds its procedural and optimal counterpart from these
associations.

3.6

Modeling demands generated by objects

In the discussion thus far no attention has been paid to how demands generated by the objects should be dealt with. For an appropriate matching
it might be necessary to take the requirements by both the actor and the
object (location) into account. Economic activities have spatial production
requirements, but locations, or better, people and organizations with authority over that location, in their turn can specify regulations stipulating which
type of activities may be allowed and which not. So far the discussion of inference trees concentrated fully on the requirements by the actor, but what
of the requirements of the objects? Two approaches can be followed: (1)
taking the object requirements into account by conducting a second and independent matching procedure scanning the actors or (2) masking the object
requirements into 'inverted' actor requirements. In the Medemblik-study by
Pellenbarg et al. (1974), two matching rounds were conducted. First, the
locations were matched against the Schilling-profiles of activities. Next, the
remaining activities were matched against the locational regulations for the
area. A similar approach is advocated by Lucardie (1988b). Within the
context of such a cross-matching, inference trees can, a t least in principle,
be applied for both the actor's and the object's part of the matching; the
actor's part has been discussed but not the object's. One way of achieving
this is by associating requirements by locations with their characteristics.
Inference trees can then be used for modeling them and two separate matching rounds constitute the actual matching process. A problem associated
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with applying such an approach, however, is that it can be expected that
on many occasions the requirements of the object cannot be attributed t o a
definite set of object characteristics. In the case of locations, for instance,
many different regulations on locational permits issued by local authorities
are not subject t o general rules, applied t o all locations. This inherently
random variation in requirements by objects reduces the usefulness of inference trees in modeling them. Note that this is not an argument against
conducting two matching rounds, it just implies some reluctance concerning
the use of inference trees for modeling object requirements.
A second way of incorporating object requirements into the relational
matching model is by representing them as inverted actor requirements. This
was the approach followed by e.g., Hendriks (1986) and it is also applied in
the case study discussed in Chapter 6. Modeling object requirements as inverted actor requirements can be done by formulating an actor requirement
stating that the object that is matched must not require anything the actor
cannot fulfill. T h e advantage of such an approach is that one can incorporate the object requirements directly into the actor's inference tree (e.g., as
a dimension). Moreover, no second matching round is needed anymore. A
disadvantage might be that it is (perhaps) a computationally more intensive
solution since the checking of inverted requirements implies some fairly complex logical and search operations. A second disadvantage is that although
it is rather elegant that inference trees can do the entire job, from a relational matching point of view a double matching as proposed by Lucardie
(Figure 2.3) might be preferred.
An issue that is worth mentioning is the incorporation of object requirements altogether. Two, perhaps three, opinions could be put forward, two of
which are rather theoretical, and one which is more practice oriented. One
position could be that object requirements such as locational permits in the
case of, for example, industrial location, should not be part of a relational
model of site suitability a t all. Site suitability pertains t o the appropriateness of a location for establishing an economic activity. Locational permits
have nothing t o do with that. Of course, when it comes down t o actually
making decisions as t o where t o locate a plant it will become important, but
in the reconstruction of the areas that are, in principle, suitable, locational
permits should not be included. From the point of view of regional policy
makers, this might not be such a bad option. In an article about the applicability of knowledge-based decision support systems for land-use planning,
Davis and Grant (1987; p. 55) formulate the task of land-use planners as:
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"...drawing up any land-use plan is to assemble information from
diverse sources (for example, special interest groups, political
parties, scientific predictions, personal experience) and make decisions that best satisfy the multiple goals advocated by these
sources. To do this, they must recognize and promote socially
desirable opportunities and avoid socially costly hazards, assess
and resolve as far as possible any inherent conflicts between the
different parties, be aware of the long-term and short-term impacts of decisions on the various parties, using whatever d a t a are
available."
One could argue that in order t o be able t o take such an informed and
well-considered decision about how t o allocate space, it is important t o know
which space can be of interest for which activities. An overview of possible
conflicting land-uses and their geographical distribution, if available, can
certainly improve the political decision-making process. Not including object
requirements, therefore, reveals the interests of different groups as well as is
possible.
An alternative opinion can be that object requirements should be part
of the relational definition of a concept such as site suitability. If certain
regulation prevents an activity from locating somewhere, then this location
cannot be regarded a feasible choice alternative; it is clearly excluded from
the available alternatives. In order t o be able t o reconstruct choice behavior,
therefore, object requirements should be included in the model.
Both positions seem reasonable and they differ only because the rationale
for building the model and conducting the analysis is different. If one wants
t o figure out which locations are suited for a certain activity from the point
of view of the activity, then object requirements are irrelevant. If, on the
other hand, one is interested in reconstructing locational choice behavior,
object requirements should be taken into account. So why not settle for a
structure in which both positions can be incorporated? A structure, therefore, by which both kinds of analyses can be conducted; matching with and
without object requirements involved. Such a structure can be accomplished
by putting all the object requirements into one or more separate dimensions
of a one-sided matching model. T h e user should then be allowed t o specify
which dimensions must be included in the analysis. If object requirements
must be included, then the user can specify that the associated dimension(s)
should be part of the highest inference tree. In case object requirements
are not t o be included, the dimension(s) can be omitted. T h e dimensional
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tree in Figure 3.3 shows this solution of representing object requirements by
specific dimensions. The dimensions 'spatial planning' and 'environmental
policy' contain requirements of locations in terms of locational regulations,
identifying which conditions have t o be satisfied by an activity before it
can be considered a possible candidate for locating its plant. The computer program monitoring the matching process enables the user t o declare
which dimensions should be included in the measurement. Excluding 'spatial planning' and 'environmental policy' implies excluding t he requirements
generated by the locations.

3.7

Two-way matching

Conceptually, the term 'two-way matching' is not as unambiguous as it might
seem a t first sight. What has been called two-way matching before, actually
consists of two separate rounds of one-way matching. In the application by
Pellenbarg el al. (1974) this is rather obvious, but in Lucardie's proposal
(1988b) as well as in the dimensional solution of Figure 3.3 it is more or less
hidden. What I think that the term 'two-way matching' should be reserved
for, is something entirely different, and a lot more difficult t o realize. The
notion of 'true' two-way matching becomes clear from two of the three types
of applications Schilling (1968; pp. 22-26) proposed for his catalog:
1. Search for suitable sites, given a specific activity;
2. Search for 'suitable' activities, given a specific site.
Clearly, a match is the positive result of the confrontation and comparison of requirements by an actor and an object, with their characteristics and
properties. As such, a relational match constitutes a symmetrical structure;
objects and cont.ext on either side, and a relational model in the middle.
Theoretically, this implies that if one of the sides of the structure is initialized, and if the relational model is known, it must be possible t o deduce the
result on the opposite side. Therefore, once a context is fixed, i.e., once a
specific activity is chosen, the resultant set of functionally equivalent locations can be determined. By the same token, once a n object is fixed, i.e.,
once a specific location is chosen, the set of activities for which this location
can be regarded suitable can be deduced. The relational model as a (nested)
inference tree and its processing by comparing requirements with properties,
reducing the set of feasible alternatives if these do not match, fits one side of
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the two-way matching process. Modeling and processing as discussed above,
make it possible t o reconstruct a set of feasible alternatives, given a specific
activity. But it becomes a lot more difficult to go the other way around, i.e.,
reconstruct activities, given an initial location. The main reason for this is
that matching in either direction requires that the set of alternatives to be
matched is fixed in both number and characteristics. In the case of matchings such as Schilling's and the ones carried out on the basis of inference
trees, the matching is conducted on a set of locations fixed a priori, each
of which is described by a fixed set of attributes and fixed scores on those
attributes. T h e activity side, however, consists of only one specific type of
actor, also represented by a set of fixed attributes and scores. Of course,
it is possible to modify scores for both locations and activity prior to the
matching, but once the matching starts, the set of alternatives as well as
the activity are fixed. Matching the other way around, looking for activities
given a specific location, thus requires a fixed set of activities, described as
combinations of fixed attributes with fixed scores. The problem, however, is
that such a set is just not available. T h e activities are implicitly described
in the inference trees. If necessary, such as prior t o matching, it is possible
to fix those characteristics that are important for the nlatchiilg (see Section 5.7.6 for an explanation of how this can be done). What we do not
have, however, is a fixed set of empirically well-described actors. As should
be recalled from Chapter 1 and 2, the aim of the analysis is to develop a
model procedure which connects actor characteristics with object properties on the level of generalized abstraction. Certain actor characteristics
or combinations of characteristics lead t o certain requirements concerning
the objects. The inference trees, therefore, contain implicitly general actor types, described as paths representing combinations of attributes and
scores, but no real, existing, empirical actors; only generic types. Of course,
these types might be derived from collections of existing actors exhibiting
common traits, but once the abstraction into types has been carried out,
the individual information is lost. It can be argued that one could keep
a collection of empirical actors, for example in a d a t a base, and coilduct
two-way matching for only those actors contained in that d a t a base. On
many occasions, however, it will be the researcher who determines the actor
types because they constitute the outcome of a theory of locational choice
set generation and site suitability. As such they are of a hypothetical nature
and do not necessarily have any empirical counterparts. Of course, if the
theory is adequate, the hypothetical actor type(s) will cover a set of existing
activities. But developing the relational model on the basis of theoretical
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insights does not necessarily require a data base of real, existing activities.
It can even be argued that keeping a d a t a base of real, existing actors t o
be matched on locational characteristics is not very useful a t all, especially
from the point of view of location theory. If, as Schilling suggests, a model
and matching procedure that generates a set of suitable activities, given an
initial location, is required, then what policy makers will be interested in is
not names of particular, existing companies, but generic type descriptions
of activities they can aim their acquisition policy at.
But even if such a data base is available, and even if one would want
t o know for which particular companies some location would be interesting, then there still would be considerable problems for two-way matching.
These problems stem from two sources: (1) inversion of actor requirements
and the problem of continuous variables, and (2) the lack of clues as to which
locational characteristics are important. Suppose that there is a d a t a base
containing real actors. Suppose, furthermore, that one of those actors needs
an area of N square kilometers to produce on. What would this mean for a
matching departing from a specific location with 'area' as the only relevant
attribute? Suppose that it is known that the area of the location is M square
kilometers. Evidently, the location would be suitable for the activity if N is
smaller than M, but the model does not know this. The information must
somehow be incorporated in the model that in order t o know whether the
location is suitable for the activity, how much area the activity needs must
first be checked, and this data should be checked against the area of the
location. But this constitutes a concealed way of matching from activity t o
location, rather than the other way around. The problem is that many of
the requirements of locations are implicit. If the location has a certain area,
then only activities that require less can be considered feasible activities.
But whether activities need this amount of area, or more or less, is not always simple t o determine. It is very likely that the amount of area needed
by an actor is a function of its production characteristics. And it is very well
possible that this function is discontinuous and technology-dependent. For a
pre-defined, existing actor, this is not a problem; the needs are defined and
known and do not need t o be calculated anymore, but it has already been
suggested that this is not really interesting. But it is much more difficult
t o reverse relationships: reversing would imply that all the possible combinations of characteristics that can lead t o another area estimate must be
tried, before it can be concluded that an activity does not match the location's characteristics. This is difficult, especially when continuous functions
are considered. If, for instance, the area needed for a specific production
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plant is a function of two variables, then in order to arrive a t a description
of a suitable activity, the matching mechanism has t o solve the equation
for the area, such that the resultant area is smaller than what the location
offers. In case more than one of these kinds of functions are involved, the
problem becomes a lot worse. An additional problem is that of selecting the
proper locational characteristics to match against the activities. The only
way of knowing which characteristics have to be included, is by examining
the activity-specific matching rules for the locational characteristics present
there. But then one might as well conduct a one-way matching, searching
for locations, given an initial activity. It can therefore be concluded that a
truly two-way matching model will be very hard t o build. If no empirical
activities are available, and it was argued that it was not very interesting for
them to be available, the search space for matching activities becomes enormous, if not infinite. Inference trees must be traversed in reverse direction,
giving rise t o numerous logical and mathematical problems. Their solution
requires smart equation-solving algorithms and fairly intelligent logical inference and, of course, a lot of extra work. For these reasons it was decided
t o conduct matching only in one direction: finding suitable locations, given
an a priori fixed activity.

3.8

Model content: empirical procedures

Application of a relational matching system requires three kinds of empirical data: actor data, object data and inference trees. Of course, in order
t o be able t o conduct matching one also needs an algorithm that can apply
this information in a matching procedure, but such an algorithm is a computational procedure, not empirical data. The process of collecting these
empirical d a t a is called the process of 'knowledge acquisition'.

3.8.1

Knowing the objects

From the discussion on two-sided matching it can be inferred that one of
the components needed for relational matching is a d a t a base representing
the objects in terms of attribute-value combinations. Such a d a t a base can
contain facts as well as rules. A fact is a plain attribute-value combination,
a rule is a procedure for inferring attribute-value information from existent
information. For instance, if the d a t a base contains the facts that region
X has a population P and an area Q, then there could be a rule declaring
that the population density Z can be calculated as P / Q . An important issue
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in designing the object d a t a base considers the selection of the attributes
describing the objects. During the matching, objects are compared with the
requirements by actors. Therefore it is important that requirements and
objects are described in the same language, i.e., identical attributes. In real,
empirical applications this can sometimes be hard to accomplish. Reasons
for this could be the following: developing inference trees generally happens
in a sequence of steps or rounds, during each of which the resultant rule
bases are modified and refined. This implies that only a t the end of the
process of model building the correct set of attributes is known. It is unlikely, however, that these attributes are exactly those that can be found in,
for instance, public d a t a bases and governmental statistics. Typically, standard statistical information differs from the information one needs for the
matching application. Either because the objects do not exist in statistical
d a t a sources, or because the statistical information about the objects does
not conform to what is required. The former will happen frequently when
dealing with spatial objects such as regions. The spatial behavior of individuals, households, or firms only partly coincides with standard statistical
areas. As a result, much of the information needed for the matching will
have to be calculated from standard statistical area data. But even if the
objects about which statistical information is available do coincide with the
ones needed in the matching, it is unlikely that this information coincides
with the information needed for the matching. Statistical bureaus do not
reckon with the individual spatial requirements of activities, a.nd their d a t a
will therefore only be of limited direct use for a relational matching model.
This problem can be tackled in various ways. One solution is that after the matching units (the objects) are determined, object properties are
defined in terms of available information. An alternative approach is that
one conducts the development of the inference trees independently, after
which rules are specified that convert available information into the desired
attribute-score combinations. In most cases a mixed strategy will do. In
general, it is not such a bad idea to choose as matching locations those areas
for which statistical information is available, even if these areas do not quite
coincide with the areas that are relevant for the spatial choice behavior under consideration. As long as the relevant areas are aggregates of statistical
areas (Figure 3.8(a)), it is not too difficult to construct a data base for these
aggregates. However, in case the relevant areas do not form such clear aggregates (Figure 3.8(b)), sophisticated equipment and algorithms would be
required t o conduct the data- transformation.
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Figure 3.8: Matching (a) and non-matching (b) of administrative boundaries
and locational alternatives
Such techniques and algorithms are available in several large geographical
information systems (GIs) such as ARC-INFO or GRASS (Green et al. 1985;
Burrough, 1986; Ducker, 1987; Tomlinson, 1987; Scholten and van der Vlugt,
1988). Hooking up the locational d a t a base of the matching system with
these types of GIS, so that it is possible t o work with customized areas, is
certainly worth pursuing. But as long as these transformations cannot be
made in a fast and flexible manner, it seems wise to either accept as matching
areas those for which statistical d a t a are available or t o create one's own by
aggregating areas for which statistical data are available. Next, an attempt
could be made t o develop the matching rules while bearing in mind what
information is available on the objects. This means that an attempt is made
t o express as many of the requirements as possible, in terms of the available
information or in terms of attributes that can somehow be calculated from
the information so made available.

3.8.2

Knowing the actors

Like objects and object characteristics, actor information is needed for the
mat,ching. When an inference tree is traversed, act,or attributes are inspected
and depending on the values the actor scores on those attributes, a route
through the inference tree is chosen. As in the case of objects, many of these
attributes and their scores ca,n be stored in the form of facts. Information
that can be derived from inforination that is available elsewhere in the data
base, can be stored in the form of rules. Of course, one has t o take care that
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for each and every attribute that is part of an inference tree, either facts or
rules are known. More information on an actor than is actually needed only
slows down the process of information retrieval, less information than needed
is harmful. Lacking actor knowledge generates the problem that no decision
about how t o go on through the inference tree can be taken; a deadlock
therefore.

3.8.3

The problem of generalization

The various routes from the root of an inference tree t o its terminal nodes
(the matching rules), describe different activity types, each of them seen
as a set of activity attribute-score combinations. Inference trees as sets of
activities also introduces the idea that with each branching downward, instances of a higher-level class are specified. Coal-based chemical industries
with high and low amounts of production are both instances of the higher
class of chemical industry. Inference trees, therefore, give us an implicit
way of carrying out generalizations within the relational model. The hierarchy contained in the inference tree makes it possible to conduct relational
matchings for more general types of activities, for example, if one is not interested in a very specific case, but wants to explore the matching solutions
for a more general category of actors. Another possibility is that information on more specific kinds of actors is missing. Being able to conduct a
matching for the above generalization can then be an attractive alternative.
One way of having generalizations contained in the model and thus in the
measurement procedure, is by introducing 'don't care values'. Specification
of such a value can be seen as replacing a node in the inference tree representing an actor attribute, with an instruction that every path beneath
that node is a valid path. In effect, this means that the matching program
carrying out the comparison of the object properties with the requirements
expressed in the matching rule can access more than one matching rule t o
try t o find a successful match. Each of the paths under the 'don't care'
value namely, leads somehow to a terminal node and thus a matching rule.
If all the paths under a 'don't care' value are possible paths, then all the
matching rules they lead to are possible matching rules. Logically, this kind
of generalization means the replacement of one or more 'AND' conditions
in the model, by (inclusive) 'OR' conditions, thus increasing the possibilities of finding a successful match. Generalization as applied here, therefore,
can be formulated as a set-theoretical operation, namely, that of set union.
More formally: if U and V are sets of objects matching the requirements of
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activities P and Q, and if both P and Q are the only possible instances of a
higher class Z, then the set of objects successfully matching Z is equivalent
t o the union of U and V.
The possibility of dealing with generalization in a relational matching
model also introduces a problem. Not only can more specific formulations
of a n actor or activity be seen as instances of a class that is less well expressed, but these classes themselves can be instances of yet higher classes.
As long as this implies searching the inference tree upward, there is no real
problem, because it is possible to conduct the set-theoretic operations mentioned above. But what if the root of the tree is reached and one arrives
a t the level of a generic type of actor, say 'chemical industry', which ca.n
be regarded a kind of industry. An activity such as industry requires space
for its operation and therefore needs t o be 1oca.ted somewhere, just as services and agriculture. Should these then again be considered instances of
a yet more general class 'spatial activity'? The result of following such an
approach would be one, huge classification tree, departing from some kind
of root, first branching into large categories such as industry, agriculture,
services, etc., then branching again into sub-classes such as chemical industry, printing industry, metallurgy etc. However, what should be contained
in a relational model of site suitability are the causal relationships that explain the associated requirements. Following from this one could expect a
completely different kind of inference tree. An inference tree that is still
large, but one not containing any kind of standard typological classes, such
as just mentioned. Instead, one that branches in a rather large number of
production specific attributes such as the types of material that are used as
a resource, the amounts produced, the type of labor needed, etc. Yet, the
reason for introducing dimensions into the matching models was that these
broad categories can be treated as more or less separate, although possibly
interrelated, abstract variables. The generalization problem thus seems unavoidable and huge. How and where should different activities be divided
into classes and sub-classes? What consequences does this have for the model
structure? Do things become so complex that they cannot be understood
anymore? Although this problem is indeed serious and needs further investigation in order t o be solved in both a theoretically and practically adequate
manner, it was decided t o bypass the problem by allowing for an initial set
of, perhaps arbitrary and traditional, but understandable and practically applicable, generic types of actors or activities. Within types such as chemical
industry and aluminum processing industry, relational modeling by means
of inference trees can be conducted. If, in practical applications, the classes
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turn out t o be too large, giving rise to substantial problems in the modeling
process, new sub-types, again based on essentially arbitrary decisions by the
researcher, can be constructed. I fully realize that, if possible, these kinds of
operations have t o be avoided. It is for these types of operations on concepts
and classes that relational methodology tries t o offer an alternative. On the
other hand, it does encourage the further development of empirical applications, which in their turn, might provide instruction on how the modeling
can be improved, where it is wrong, where it is good, and how t o pursue
further research.

3.9

Knowing the inference tree:
techniques of knowledge acquisition

The third, and most important, knowledge element t o be implemented in a
relational matching system is the empirical content of the inference trees.
Apart from the actual content of the inference trees, it is important t o have
an idea of how this knowledge is gained in the first place. This part of the
knowledge acquisition is often denoted as the problem of knowledge elicitation (for a brief overview of the field, refer to, e.g., Davis, 1979; Boose and
Bradshaw, 1987; Kahn e t al., 1985; de Greef and Breuker, 1985; Haley and
Williams, 1986; Hart, 1986; Wielinga and Breuker, 1986; Diederich e t al.,
1987; Eshelman e t al., 1987; Gale, 1987; Littman, 1987; Reitman Olson and
Rueter, 1987; Rajamoney e t al., 1987; Swartout and Smoliar, 1987; Lundberg, 1989). Knowledge elicitation and the development of systems or tools
for conducting knowledge elicitation are important issues in the development
of expert systems. Expert systems purport t o represent expert knowledge
and a t least a significant part of the expert's reasoning and inference abilities.
As such it is important t o try t o find out how people have their knowledge arranged, how it is accessed, and how conclusions and premisses can be linked.
T h e elicitation process has two aspects; a formal and an empirical one. As
far as the former is relevant for the development of relational inference trees,
it has been discussed when dealing with the decision table perspective on
inference trees (Section 3.3). This formal aspect of knowledge elicitation is
the least problematic of the two. However complicated rule bases and various forms of knowledge representation might be, in a formal analysis one
can nearly always find a rigid method, structure, or scheme with which t o
analyze the existing knowledge base. It is perhaps for this reason that most
of the work done on elicitation concerns this formal aspect. The problems
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connected with the empirical aspects of knowledge elicitation are much more
difficult t o solve. Work done in this field concentrates on problems such as
the development of general elicitation methodologies and techniques that
can be applied in elicitation processes, regardless of their empirical content
How does this relate t o the development of relational matching models? Is
knowledge elicitation important, and if yes, is it possible to conceive of some
sort of general technique of developing adequate relational matching models?
A clear answer t o this question is difficult t o give. The literature on knowledge acquisition is massive, and tends t o concentrate on a limited number of
rather specific techniques and methods. The problems associated with the
development of a knowledge acquisition methodology for relational modeling
are complex and require a separate research effort. However, a few ideas on
what a more structured knowledge acquisition for relational modeling could
look like may be mentioned. First of all it is important t o note that, t o a
certain degree, the relevance of the availability versus absence of such a technique depends on the objective for which a relational model is developed. In
case the model is required t o be reliable and 'unproblematic', for instance
if it is supposed t o be used as a prediction or a decision support tool, the
availability of structured knowledge acquisition is important. The researcher
might have t o develop a model with the help of domain experts and has t o
come up with a model which is both logically and empirically acceptable.
T h e availability of a knowledge acquisition method will certainly facilitate
this process. In case the model has a much more hypothetical character,
for instance if it constitutes an explanatory model of, say, production milieu, kilowledge acquisition becomes much less important. Of course, logical
and completeness checking are still important, but since the researcher in
this case is his own knowledge engineer, guidance by a structured method
becomes less important. As mentioned in Section 3.9.2 however, the latter
case requires reliable test sets in order t o be able t o validate the model.
In general, two aspects of knowledge acquisition for the development of
relational matching models seem important. T h e first is how t o translate
empirical knowledge into inference trees. The second considers the problem
of how t o accumulate knowledge in the first place. One might prefer t o designate a third aspect, namely, testing accumulated knowledge for accurateness
and reliability, but here it is considered t o be part of the broader aspect of
accumulating empirical knowledge.
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3.9.1

Inducing inference trees: efficiency versus
understandability

Up t o now no really structured or automated method for translating empirical knowledge into an inference tree has been developed. Of course,
techniques such as ID3 can be used not only for optimizing trees, but also
for building trees out of an initial set of examples. Building rule bases out
of sets of examples, a process denoted as 'learning by example' or 'inductive
learning', constitutes one possibility for covering a t least the initial stages
in the developnlent of a rule base of relational decision and matching rules.
One could, for instance, think of a knowledge acquisition process that starts
with an 'example stage' in which some initial sets of actor's and object's
attribute-value combinations are joined t o relational decision rules. After
testing for completeness and consistency, an induction technique such as
ID3 then processes these examples into a first-draft version of an inference
tree. Shapiro and Niblett (1982) and Shapiro (1983) call this process 'structured induction'. When an optimization technique such as ID3 is used in an
inductive manner, i.e., for generating inference trees out of raw and unconnected examples, the question of efficiency versus understandability becomes
important. Arbab and Michie (1987), for example, mention a fundamental
trade-off between what they call the 'understandability' and 'efficiency' of
rule sets generated by means of inductive optimization techniques. More
efficient rule sets are not necessarily more understandable. They explain
that ID3 tends to generate efficient but not very comprehensible trees. As a
measure of understandability they suggest the '(non)linearity7of the decision
tree (Figure 3.9). Shapiro (1981) and Shapiro and Niblett (1982) mention
a positive relation between the understandability and linearity of a decision
tree. For applications in knowledge acquisition, Arbab and Michie suggest
an optimization of decision trees, such t h a t linearity is preferred over eficiency. If several trees with equal linearity can be found, the most efficient
should be chosen. The optimization algorithm they suggest is called RG
(Rule Generator).
Both ID3 and RG are important and should be considered tools for supporting the (initial) development of relational matching models. Whether
RG must be preferred above ID3 or whether ID3 proves t o be more satisfying,
is something that must be explored in future applications.
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Figure 3.9: Non-linearity measures of four trees (Source: Arbab and Michie,
1987)

3.9.2

Validating the model

Apart from the evaluation of a relational matching model on a set of formal criteria, validating the empirical content of the model forms a second
moment of model evaluation. A complete and consistent inference tree is
no guarantee for an empirically adequate inference tree. The empirical test,
therefore, has nothing to do with the logical quality of the model, but only
with its empirical content. Running the model on a pre-defined set of alternatives, of which the correct measurements are already known, constitutes
one possibility. Comparison of the model results with the actual scores thus
yields a n indication of the empirical quality of the model. T h e feasibility of
such a procedure for validating the model therefore depends on the possibilities t o generate an appropriate set of test alternatives. One type of candidate
for a test set is formed by choices which have actually taken place. In case of
locational behavior, for example, one could use the actual locations of firms
as the members of the test set. However, using actual choices as members
of the test set is only of limited value. The main problem is that a relational matching model does not predict behavior; it reconstructs constraints
on behavior. Therefore, matches cannot really be compared with choices
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actually made. The more so since the ideal, generic types of activity represented by the matching model, do not exist in reality. Only in case one has
good reasons t o assume that the model activity adequately represents the
existing activity, the actual behavior of which is used as the test case, can
this behavior serve as a test case for a relational matching model. Such good
reasons, however, can only stem from a careful comparison of both activities;
a piece of work that in itself requires extensive study and careful analysis.
Characteristics of activities change and so do their objectives. As Massey
(1979b) explains in her analysis of regional problems, the behavior of firms
and enterprises is a continuous response t o whatever the environment offers,
all within a framework of evolving objectives. This renders past choices not
automatically appropriate candidates for testing a model that tries t o incorporate both environmental influences and the activity's objectives. Hendriks
(1986; pp. 107-122) suggests process validation rather than result validation
as an approach for constructing empirically adequate relational matching
models. The idea is that the development of the model is seen as an (iterative) process that is validated on a continuous basis. Every time empirical
knowledge is added t o the model it is tested. Hendriks therefore suggests
the use of 'key informants' or domain experts for assisting in this process of
validation. Figure 3.10 displays such a process in its most general form.
An initial 'guess', for example a set of raw examples, is formally tested for
completeness and consistency. If correct, it is submitted t o an optimization
procedure. Next, a matching on the basis of this model is conducted. The
results are then evaluated by the domain expert(s), for instance employees
of a specific firm that know about its locational decision making and thus
its locational requirements. At this stage result validation could be useful,
but only if the actual choice against which the model is tested is one that
the domain experts know sufficiently well. The reason t o stick with this
one activity is that only the domain experts can interpret the results of
confronting the model prediction with the choice actually taken. Of course,
it may require a lot of ingenuity on the part of the researcher t o extract
this information from the domain experts. It will require the same degree
of ingenuity t o designate true reasons from rationalizations and t o overcome
the problem of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1962). Of course, experts
can be wrong too and it might be advisable t o consult more than one and
from different disciplines, but it is they who can best judge the adequacy
of the model predictions. By embedding such a process validation into an
iterative procedure of knowledge acquisition, it should be possible t o develop
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Figure 3.10: Iterative procedure for model refinement

plausible reconstructions of the first, constraint-oriented stage of the spatial
choice process.

3.10

Multiple matching solutions

A problem that has not been mentioned so far but which nevertheless needs
some attention is that of 'multiple matching solutions'. This problem becomes actual in situations where the success of the matching of a n object,
depends on the success of the matching of one or more other objects. Suppose we have the following matching rule for 'an-activity':
s i t e - s u i t a b i l i t y ( X ,yes) :-

f -get (neighbors ,X , L i s t ) ,
member (Locat ion, L i s t ) ,
not(f-get(an-activity,
Locat ion, yes) ) .
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Figure 3.11: The problem of multiple matching solutions
This rule could be read as: A location X can be considered suitable for
an-activity if none of its neighboring locations has an-activity. An example
of such a rule could be the result of some kind of policy saying that, for
instance, refuse incinerators should be spread more or less evenly over a
region. Siting one of them will have consequences for where others may be
put. This, however, constitutes a problem for the kind of relational matching
suggested here, because it would imply that the order in which the alternative
locations are tested becomes important. This is illustrated in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11(a) represents the initial situation before any matching has
taken place. Locations kO, 12, and 13, already have anactivity. Since the
matching result of the neighboring locations is already known t o be negative,
they are excluded from the matching. Figure 3,11(b), Figure 3.11(c), and
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Figure 3.11(d), each represent the consequences of a successful matching of
a different alternative. Clearly, if alternative j2 is matched first (b), a match
for alternative i2 becomes unattainable. If, on the other hand, i2 is the
alternative that is matched first (c), j2 becomes unattainable. And if i l is
matched first (d) both 12 and j2 become impossible t o match. What then is
the real meaning or the actual relevance of this problem of multiple matching solutions? Does it constitute a serious objection t o relational matching
as presented earlier in this chapter? I think not. The problem of multiple matching solutions stems from confusing relational reconstruction of a
set of choice alternatives with questions about the dynamic, time-dependent
character of spatial choice processes. In the relational matching approach
outlined here, each potential choice alternative is matched individually, given
a stable, unchanging context. Of course, it is more than likely that once certain choices are actually made, i.e., once one of the possible alternatives in
the reconstructed set of functionally equivalent objects is chosen or implemented, this may have consequences for the possibilities of successive choices.
This implies that if one wants t o incorporate dynamics of this sort into the
system, one would have t o simulate changes in the environment, changes in
the characteristics of objects and actors. These changes can then be induced
either by means of arbitrarily modifying the properties of objects and/or actors, or they can be the result of simulated choices made on the basis of the
outcome of a relational matching model. How this can be done is discussed
in Chapter 5.

3.1 1

Multi-locational actors

Another, much more serious problem is associated with the possibility of
multi-locational actors. Until now, actors were implicitly assumed to be
units; single, decision-making entities. In many instances, this type of actor can be considered a proper representation of decision-making entities in
real life: individuals, households, institutions, and many types of firms and
economic activities. For the reconstruction of locational choice by economic
activities and for the reconstruction of production milieu, however, one has
t o reckon with multi-locational activities, for instance in the form of either
corporate firms, or as a set of individual activities, the location of which
depends on the location of the others. Examples of the latter are locating
a set of energy facilities (Church and Bell, 1981), or multi-locational problems such as locating schools or hospitals, or allocating telephone booths or
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mailboxes t o a new neighborhood. Multi-locational actors seem t o be a serious problem for a relational matching model as outlined here. The question
therefore is whether a relational matching model based on inference trees
is suited t o the reconstruction of feasible locational choice alternatives for
multi-locational actors. It will be clear that although not identical, the problem has some resemblance to that of multiple matching solutions. Because of
this resemblance, it is possible t o find the same way out of the problem. The
problem of multi-locational actors is partly resolved when regarding each
locational member of this composite actor an individual activity, for which
a suitable set of alternatives is reconstructed. If one or more other members of the composite actors force certain requirements upon this individual
member, then they can be incorporated in its inference tree. Each of the
members must be located, otherwise the multi-locational activity cannot be
located. If one or more sub- or branch-activities do not find suitable locations, then the composition of the multi locational activity must be changed.
Note that conducting a relational matching for each of the members of the
multi-loca,tional activity does not imply that each of these members is considered a decision-making actor. On the contrary, the actual decisions as t o
which line of action t o follow and which alternative will be chosen is exogenous t o the matching model. The matching model just reconstructs feasible
alternatives on the basis of characteristics. Whether one or another alternative is actually chosen is an entirely different matter, just as it was in the
case of multiple matching solutions.
This solution must be considered 'a way out of the problem' because
it helps t o retain the two-stage process of choice modeling advocated here
(Section 1.3). However, in case of multi-locational actors, the second stage,
the stage in which a choice set is analyzed by an optimization technique,
will be a very important one. Multi-locational matching problems might
tend t o generate very many solutions because many different combinations
of location allocations will satisfy the relational constraints. It is especially
for this kind of solution that the second stage can turn out t o be very useful.
This stage will then address problems such as the selection of the solution
which implies the least amount of average traveling between the various
allocated locations, or the maximum average market or service area covered
by the activities on the allocated locations. These are, of course, problems
that are dealt with in spatial allocation modeling (Scott, 1971; Karlqvist et
al., 1975; Church and Bell, 1981).
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3.12

Conclusions

Despite problems connected with multi-locational actors and multiple matching solutions, relational inference trees seem to provide ample means for
representing the relational definition of concepts. Paths through the tree
representing actor types lead t o terminal nodes referring to a matching rule
which is a disjunctive set of conjunctive terms containing the associated
matching requirements. Apart from this declarative, definition-oriented aspect, relational inference trees are also attractive from a more procedural
perspective. Relational matching can be viewed as finding a route through
the tree upon which the associated matching rule is executed. An additional
advantage of inference trees is that the formalism offers some means t o partition a complex matching problem into a hierarchical structure of dimensions,
each of which can be considered a matching problem of its own. Inference
trees also offer ample opportunities for formal evaluation on criteria such as
logical consistency and completeness. Apart from these advantages, however, the current representation and processing of the inference tree suffers
from a number of problems reducing its potential. In order t o be able t o
use inference trees more adequately, problems such as complete paths being
associated with complete matching rules, and the redundancies contained
in the matching rules, must be resolved. The next step, presented in the
next chapter, is the construction of an automated system that can conduct
matching on the basis of the type of inference trees presented here. Such a
system is attractive because carrying out an actual matching on the basis of a
complex relational definition and a possibly large set of choice alternativeslocations in case of the relational measurement of site suitability-implies
a huge amount of dull, but precise, work. Moreover, the useful application
of this kind of modeling in spatial planning and decision making requires
the possibility of conducting many model runs and measurements, each of
which may contain different actor and object properties. For this kind of
application, automation of the matching is essential.

Chapter 4

Implement ation
ABSTRACT
In this chapter the implementational aspects of a relational
matching model and an automated matching procedure are discussed. T h e implementational requirements are outlined, and a
proposal for a relational matching system based on expert system technology is formulated. The main techniques which have
been applied are knowledge representation by means of frames,
various forms of inference, and a structure for controlling the
system's general behavior. Prolog is presented as an attractive
language for the implementation of such a system.
Keywords: matching system, data bases, knowledge representation, facts,
rules, inheritance, inference engine, frames, Prolog

4.1

Structure of the matching system

T h e availability of an automated system that is able t o conduct relational
matching on the basis of a relational matching model is important for several
reasons. Given an initial set of possible choice alternatives and a specific
actor type, carrying out a relational matching entails a lot of rather simple,
dull work. Inference trees must be traversed, something which may require
inferences and calculations about actor characteristics. Once a terminal
node is reached, the total set of alternatives must be matched against the
requirements associated with the matching rule. Again, this may require
somewhat complicated inferences about object characteristics, but basically
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the work comes down to a considerable amount of calculation and computing,
with the need to drag many objects through the same test, and compare
scores with other scores.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, for his application, Schilling (1968) must
have excuted the work manually. T h e lack of automated procedures as one
possible reason for the (hopefully) temporary disappearance of matching
studies from geography has already been mentioned. A lot has changed
since the sixties, however. Computers are widely available now, and are
faster and smarter, just as the amount and variety of applications increased
enormously, over the last decade or so.
T h e implementation of a system that can process relational matching
models requires four kinds of functions which today's computers are able t o
provide: searching, knowledge representation, inference and calculation. In
Chapter 5 it is suggested that in case a relational inodel is t o be paxt of
a larger and integrated decision support system, extensive graphics display
and user-friendly interfacing are two additional functions that are required.
Conducting relational matching implies calculation, because many actor, as
well as object, characteristics must be computed out of other information
with the help of rules. The same holds for the computation of requirements
if they are defined as numerical functions of actor chara.cteristics. The total
amount of electricity needed, for example, can be a function of the production
volume. Matching also implies a lot of searching. The activity data base and
the relational rule base must be searched in order to infer a route through
the inference tree. Once a matching rule is found, the object d a t a base
must be searched t o find objects the characteristics of which satisfy the
disjunctive matching rule. Searching must also be done on the evaluation
of actor and object characteristics. Is a property about which information
is required available? If not, which are the rules that could be used to infer
the information?
Knowledge representation provides an answer as it refers t o the broader
area of how t o represent different kinds of knowledge on a computer. The
literature on this issue is extensive (e.g., Minsky, 1975; Levesque, 1984; Mylopoulos and Levesque, 1984; IEEE, 1986 (special issue); NIJCAI, 1987;
Woods, 1988; etc.). Knowledge representation is an important area of research in artificial intelligence. It was realized that in order t o make systems
behave somewhat intelligently, it is not enough to make them fast and t o
equip them with inference capabilities. In order to display some intelligent
behavior, systems need to be equipped with a significant amount of knowledge about 'the world'. Although developing an intelligent system is not
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what automating relational matching is about, techniques of knowledge representation are very useful for the implementation of the relational model,
as well as for constructing the actor and object d a t a bases and the search
techniques which must operate upon them. As yet another task t o be implemented in a relational matching system, inference is closely linked with
knowledge representation. Perhaps one can say that inference capabilities
constitute the dynamic element in knowledge representation. One way of
structuring knowledge is by dividing it into facts and rules. Inference is
the activity of accessing that knowledge. The term 'inference' applies t o
logical procedures to generate information with. On a computer this can
mean things like looking up a fact in a data base, but also the scanning of
a d a t a base for rules representing procedures for how a specific element of
information can be derived from other information, as well as the process of
actually deducing or computing that information.
Thus, calculation, searching, knowledge representation, and inference are
the main forms of computing to be conducted by a relational matching system. Another way of looking at such a system, though, is by formulating
its components. These can also be considered tasks t o be conducted by the
system, but they concern these tasks as seen by the user. When using the
system it is not very important how these components are implemented,
and by which computing method they are driven. On the contrary, from the
user's point of view a relational matching system must contain a number
of components, linked in such a way that conducting relational analysis is
possible. To achieve this, five major components need to be incorporated
into an automated relational matching system.

1. Representation of the objects:
Relational matching requires a d a t a base containing information on objects.
This information can be in the form of either facts or rules. For both the user
and the matching program, it must be possible t o access object-specific information. T h e matching program needs the information t o compare objects
with requirements. The user must be able t o inspect and modify the characteristics of the objects. This enables the user t o either simulate changes
in the object characteristics or make them permanent in case of an updating
or modification operation.
2. Representation of the activities:
As with the objects, activity properties have t o be represented in a d a t a base
as well. Depending on the characteristics of an actor, certain properties of
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the objects are important, others will become irrelevant. This relevance of
object characteristics is expressed in the matching rules, which are again a
function of a set of actor attribute-value combinations. Therefore, information on these actor-attribute combinations must be available t o the matching
system; either in the form of facts or as rules.
3. Representation of the inference trees:
Of course a very important component is the one containing the inference
trees, the relational matching model. Somehow, these trees must be represented so that the matching program can traverse them and find the proper
matching rules. Ideally, the inference trees should be in a format, or should
be convertible t o a format, that can be handled by a program for optimizing
them (ID3, Section 3.4.2.1) and for checking their completeness and consistency. One way of achieving this could be that a separate system handles
the building and developing of the inference trees, the result of which is then
passed on t o the relational matching system.
4. The matching program:
T h e matching program is that component of the system that deals with the
actual processing of the inference trees, the identification of the matching
rules, and the comparison of objects with the requirements associated with
these matching rules. It is the engine driving the matching. It must check
the activity for which a matching has t o be conducted, the objects that
must be contained in the matching, and the dimensional structure of the
matching problem. Its result should be a subset of the initial set of objects,
the members of which can be regarded functionally equivalent.

5. Ezplanation:
Although not strictly necessary, a utility that can explain the outcome of
a matching process can enhance the usefulness of a matching system considerably. Of course it is interesting t o know which sites can be regarded
suitable for a certain activity, but it is perhaps just as interesting t o be able
t o ask the system why another location cannot. What requirement or set of
requirements was the location unable t o fulfill? And what about some other
objects? Did they fail t o pass the matching for the same reason? Schilling's
proposal for application mentioned in Chapter 2, contains a 'diagnosis' option. This means that if a location does not pass the test, it should be
possible t o know why it did not. Only if it is known which requirements
were not satisfied, can proposals be made for changing the current situation. Clearly, this holds some important implications for regional policy
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incentives. It is perfectly possible that in spite of certain regional incentives,
specific locations still do not match the requirements generated by certain
types of activity. By the same token, diagnosis of mismatches can show
where possible incentives and changes in the existing situation might have
effect.
Figure 4.1 shows a conceptual scheme of a relational matching system in
which the basic components mentioned above are included.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual scheme of a relational matching system

4.2

Frames for representing facts and rules

The static part of knowledge representation comprises the methods and techniques that can be used t o represent facts and rules on a computer in such
a way t h a t they can be used by the dynamic part, the inference component. One approach which is particularly useful for representing knowledge
about actors and objects in a relational matching system, is representation
by means of 'frames' (Minsky, 1975; Forsyth, 1984; Savory, 1985; Cuadrado
and Cuadrado, 1986; Reitsma, 1986; Lucas and van der Gaag, 1988). What
is termed a 'frame' here, can be defined as a unit of knowledge consisting
of a set of 'slots', each of which is used for representing a specific aspect of
this unit of knowledge. One possibility for describing actors or objects as
combinations of attributes and values by means of frames is the construction
of a set of relations or 'tuples', each of which contains four entries or slots:
1. T h e name of the object described by the frame;
2. The name of the attribute the relation is about;
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3. A 'facet' containing information on how the attribute is represented;
4. A value.
Note that within the context of representation by means of frames, it
is irrelevant what the object described by the frame actually is. Both the
actors and objects of a relational matching are 'objects' in the context of
frame representation.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a frame for the object (activity) 'limestone industry'. All relatioils in the frame contain the object-name. The
reason for this is that it was chosen t o consider frames as dynamic collections of relations t o be constructed 'on the fly' rather then having them
stored in large, static structures. T h e frame in Figure 4.2, shows two types
of facets: 'value' and 'if needed'. A 'value' facet declares that what is contained in the value slot is actually a value, i.e., a numeric or symbolic value.
The tuple therefore represents a fact. In contrast t o a 'value' facet, an 'if
needed' facet declares that the value slot contains a rule, or a reference t o a
rule, which can be used to infer the value of the attribute represented by the
attribute name. The fourth tuple of Figure 4.2, for example, declares that
in order t o infer the value for 'typical employment' for limestone industry,
a rule must be triggered. This rule might use the total number of workers
and the percentages of seasonal, home, and shift work, t o calculate the typical employment figures. The use of a rule can imply the use of other rules.
Suppose, for instance, the rule for computing the typical einployment shown
in Figure 4.2, contains a reference t o the total number of workers required.
It is then possible that the calculation of the total number of workers required in its turn can only be done by using a rule. This might contain
other references to, for instance, the annual production and the employment
rate(s). The last tuple in Figure 4.2 shows an attribute 'aka' ( a kind of),
and can be used t o define relations of inheritance. T h e ako-relation defined
in Figure 4.2, for example, defines limestone industry as 'a kind of' industry.
An appropriate frame driver, a computer program that can handle frames
in order to represent knowledge, can use this information in case declared
facts and rules about limestone industry are insufficient t o deduce the desired information. Declaring limestone as an industry will then make the
frame driver try t o deduce the desired information out of the information
associated with industry, rather than limestone industry.
The frame as displayed in Figure 4.2 is an example of how knowledge
on objects (either actors or choice alternatives), can be represented. The
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FRAME: limestone industry
OBJECT: limestone industry
ATTRIBUTE: annual production
FACET: value
VALUE: 2000
OBJECT: limestone industry
ATTRIBUTE: employment costs
FACET: if needed
VALUE: rule-employment- costs
OBJECT: limestone industry
ATTRIBUTE: number of workers(m/w)
FACET: if needed
VALUE: rule- number- of- workers(m/w)
OBJECT: limestone industry
ATTRIBUTE: typical employment
FACET: if needed
VALUE: rule- typical-employment
OBJECT: limestone industry
ATTRIBUTE: ako
FACET: value
VALUE: industry

etc.

Figure 4.2: Frame for the limestone industry
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dynamic element of such a representation consists of a set of operations t o
be conducted on the tuples contained in those frames. In their application
of a frame-based knowledge representation system, Cuadrado and Cuadrado
(1986) define a number of operations t o be carried out on the tuples. They
distinguish five basic actions: retrieving information from tuples, storing information into tuples, removing information from tuples, appending an item
t o a list contained in a value slot, and replacing information in tuples by
other information. Each of these actions has its associated facet (ifneeded,
if-added, ifremoved, if-appended, and ifreplaced). Although the proposal
by Cuadrado and Cuadrado is generally attractive, it has some strange aspects. This holds in particular for the way they implement the system in the
Prolog programming language, which is discussed further in Section 4.4.1.
What is somewhat surprising a t the conceptual level, however, is that for
the special case of list values, only a n 'append' action is defined. Clearly,
introduction of a list as something to be contained in a value slot changes
the concept of the tuples. If a value entry is allowed to hold nlultiple values
by means of a list, then a lot of other things have t o change too. First of
all, each of the other actions t o be performed on the tuples should have its
list equivalent. Removing elements from a list or replacing them with others is just as important as appending new elements to a list. More serious,
however, is that if both list and non-list value entries are allowed, either
the frame driver needs a lot more intelligence t o know where to put, and
how to retrieve, specific knowledge from the tuples, or this knowledge has
t o rest with the user. It seems that Cuadrado and Cuadrado assume the
latter, but I do not agree with them on this. A knowledge representation
system should be able to hold and maintain knowledge. T h e user must be
able t o use that system without knowing how its knowledge is organized.
This might of course require some special query language. But it should not
be the case that the user has to know whether knowledge is stored a.s lists
or non-lists in order to use the proper queries. Either one chooses lists as
the formal representation of values, in which case single values form single
element lists, or one chooses a non-list value format with one single value per
tuple. The alternative is to allow both, and sharply increase the intelligence
of the frame-driver program. The latter alterna.tive, however, would imply
the implementation of quite a lot of meta-knowledge, since the system would
have to know how its knowledge is organized.
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Find-deduce-inherit-ask inference

It will be clear that this kind of frame representation is closely related t o
aspects of inference. Extracting knowledge from a frame d a t a base implies
the application of inference techniques. Obviously, the facet slots refer t o
various inference techniques t o be applied in extracting knowledge from such
a frame d a t a base. The example of Figure 4.2 shows three types of inference;
'find' (value facet), 'deduce' (ifneeded facet) and 'inherit' (ako-attribute).
Find inference is the basic form of inference. The other two are of a somewhat higher order, because they can be defined in terms of each other and
in the end come down t o find inferences. Find inference means that when
information on an object is needed, for example an attribute-score combination, the program simply looks for that information in the value entry of the
attribute-specific frame item for that object. Deduction is the type of inference that is applied if the desired information is t o be generated by means of
t,he application of a rule. Inherit inference refers t o the derivation of information by inspecting the inheritance relations, which are then used t o extract
the required information from the frames of higher-order or 'parent' objects.
Find, deduce, and inherit actions must be regarded as alternative means
to infer information. As such they represent several possible attempts to
perform a search operation on an item of information, t o be carried out one
after the other. If a find action remains unsuccessful, a deduce is attempted.
If this still does not yield the required information, the hierarchy of classes
is inspected. Combining deduce and inherit actions can turn out t o be very
efficient for representing knowledge. For instance, if the population density
of region X is t o be calculated, population density can be represented by a
rule which declares that the density is the result of the population divided
by the area. But where should this rule be declared? Not for each of the
regions stored in the d a t a base. Since the rule applies t o each region, it
is much more efficient to declare the population density rule for the class
'region', and declare each of the separate regions 'a kind of' region. A call
for the population density of region X will then result in an inherit action
that will access the class 'region', a t which level the population density rule
is found, which can then be applied to region X. Combining find, deduce,
and inherit inference in one, general inference engine, yields a structure as
displayed in Figure 4.3.
T h e deduce and inherit strategies will result in recursive calls t o the
inference engine. The application of a rule requires a new inference action
for the required information referenced by the rule. By the same token,
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Figure 4.3: Inference engine with find-deduce-inherit inference
inference by inheritance implies inference actions on objects higher up in the
hierarchy. From the scheme in Figure 4.3 it becomes clear that inference
actions can only 'bottom out' by successful find actions. All other actions
are, in the end, defined in terms of finds.
A fourth and rather brusque method of inference is that of simply 'asking'
the user. In case neither find, nor deduce, nor inherit inference is able t o
generate the desired information, there is always the possibility that the
user might know, or that the user might want t o give an estimate or make
the program simulate a certain value. T h e result of an ask action can then
be stored in the appropriate frame item, so that the next time that this
information is needed, it can be found without consulting the user. However,
storing a value retrieved by means of ask inference can be dangerous, because
it may threaten d a t a quality.
Figure 4.4 displays the structure of a find-deduce-inherit-ask inference
engine. Note that the ask-inference action has a separate status. It is not
contained in the 'trace' alternatives (find, deduce, inherit). Instead, it is
implemented as a separate action, not t o be triggered by recursive calls from
any of the other actions. The reason for this is that if the ask opportunity is
treated as equal t o the other three inference methods, the inference engine
will exhibit rather silly kind of behavior. For instance, the failure of a find
and deduce action for a value on the amount of limestone processed by
some plant. Suppose furthermore that limestone industry is declared as
an instance of the higher-class 'industry'. If ask would be reachable via
a recursive call by inherit, and if on the level of industry find and deduce
attempts would again fail, then the system would not hesitate t o ask the
user how many tons of limestone is processed by industry. T h e conclusion
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Figure 4.4: Inference engine with find-deduce-inherit-ask inference
is therefore that allowing ask actions t o be triggered by recursive calls from
inherit, generates either misleading or absurd questions a t the wrong class
level. Incorporating an ask opportunity as in Figure 4.4 avoids this problem.
In this set-up, a n ask action is only conducted if the complete set of find,
deduce, and inherit attempts fails to come up with a solution. Therefore,
the question asked of the user always pertains t o the object for which the
information was originally required.

4.4

A Prolog implementation

To implement all this on a computer an appropriate programming tool is
required. The programming language Prolog is very suitable for the implementation of both a frame-based knowledge representation system and inference engine (for a brief introduction t o the Prolog programming language,
refer t o Appendix 3). Prolog provides built-in inference and d a t a base operations, a combination which is very useful for developing a relational matching system. Moreover, since Prolog is a logic programming language, it
is very appropriate for implementing logical, conjunctive-disjunctive structures such as inference trees and matching rules. Prolog provides its own
inference engine which is driven by matching, unification and backtracking.
T h e find-deduce-inherit-ask inference engine described in Section 4.3, pro-
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vides inference techniques that are of a somewhat higher level. They can,
however, be implemented by means of Prolog's own inference stra.tegy, i.e.,
they can be programmed in Prolog. Apart from knowledge representation
and inference, Prolog is also well suited t o representing a relational model
(inference trees and matching rules), for implementing a matching program,
and for implementing an explanation facility.

4.4.1

F'rames and inference in Prolog

Cuadrado and Cuadrado (1986) provide a Prolog implementation that supports both frame representation and find-deduce-inherit inference in one
program. The program provides the essential operations t o be conducted
on frames (storing, retrieving, removing, and replacing information). The
retrieving is done by means of find-deduce-inherit inference.
limestone~industry(ako,value,industry).
limestone~industry('annualproduction',value,2000).
limestone~industry('employmentcosts',
if- needed,
rule- employment -costs).
limestone~industry('numberof workers (m/w)',
if- needed,
rule-number-of- workers- ( m / w)).
limestone~industry('typicalemployment',
if- needed,
rule- typical-employment ).
Figure 4.5: A. Cuadra.do and Cuadrado frame in Prolog
T h e basic representation structure is simple. Every object-attributefacet-value tuple is represented by a simple Prolog structure. Figure 4.5
contains a translation of the frame in Figure 4.2 into the implementation
suggested by Cuadrado and Cuadrado. T h e clauses are of the form
object (attribute,f acet ,value).

Although the idea of using this kind of simple Prolog structures for implementing frame items is all right, it is a little surprising that Cuadrado
and Cuadrado use the object as the functor, the predicate name of the
Prolog clauses. Both from the perspective of predicate logic and Prolog
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programming, this solution should be rejected. In predicate logic objects
are represented either as constants or variables, but not as predicates. In
a frame representation, the predicates should be reserved for representing
the attributes. The objects should be represented by one of the predicate's
arguments:
attribute(object ,facet ,value).

Further, from the perspective of Prolog programming it is unwise t o use
the object as the predicate. Prolog performs actions on its d a t a base by
accessing predicates. It can access clauses exclusively by reference t o their
functor, the predicate. To illustrate the inadequacy of the Cuadrado and
Cuadrado implementation, take the following two Prolog clauses:
limestone~industry(ako,value,industry).
brick-manuf acturing(ak0 ,value,industry)

If one wants Prolog t o figure out the derivations for the following two
statements:
1. Which is the parent frame of limestoneindustry?
2. Which are the descendants of industry?

The first question could be submitted to Prolog like this:

Prolog will reply with:
Parent = industry
yes.

But then the second question: just on the basis of the two clauses for
limestoneindustry and brickmanufacturing, there is no way Prolog can ever
find a derivative for this question. P u t a little differently, it is impossible
t o submit a valid clause for answering the question. Or in terms of predicate logic, there is no well formed formula (wff), the derivative of which
yields an answer t o the question. T h e reason is of course that the answer t o
the question consists of predicates (limestoneindustry and brickindustry)
rather than arguments or clauses of which the predicates are already known.
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Predicates are the keys to the statements or clauses in predicate calculus. If
the predicate is unknown, there is no way of accessing a clause, something
which seems very reasonable for a language based on predicates. Treating
the objects of a relation such as 'a kind of' as predicates thus makes it
impossible t o bind those objects t o a variable in a clause, simply because
predicates cannot be variable at the moment a matching clause has to be
found. Apart from this somewhat formal reason, there is also a more intuitive one for rejecting the solution suggested by Cuadrado and Cuadrado.
What the clauses purport t o say is that limestone industry and brick manufacturing are instances of the class industry. As such there is an ako-relation
that associates two objects which each other; the parent class and the instance. Therefore, it seems reasonable t o treat the relation as the predicate,
and the objects as its arguments:
ako(limestone~industry,value,industry).
ako (brick-manuf acturing ,value, industry)

Question 1 can now be submitted to Prolog as:

Question 2 can now be formulated as:

This second question will generate two answers:
Descendant = limestone-industry,
Descendant = brick-manufacturing
yes.

Although this modification of the Cuadrado and Cuadrado implementation offers many advantages, there is also a (modest) price to be paid. Using
attributes as functors implies that the concept of a frame as a dynamically
constructed set of tuples with identical object slots becomes somewhat obsolete. To illustrate this a Prolog clause could be written which gets the
name of an object as its first argument, and which instantiates its second
argument t o a list of tuples containing the object in its object slot:
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Unfortunately, this predicate cannot be defined in Prolog when using the
modified frame representation. The reason is that what has t o be instantiated in the variable Tuplelist concerns attributes, which in the implementation suggested here, are functors. Unknown predicates preclude access t o
clauses; the get-tuples predicate cannot be defined. However, the advantages of an implementation with attributes as functors certainly outweigh
the disadvantages of an implementation with objects as functor. Therefore,
the inference engine in the Cuadrado and Cuadrado implementation was
modified, and various other aspects were added. One of these modifications
was that objects are represented in lists, rather than in atomic form, for
instance:
~redicate-a([obj ect-11 ,value ,vl) .
predicate-a( [object-2 ,object-31 ,value,v2).
predicate-b( [object-1 ,object-21 ,value ,v3) .
predicate~b([object~3~,va1ue,v4).

T h e advantage of putting objects in lists is that only one clause is needed
to store all objects that have identical scores on a certain attribute. Especially in the case of categorical variables this can lead to a significant reduction of the d a t a base. Of course one has t o equip the inference engine with
extra knowledge so that it handles the lists correctly. Removing the item for
o b j e c t 2 for predicate-b, for instance, implies that o b j e c t 2 is removed from
the list in the associated clause for predicate-b. Likewise, if the value of predicate-a for o b j e c t 2 is changed into v l , o b j e c t 2 must be removed from the list
in which o b j e c t 3 is declared to have a value v 2 , and must be added t o the
list in which object-1 is declared to have a value v l . Another enhancement
of the Cuadrado and Cuadrado implementation was the addition of a value
'unknown' t o be used in cases where values are really unknown. Especially
in instances where the matching program needs some information, unknown
scores can be very convenient (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of how unknown
scores can be treated in the relatioi~almatching process). Introduction of
'unknown' scores in general provides an opportunity to distinguish the different ways in which a Prolog program generates the verdict 'false'. Prolog's
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closed-world assumption guarantees that everything that cannot be derived
is automatically considered false. Adding special scores such as 'unknown'
offers the possibility t o discriminate between the various ways clauses can fail
t o be derived. Apart from these and other extensions t o the frame representation, the inference engine was extended with an ask-inference opportunity
and multiple inheritance. This modified inference engine was equipped with
sufficient intelligence t o handle the ask-(multiple) inheritance interactions as
mentioned above in an appropriate manner. Reasoning with exceptions was
not implemented.
4.4.2

Inference trees and matching rules in Prolog

As was mentioned before (refer to Table 3.6 and Table 3.8), inference trees
can be represented as nested lists. As it happens, the nested lists presented
in Table 3.6 and Table 3.8 are not only some general form of nested list representation, they are also perfect Prolog. Together with a special inference
tree processing program, they can be used in the matching process. The
trees in Table 3.6 and Table 3.8 are one-dimensional. They can be considered inference trees belonging t o the lowest level of dimensions in a matching problem. Like inference trees, the dimensional structure of a relational
matching model takes the form of a tree. Again this can be represented in
the format of ( a set of) lists. Figure 4.6 contains both the dimensional tree
of Figure 3.3 and its representation as a set of 'linked' Prolog lists.
Since matching rules consist of a conjunction of disjunctions they are
easy to implement in Prolog. It was decided t o choose a representation
that is somewhat different from the frame representation discussed above.
Figure 4.7 shows two examples of matching rules.
T h e second argument of the 'rule' predicate specifies the terminal node
of an inference tree. A terminal node 'dummy' represents an inference tree
without activity characteristics. This second argument is used by the matching program when it searches for matching rules t o trigger. In order t o
prevent the triggering of matching rules that belong t o dimensions other
than the one that is currently matched, the rule predicates have a first argument specifying the dimension. The variables Y and X in the rule clauses
represent the activity and the object that are currently matched. These
variables are used to pass the activity and object t o the matching rule, so
that the v-get predicates caa conduct the calls t o the frame d a t a bases in
order t o infer the desired information. The v g e t predicates collect and accumulate the information needed for the final requirement test. Requirements
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Water
Electricity
Transportation
Labor market
Envi ronmental policy
Spatial planning
tree(['site suitability'],value,[resources,
transportation,
'labor market',
'environmental policy',
'spatial planning']).
tree(['resources'],value,[materials,
electricity]).
tree([materials],value,['rawmaterials',
water]).
Figure 4.6: Dimensional structure in graphical form and as a set of Prolog
clauses
are represented as lists. Multiple requirements form nested lists. In the
prototype relational matching system, the implementation of matching rules
as in Figure 4.7 was used. This implementation, however, is an 'expensive'
one, because it implies a rather inefficient way of representing the disjunctive element of a matching rule. Each of the matching rules in Figure 4.7
only contains conjunctive elements. They represent one possibility for satisfying some type of production requirement for some kind of activity. But
as discussed in Chapter 1, many requirements can be fulfilled in more than
one way. Figure 4.8 shows a n example of how this disjunctive element is
represented in the prototype relational matching system.
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rule('raw materia17,'source orientation'(Y,yes,X),
[[v-get('bauxi te needed',Y,Baux),
v-get('bauxite production',X,Prod),
Baux > Need],
[v- get('1imestone reserve',X,Lime),
v-get(Lime > 500.0)],
[v-get('1imestone % CaO',X,Cal),
Cal > 52.01,
[v-get('1imestone % MgO',X,Mag),
Mag =< 1.5011).
rule(environmenta1 planning,dummy(Y,- ,X),
[[v-get('water needed',Y,Need),
v-get('water available',X,Avail),
Avail > Need],
[v-get('tota1 water consumption',X,Wcons),
v-get ('agr. water consumption',X,Acons),
Acons/Wcons < 0.8011).
Figure 4.7: Examples of matching rules
Clearly, in case the first rule fails t o be satisfied by the location, the second rule is tried. The problem here is that both rules have an identical first
(conjunctive) part. The second part of the matching rules represents the
disjunctive element. Treating both rules as separate possibilities t o satisfy a
matching requirement thus implies that the first part of the rule is executed
twice. This is expensive and unnecessary. An alternative implementation
is shown in Figure 4.9. This implementation contains explicit declarations
of the disjunctive (or) and conjunctive (and) elements of the matching rule.
Together with a matching program that understands this kind of structure,
the implementation becomes a lot more efficient, and the speed of matching can increase significantly. Future versions of the current system may
therefore contain this augmented representation of matching rules.

4.4.3

T h e matching program

Relational matching is the procedure that takes a relational model in the
form of a dimensional inference tree with matching rules, traverses them, and
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rule('spatial planning',dummy(- ,X),
[[v-get('total energy consumption',X,Cons),
V - get('tota1 area',X,Area),
Cons/Area =< 1951,
[v-get('tota1 retail value',X,Retail),
v-get (population,X,Pop),
Retail/Pop > 0.03911).
rule('spatia1 planning',dummy(- ,X),
[[v-get('tota1 energy consumption',X,Cons),
V-get('tota1 area',X,Area),
Cons/Area =< 1951,
[v-get('gross agr./ind. product',X,Prod),
v-get('gross county enterprise product',X,Gep),
Prod/Gep > 0.3311).
Figure 4.8: Prototype disjunctive matching rule
rule('spatia1 planning',dummy(- ,X),
and([[v-get('total energy consumption',X,Cons),
V-get('total area',X,Area),
Cons/Area =< 1951,
or([[v-get('tota1 retail value',X,Retail),
v-get(population,X ,Pop),
Retail/Pop > 0.0391,
[v-get('gross agr./ind. product ',X,Prod),
v-get('gross county enterprise product',X,Gep),
Prod/Gep > 0.33]])])).
Figure 4.9: Disjunctive matching rule with explicit conjunctive and disjunctive declarations
tests a set of objects on the requirements found in the matching rules. As
with the object and actor d a t a bases, the inference engine, and the relational
model itself, this component of the relational matching system was written
in Prolog.
T h e basic structure of such a program is displayed in Figure 4.10. It
consists of three stages. First, all the necessary information for conducting a
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Find dimensions

Find objects

Dimensions left?

Sub-dimensions?

Traverse tree

'7-J
Objects left?

^ N I ' - L - L Y

1I
Test object

0
Document

Figure 4.10: T h e matching program
matching is collected; the dimensions t o be contained in the matching, and
the set of objects t h a t must be ma,tched. Next, a nested looping structure
is set up. Dimensions are sequentially processed, and within a dimensionspecific cycle, objects are sequentially matched, after the associated inference
tree is traversed and the matching rule(s) are known. In case dimensions are
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nested, nested dimensions are processed before going on to the next dimension. If the only thing one would be interested in was the failure or success
of an object in satisfying the requirements of an activity, it would have been
much more efficient t o put the dimensional loop inside the loop over the
objects. This would have established that once an object fails t o pass a test,
it does not have t o be checked on other requirements anymore. Once an
object fails t o pass a matching rule, its result on the total matching must
be negative. From Figure 4.8, however, it can be inferred that since the
object loop is contained inside the dimensional loop(s), every object is always matched on every dimension. Again, if only the failure or success of an
object on the total matching problem is of interest, a lot of the testing and
matching is unnecessary. But as was mentioned before, knowledge of why
an object does not match can be very important. Schilling's 'diagnostics'
a.pplication is based on the availability of data as t o why certain alternatives
do not pass the matching. Clearly, a proper explanation of why an object
does not pass the matching should contain all the requirements that were
not matched by the object rather than only the first one. Or put a little differently, the explanation of why an object fails t o get through the matching
successfully should not depend on the order in which dimensions are processed. In Section 4.4.1 it was mentioned that by adding special values such
as 'unknown', programs can distinguish between different reasons for failure
t o infer certain bits of information. In the matching program, this is done
by the 'v-get' predicates present in the matching rule. The v-get predicates
keep track of the occurrence of unknown values.

4.4.4

Explanation

If a program needs t o be able t o explain what happened during its execution,
and that is in some sense what the explanation of the matching results is
about, then it needs t o keep track of its own execution. When programming
in Prolog, there are basically two ways of achieving such self-monitoring
behavior. One can make the program store information on its behavior in
the data base, and later o n use that information for explanation purposes.
The other possibility is t o store information in lists and structures, that the
program keeps carrying with it during execution. Upon finishing the execution this information can then be put into the data base or just handed over
t o another function (predicate) as one or more arguments. For a n example
of the latter, refer t o Sterling and Shapiro (1986; pp. 313-314). Here, the
former alternative was chosen for various reasons. First of all, it is easier t o
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program. Carrying information along while updating it, when necessary, is
quite a complex task. Putting it in Prolog's d a t a base and removing it from
there again once it has been used for explanation purposes, is a lot easier t o
accomplish. A second reason was that if the set of objects becomes large-in
the empirical application presented in Chapters 5 and 6 up t o 107 locations
are contained in a single multi-dimensional matching-the information to be
carried along becomes rather unwieldy. This increases complexity and the
program's appetite for (stack) memory, especially when this information is t o
be carried along in deep recursive procedures. Therefore a decision was made
in favor of a simple and fast, albeit not entirely elegant solution of storing
information in the d a t a base during matching. This is done by the 'document' component in the matching program (Figure 4.10), and by the v-get
predicates that 'make notes' in case information is found t o be 'unknown'.
In case an object fails t o pass a requirement, information about the route
followed through the dimensional structure as well as the fail information
is stored in the data base, using the frame representation and frame driver.
If the user requires an explanation on why a certain object was not considered a feasible choice alternative, a separate explanation program, again
written in Prolog, is executed. The only parameter this program gets passed
is the name of the object for which matching explanation is requested. T h e
explanation program then searches Prolog's d a t a base for the matching information of this specific object, grabs it, analyses it in a dimension-specific
way, then searches for the associated matching rules, and finally parses them
into a comprehensible format akin t o English. The result can then be shown
on a computer screen or stored in a file.

4.5

Implementing generalization

Although an integral part of the matching program, the implementation of
the possibility t o conduct relational matching with pre-specified generalizations needs separate attention. Although the basic idea of generalization is
simple-the replacement of nodes in the inference tree representing an actor
attribute by a 'don't care' value, such that all paths beneath that node become possible paths-implementation is somewhat troublesome because it
implies the modification of the inference trees prior to, or during, the matching. One of the problems, for instance, is the kind of method or algorithm
t o be applied for finding the set of matching objects. In Section 3.8.3 it was
mentioned that the solution set associated with a particular generalization
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can be derived by means of the union of the solution sets associated with
each of the instances of the abstraction. However, computation of the solution set by that method would require as many matchings as there are
instances, after which the various sets need t o be dragged through a series
of union operations. A much easier and more efficient way of carrying out
matching with generalization can be achieved by making use of the equivalence of set union and logical 'OR' declarations. Instead of conducting a
matching for each of the instances and then computing the union of the
associated solution sets, one could just as well try to match an object, first
for the first instance, if this does not work for the second, if that does not
work for the third and so on, until a match is found, or until all possibilities
are exhausted. Repeating this procedure for all objects in the initial set will
then generate the same result as the union-alternative, but the procedure
is a lot more efficient. The more so, since it can be elegantly implemented
by making use of Prolog's backtracking facilities. An example is shown in
Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Traversing an inference tree containing 'don't care' values using
backtracking
Suppose that the actor attribute B would be replaced by a 'don't care'
value, and the resultant tree would be submitted to Prolog. Suppose further
that the activity scores a 1 on attribute A. Prolog would then proceed t o
node B and first try path B1 leading t o the matching rule D l . If the object
would be found not t o match the requirements of D l , and if Prolog would
be allowed t o backtrack, its next attempt would be the path B2. Its first
possibility there would be path C1 with matching rule D2. If this still does
not result in a match, Prolog would backtrack to node C and attempt path
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C2 with rule D3. This way Prolog would try all possible paths beneath B in
order to find a match, and this is exactly what one wants.
As can be inferred from what has been said about the implementation
of inference trees before, things are a little more complicated from an implementational point of view. Although the tree itself is in Prolog, it is
not an 'executable' Prolog program of its own. The processing of the trees
has a meta-character in that the matching program is the program that
interprets the trees and processes them. Therefore, the backtracking was
integrated into the matching program as a special way of processing the inference tree. When the matching program traverses the tree, it checks a t
each node whether or not a 'don't care' has been declared for that node (refer
to Section 5.7.6.2 for a description of how these 'don't care' values are set). If
it has, the backtracking alternative is used. If not, normal non-backtracking
traversing is applied. Application of the backtracking alternative generates
some additional problems. These have to do with attributes of which the
values are calculated on the basis of the attribute(s) for which 'don't care'
values have been declared. For example, if the main source of energy is a
node in the inference tree that can take the values 'coal' or 'natural gas',
and if the derived variable is 'energy costs', then this derived variable will
take a different value if the source of energy changes. But if the energy costs
turn up in one or more matching rules, then they must be recalculated for
each different path under the generalization node. To solve this problem, it
was decided t o 'simulate' values for the 'don't care' attributes, the values
being those that are associated with the path followed. For the example in
Figure 4.11 this would mean that for the path B1, a value 1 for B would be
assumed, whereas for paths C1 and C2 a value 2 for B would be assumed.
The matching program actually puts these values into the d a t a base, so that
the inference engine will 'think' that is the value for that specific attribute.
For each new path, the value is changed, and after all the paths have been
processed or after a match has been found, the original value is reinstalled.

4.6

Conclusion

The five components of the system discussed in this chapter together constitute a complete, though minimal, version of a relational matching system.
Objects and actors can be represented with frames written in Prolog. The
inference engine can manipulate the information in these frames. Inference
trees and matching rules can also be written in Prolog, just like a matching
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program that conducts the actual matching. Prolog offers ample opportunities for writing programs that monitor their own behavior, and as such the
matching program can document special cases it encounters during a run.
This information can then again be used by an explanation program, also
written in Prolog. The main task of this program is t o figure out what went
wrong with the matching of certain objects, and to present this information
in an understandable format t o the user. When all the components shown
in Figure 4.1 are implemented, the matching program integrates them into
a system that can be used for relational matching. In principle, this is sufficient for conducting relational analysis, but it would not be sufficient for
building meaningful empirical applications. Earlier it was suggested that the
matching be made an integral part of the knowledge acquisition process. Execution of the matching model by a relational matching system gives results
that must be tested against real situations or against the views of domain
experts, preferably by means of using a reliable test set. In order to carry
out such an iterative procedure efficiently, a lot more than just a core relational matching system is needed. Model results must be easy t o interpret.
Both activity characteristics and object properties must be easy t o modify
and update. Explanation must be something that the user can request from
the system whenever required. If one wishes t o apply relational analysis
for spatial decision making, one needs the spatial perspective in the form of
maps; single maps with model results, or multiple maps in which the model
results can be compared with regional characteristics. These and other issues become very important if relational matching is t o be used in empirical
applications, both as a modeling tool, and as a consultation system. This
brings us into the realm of decision support systems.

Chapter 5

Decision Support Systems
and the REPLACE System
ABSTRACT
Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are discussed, with attention
paid t o what they are about, their function and character, as well
as the role they could play in model-based development planning,
such as regional planning. Most important in this respect is the
issue of how various models can be integrated into one system
such that they represent various perspectives on the empirical
system that is modeled. The argument is illustrated by a case
study of a DSS built t o support the reorganization of a regional
economy in the People's Republic of China. The relational site
suitability matching system REPLACE (RElational Plant Location and Acquisition Enquiry) is part of that DSS and is a n
extension and application of the approach discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Its characteristics, form and content, as well as
its conceptual relations with other parts of the overall DSS are
discussed in detail in the second half of the chapter. Some preliminary results of'implementing a two-stage choice model are
also presented.

Keywords: decision support, data bases, models, optimization, evaluation,
user-interaction, model-based decision support, Shanxi Province, REPLACE
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Introduction: model use and
decision support

Many implementations of scientific models suffer from the problem that although the models themselves might provide useful and accurate views and
abstractions of reality, they are difficult t o apply in empirical research. Ample reasons can be thought of. Many models need large amounts of d a t a
input, some of which are difficult t o collect, and some of which require so
much domain knowledge, that the model can only be used by experts. In
order t o calculate the track a specific type of pollution will follow through
a groundwater aquifer, for instance, the spatial distribution of the permeabilities of the bedrock need t o be known in great detail. Calculation of
the development of the water resources in a regional system over a series
of time steps also requires the availability of large amounts of often very
specific data. Specialist knowledge is also required when dominance factors
for some forms of multi-objective, multi-criteria evaluation models have t o
be determined.
Similar problems surface with regard to the output of the models as well.
Many spatial models, for example, generate output in the form of tables. It
can, however, be rather difficult to find the proper associations between a
complex table or set of tables and a spatial, map-like picture of the same
output. Mapping model output, in its turn, generates further problems.
If colors are t o be used t o represent a region's value on an attribute, for
example, continuous variables must be classified in discrete categories. Of
course default categorizations can be used, but a smart mapping tool must
be able to use different, user-defined ones as well. As with what is true
on the input side of the model, the output can contain information that,
although it could in principle be understood by non-domain specialists, is
highly technical and in a format that only the specialist, and sometimes only
the model builder, can interpret. But even if the proper data can be acquired
and even if the specialists who know how to provide the model with the
correct parameter values and who can read the model's output are available,
many practical problems remain. If a model needs a lot of d a t a input and if
this requires considerable work maybe even by the specialist, application of
such a model becomes a cumbersome, and expensive, procedure.
These problems become worse when the same model needs to be run
many times to solve a specific problem. This is the case, for instance, when
the input d a t a of the model represent several alternative options or lines
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of action that can be chosen by a decision maker, or that may occur. The
output then shows what the consequences of that initial situation or the
decisions taken over a certain period of time will be. This situation is often
denoted as 'what if' or 'scenario' analysis. Given a model describing a system, what happens if a specific initial situation is set, or, if given an initial
situation, some of the process d a t a are changed. For example, take a model
describing what happens to the atmosphere over a specific region a t time
t + x if somewhere a t time t a certain load of pollutant is emitted. What
if this is done in December? How different would this be in June? What
if the pollution is not emitted a t one particular moment, for example due
to an accident, but is instead emitted in a continuous flow so that it gets
evenly spread over a certain period of time? What do differences between
December and June look like then? For this type of model use, the model
may need t o be run many times, each run representing different initial states
of the system, while for each of the runs d a t a must be modified and output interpreted. Similarly, for a relational site suitability matching model,
one might want t o ask many what-if questions such as what happens with
the site suitability pattern if cities of over a million inhabitants experience
a population rise of 10 per cent? Or what happens t o the site suitability
pattern if an activity decides t o increase its production by 20 per cent? To
find the answer to each of these questions, modifications must be made in
either the locational or the activity d a t a bases.
Problems can get even more complicated in case more than one model is
included in the analysis. Integrating more models into one analysis does not
only introduce the prerequisite demand that different models need to be able
t o 'understand' each other, but getting all the data right, putting it into the
right places and formats, changing the output of one model into an input that
the next model can handle, becomes a procedure which, if not automated,
can seriously depreciate empirical applications, simply because there is a lot
of work involved which is sensitive to mistakes. The consequences of this
can be rather portentous. A lot of work spent on modeling remains unused
and many multi-disciplinary approaches to problem solving are delayed, if
not inhibited, because of the practical difficulties in applying it. Especially
for problems of a typically multi-disciplinary nature, integration of several
models constitutes a worthwhile endeavor. It is much like integrating several
points of view, i.e., several scientific approaches, into one operational system
that can handle the joint results of these individual analysis tools.
Clearly, all this requires that model input, model output, and model
runs must be made easy and efficient. Not only because it is the only way
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t o conduct this type of integrated approach t o problem solving, but also to
let the non-specialist use the models for the purpose they were originally
built. Another reason for making models more accessible is that it may well
be the only way t o make people want t o use them. D a t a preparation and
output reformatting and mapping can be tedious and as with any kind of
monotonous work it is prone to generate errors. Especially when the format
and d a t a source/destination transformations can be done in a rigid manner,
computers can do that kind of work a lot faster and more reliably.
Making models easier to use by taking away a lot of tedious work and
many awkward tasks also has other advantages. Not only does it become
possible t o use a much larger variety of models and approaches, but it can
be expected that the possibility t o conduct a large number of model runs
without too much effort to be invested in d a t a preparation and output handling will enable the model builder t o pay more attention t o the development
and improvement of the model itself. In Section 3.9.2 it was suggested that
the empirical content of a relational matching model be determined by an
iterative process in which model tests form a necessary component. Conducting model tests implies input preparation and output explanation. It
also implies many model runs each of which can be more or less different
from the previous ones in order to find when model results start t o change,
or where critical points occur. Clearly, such a procedure requires an efficient
interfacing with the model. Relations between the content and character
of a model and the possibilities of its application in situations of decision
making are important issues in decision support systems research.

5.2

Decision Support Systems: an overview
"A decision support system, DSS for short, is a computer-based
information system that helps a manager make decisions by providing him or her with all the relevant data in a n easily understandable form. As the user of DSS, the manager formulates
the problem by using an interactive and probably menu-driven
front end. T h e system then accesses a d a t a base t o locate the
necessary data, utilizes a repertoire of mathematical and/or statistical models, and finally produces the desired information at
the user's terminal. The user can explore several 'what if' scenarios in order t o arrive a t a decision." (Mittra, 1986; p. vii [my
italics]).
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Although this (functional) definition of a DSS by Mittra might not be
the best possible one, it serves well as a point of departure for discussing
some more or less common traits of DSSs, as well as for a discussion on
some features that may be used not only in a managerial or organizational
environment, but also in a more applied, scientific context. The description
by Mittra contains three kinds of elements the discussion can concentrate on:
why (aid decision making), what (goal state and constraint orientation), and
how (computer-based, interactive, data bases, models, 'what if' scenarios).
Each of these aspects is discussed briefly below.

5.2.1

Why: ill-structured problems

Several authors point out why DSSs were developed (e.g., Bosman, 1983;
Mittra, 1986; Sprague, 1986; Keen, 1986; Brennan and Elam, 1986; Turban
and Watkins, 1986; Davis and Grant, 1987; Densham and Rushton, 1988).
When studying the ends and objectives of DSSs, a difference in opinion
emerges regarding the possible domain of applications of DSSs. A somewhat
narrow view regards the objective of DSSs to be "to improve the performance
of knowledge workers in organizations" (Sprague, 1986; p. 10) or "to help
improve the effectiveness and productivity of managers and professionals."
(Keen, 1986; p. 48). According to this view, DSSs seem t o be limited t o
applications in an organizational context, and are aimed a t improving the
performance of the organization by improving the performance of its members. As a consequence, most if not all, of the examples and applications
of DSSs these authors mention are taken from the business or corporate domain. T h e associated tasks and theoretical design of the DSS are taken from
this domain as well. T h e position taken by Mittra or Densham and Rushton
(1986), Fedra et al. (1986, 1987), or Brennan and Elam (1986), however,
shows a much wider perspective for the use and application of DSSs. They
concentrate on the more general character of the tasks for which DSSs are
developed. Perhaps the most important aspect of the objective DSSs are
developed for is that they are supposed t o assist in solving ill-structured
decision problems: "Decision Support Systems are computer based systems
whose objective is t o enable a decision maker to devise high-quality solutions
t o what are often only partially formulated problems." (Brennan and Elam,
1986; p. 130). Bosman (1983; p. 80) characterizes ill-structured problems as
problems for which a t least one of the following conditions is not met:
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1. The set of action alternatives is finite and identifiable. (A problem
for which the set of action alternatives is identifiable is called 'welldefined'.);
2. The solution is consistently derived from a model that shows a good
correspondence;

3. The effectiveness or the efficiency of the action alternatives can be
numerically evaluated.
Simon (1960; p. 6) rephrases these formal criteria into a conception of unstructured (unprogrammed) problems as those which cannot be solved with
a "...cut and dried method for handling the problem, because it hasn't arisen
before, or because its precise nature and structure are elusive or complex, or
because it is so important that it deserves custom-tailored attention". Fedra
et al. (1986; p. 169) describe what this amounts t o in practical decisionmaking situations:
"...there is a class of (decision) problem situations that are not
well understood by the group of people involved. Such problems
cannot be properly solved by a single systems analysis effort or
a highly structured computerized decision aid. They are neither
unique-so that a one-shot effort would be justified given the
problem is big enough-nor do they recur frequently enough in
sufficient similarity t o subject them t o rigid mathematical treatment. Due t o the mixture of uncertainty in the scientific aspects
of the problem, and the subjective and judgmental elements in
its socio-political aspects, there is no wholly objective way t o find
a best solution."

5.2.1.1 Well-defined, ill-structured, and functional equivalence

Perhaps the term 'ill-structured' is a little unfortunate. Of course it cannot be that decision-making situations for which a DSS is useful are really
unstructured. On the contrary, many decision-making situations do contain
structure in the sense that the problem involves a number of aspects that can
indeed be modeled. What makes the problem difficult, or even impossible t o
solve in a straightforward manner, is that its analysis contains various qualitative and arbitrary moments which stem from two, conceptually different
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aspects of the fact that a decision task may be not well-defined. First there
is a set-theoretic problem, namely that the amount of theoretically possible
ways in which a system can be changed is virtually infinite. Second, the
system and its possible directions of development can be not well-defined
in the sense that identical combinations of some of t h e system's parameters
can have an entirely different meaning and significance for different groups
of actors or different pre-defined objectives. This aspect concerns the noncommensurability of various criteria and objectives. Both aspects amount
t o the problem of a not well-defined search space for finding solutions t o
the problem. T h e question is first, how t o describe or 'construct7 this space
such that it becomes well-defined, and next, how to limit and search this
space. If a methodology is applied that is based on the assumption that a
system can be described unequivocally in terms of its empirical properties,
t h e problem of a not-well defined system remains. Within such a conception
there does not seem t o exist a set of criteria by which both the problem
space and the set of possible decision-induced impacts on the system can
be meaningfully described and limited. Or in terms of the two-stage choice
modeling advocated in Chapter 1, alternatives (different, decision-induced
states of the system) may be evaluated on a common set of dimensions, but
only if they are all part of the set of functionally equivalent alternatives.
Their membership of this set is determined by a matching of their empirical
properties with a disjunctive set of conjunctive requirements, representing
the necessary and sufficient conditions for satisfying a specific objective by a
specific actor. Describing a system in terms of end-means relationships may
help the decision problem t o become less ill-defined. Functionality provides
the criteria the lack of which creates problems when using an approach based
on the assumption of intrinsic properties of objects. Modeling functionality
means that the relevance of the alternative's properties is the result of how
a specific objective can be satisfied.
How can this idea of defining sets of action alternatives by means of functional equivalence be incorporated or modeled into a DSS? To some extent
this is a matter of scale. It depends on what is defined as an objective and
what is considered the means. If the objective is t o expand a region's economy, the number of ways in which this can be done is enormous. Here it is
the complexity of the problem, as mentioned earlier by Fedra et al. (1986),
t h a t makes it difficult t o model functional equivalence. One might as well
try t o model functional equivalents for the objective of 'living a happy life'!
T h e objective is simply too abstract and represents such a vast choice set
that it cannot be known nor modeled. Nevertheless, people seem t o have
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ideas on what plausible lines of action are, so why not leave the (implicit)
construction of sets of functionally equivalent alternatives for such a complex problem as the planning of a regional economy t o the decision makers
themselves, rather than trying t o model them into a system? The problem
space can be considered a collection of nested sets of objectives and means
a t different levels of abstraction, the objectives of one level becoming the
means of a higher level. Establishing a few power plants can be a means for
the objective of expanding a regional economy. This, however, implies that
they themselves can be the objectives in a site suitability model looking for
functionally equivalent sites for the power plants. Whether or not the objective t o establish power-plants was a means of satisfying an even 'higher'
objective, is irrelevant to the site-suitability model. Similarly, whether or
not the (simulated) decision t o locate new power plants was a n appropriate
or perhaps even the 'best' option, is something that must be decided a t the
appropriate level. This can be done by either another model based on functional equivalence t o decide whether it is 'appropriate' and an optimization
model to decide which is the 'best', or by a decision maker who represents
his own model and who uses the decision support system as a means t o gain
better insight on detailed, less complex problems for which models are available. At those lower levels these problems form objectives; on the decision
maker's level they represent complex means. Of course both points, finding
'appropriate' and finding 'the best' solution, are related. Finding appropriate solutions is a matter of functional equivalence. The 'best' solution--by
analytical and objective standards-is always a solution under a number of
assumptions concerning the common criteria on the basis of which the optimization is carried out. Once the determination of these assumptions makes
up a considerable part of the problem, the resolution of the problem requires
that the variability of these assumptions becomes an integral part of it.
5.2.2

What: constraints and pre-defined goal states

Perhaps the first of the two key characteristics of DSSs concerns these more
or less arbitrary moments of the decision-making process; not, however, the
complexity of the problem. Although a simulation of what happens if somewhere in Central Europe a load of dangerous chemicals is spilled into the river
Rhine may precipitate decisions on new permits of who may drain how much
of what substances into the river next year, the simulation only becomes a
part of a DSS if there is a possibility t o include 'arbitrary' assumptions or
constraints such as, for instance, what the maximum load of a certain chem-
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ical in the Rhine may be. In other words, in a DSS the constraints within
which a problem must be solved must be variable and available for setting
by the decision maker. Both must represent aspects that are the subject of
decision making in the real world.
The constraints constitute aspects that are important for investigating
the possibilities for realizing an underlying, pre-defined goal state; a more or
less composite objective or intention, such as increasing a region's employment possibilities while keeping pollution a t a low level, or the location of
a set of production units under the assumption of specific developments in
the labor market. The goal state itself may be variable as well. In many
instances there simply is no clear goal description. In those cases the DSS
may assist the user in formulating one or several.
The second major characteristic of a DSS consists of objective functions
that inform the user about the extent t o which a pre-defined goal state can
be realized within the limits of the constraints. This concerns the second
stage of the modeling process suggested earlier. Again, it may very well be
the case that the choice of the objective function itself can be subject t o
decision-making. Should the costs of a waste disposal site be calculated in
money, or perhaps in the risks of spreading diseases? Are possible casualties
more or less important than annual maintenance costs?
Summarizing, one could say that throughout the rest of the text the term
'DSS' is meant t o refer t o computer-based systems aimed a t investigating
the possibilities of realizing a pre-defined goal or objective, given a set of
pre-defined constraints, each of which refers t o aspects of the real world that
are subject t o decision making by the user. In short, multi-criteria, multiobjective complex problems. Note that in this context the term 'constraints'
is reserved exclusively for those aspects of the problem that are, partly or
wholly, subject t o decision making. Constraints stemming from relationships
and processes that are basically 'given' t o the decision maker are included
in the models contained in the DSS.
5.2.3

How: data bases, models, user-interaction

Most, if not all, of the overviews and introductions t o DSSs acknowledge
that computer-based decision support requires the implementation of d a t a
bases, models and a form of user interaction: data bases for representing and
holding relevant information such as model input and output, and general
information t o be used by the decision maker, user interaction because without this nothing much would happen. But what of the model component?
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Although there is general agreement that a proper DSS is model-based, there
is less consensus about what these models actually are, or what they are supposed to represent. Again, differences of opinion evolve from the divergence
of views on the use intended for a DSS. Generally, two conceptions of 'model'
seem t o predominate the DSS literature, each of them referring t o a specific
task the DSS should perform. The first use of the term 'model' is reserved
for models in the traditional, empirical sense. Models, therefore, that represent part of the empirical world. They take simulated decisions as their
input, and compute their consequences for a part of the world. Examples
are simulation models for atmospheric pollution or groundwater or surface
water pollution, economic input-out put models, migration models, site suitability models, and so on. A second type of model that is often mentioned
in connection with DSSs is a model representing the structure and decisionmaking processes in the organization itself. Figure 5.1 taken from Sprague
(1986; p. 23), shows an example of this.
Clearly, the components of the 'models' sub-system refer t o decision processes themselves. Sprague (1986; p. 22) states that "A very promising
aspect of DSS is its ability t o integrate d a t a access and decision models. It
does so by embedding the decision models in an information system which
uses the d a t a base as the integration and communication mechanism between models". T h e reason Sprague emphasizes decision models stems from
the fact that he seems t o adhere t o the organizational/management interpretation of DSS. Strategy and tactics (Figure 5.1) are of course important
issues in such an environment. Here, however, 'models' are supposed t o refer t o empirical models. The reason for this is that the main interest here
is in possible applications of DSSs in spatial planning and spatial decision
making on the level of spatial policy, e.g., regional policy. T h e decision aids
t o be used in the formulation of spatial policy measures, for example by
a regional or national administration, are meant t o provide as-objective-aspossible information on the consequences of these measures. Whether or not
these consequences are acceptable and politically sound, realistic, or simply
desirable, is a decision that may be very hard, or even impossible, t o implement in a DSS. Brennan and Elam (1986) denote systems that contain
explicit and accurate models of decision-making processes 'smart systems'.
Applications in a societal context may require 'brilliant' ones.
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual architecture of a DSS (Source: Sprague, 1986)

5.3

Intermezzo: expert systems (ESs), DSSs, and
spatial planning

The rapid increase in the popularity of ESs over the last, say five t o seven
years, made it inevitable that the subject would eventually turn up in geographical and planning literature. ESs can be considered a spin-off from
artificial intelligence research. Once it was recognized that problem-solving
capabilities depend t o a large extent on the availability of knowledge, and t o
a smaller extent on inference capabilities, and once the basic techniques for
combining these two into knowledge-based systems became widely available,
a large, application-oriented market emerged. It became apparent that significant parts of knowledge about a small and specific domain held by human
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experts could be modeled in computer programs combining factual knowledge with inference capabilities for tapping this knowledge. These programs
could then solve domain-specific problems, just as an expert would. Experts
moreover, tend t o be expensive, take the knowledge with them when they
leave, and sometimes make mistakes, whereas computer programs do not
suffer from these 'disorders', so quite naturally, expert systems have become
popular.
ESs 'invaded' geography and planning in two ways: as expert systems,
i.e., as problem-solving, knowledge-based programs capable of carrying out
specific kinds of tasks which are of interest t o geographers and planners, and
as a technology, offering opportunities for new types of modeling and analysis. Two types of application of the latter alternative, the use of knowledgebased systems as a new kind of modeling technique, can be singled out: the
work by Smith (1983) and Smith e t al. (1982, 1984). In these applications,
ES technology is used for the development of co~nputationalprocess models
of spatial choice behavior. Underlying the approach is the idea that specific
types of knowledge-based systems form a model of the cognitive processes
generating choice behavior. T h e structure of 'rule based' expert systems is
a good example of such a cognitive structure. In its simplest form, such a
system consists of a set of rules R, each of which is applicable in specific
situations or states of the system S(t), and an inference engine which somehow matches this state against the states contained in the rules. If a match
occurs, the rule is executed (A) after which the system enters a different
state S ( t + l ) :

IF

(RULE(1F S(t)
AND knowledge (R)
AND inference (I)
THEN action (A))
AND S(t)
THEN S(t+l).
This process continues until some desired or pre-defined goal state obtains. Smith (1983) and Smith et al. (1982, 1984) regard this type of structure as a model of the cognitive process underlying spatial choice. The system's states on which the rules are matched are denoted the actor's 'shortterm memory' or STM, whereas the set of rules associating these states with
the actions together with the inference engine are denoted the 'long-term
memory' or LTM:
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(RULE(IF STM(~)
AND LTM
THEN action)
AND STM(t)
THEN STM(t+l).
IF

Translated into spatial choice terms, the STM is a model of the decision
environment or decision situation, whereas the LTM represents such things
as preferences and information processing or intelligence. In a series of articles the authors furthermore present inductive techniques and examples of
how this LTM can be experimentally derived and modeled.
As explained in Chapter 1, however, relational modeling is based on a
normative-deductive approach instead of one aimed at reconstructing the
cognitive processes underlying spatial choice. Therefore, in relational modeling expert systems or knowledge-based systems are not used as models.
Instead, only some of the technology applied in knowledge-based systems is
used for implementing a relational matching model. Other examples of the
use, or suggested use, of expert system technology for model building are
the ones by Cullen (1986), Leary (1987), Timmermans and van der Heijden
(1987), and Op 't Veld (1988). Tasks in which expert systems can be used as
problem-solving programs, i.e., as expert systems proper, are limited mostly
t o rule-oriented problems. Typical applications are then the automation of
classification in, for example, locational planning, for which the classification
criteria are known. Examples of discussions on these kinds of ES applications can be found with Langendorf (1985), Davis et al. (1987), Ortolano
and Perman (1987), and Fedra et al. (1987). From these, the positions taken
by Langendorf and Fedra et al. offer a more integrative perspective. The
role they suggest for knowledge-based systems is as a part of a larger DSS in
which several of these systems can be contained. Knowledge-based systems
simply represent knowledge-based models; special parts of the model base for
which rule-based approaches are most appropriate. Similar suggestions for
integrating ESs into DSSs are put forward by Turban and Watkins (1986),
Coulson et al. (1987), and Winkelbauer and Reitsma (1988).

5.4

Decision support in planning a regional
economy
'The coordinated development of a region, and its industrial
structure in particular, requires the simultaneous consideration
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of numerous inter-relationships and impacts, e.g., resource requirements, environmental pollution, and socio-economic effects.
Plans and policies for a rational and coordinated development
need a large amount of background information from various domains such as economics, industrial and transportation engineering, and environmental sciences, in a readily available format,
directly usable by the planner and decision maker. However, the
vast amount of complex and largely technical information and
the confounding multitude of possible consequences and actions
taken on the one hand, and the complexity of the available scientific methodology for dealing with these problems on the other
hand pose major obstacles to the effective use of technical information and scientific methodology by decision makers." (Fedra
et al., 1987; p. 1).

This quotation sums up what has been said about DSSs so far, and their
possible application in regional policy: it addresses the situation in which the
decision maker has the opportunity t o (re)arrange a complete regional economy. Although many aspects of the regional economy in capitalist countries
'emerge' as the result of the decisions taken by many individual decision
makers rather than as a result of an integrated planning effort, the point
made in the statement by Fedra et al. also applies t o many aspects of societies characterized by free economies. Regional and environmental policy, for
instance, are areas for which a clear societal interest can be recognized. It is
of course for this reason that administrations on different levels of authority
try to maintain control over these segments of society. But even though the
actual application mentioned by Fedra et al. may be confined t o centralized
economies, it constitutes an appropriate example for studying the general
use and characteristics of DSSs in (governmental) spatial or environmental
planning.
Clearly, a DSS for assisting the reorganization of a spatial economy conforms t o the above-mentioned characteristics of DSSs in general. Fedra et
al. mention the complexity of the problem, the multi-disciplinary character,
the large variability in effects different measures may have, and the complexity of the information involved. Expressed in more general terminology:
the problem is ill-structured or better, semi-structured. It contains a large
number of decision-dependent, arbitrary moments (multi-objective), and alternatives must be evaluated on their contribution t o a pre-defined goal
state, which itself is subject t o decision making (multi-criteria). Depending
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on the chosen objectives, different aspects and questions become important.
For example, if a decision to expand a coal-fired chemical industry is made,
what products and production volumes should be implemented if a minimum
of atmospheric pollution over densely populated areas is required, while attempting to achieve maximum efficiency in coal transportation and energy
consumption? What demands would that cause for the labor market? How
can the suitability for industrial production in a region that is inaccessible to certain types of industry be improved? And if it can be done, what
does it cost and how would it change the overall regional input-output patterns? Formulating a regional economic policy also implies making decisions
about the selection of sometimes contradictory or competing goals. What
consequences does a specific production and investment plan have for the
availability of water required for agricultural purposes? Is it possible t o implement a production structure that minimizes a number of negative effects
and maximizes the positive ones? Which are the positive and the negative
ones in the first place, and how do things turn out regionally or for different
groups of people? What should be the role of agriculture? If many more
people will be absorbed by the industry, will this cause labor shortages in
agriculture? If yes, would it be wise t o decrease agricultural production,
which might be possible because of the increasing revenues from industry?
It is clear that the range of possible questions is infinite; so are the possible combinations of objectives, policy measures, and their effects. The
problem can be rephrased so that it a t least sounds a lot nicer: '... the environmental planning process is an attempt to achieve greater rationality in
the solving of problems and making of decisions on the protection, use, and
management of the physical environment. Rationality here is a methodological rule which requires systematic and explicit integration of means
and ends. It calls for the design and comparison of alternative means, in
terms of the ends they are intended t o serve.' (Davis et al., 1987; p. 241).
This abstraction must of course be associated with a (normative) model of
environmental planning (Figure 5.2). Such a model provides a structured
approach to tackling the complex problem mentioned above. Application of
such a model guarantees neither its solution, nor the generation of a satisfying composite of decisions and their effects. But it does provide a framework,
a method for tackling complex planning problems, as well as for a systematic
search for feasible solutions.
The items in the 'problem-solving' box of Figure 5.2 can be associated
with the basic characteristics of a DSS. Basic problems must be identified
and defined, alternative strategies formulated. Different strategies must be
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Figure 5.2: A conceptual model of planning (Source: Davis et al., 1987)
separately evaluated, after which the best one available must be chosen.
What is 'best' depends on the evaluation function(s), the criteria. This
pertains t o the multi-criteria character of the planning problem/DSS. The
multi-objective aspect is covered by the determination of the problems and
the strategies. Again, formulation and evaluation of strategies brings us back
t o the problem of modeling functional equivalence and the formulation of
common dimensions of functionally equivalent alternatives. Strategies must
be formulated according t o the objectives they must satisfy and evaluation
functions are chosen by the decision-maker and can be the object of political
debate.
In Figure 5.3 the conceptual scheme for a DSS for planning a regional
economy, or for 'integrated development' is shown.
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Figure 5.3: Conceptual architecture of an integrated DSS (Source: Fedra et
a/., 1987)
The three basic elements mentioned earlier: d a t a bases, models and userinteraction, are represented by the 'information system', the 'simulation system' and the 'user interface' components respectively. T h e simulation system contains the components for simulating decisions, their consequences
for the environmental, economic, or social system that is modeled, and the
optimization functions. The evaluation aspect, together with the problem
definition, are contained in the 'control programs task scheduler'.
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Model integration

The simulation system in Figure 5.3, contains a set of models about the
world, each of them representing a different perspective. A regional economy can be modeled in terms of input-output relations, but also in terms
of transportation, migration, labor market conditions, water management,
atmospheric or groundwater pollution, and so forth. Since each of these
models offers a different perspective on the same empirical environment,
while integrated planning requires that these aspects are somehow merged
and blended into a final policy, each of them must be able t o communicate
with a t least some of the other parts of the system. They need t o have access t o the data bases in order to find their input and deposit their output.
Whether or not this inter-model communication is to be realized on the level
of the models themselves is mostly a technical problem. In many cases where
different processes are represented by different models, it will be sufficient
that there is a common d a t a base from which the models can both obtain
their input data, and return results, that may then in turn be read from the
d a t a base by another model.
The data base thus represents the (simulated) regional economic system
and its physical (geographical, environmental) configuration, modified by
simulated decisions and models computing the consequences of these decisions. Consider, for example, a production plan, constructed on the basis
of a dynamic input-output model (110; Zhang et al., 1988) and an energy
demand optimization model (MAED; Vallance and Weigkricht, 1988). The
plan contains production volumes and product specifications as well as production technologies. Is this plan realistic? What, for instance, are the
locational consequences? Where can the extra amount of, say, 500,000 units
of fertilizer be produced, and where the aluminum? And what about the
coal-based chemical industry? This locational problem may be tackled with
a (relational) site suitability model which selects suitable sites for the specific types of economic activity, the results of which are then submitted (or
read by) a model that optimizes the production distribution area (PDAS;
Zebrowski et al., 1988). The consequences of all this for atmospheric pollution may then be computed with a Gaussian dispersion model (ISC; Posch,
1988), whereas the effects on water management are taken into account by
a water resources simulation model (MITSIM; Strzepek and Fedra, 1988).
At each point during such a process, it might be interesting t o evaluate the
situation on the basis of a set of user-defined criteria and constraints (DISCRETE; Fedra and Zhao, 1988). If, for instance, the production plan implies
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too much localized pollution of a specific nature, adjustments may be made.
Of course they might increase the costs and lower the energy efficiency, but
whether or not this is acceptable is a decision that only the decision maker
can make. Each of these models might require d a t a from other models,
although some d a t a can be obtained directly from the data base. Some
models depend on each other, some just represent different perspectives of
the regional economy.

5.6

The Shanxi Province DSS

The example of a (partly) causal chain of decisions simulated by a multimodel simulation system such as just mentioned, is taken from a DSS developed a t IIASA for developing the economy of Shanxi Province, the People's
Republic of China. The overall problem situation addressed by the system is
formulated as 'how t o plan for integrated industrial development centered on
a primary resource, namely coal, maximizing revenues from industrial production for a set of interdependent activities, subject t o resource constraints
and minimizing external (i.e., environmental) costs' (Fedra et al, 1987; p.
1). Before going into how this problem can be tackled by means of a hybrid
approach to decision support, it is important t o have some background information on Shanxi province, its main characteristics, and its major problems.

5.6.1

Shanxi Province: geography and development

A number of Shanxi's geographical characteristics and its recent achievements in economic development are outlined by Gao (1985), and its role
in the interprovincial trade and development between 1957 and 1979 is discussed by Lyons (1987). The maps in Figure 5.4 show the position of the
province in the People's Republic of China (a), and a few of its topographical
characteristics (b). The maximum east-west distance through the province
is about 384 kilometers, the distance from north t o south approximately 682.
The total area of land is 156,286 square kilometers, 25% of which is covered
by arable land, and 10% by forest area.
Shanxi's physical geography causes groundwater and surface water systems t o flow east, south and west. Because of great variations in elevation,
temperature and precipitation, the water resources in the various areas exhibit strong variation as well. All the rivers in Shanxi flow outward. The
drainage area of the Yellow river system with the Yellow river and the Fenhe
river as its two largest contributors, covers 62% of the total area of the
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Figure 5.4: Shanxi Province: location and some topographical features
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province. The total annual volume of water resources in Shanxi is about
19 billion cubic meters, about 80% of which stems from river water and
20% from groundwater. Distribution of the total water supply and degree
of water exploitation are displayed in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Shanxi Province: total water supply and water exploitation
Shanxi Province contains a total of 87 different types of mineral resources,
the most important ones of which are coal, iron, copper, aluminum, molybdenum, titanium, lead, gold, silver, cobalt, and limestone. Shanxi has the
largest deposits in China for 16 of these. By far the largest of these resources
is coal, the fields spreading over 80 of the 107 counties in the province, covering 56,700 square kilometers, 36.5% of the total area. T h e prospected
reserves are 900 billion tons, 203.5 billion tons of which are proven. The
total of Shanxi's coal resources accounts for about one third of the total coal
reserves in China. On a global scale this implies that Shanxi contains approximately 3.0-3.3% of the world's coal reserves. Moreover, Shanxi's coal
is of a superior quality in most of its varieties, is contained in stable seams,
and is located close t o the surface.
Figure 5.6 shows both coal production and reserves, their respective spatial distribution and statistical relationship. Both variables were categorized
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Figure 5.6: Shanxi Province: coal production and coal reserve density
because one of the variables (coal production) was only available in a classified format. The largest producer of coal for power generation in China
is Datong county (38.6 billion tons reserves) in the north of the Province.
Yangquan (19.2 billion tons reserves) is the nation's biggest producer of anthracite, and Xishan (10.7 billion tons reserves) is the fuel base of Shanxi's
capital, Taiyuan city.
In 1983 Shanxi counted 25,723,053 inhabitants, generating an average
population density of 165 inhabitants per square kilometer. The maps in
Figure 5.7, however, show that there are considerable differences in population density, due t o the large concentrations of people in large cities such as
Taiyuan city (2,344,452), Datong city (1,000,062), Changzhi city (2,713,984),
Yangquan city (1,048,443), and Jincheng city (1,820,330). The distribution
of population density is the first indicator of Shanxi's main axis of economic
development, running from'north-east t o south-west, with a second center
of development in the south-east.
This axis of economic activity can be inferred from various kinds of data.
Industrial production is shown in Figure 5.8, energy consumption in Figure 5.9. Another indicator is the relation between the total water supply
and total water exploitation as shown in Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.9: Shanxi Province: energy consumption
Agricultural activity, on the other hand, shows a pattern that is different from that of industrial activity. Figure 5.10, for instance, shows that
although the wheat production areas are part of the central axis of development, corn production is mainly in the east of the province. Figure 5.11
shows the distributions for cattle and pig raising. Again, large parts of the
eastern counties are characterized by large numbers.
A picture emerges of an industrialized, developing axis down the middle
of the province, along the Fenhe river, where the cities and many of the
coal reserves are situated, supplemented with a somewhat local center of
development in the south-east, concentrated around a few large cities. The
eastern part.of the province has a typically agricultural role. The western
parts seem t o lack any significant economic activity, although a few of the
counties might act as local growth poles because of the presence of mineral
resources.

5.6.2

Shanxi Province: the problem

After the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the province
went through three stages of development:
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1. Restoration and economic adjustment (1949-1965): During this period, "the establishment of the industrial technical basis had heightened the productive capacity to a new level, ascertained the leading
position of industry in the whole economy and laid a solid foundation
for setting up a comparatively coordinated developing system of national economy and a socialist industrial system." (Gao, 1985; p. 15).
Coal production was increased sharply. T h e same happened in the
metallurgical, engineering, chemical and textile industries. City and
town infrastructures were greatly improved.

2. Third and fourth five-year plan period (1966-1 975): The cultural revolution; period of vigorous political struggle and social turbulence.
Investment and economic development slowed down considerably.
3. Fifth and sixth five-year plan period (1976-1986): This period is characterized by the "strategic decision of shifting the stress of work t o the
socialist construction of modernization" (Gao, 1985; p. 19). Shanxi
was planned as the center of a large geographical base for energy generation and the heavy and chemical industries. 16 Projects were set up
in Shanxi, ranging from large coal-based industries to a 500,000 volt
high- tension transmitting and transformation project.
By 1983 Shanxi contained 9,809 industrial enterprises, 3.42 times as many
as in 1949. Their fixed assets amounted t o 85 times that of 1949, and the
industrial output had been multiplied by a factor of 68.8. An example:
in 1983, an average 3.7 days of steel smelting equaled the largest annual
production of steel before 1949. The figures for producing raw coal, electric
power, and caustic soda were 14.2, 1.25, and 2.58 respectively. The large
and medium-sized industrial projects were spread over 42 different counties.
Notwithstanding these achievements, the economic development of
Shanxi is characterized by some important problems (Fedra et al., 1987;
p. 10):
1. The province's economy is characterized by a low degree of efficiency.
The industrial output values and revenues are about 36% beneath the
national average, profits and taxes are 30% below, and labor productivity is 29% below. As a result, income and living standards of the
population are beneath the national average. Development alternatives
that better suit Shanxi's character and situation, leading t o steadier
growth and increased welfare should be pursued.
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2. Earlier, focus on the growth of industrial output, especially heavy industry, led to serious imbalances with regard t o agriculture and light
industry. Industry tends t o be labor intensive with low profits and little
flexibility. The introduction of more flexibility and a better balanced
industrial production is of great importance.
3. Environmental problems are becoming serious. This currently pertains t o pollution of surface water, groundwater, and air, but also t o
a looming water shortage. Future developments must therefore take
ecological and water supply factors into account.

A number of development objectives have therefore been formulated:
1. By t h e year 2000, annual industrial and agricultural output should be
quadrupled from the 1980 basis, implying an annual 7.5% growth rate
over the next 10-15 years;

2. Substantially raise the living standards of the population, taking into
account t h e needs of both production and consumption;
3. The province aims to achieve 270 million tons of annual coal output
by the end of the century;
4. Simultaneous development of the economy, society, science, and technology, with attention paid t o an ecological balanced development.
Solving the problems and achieving the objectives is subject t o various
constraints:

1. Capital constraints: the 1984 level of investment was about 40 billion
yuan, with an estimated annual growth rate of 7.5%;
2. Water resources: currently, with about 50% of all water resources developed and a planned fourfold increase in production, problems of
quantity, location, and distribution have begun t o become serious;
3. T h e current transportation network has insufficient capacity for processing the total freight volume;
4. Serious environmental problems are anticipated;
5. There is a considerable shortage of skilled labor;
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6. Technology and management are Shanxi's weak points.
These and other constraints must be taken into account in further planning the economic development of Shanxi Province. The leaders of Shanxi
Province have a lot of decisions t o make as t o how t o rearrange overall planning, implementation of policies, coordination and the use of economic means
of regulation in such a way that the objectives can be achieved. Earlier, it
was mentioned that this kind of problem is well suited for implementation
in a DSS. A significant part of the relations and mechanisms of a spatial
economy can be captured in models. Aims and constraints are subject t o
decision making and determine the fixed parameters of the models. The
problem is a clear example of one for which there is no single, or only a
few, ideal solutions. Many courses of action can be thought of, each of them
having different consequences for different parts of the economy or regional
society as a whole. Moreover, various interests and objectives may require
different measures since they are characterized by different requirements.
Some of these objectives may furthermore be mutually contradictory or may
compete with each other for the same resources. Evaluation of the sets of
functionally equivalent means can then be done on common dimensions such
as 'which alternatives are the least competitive', 'which are the cheapest',
or 'which are most sensitive to future changes in object characteristics'.

5.6.3

Overview of the DSS

Fedra et al. (1987) suggest a DSS that supports decision-making and strategic planning on a scientific basis. T h e DSS should provide direct assistance
t o top-level decision makers. "It must accentuate problem-mindedness over
solution-mindedness in that it perceives as critical the need to explore the
nature of the problem and t o generate alternatives rather than purely t o
dwell on the choice among alternatives, as this last precludes, or at least
inhibits, the exploration of novel avenues." (Fedra et al., 1987; p. 13). This
'objective' goes well with the notion of a decision maker as his own model,
assisted by a system that can help explore smaller, complex problems. The
idea behind such a system is thus that it is the decision-maker who, by virtue
of his knowledge and experience, is able t o reduce the huge search space t o
a much smaller space of possible lines of action. This smaller space, however, is still large enough t o contain many possible combinations of actions
and various versions of actions. Furthermore, each of these lines of action
might still have t o be investigated on its actual feasibility. This makes the
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objective-means relationships go one level deeper. The decision maker's
means become the objective of a deeper model. What is attractive though,
is that the provision of models and means t o sirnulate changes in the system
by a DSS, can also stimulate the decision maker t o develop new means and
strategies.
The approach suggested by Fedra et al. should lead t o some scenarios of
the overall structure and relationships characterizing certain types of policy
measures. Definite values must be subject to the user's preference, since
they provide the decision makers with the opportunity t o introduce their
own insights and knowledge. The result of this was a prototype DSS, the
architecture of which was displayed in Figure 5.3. The overall system was
designed as a 'hybrid' system, meaning that the system contains a number
of different approaches t o implementation. Due t o the diverse nature of the
information required, multiple knowledge representation paradigms are integrated. Some aspects, like the relational matching model and a symbolic
macroeconomic simulator require knowledge-based, rule-oriented information processing and modeling, whereas a Gaussian dispersion model or a
specific water management model use traditional numerical data-processing.
The start-up screen of the Shanxi Province Prototype DSS (Figure 5.12)
shows a number of aspects of the implementation and approach t o DSSs
developed at IIASA.
1. Models and data bases:
The system contains thirteen different models (for a list of contributors, refer
t o IIASA (1988; p. iii, iv), three user interactive d a t a bases, and a prototype
interactive problem definition module (Winkelbauer and Reitsma, 1988).
Each of the models covers a different perspective on the province, and can
be used t o evaluate policy measures, changes in Shanxi's characteristics, or
can be consulted for optimum solutions, given an initial situation. Currently,
only a few models are truly coupled. In future releases, however, much more
attention may be paid t o integrating the models in the way discussed earlier.
Models and d a t a bases are separated, although they can be linked conceptually. The d a t a bases (GEO, COMP, and a GIS-component of REPLACE),
provide information on a large range of attributes. The information is both
spatial and statistical (Figures 5.5-5.11). The REPLACE d a t a base/GIS is
completely linked to the relational matching model for site suitability (refer
t o Section 5.7.9 for a more detailed discussion).

2. Graphic presentation:
At the beginning of this chapter the problem of models which are difficult t o
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Figure 5.12: Start-up screen of the IIASA-ACA Shanxi Province DSS
access, use and understand, and the need for user-friendly interfaces, efficient
and clear presentation of input and output of model d a t a and information
in general, was addressed. In the system presented here this is realized by
a fully graphic implementation. D a t a are presented by icons, maps or a
combination of these. Model results are directly projected onto maps or,
if the output is non-spatial, in graphs, icons, or combinations of either of
them with numbers. T h e system is completely mouse-driven, so t h a t hardly
any keyboard entry is required. Setting of parameters and constraints is
done graphically and by means of the mouse. A nice example of replacing
complicated input, both conceptually and technically, by a user-friendly,
understandable procedure, is shown in Figure 5.13 and color Plate 1.
This screen is of the specific task t o be conducted in the preparation of the
d a t a for the execution of an atmospheric pollution model (for an overview
of this model refer t o Posch (1988); for an application refer t o Fedra et al.
(1987)). T h e model needs considerable quantities of meteorological data
including information about temperature, wind-speed and wind direction,
atmospheric stability, inversion layers, etc. However, if the model is t o be
used by planners who must take decisions as t o where t o locate certain
production plants that pollute the air, these d a t a need t o be replaced by
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Figure 5.13: Setting up the data for the atmospheric pollution model
less specialized and easier-to-understand representations. Therefore, various
combinations of these factors representing frequently occurring weather patterns, are presented as icons, which can be selected by the user of the model
by means of the mouse. They form an alternative way of preparing the input
for the model. The output of the model is shown in color Plate 1. Instead
of complicated tables and graphs, the results are directly projected onto the
map of the area, and various explanation boxes inform the user of what is
on the screen and the available features.
3. M e n u - and default-driven:
The system is menu- and default-driven. This means that the sequence of
actions a user can ask the system t o perform, is limited t o the extent that
certain sets of actions have t o be conducted in a specific order, and that the
feasibility of an action depends on the context of its use. Nested use of menus
results in a tree-like procedure. From each of the menus the user can exit
t o the above level, or go deeper, by choosing another option. Every menu is
accompanied by an explanation facility that tells the user what the options
of the menu stand for. For all the models default values are set. This means
that upon entry, there is always a valid input set-up on which a model can
run. The user can of course alter the default settings by telling the system
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(either by means of a menu or by pointing with the mouse device t o the
appropriate locations on the screen). This will then either provide the user
with instructions of how the attributes and parameter(s) can be changed, or
with a graphic editor for modifying attribute values. Most editors are 'smart'
in the sense that they 'know' the limits values can take, either because of
the values other variables have, or because of pre-defined boundaries set by
the developer.
5.6.4

REPLACE: RElational Plant Location and
Acquisition Enquiry

As is apparent from Figure 5.12, the relational site suitability matching system described in Chapters 3 and 4 constitutes a separate module in the
overall Shanxi Province DSS under the name 'REPLACE' (for some data on
applied software and hardware, refer t o Appendix 4). The significance and
possible usefulness of a site suitability evaluation model for the overall DSS
does not need t o be discussed here in great detail. From what has been discussed in Chapter 2 and from the examples presented earlier in this chapter,
it will be clear that for the planning of regional development, production
milieu and site suitability measurements can be important aspects. Planned
production must be located somewhere. Questions as to where this is feasible need t o be answered. Conducting several site suitability measurements
for different types of activities may point out areas that might be prone t o
competing for allocation.

5.7

REPLACE: functions, implementation
and 'looks'

The core model of REPLACE and its implementation were described in
Chapter 4. But as with the other models in the Shanxi Province DSS, the
implementation had to be enhanced by a whole series of extensions and
interfaces before it could be considered compatible with the overall features
of the system. For example, no selectionlediting opportunities for either
the locations or the activities had been incorporated. The same holds for
the way the output of the model is displayed, the implementation of the
explanation routines, the opportunities for introducing 'don't care' values
into the model, the way the user can specify dimension-specific matchings,
and so forth. Figure 5.14 shows the tasks REPLACE can perform. As with
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the other modules in the DSS, REPLACE is completely menu-driven, the
functions can be displayed as a tree of menus and menu options.
T h e remainder of this chapter consists of a sequence of paragraphs, each
of them allotted to a specific function of the REPLACE system and its
implementation. The discussion of these functions and options takes the
form of a number of examples and illustrations from case studies, some of
which are dealt with in more detail in Chapter 6. T h e illustrations are color
screen dumps, transformed into black-and-white raster dumps. To obtain
an idea of what things look like on a 19 inch, 1152 x 900 pixel color monitor,
refer t o the color plates in this report.

5.7.1

Main menu

The main menu constitutes the initial state of the REPLACE system from
where major functions and actions can be executed. T h e associated screen
(Figure 5.15) shows the main menu itself, as well as information on the
current settings of a number of components of the matching process.
A map of the counties of Shanxi Province with their capitals appears
on the screen. It was decided to use the 107 counties of the province as
the total set of locations from which the activity-specific production milieu
could be constructed. Arguments for taking the county as the object of
measurement are given in Chapter 6. T h e triangles pointing t o some of the
capitals represent a limited set of counties that is currently considered t o be
the total set for which a matching must be conducted. In many instances
a user might not be interested in a total matching for all 107 counties,
but instead may only want t o inspect the matching results for a limited
set of counties or for just one county. The 'Select set of counties' option
enables the user to modify this set of locations. The number of currently
selected counties is displayed on the screen. Also displayed are the 'current
activity', the 'current dimensions', three 'decision parameters' that inform
the matching program of what is t o be done in case information needed for
the matching is missing and how a numerical mismatch must be interpreted,
as well as a bit of general information on the REPLACE system. Activity,
dimensionality, set of counties, and the value of the decision parameters,
is information that is needed before a matching can be conducted. Any
matching needs an initial setting for these four types of data. As is the case
with the other models in the Shanxi Province DSS, REPLACE is default
driven. This means that there is always a current activity, dimensionality,
etc., so that the matching model can be run a t any time, even upon entry
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Figure 5.15: Start-up of the REPLACE system
into the system. Current settings can be changed by selecting the 'Select the
activity', 'Select the dimensions', and the 'Set decision parameters' options,
respectively. Invoking these and other actions from the main menu will result
in a complete or partial change of the screen. The screen belonging t o the
new task is called up, together with a new menu, or some instructions on
options are available t o the user. In case the program is doing something on
its own, such as running the matching model, the user is informed. After the
task is completed, the program returns t o the main menu and its associated
screen. If the set of counties, activity, dimensionality, or decision parameters
have been altered, the corresponding information on the main menu screen
is changed. Selection of the 'RETURN T O MAIN MENU' option terminates
the REPLACE session and the system returns t o the Shanxi Province DSS
master menu (Figure 5.12).

5.7.2

'Run the matching model'

Selection of this option invokes the site suitability matching process. The
matching program collects the necessary information: current activity, initial
set of counties, and dimensionality, then loads the activity-specific rule base
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(inference tree(s)) into the Prolog d a t a base, and conducts the matching as
explained in Chapters 3 and 4.
T h e associated screen (color Plate 3) shows information on the activity
that is currently matched for. As mentioned earlier, many of the activity's
characteristics are derived from other, more basic characteristics. In color
Plate 3, for instance, the coal requirement is a clear function of the annual
production (basic data) and the coal consumption rate for that specific industry. Matching the counties against the activity is a simple sequential
process. In Section 4.4.3 it was explained that it was chosen to conduct
the matching on a county-specific basis, thus conducting a full matching for
one county before continuing with the next one. One of the advantages of
this approach is that the matching results can be mapped onto the map of
Shanxi Province during the matching process. Counters in the lower right
of the screen show the number of matches, failures, and counties yet t o be
matched, while each time a county has been matched and the match turns
out successful, a little mapping routine places the activity symbol in the
county on the map. If the initial set contained enough locations, and if
matches are found, patterns such as the ones in color Plate 3 or Figure 5.16
may emerge. Finally, after the matching process is finished, a menu is put
up that enables the user either t o go into the explanation phase, or t o return
t o the main menu.
5.7.2.1 'Explain matching results'
If the user wants t o have some explanation as t o why specific counties did
not match (failed), he can ask the system for an explanation. Selection of
the 'Explain matching results', will first make the system request the user
t o select a county for explanation (Figure 5.16). This is done by leaving
the map with matching results on the screen (note that the maps in color
Plate 3 and Figure 5.16 are taken from different matchings), and putting the
names of the counties that were contained in the matching (here all 107 of
them) t o the left of it. Names of counties that matched are displayed in blue,
names of those which failed t h e matching requirements are in red. The user is
instructed t o select a county that failed the matching (red) for explanation by
means of the mouse. Selection is shown by displaying the name of the county
in yellow, and by putting up a green triangle on the corresponding location
on the map. Evidently, a triangle can only point t o a county that does
not contain an activity symbol representing a successful matching. Selection
routines such as these are made flexible by combining continued selection
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Figure 5.16: Selecting a county for explanation
with termination by repeated menu option choice. For the user this means
that once he has selected the 'Select county for explanation' option from the
menu in Figure 5.16, he can keep selecting counties-each new selection will
undo the previous selection-until the 'Select county for explanation' option
(marked with a blue arrow t o show that it is the option that is currently
active), is selected again. This will then fix the selection, which is then
handed over t o the control program that passes it t o the actual explanation
routine. This continued selection with menu termination is the convention
that was chosen for the whole of the Shanxi Province DSS. Upon return
from the explanation, the user can select another county for explanation by
choosing the select option again. Selection of the 'RETURN T O UPPER
LEVEL' option makes the program return to the main menu.
Once the county for which explanation is requested is fixed, the list of
names disappears from the screen and is replaced by the explanation results
(see color Plate 6). In order to be able t o fully understand output such as
shown in color Plate 6 one has t o consider the way the explanation is built up
and displayed on the screen. T h e explanation routine consists of two parts:
the first collects all the information needed in the explanation, the second
orders it and puts it on the screen. The collecting of the information is
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done by inspecting matching documentation from the Prolog d a t a base that
was left there by the matching program. In Section 4.4.4 it was explained
that it was chosen t o leave information in the d a t a base while matching,
rather than carrying it along during the matching. Also left in the d a t a base
is the route through the various dimension-specific inference trees. This
information is used by the explanation routine and is removed upon return
t o the main menu. The matching information contains only items from the
inference trees, and the locations in those trees where failures occur. No
specific values on requirements and county characteristics are documented.
It is for this reason that the gathering of the explanation information does
not only involve the collecting of the information left in the d a t a base, but
also a second 'going-through-the-inference-trees' in order t o find the relevant
attribute values. Once all this is done, the information is handed over t o the
analyzing and the parsing programs. The analyzing routine (re)organizes the
information so that it takes the format of decision rules. This implies the
separation of a route through the tree (the entries behind the arrow symbols
in color Plate 6, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13) from the matching rule, and
within the matching rule, the separation of the 'given' part (the v g e t clauses
in Figure 4.7) from the actual requirements. The parsing routine then parses
this information into a more natural language oriented format, after which
everything is written t o the screen. In case the explanation requires more
than one page, pages are displayed sequentially. Note that the explanation
in color Plate 6 contains multiple entries for the 'raw materials' dimension.
This is caused by setting of 'don't care' values.

5.7.3

'Select the activity'

In Chapter 3 it was explained that it was preferred to work with separate,
generic types of activities, rather than with one large classification tree of
which the root would be something like 'spatial activity'. As an empirical
case study for both the development of REPLACE and the content of the
Shanxi Province DSS, several generic types of industries were selected. For
these types (simple) rule bases were developed. But if various generic types
of activities are available, the user must be able t o specify the type the site
suitability measurements must be carried out for. For reasons of clarity,
full specification of an activity may require two steps: selection of a generic
type, and the setting of specific attribute values for that type (see paragraph
5.7.6). Figure 5.17 shows the activity type selection screen. Only a few types
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Figure 5.17: Selecting an activity for matching
are available, each of them having their own pictorial symbol (the symbols
for aluminum and aluminum processing have different colors).
A problem that has to be dealt with in loading rule bases (inference
trees) for different activity types is that the various rule bases must not
get mixed up with each other. The best way of avoiding this, is to allow
only one activity-specific rule base in memory a t any one time. To achieve
this in (Quintus) Prolog, different rule bases were stored in different files. A
default activity rule base is loaded into the Prolog d a t a base when REPLACE
is started up. Special loading routines were therefore written that would
monitor the loading and administer the predicates and their arguments when
loaded from the file. T h e combination of file name and list of predicates and
arguments enables removal of the entire rule base from the d a t a base again if
the user selects another activity type. After the rule base for the old activity
type has been removed, t h e one for the new type is loaded using the same
procedure. To avoid a lot of useless loading and unloading of rule bases,
checks were incorporated for instances when the user selects a new activity
which is the same as the current one.
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5.7.4

'Select set of counties'

It is very well possible that the user is not interested in matching results for
the entire province. Perhaps he is only interested in the results for a small
set of counties (e.g., the large cities) or in just one particular county. For
this reason it was decided to keep the initial set of locations as a variable
so that the user can specify his own set of counties for which a matching
must be carried out. Figure 5.18 shows the screen that is associated with
the routine that takes care of this.

mi!@&f$%Baatff*$*e
RELATIONAL
Counties I n

MATCHING MODEL

BIWA

Shanxr Province...

?lect a menu-option..

Figure 5.18: Selecting countries for matching
The counties on the map correspond with the alphabetically ordered
list of names on the left. Counties can be selected by clicking a mouse
button while pointing on the screen at either their names, or a t the capitals
on the map. The reason for allowing selection from the map is that it
is conceivable that the user is interested in counties that have a special
topographical character, such as border counties, counties from a specific
part of the province, or counties representing large cities. Selected counties
are displayed in red in the names list, and with a green triangle on the map.
If a selected county is selected again, the selection is undone. The selection
triangle is taken away and the name turns t o blue again. Toggling between
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select and de-select enables the user t o correct selections made by mistake.
The full set of 107 counties is the default.

5.7.5

'Select the dimensions'

In Chapter 3 a number of advantages of working with a dimensional structure
of the matching problem were mentioned. Among them were the possibilities of dimension-specific matching, and the integration of object demands by
putting them into separate dimensions. Prerequisite for this kind of flexibility is that the user must be able t o make his own choice for the dimensionality
of the matching problem, of course within the limits of the total dimensionality as defined in the model. Furthermore, in Section 3.6, it was suggested
that demands generated by objects be represented in separate dimensions.
A routine that enables the user t o incorporate these dimensions into the
matching problem or exclude them from it is therefore a requisite. Selection
of the 'Select the dimensions' option from the main menu triggers a routine
that enables the user t o do this. Figure 3.3 shows a possible screen that
appears. The left side of the screen shows the current activity, the dimensional tree and a menu. The content of the dimensional tree is dependent on
the current activity. A different activity may be associated with a different
dimensional tree. The dimensional tree is also hierarchical. If a dimension
is selected then all its sub-dimensions are also selected. Selected dimensions
are displayed in red, unselected ones in grey. As with selecting counties for
matching, selection is done by clicking a mouse button while pointing a t the
dimension name. Selection and de-selection toggle. Full dimensionality is
the default.

5.7.6

'Edit current activity'

Determining the characteristics of the activity for which a matching is conducted requires two steps; selection of a generic type (Section 5.7.3) and,
if required, editing of this type of specific attributes. Activity attributes
can be divided in three ways that are important for editing them. First,
they can be split up in independent, basic attributes, and dependent, derived ones. Another distinction is the one that separates inferential variables
from non-inferential ones. The inferential variables are the ones that serve
as nodes in the inference trees. These inferential variables, in their turn, can
be separated into attributes that can take 'don't care' values, and attributes
that cannot. Yet another distinction is the separation into categorical and
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numerical attributes. The editor was constructed t o handle both the modification of independent variables and the setting/cancellation of 'don't care'
values. These dichotomies are independent, however, so we can treat them
separately.
If one disregards the 'don't care' values for a moment, it will be clear
that the editing of activity attributes only pertains t o the independent ones.
Dependent variables are functionally derived from either other dependent
ones, independent ones, or a combination. Their dependent character renders their editing 'impossible', even if they are inferential attributes. Figure
5.19, for example contains the inferential attribute 'production volume'. It
can take the values 'small' and 'large', but the proper category is determined
by a hidden function on the basis of the 'annual production'. Suppose that
the small-large boundary is 100 units of production. Suppose furthermore
that the user specifies that the production volume should be large. Which
annual production should go with that? Clearly, a production larger that
100 units, but how much larger? That this is not an arbitrary matter becomes clear if it is known that other attributes such as the amounts of coal
and water that are needed are also partly computed on the basis of the annual production. It was therefore decided to restrict the editing of activity
attributes t o the independent attributes only. For these, a special-purpose
editor was implemented, a screen of which is shown in Figure 5.19.
T h e screen contains the current activity, a dimension, a number of attributes, their current values and their possible values, and a menu. Current
values are displayed in red, possible values in blue. Attributes are separated in categorical and numeric ones. Editing of the variables happens by
clicking a mouse button while pointing a t a categorical score for categorical attributes, or by dragging the value pointer (little triangles) along the
associated numerical scale. Alternatively, the new values can be entered by
means of the keyboard.
There is a relation between the dimension displayed on the screen, and
the variables listed. Editing of the activity at tributes occurs on a dimensional
basis. Preceding the actual editing, therefore, the user is prompted t o select
a dimension for editing. This is done by means of a routine that is similar
t o the one described in Section 5.7.5. The only difference is that only the
leaves of the dimensional tree can be selected. The reason for this is that
only these basic dimensions are connected with inference trees, and it is in
the inference trees that activity attributes are contained. These are then
included in a technique for dynamically editing activity attributes.
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Figure 5.19: Editing the activity attributes
5.7.6.1 Dynamic editing of activity attributes

It was decided t o implement the editing of the activity attributes in such a
way that after the user modifies the values of the attributes, the system can
show the consequences of these modifications for the inference process. A
possible solution for this is a process in which the editor simulates the inference on the basis of the current activity and current values of the inferential
activity attributes. In other words, it searches its route through the inference
tree, guided by t h e current values of the inferential variables. In the start-up
situation these are all the default values. T h e result of these default settings
is therefore a default inference, since the total set of activity attribute values
is logically equivalent t o a specific route through the inference tree.
If the user tells the system he wants t o change an inferential activity
attribute, a change in its value may or may not lead t o a different path in t h e
inference process. How can that be shown? It was decided t o provide the user
with only a subset of the inferential variables. This subset contains only those
variables t h a t represent the appropriate route through the inference tree on
the basis of the attribute values as they are a t that particular moment. If
the user chooses t o change t h e value of one or more of the attributes in this
subset, t h e 'Evaluate the editing' option gives control back t o the inference
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program, which will process the inference tree on the basis of the values of
the attributes at that moment, including the change just made. In case this
change affects the route taken through the network, it will be shown a t the
next editor action since by then the subset of attributes that can be edited
will have changed. If, on the other hand, the subset did not change, the
user knows that the modification of the attribute value just made was not
significant.
Apart from changes in the set of attributes, this process will also update
all the values of dependent attributes that need t o be modified as a result
of the editing of the independent attribute. It is worth noting that this
approach is dynamic in the sense that modifications in one attribute can
effect the 'edi tability' of other attributes. In terms of the relational meaning
of the variables: setting certain variables t o certain values can rearrange the
inference track, thereby causing new categorizations of other variables. This
dynamic element, however, implies specific requirements for the part of the
program that simulates the inference and builds up the subset of variables
that can be edited at the next editor action.
First of all, there must be an inference simulator, a routine that simulates
the inference by finding its way through the inference tree according t o the
rule base on the one hand and the values of the actor attributes as they are
set during the editing on the other. This, however, is not really problematic
since this routine is very similar t o the one that guides the actual matching
and which has t o be available anyhow. A more difficult problem concerns the
building of the subset of changeable attributes, especially if case-dependent
variables are involved. The technique applied here is that although for each
editing action the complete activity attribute list is put on the screen, the
editor determines which of them can be edited by comparing each of the
attributes with each of the ones in a list built up during the simulation of
the inference. As long as the variables in this list are independent variables,
this is a straightforward procedure. However, in case of a dependent attribute, things become more awkward and a special procedure must then be
followed. The problem t o be solved here can be described as follows. The inference simulation is driven by the content of the inference tree, as well as by
knowledge about current values of actor attributes. A dependent attribute,
however, is nowhere in the data base represented by a fixed value, whereas
the variables needed to compute that value are not necessarily present in
the inference tree. The inference tree contains only inferential variables and
from the example above it becomes clear that these can be dependent ones.
This means that while the inferential attribute itself should never be edited
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(it is dependent), the basic attributes of which its value is a function and
which therefore should be changeable, cannot be reached by t h e inference
simulator. To solve this problem a set of 'actor-demon declarations' was
added t o the actors d a t a base. Each of these declarations is a slot of the
form:

where Demon-attributes is a list of the actor attributes contained in the
demon for Inferential-attribute. In case the inference simulator encounters
an inferential attribute that can be recognized as a dependent attribute:

it marks this attribute as 'un-editable', looks in the corresponding
actor-demon clause for the list of associated attributes, and appends this
list held by the inference simulator, so that when this attribute is encountered by the editor, i t will know that it can be edited.
There are, however, some problems associated with this technique. A
rather serious disadvantage is that the order of the actor variables in the
actor's attribute list becomes relevant. It should not be possible that a n
attribute in the attribute list is processed as 'un-editable', while later on,
because of this demon dependency, it is added t o the simulator's list of
attributes. Another problem concerns the actor-demon declarations themselves. Basically, they are redundant and should, if possible, be avoided.
Perhaps future versions will be rid of this problem.
5.7.6.2 Select/deselect 'don't care' values

T h e 'Edit current activity' option does not only allow the user to assign new
values t o activity attributes, it also enables the setting or undoing of 'don't
care' values. T h e 'editability' of attributes when 'don't cares' are considered is somewhat different from the editing process just described. 'Don't
care' values can only be assigned to inferential variables; whether they are
independent or not does not matter (refer t o the 'production volume' example above for clarification). However, not every inferential variable can
get assigned a 'don't care' score. Numeric attributes have the problem that
even though they might, conceptually, get a 'don't care' value assigned, their
value might be needed t o calculate dependent varia.bles. If this is the case,
then with what discrete value should a 'don't care' be associated? For that
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reason it was decided that no numerical inferential variables can get 'don't
care' values assigned; they are reserved for categorical variables only. Furthermore, those categorical variables that are dependent ones, and of which
the numeric variables they were derived from are needed in the matching
process in order to derive yet other numeric variables, cannot get 'don't
care' values assigned either. Allowing this would mean that the functional
relation between the independent and dependent attributes is given up.
Once an attribute gets a 'don't care7value assigned (Figure 5.19) normal
editing is inhibited until the 'don't care7is undone. It will be clear that with
these kinds of d a t a dependencies, determining the 'editability7 of variables
and determining whether or not variables can be subject t o generalization,
is a rather complex procedure, which required quite a lot of editor-Prolog
control and matching program interaction.
An extra complication associated with 'don't care7values is that of how
to handle them in the explanation of the matching results. Because a 'don't
care' value implies that more than one route through the inference tree can be
followed, failure t o match the requirements means that all these alternative
routes must also be part of the explanation. The example of an explanation
screen in color Plate 6 shows how this is solved in REPLACE. As can be
seen, explanation is dimension-specific, but since the attribute 'major means
of transport' was assigned a 'don't care' value, various attempts at matching
for the 'transportation' dimension were carried out. These are represented
with the various entries for the 'transportation' dimension. The different
scores associated with the 'major means of transport' attribute represent
the alternative routes through the inference tree as a result of the 'don't
care7.

5.7.7

'Edit county data base'

One of the possible applications of a relational matching model of site suitability is the exploration of possible consequences if characteristics of either
the activity or the empirical environment (the locations) change. An automated system should therefore be equipped with possibilities t o modify the
d a t a bases so that county d a t a can be replaced or erased and modifications
and updates can be implemented. For these reasons a county editor was
developed (Figure 5.20).
The editor operates in much the same way as the activity editor, but
its control is by far not as complex. Editing a county is, of course, countyspecific. Therefore, after the user selects the 'Edit county data base' option,
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Figure 5.20: Editing the county d a t a base
he is first prompted t o select a county for editing. This is done by a routine
that is similar t o the one displayed in Figure 5.18. T h e only difference is
that in this case only one county can be selected at a time.
Editing county attributes happens in the usual way: by pointing a t the
attributes and dragging along the number bars, by entering values by means
of the keyboard, or by selecting the required category in case of nominal
variables. T h e editor works in page mode, so that the user can step through
the pages until the page with the wanted attribute is displayed. Since the
user may want to make modifications permanent, a 'Save county d a t a base'
option is provided. After selection of this option, the user is asked for confirmation (Figure 5.20). If the saving is confirmed, a new version of the county
d a t a base is installed. T h e old version is retained as a back-up copy. Only
one back-up copy is retained.

5.7.8

'Set decision attributes'

The user can specify some global parameters that are taken into account
when the matching takes place. These parameters tell the matching system
what t o do in case specific situations occur. Three of these are defined in the
current version of REPLACE: missing activity information, missing county
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information, and numerical mismatch. Numerical mismatch cannot really
be regarded a 'special' circumstance. Within the framework of relational
measurement there is nothing special about it. If the requirements by either
a county or activity are not met by the counterpart; activity or county, the
matching fails. However, the sensitivity of a matching is something that
deserves some attention. What, for instance ought to be done, if a firm
requires the county t o have a 1000 units of something, and only 989 are
available? Strictly speaking, the county does not match the requirements
by the firm and no relational match may occur. But it can be interesting t o
get an idea of the robustness of the resulting matching patterns by allowing
for a margin or tolerance of numerical mismatch. The following rules for a
percentage tolerance level T , were implemented.

a=b:

[e]
* 5 T;
a-b

100

The default value of this parameter (the 'matching tolerance' from Figure 5.15) is set t o 0.0, the maximum value is 0.15. The current value of
the parameter is checked by the matching program, whenever a numerical
requirement has t o be evaluated. Detection of this type of requirement is
done by comparing the requirement operator with the list [<, 5 , =, 2,>].
T h e other two global decision parameters tell the matching mechanism
what t o decide on in case either activity or county information is missing.
This constitutes a problem, because it introduces indecisiveness into the
model. If a n activity requires 1000 units of something but the amount of
units that a location can provide is unknown, what should the outcome be?
By the same token, if the .inference trees declare that in order t o calculate
how much a n activity needs of something A must be multiplied by B, but B is
unknown, what implications does that have for the matching? It was decided
t o give the user the opportunity t o choose between two options: requirements
in which unknown information is involved either fail or succeed.
T h e 'unknown actor scores' and 'unknown object scores7parameters (Figure 5.15) tell which of these alternatives should be used for missing activity
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and county information respectively. If the user specifies the 'succeed' option,
requirements involving missing information succeed, but only if additional
parts of the requirement, if any, do not fail t o be satisfied. As with the introduction of 'don't care' values, the possibility of influencing the matching
parameters must be taken
process by these 'what-if-information-is-missing'
into account during the explanation of the matching result.
5.7.9

REPLACE data-analysis module: a dedicated GIS

T h e main menu contains one more option not yet dealt with: 'REPLACE
data-analysis'. Selection of this option activates a more or less separate
data-analysis module, connected to REPLACE in several ways, but basically
independent. It co~istitutesa prototype of a dedicated GIs.
The term 'dedicated GIs' requires some explanation. The Shanxi Province DSS can be considered a 'dedicated' DSS. It is a DSS of which the
models and their conceptual and implemented interactions, the representational formats (looks), the decision structures, etc., are attuned t o the
Shanxi Province economic developmental circumstances. Of course, it contains numerous elements that can be used and combined into other DSSs
t o serve other, similar, or perhaps quite different goals. But a number of
features such as the choice of models, the mapping, the geographical aggregation levels, etc., are typical for Shanxi or perhaps for a Chinese Province.
In that sense, the DSS is 'dedicated'. And just as the system as a whole
is constructed for tackling a specific problem, many of its models and d a t a
bases are tailored in order t o be compatible with the typical situation of
Shanxi Province.
Geographical information systems provide ample opportunities for storage and retrieval of geographical data. Several large scale GISs have been
developed and are available (e.g., ARC/INFO and GRASS), some of them
equipped with impressive abilities to transform data t o whatever kind of aggregations, t o generate multiple overlays, three dimensional bird-perspective
maps, and so on. These massive packages are good in what they were developed for: storage and retrieval of large quantities of spatial d a t a in many
different forms and combinations. As mentioned in the introduction t o the
Shanxi Province DSS, provision of information, even standard statistical information, is an important component of decision support. The more so, if
this standard statistical information can be merged with model results into,
for instance, a map-like format. But because of the 'dedicated' character of
the Shanxi Province DSS, and also because of the user-friendly, menu/mouse
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driven, graphical character of its implementation, large scale GISs can hardly
be used for this purpose. The same thing that makes these large systems so
good at what they are good a t , i.e., their size and the multitude of possible operations offered, often make them difficult to handle. Of course, the
relational nature of concepts applies to what is 'difficult' too, but it is well
known that for non-specialists these systems can be rather hard to use and
maintain. A system like the Shanxi Province DSS, however, is made for
decision makers, not for G I s specialists.
The problem, therefore, is to find a way to be able t o store and retrieve
geographical information in such a way that it satisfies the needs for statistical and mapped information relevant t o the problem, without having to
deal with the drawbacks of working with large and unwieldy systems to get
the job done. Dedicated GISs may offer a solution here. A dedicated G I s ,
i.e., a G I s of which the capabilities are attuned t o the data, d a t a structures,
spatial aggregation levels, mappings, and predominant types of analyses that
can be expected given a specific problem, can be constructed in two ways:
either by decomposing an existing G I s and composing a new G I s from some
of its parts complemented by new cross-connections and interfaces, or by developing it from scratch. In this case, the latter option was chosen, mainly
because of the limited time available for implementation. For this small and
dedicated GIs, several tasks were recognized as being of importance:
1. Uni-variate statistical d a t a description;
2. (Re)classification of county attributes;
3. Bi-variate statistical analysis;
4. Matching results must be treated as variables;

5. Mapping on a county-specific basis.

Figure 5.21 shows the screen after the user selects the 'REPLACE dataanalysis' option from the main menu. The screen shows the map of the
province containing the categorized scores of the attribute displayed on top
of the screen, some uni-variate statistics, three frequency histograms, explanation of the colors, and a menu containing further options. 'Rural population' is the default attribute the G I s is started up with. Other attributes
can be selected by choosing the 'Select and display attribute' option from
the menu. This will then invoke a screen that enables the user to select any
of the attributes available in the system.
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Figure 5.21: Display of a county attribute
After selection of a n alternative attribute, the screen of Figure 5.21 reappears, but now showing information for the newly selected attribute. Three
frequency tables are shown: equal interval frequencies, frequencies of the
current classification, and cumulative frequencies of the current classification. Attributes are always categorized. Numerical variables are by default
categorized in 5 equal count classes (identical numbers of observations per
class). This is reflected in the structure of the two bottom frequency graphs
in Figure 5.21. The top frequency graph displays numbers of observations
in 50 equal intervals. The colored bar beneath it corresponds t o the current
classification. T h e values associated with the current class boundaries are
shown in both the explanation beneath the map, and the classification frequency graph. In case variables are indeed numerical, uni-variate statistics
are displayed. Nominal variables do not need categorization by the system.
Neither do a n equal interval frequency'graph and uni-variate statistics apply.
These are therefore not displayed. Missing values ('unknown' information)
are displayed as white, uncolored counties on the map.
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5.7.9.1 'Reclassify the attribute'
In order t o enable the user t o reclassify numerical attributes into a categorization that better suits his purposes, a special graphical reclassification
routine was developed (Currently the GIs does not offer reclassification for
nominal variables). Figure 5.22 shows a screen from a reclassification of the
variable displayed in Figure 5.2 1.
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Figure 5.22: Reclassifying a county attribute
The map, explanation, and statistics are left unaltered. The remaining
two frequency graphs have been replaced by a (re)classification box. Minimum, maximum, and mean value of the attribute are shown. The bar on
top of the box shows the current classification boundaries; they correspond
with the bar under the frequency graph. Inside the lower part of the box,
variable class boundaries are displayed by vertical lines, ending in arrowheads. They correspond to the values displayed on the right of the menu.
These lines can be dragged left or right in order t o alter the classification
boundaries. The arrow under the bar beneath the frequency graph indicates
the current position of the dragged boundary. Reclassification is terminated
by selecting the 'Reclassify the attribute' option again. Color Plate 4 shows
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the result. This kind of reclassification operation enables the user t o study
the statistical and spatial distribution in a rather flexible manner.
5.7.9.2 'Compute Bi-variate statistics'

T h e G I s component of REPLACE offers the user the opportunity t o calculate some bi-variate associations between variables. Currently only a simple,
two-variable linear regression and a chi-square test for statistical independence of categorized variables are implemented. Although many more techniques for statistical analysis of the Shanxi Province d a t a can be thought
of, these two yield some interesting possibilities for the exploration of statistical relations, especially when combined with the spatial distributions of
their variables. Naturally, regression can only be conducted for interval and
ratio variables. If regression is requested for a problem containing a nominal or ordinal variable, the system will tell the user that he does not really
want that. Figure 5.23 shows the screen after a linear regression has been
conducted.
The screen contains a scatterplot of the points, the regression line, the
parameters of the regression and significance test, as well as a map of the
residuals categorized in five equal interval classes. The x- and y-axis of the
scatterplot are linearly scaled with respect t o the minimum and maximum
values of both variables, the minimum values corresponding with the origin,
the maxima with the endpoints of the axes. As illustrated by the plot in
Figure 5.23, linear scaling of variables with a high skewness level results in
scatterplots in which many points are concentrated in a very small area.
This corrupts the visual relation between the regression line and the cloud
of points. In the current version of REPLACE, however, no alternative
scaling can be selected. In a future implementation, the user might be
provided with an on-screen interactive utility by which he can 'jump' between
alternative scalings (e.g., linear, logarithmic, square root, etc.). Likewise,
future versions of the regression test must contain options for transforming
skewed distributions toward bi-variate normal distributions, in order t o get
more meaningful significance estimates.
Whereas regression can be used for numeric attributes, a chi-squared
test for statistical independence can be applied t o a combination of categorized variables. And since, for mapping reasons, numeric variables are also
categorized, they can be included in a chi-square test as well. Statistically
there is of course no reason t o conduct a chi-square test on two numeric
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Figure 5.23: Display of the regression results
variables, but combinations of a numeric variable with a nominal one can be
interesting. Such a combination is displayed in Figure 5.24.
T h e test contains the dichotomous variable 'access t o high tension line7,
and the numeric variable 'total retail value7, classified into two categories.
T h e screen shows the spatial distributions of both variables, the observed
and expected contingency tables, and the chi-square test parameters.
All in all, the G I s part can be considered an important functional augmentation t o the REPLACE site suitability measurement system. Without
a utility that can map statistical information and the spatial distribution
of variables, it can be rather difficult t o interpret matching results, or t o
compare matching results with existing distributions of attributes.
It was mentioned that the G I s regards the results of the matching model
as a normal dichotomous (matchlfail) county attribute. The possibility of
thus linking into model results, opens up a whole range of interesting applications. If, for instance, the site suitability measurements from the relational
matching model can be considered a normal variable, then this also applies
t o site suitability measurements stemming from any other model. Since the
G I s offers the opportunities t o compare distributions of variables with each
other, both statistically and spatially, various models can be compared and
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Figure 5.24: Display of the bivariate spatial distribution of a classified variable and chi-squared statistic
evaluated with respect t o each other. An application that is mentioned in
the next chapter is that in which the knowledge acquisition process is supported by the interaction between matching model, GIs, and researcher or
domain specialist.

5.8

Conclusion

This chapter began with the assertion that many scientifically interesting
and empirically applicable models are often hard t o use, because they are
somewhat inaccessible to the people who might want t o use them. Especially
in situations of complex decision making, formal representations of various
parts of these situations might be contained in models that can be integrated by means of a DSS. Several characteristics of DSSs were discussed,
and it was argued that they might offer a useful approach t o the problem
of decision making in spatial planning. As an example, the problem of the
(re)organization of the regional economy of Shanxi Province was discussed,
together with some aspects of a prototype DSS developed a t IIASA. The
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REPLACE system forms part of this large scale DSS. Several conceptual
relations between the relational site suitability matching model and other
models from the overall DSS were mentioned, and a rather detailed overview
of the characteristics and implementation of REPLACE was presented. One
last issue t o be discussed here is the question whether a system such as REPLACE (or such as REPLACE was meant t o be), can function as a DSS on
its own. I think that a meaningful answer t o this question implicitly refers
t o the relational nature of a concept such as 'DSS'. T h e definitions of DSSs
a t the beginning of this chapter were of a typical functional character. A
computer-based system is a DSS if it can support decision making. Determining whether a specific system can actually function as a DSS, however,
requires a relational definition in terms of the requirements of the actor (the
decision maker) and the properties of the system. Clearly, there is nothing
inherent in any kind of system that makes it into a DSS. Only if the decisionmaking situation and system match each other can a system function as a
DSS. In more application-oriented terms: in situations where decisions have
t o be taken about were to locate a specific activity, or about where and which
locational circumstances must change so that a location becomes suitable for
specific types of activities, can a system such as REPLACE be considered a
DSS. These situations frequently occur in establishing regional policy measures as well as in spatial decision making by spatial activities themselves. If,
however, the decision-making situation is as in the case of Shanxi Province,
REPLACE can be no more than part of a DSS; one model, one perspective on the regional system that can be combined and integrated with many
others in order t o arrive a t a well-balanced decision.
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Examples and Applications
ABSTRACT
In this chapter some empirical work on the assessment of site
suitability in Shanxi Province is presented. T h e examples discussed are of a generic character. Rather than an attempt a t
reconstructing some precise and accurate measurements of site
suitability for some activities, the examples address more general
problems such as how to gradually build up a relational model,
how t o interpret the map patterns generated by a relational site
suitability model, and how to represent the concept of 'linkages'
by means of a relational matching model. As such, they serve
t o evaluate some of the merits, as well as problems, associated
with the method of relational matching modeling presented in
the previous chapters.

Keywords: inatching pattern, linkages, optimization, multi-criteria evaluation, robustness

6.1

Introduction:. REPLACE in the
Shanxi Province case study

In the previous chapter, the Shanxi Province case study was introduced.
This case study was discussed from the perspective of the potential DSSs
offer for model-based integrated development in general, and regional economic planning and spatial decision making in particular. As a separate
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module in the much larger Shanxi Province DSS, the prototype implementation of the REPLACE site suitability matching system was discussed in
detail. Emphasis was on the generic properties of the system: the functions
it contains, how things are implemented, what they look like on the screen,
and how the user interface was configured.
Ample attention was also given t o what was termed 'problems of datadependency' and their implementational consequences. This 'dependency'
refers t o the variation in the meaning and categorization of variables as well
as the interpretation of seemingly unambiguous and straightforward empirical d a t a as a function of where and how these d a t a are used in the relational
model. From the point of view of relational analysis, this qualitative variation in the meaning of data is one of the most important aspects of the
methodology. Depending on the characteristics of actors and the functional
relations they maintain with objects, the empirical properties of either of
t.hem must be interpreted differently. The categorization of variables is often the result of a score one or more other variables get assigned.
Another reason for the way in which these d a t a dependencies turn up
in the application of a relational matching model might be associated with
the computational nature of such a model. Although mere conjecture, it
does appear as though there is a rather strong positive relation between the
intelligence of a model or system and its computational complexity. Notions
such as 'don't care' values, 'unknown object scores' parameters, or 'inferential' variables, presume a certain level of semantic interpretation, something
which appears t o go hand in hand with increasing overhead and complexity
in computational effort.
Models such as REPLACE'S core matching model are characterized by
a decreasing separation of model and implementation, representation and
process, the declarative and procedural part. Models in which this distinction is more or less absent, for instance, specific types of process models the
implementation of which is a model of the process, are sometimes referred
t o as 'computational models' (Couclelis, 1986a, 198613; Smith, 1983, 1984).
Prolog is a programming language that is very well suited for building these
types of models. T h e nature of Prolog is such that there is no distinction
between data and program, model and process. Of course there is a very distinct separation on the level of implementation, but on the level of analysis
done by the model-cum-program, the distinction vanishes. These, and other,
issues dealt with in previous chapters all pertain t o the formal characteristics of the relational matching model contained in the REPLACE system.
T h e empirical contributions, however, have as yet only been mentioned in
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connection with the overall objectives and goals associated with the Shanxi
Province DSS. They were only implicitly presented as rather disconnected
pieces of information, hidden in examples and sample screens.
In this chapter some of these first empirical applications of the REPLACE
system are discussed in somewhat more detail. They were closely connected
with the goals as determined by the Chinese contributors and had rather
significant implications for the provision of data, both in terms of activity
d a t a such as rule bases, and locational data. Some remarks and examples
of the solutions tha,t had to be found in order to overcome these problems
are mentioned. The overview of the d a t a aspects will give the user a healthy
distrust regarding the empirical validity of the example applications but
it also generates some discussion on the sensitivity of relational matching
results t o faulty input data.
Next, some rather generic examples of how a relational matching model
could be utilized in empirical applications are discussed; generic, because
they cannot be considered full-fledged and empirically sound. They are based
on the Shanxi Province case study material and do show some of the strong
and weak points of the relational matching approach as presented here. This
chapter therefore has the character of a rather loosely organized set of examples and evaluations, set against the background of the Shanxi Province case
study material. Some examples are considered self-explanatory or obvious.
Others, however, serve to illustrate specific theoretical and methodological
points; although most of them were dealt with in earlier chapters they are
worth mentioning in a more application-oriented context.

6.2

Data problems

A problem which seriously depreciates the empirical validity of the suitability
measurements presented here is the quality of the d a t a the model is run on.
Most of the available locational d a t a was on the county level. Therefore,
it was decided to take the county as the locational unit; the 'object' in the
relational matching model. Such a rigid choice, however, has disadvantages.
Taking the county as the unit of analysis, for instance, implies that each
county is considered internally uniform, something which is certainly not
true. Further, there is no good reason t o expect that the county is the basic
unit of choice when locational decision making is considered. But necessity
knows no law, therefore for reasons of data availability it was decided to
choose the county as the unit of analysis in the site suitability measurements.
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Table 6.1: Basic county attributes
Attribute
Total population
Total area
Farming area
Forest area
Annual rainfall
Number of enterprises
Gross ind. product
Gross agr. product
Net ind. product
Net agr. product
Per cap. rural income
Construction investment
Coal production
Coal reserve density
Coke production
Bauxite production
Aluminum production
Sulfur-iron reserve
Limestone reserve
Limestone % CaO
Limestone % MgO
Electricity production
Total water supply
Per cap. res. water cons.
Water exploitation %
Steel production
Iron production
Cement production
Fertilizer production
Wheat production
Corn production
Cereal production
Sorghum production
Tuber production
Students (gen. sec.)
Students (gen. mid.)
Students (prof. sec.)
Students (prof. mid.)
Pupils
Rural population
Irrigated area
Total retail value
Pigs
Sheep
Cattle
Workers in industry
Gross enterprise prod.

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unit

Max
5000000
20000
600
500
1000
2000
1000000
100000
250000
50000
1000
150000
5000
5000
500
500
25
2000
30000
75
5
500000
50000
100
100
2000000
1500000
1500000
150000
300000
500000
200000
120000
75000
150000
50000
5000
12000
500000
1000000
75
200000
10000
10000
10
100000
150000

square km
ha x 100
ha x 100
mm
yuan x 10000
yuan x 10000
yuan x 10000
yuan x 10000
yuan
yuan x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000
ton x 10000

kwh x 10000
cubic m x 10000
cubic m
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton

mu x 10000
yuan x 10000

heads x 10000
yuan x 10000
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Table 6.2: Provincial constants (scores are in unitslunits)
Provincial at tribute
Average ind. coal consumption coeff.
Coal export rate
Ind./res. coal consumption ratio
Average ind. water consumption coeff.
Average agr. water consumption coeff.
Per capita res. rural water consumption
Per capita pig water consumption
Per capita sheep water consumption
Per capita cattle water consumption
Average ind. energy consumption coeff.
Average argr. energy consumption coeff.

Score
15.70
0.65
3.50
0.0834
306.0
0.00073
9.1
2.9
11.0
17.4
11.0

Table 6.1 shows the list of the 49 basic (non-derived) locational variables
available for REPLACE. Table 6.2 shows some additional provincial constants. Most of these variables came from statistical sources, some of which
only existed in the form of hand-written lists of variables and numbers,
translated from Chinese. Many other variables, however, had t o be inferred
from contour maps such as the one displayed in Figure 6.1. It presents a
map of t h e five major coal fields, superimposed on t h e map of the counties.
T h e coal fields are divided into two classes of densities: 1000 and 2500 units
of coal per square kilometer (1 unit = 10000 tons). Why the classes are
discrete scores rather than intervals is unknown. This was all the data that
was available.
This kind of d a t a had to be used for the derivation of other information.
In one of the applications, for example, an estimate of the total coal reserve
per county was required. Given the d a t a of Table 6.1, and the coal density
map in Figure 6.1, the only possible way of inferring this attribute's value
was first, t o assume that the coal density is uniformly spread throughout the
fields, and furthermore, that the coal reserve per county can be calculated
by multiplying the coal deposit density by the county's area. But in order t o
do this, the contour map information had t o be converted t o county-specific
information. It was in these situations where the need for a good G I s was
felt most strongly. Given the map in Figure 6.1 and given a rule saying that,
for instance, the reserve equals the density times t h e area covered by the
coal field, a good G I s would be able t o calculate the estimated reserves for
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the coal reserves
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each of the counties. This case study, however, lacked such a system or a
clear-cut methodology as developed by, for instance, Flowerdew and Green
(1989) for inferring information across incompatible zonal systems. Instead,
each county was assigned t o a coal field if a significant part of its area was
covered by it. 'Significance7 had t o be determined by interpretation. Formal
raster-based procedures are of course a much better possibility, and this is
the kind of task a traditional GIs can perform easily. To conduct them
by hand, however, would not only have been extremely time-consuming, it
would also have been very tedious and almost certain t o generate mistakes.
Another example of how derived variables had t o be computed is that of
the calculation of the 'available water surplus7 as displayed in Figure 6.2. Of
course, for this particular variable much better estimates can be produced
by a model such as MITSIM (Section 5.5), but a t the time, these inter-model
linkages had not been set up, so again procedures like the one in Figure 6.2
for computing the derived attribute's value had to be designed.
Looking a t the list of variables in Figure 6.2, one may be a little surprised
t o discover entries such as the 'per capita water consumption per pig7, and
the total number of sheep. It is also surprising that Table 6.1 contains
the rural population and the total population as basic variables, whereas
the urban population must be derived by subtraction. Things might be
biased because of the composition of the group of Chinese scientists that
collected most of the d a t a and the difficulties that were experienced in getting
d a t a over from the Province; perhaps it is just a misinterpretation, but
statistics of this sort might be typical for a country such as China, or for
Shanxi Province. It was interesting t o learn that the average amount of
water sheep drink over the year was known, whereas the total mileage of
the railways was unknown, or could not be provided from public statistics.
It appeared that many variables that only apply t o the provincial level and
that therefore could not be collected on a county-specific basis, were either
missing or very roughly categorized (the example of the coal-field densities).
Surprisingly, in spite of the importance of coal production, only a few countyspecific coal production figures were known. What appears t o be the case, is
first, that the collection of information on attributes for which the county is
not an adequate administrative unit (such as coal mining), is very limited.
This again seems t o indicate that collection and maintenance of statistics is
something that is indeed done at the county level, or, given the often very
detailed agricultural information, in communities within the county. That
the rural population is a basic variable whereas the urban population is only
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Available water surplus (m3 * 1000000)
Total water supply (m3 * 1000000)
Total water consumption (rn3 * 1000000)
: Industrial water consumption (rn3 * 1000000)
: Average industrial water consumption (m3/10000 yuan)
: Agricultural water consumption (m3 * 1000000)
: Average agricultural water consumption (m3/mu)
: Residential urban water consumption (rn3 * 000000)
: Per capita residential urban water consumption (m3)
: Residential rural water consumption (m3)
: Per capita residential rural water consumption (m3)
: Animal rural water consumption (rn3 * 1000000)
: Per capita water consumption of pigs (m3)
: Per capita water consumption of sheep (m3)
: Per capita water consumption of cattle (m3)

W- RES
*W-PROD
W-CONS
W-ICONS
*W-AICONS
W-ACONS
* W-AACONS
W-RUCONS
*W-CRUCONS
W-RRCONS
*W-CRRCONS
W-ARCONS
*W-CPIG
*W-CSHEEP
*W-CCATTLE

:
:
:

*IGO
*A- PROD
*I- AREA
*u-POP
*R-POP
*PIGS
*SHEEP
*CATTLE

:

Industrial gross output (yuan * 10000)
Agricultural production (yuan 10000)
: Irrigated area (km2 * 1000)
: Urban population
: Rural population
: Total number of pigs
: Total number of sheep
: Total number of cattle
:

W-RES = W-PROD - W-CONS.
W-CONS = W-ICONS

+ W-ACONS + W-RCONS + W-ARCONS.

* W-AICONS.
= I-AREA * W-AACONS.

W-ICONS = IGO
W-ACONS

W-RCONS = W-RUCONS
W-RUCONS = U-POP
W-RRCONS = R-POP

+ W-RRCONS.

* W-CRUCONS.
* W-CRRCONS

W-ARCONS = (PIGS * W-CPIG) + (SHEEP
(CATTLE * W-CCATTLE)

* W-CPIG) +

Figure 6.2: Computation of the county-specific water surplus; variables
marked by an asterisk represent basic county data
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a derivative, might be an indication of the predominantly agrarian and rural
orientation, even in a partly industrialized region such as Shanxi.
The type of d a t a that is collected is further dependent on the relevance
the data have for the people collecting them. It can be assumed that if
agriculture is the prime source of income in many counties, the agricultural
statistics are carefully maintained, whereas information on, for instance,
across (county) border coal mining is considered to be a provincial matter
and will therefore not, or only defectively, be recorded.
A general point t o note here therefore, is that the reliability of the d a t a
used in the examples presented in the remainder of the chapter is difficult t o
assess. Many variables involved in the matching rules had t o be estimated
in a rather primitive manner, either from basic variables, or from other estimates. The example of the 'coal reserve' and 'water surplus' computations
can be considered fairly representative cases.
In a research note on the potential of the 'decision nets' (briefly discussed
in Section 3.3) Timmermans and van der Heijden (1987; p. 302) mention the
absence of a n error theory from intrinsically deterministic approaches such
as decision nets and relational matching models. This creates a problem,
because without an error theory such as the one inherent in a statistical
approach, there is some uncertainty as t o what ought t o be done with measurement errors. Although this objection only applies t o non-systematic
errors-statistical error theory does not help much in case of systematic
errors-this is indeed a serious problem that needs more attention. Quick
and dirty solutions such as the availability of global matching parameters by
which one can introduce a kind of tolerance factor into the measurements, are
certainly insufficient. They nevertheless seem to offer some opportunities,
the future study of which might yield some interesting possibilities for incorporating uncertainty into the model. One might think here of the inclusion
of (un)certainty assessments considering the significance of specific requirements or actor and object attributes, and matching tolerance parameters
that take into account pre-defined assumptions concerning the reliability of
the object data. Although very important, however, a rigorous treatment of
the problem of data-errors goes well beyond the scope of this study. It was
therefore decided t o accept the d a t a as they were. Of course this seriously
depreciates the value of the measurements conducted, but since the prime
interest of this study was on the structure of the model, this was accepted
regretfully.
Quite another aspect for evaluating the version of the relational matching approach presented here concerns the sort of questions and the various
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types of analysis for which such a model can be used. It will be clear that
different types of use will require different features and will therefore entail
different evaluation criteria. In the following paragraphs a few examples of
the purposes for which a model or system such as REPLACE could be used
are discussed.

6.3

Generating production milieu maps

Although REPLACE can be used as a dedicated GIs, its main objective is
the assessment of site suitability for economic activities, primarily for industrial production. The routines and options described in the previous
chapter offer various ways in which these measurements can be conducted.
Within a given type of activity, for instance, it is possible t o conduct measurements with different sets of locations, different dimensionality, different
global matching parameters, etc.
An interesting aspect of relational modeling concerns the status or significance of spatial patterns of production milieu. Consider, for example,
Figure 6.3. It presents a matching result for the transportation dimension
for coal-based chemical industries, with rail as a major means of transport.
T h e possibility t o define a major means of transport stems from the fact that
no transportation cost functions were known. The requirements contained in
this dimension have t o do with the transport of raw material t o the location
of production and the transport of finished products.
Data on both the network of railways and major roads were only available as maps, t o be superimposed on the county map. Because of the lack of
transportation cost functions, it was decided to compute two types of variables that could be used as indicators for the quality of the infrastructure
of the county: 'direct' and 'indirect access' t o the railway system and 'access' t o the system of major roads. A county was designated t o have direct
access if it was part of the network. Indirect rail access was defined as a
combination of a road connection t o a neighboring county which has direct
rail access. According t o the map in Figure 6.3, the accessibility of most
of the counties in the province is sufficient for the specified activity type,
except for an area along the western border, and a few counties elsewhere
in the province. Another, much clearer 'pattern' is the one in color Plate
5. It constitutes a chi-square test for the matching result on the electricity
dimension and the location of the high-tension line network.
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Figure 6.3: Matching result for transportation dimension
The meanings of the patterns and how they can be interpreted is of
interest here, as the question may be raised whether they can be interpreted
as spatial regularities in the distribution of production milieu. Of course they
do represent spatial regularities in the distribution of the matching result.
The more interesting question, however, is whether these patterns can also
be considered to represent causal regularities in the generation of production
milieu.
The answer to this second question should be a hesitant 'perhaps'. The
reason for this is that it should be realized that the matching results are in
fact nothing but the result of a set-theoretic, basically non-spatial operation.
Of course, the matching itself contained spatial variables, but a resultant spatial pattern of matches does not necessarily indicate a causal spatial pattern
as well. A matching model consists of conjunctive and disjunctive terms.
Sometimes just a few (as in most of the illustrations considered here), but
possibly very many. The disjunctive elements of a matching model offer the
possibility of many different combinations of attributes and their values to
be contained in the matching. For the resultant spatial pattern this means
that identical patterns can be generated by more than one, and sometimes
very many combinations of locational attributes and attribute values. A
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proper interpretation of such a pattern must therefore include the matching
process and all the locational attributes and value combinations involved.
Although this implies that one should hesitate t o interpret the matching results as causally associated with the spatial distribution of locational
variables, it does not mean that spatial regularities in matching can never
be causally interpreted. From this argument, it can be inferred that if the
number of locational attributes involved in the matching is small, the spatial pattern of matches must be causal, because the matching model itself
is of a causal nature. In the matching of color Plate 5, for example, only
a few locational attributes were included. A county was declared t o match
the electricity requirements if the electricity production in that county exceeded the amount needed by the activity, or if the county had access t o
a high-tension network. In this particular case, the spatial patterns could
be causally interpreted. Comparison of the map of the matching results
with the map of the access t o high-tension lines, shows a clear relationship
between these two variables, the only exceptions being a few counties that
generate sufficient electricjty without having t o rely on the availability of a
high-tension line connection. But even in this case, caution is required. It
is very well possible that counties that do have access t o the high-tension
network, and hence match the requirement, also produce sufficient electricity by means of their own energy facilities. A complete explanation of this
pattern, therefore, must include comparisons of the matching pat tern with
both the pattern for electricity generation and access to high-tension lines.
It will be clear that for intricate matchings these kinds of investigations
into the causal relationships hidden in the patterns becomes an extremely
complicated matter.

6.3.1

Pattern interpretation and inductive knowledge
acquisition

This issue of how t o interpret patterns of matching and how t o interpret
possible associations between matching patterns and the spatial distribution
of locational variables is not important just from an empirical or economicgeographical point of view. Recognition of pattern in data, be it spatial or
statistical distributions, categorical associations, or deterministic rules, also
plays a role in many inductive methods for generating knowledge in a specific
domain.
In Section 3.4.2.1 classification optimization by means of information entropy was discussed. Applying such a technique as part of the knowledge
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acquisition process was characterized as an 'inductive' approach t o knowledge acquisition. The basic idea was that from a raw set of d a t a the technique extracts the essential information and discards the redundancies. It
was argued that this kind of inductive reasoning could be very helpful in the
development of relational matching models, not only for reasons of efficiency,
but also because the modeling process can only be improved and facilitated
by showing the 'true' and essential content of a specific version of the model.
Another type of inductive approach one might want t o suggest for developing relational matching models is based on the analysis of spatial patterns
and pattern associations. The basic line of reasoning would be something
like this: if the members in the matching set can be characterized by a specific combination of empirical attributes and values, and if this combination
makes them differ from the locations not contained in the set, then this combination of attributes and values can be considered a sufficient description
of the choice set.
Although the suggestion of a procedure for associating choice sets with
a specific actor type does sound tempting, and although it might seem a n
almost natural way of separating the essential from the redundant, this kind
of inductive generalization must be rejected. The reason is of course that
it leads straight back t o the empiricist, statistical, non-causal approach t o
definition and measurement, based on empirical similarity. What the procedure really describes is a kind of reverse cluster-analysis or multi-dimensional
scaling analysis in which the clusters are already known; it is just the combinations of attributes that best describe the clustering that have t o be found.
It will be clear that accepting such an approach would be an implicit denial of the relational nature of concepts and their measurements. As stated
several times earlier, there is nothing inherent in the empirical characteristics that determine objects (locations) as suitable to perform a specific
function for a specific actor. Therefore, it simply cannot be valid to reconstruct choice sets on the basis of their empirical properties alone. Of course,
for this specific combination of activity and set of locations, the technique
would produce valid results. But there is no reason whatsoever t o expect
that if another object is added t o the initial set of objects, or if a completely
different initial set of objects is taken, the measurement will again produce
valid results. The functional equivalence of objects in a choice set does in no
way presuppose empirical similarity between these objects. It is the result
of a matching of the requirements generated as a result of empirical characteristics of both actor and object, and the empirical properties of the other.
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Procedures that reduce functional equivalence t o empirical similarity must
therefore be rejected.

6.3.2

Iterative model building: aluminum industry

As an alternative t o the application of inductive techniques of knowledge
acquisition based on empirical similarity, it may be useful t o explore some
of the potential REPLACE has for being employed in the iterative process
of model building advocated in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.10). Since REPLACE
displays model results in a map format and can be asked t o explain the
matching result, it may be worthwhile using the system as a means t o test the
content of, and modifications made on, a specific relational matching model.
In this proposal for iterative model building it is suggested that one start
with a simple initial model that can then be modified and extended during
several rounds of evaluation. The evaluation itself involves the execution
of the model by means of the matching system, and an assessment of the
quality of its results by either a comparison with observed frequencies and
patterns, or by a domain expert.
The difficulty of developing proper tests for the accuracy of the model
results was also mentioned. Generally, past location decisions are not good
candidates for such a set since they may have been taken on the basis of a
very different situation. Locational decisions may have been taken on the
basis of either different objectives or actor characteristics, or a different empirical environment. Changes in either of these three factors: actor characteristics, actor objectives and locational properties may change the outcome
of a matching operation dramatically. Process validation, on the other hand,
requires the availability of domain experts, and those were only marginally
available during the work on the Shanxi application of REPLACE. An example involving aluminum production is discussed in order t o give an idea of
what such an iterative process of model development might look like. Since
the Shanxi province collaborators showed an interest in investigating possible investments in the aluminum production and processing industries, some
work was done on the construction of an initial rule base for both types of
industry. One of them, aluminum production, is therefore taken as the example in an illustration of how REPLACE could be used in the process of
iterative model development.
For practical reasons it is assumed that the existing set of aluminum
production plants in Shanxi Province constitutes a proper test set for the
model. Under this assumption, looking for cases in which the model finds
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Figure 6.4: Full matching for source-oriented aluminum production
a negative matching result while the activity that is matched for is indeed
located a t that specific site, is a possible test procedure.
Figure 6.4 shows the results of a full matching (all locations included
and full dimensionality) for source-oriented aluminum production, and some
explanation on the failure of the county of Datong city t o meet the requirements. Only one county (Yangquan city) matches the requirements. None of
the actual production sites for aluminum (Ningwu, Taiyuan city, Xiangning
and Yuncheng city) is contained in the set of suitable sites. Under t h e assumption that these are indeed suitable sites, the model thus fails t o include
them in the choice set. That Yangquan city is included although no production takes place there is of course no problem.
One way t o try and find possible errors in the model is to review the
results of dimension-specific matchings. This is a valid procedure because
the total matching is the conjunctive result of a series of consecutive dimensional matchings. At the time the examples discussed here were worked out,
however, dimension-specific sensitivity analysis could only be conducted by
comparing various one dimensional matchings with each other and with various multi-dimensional results (refer to Section 3.2.4 for some ideas on how
to implement more complex forms of inter-dimensional comparisons).
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The matching for the dimension 'raw material', for instance, generates
the same result as the matching for the total dimensionality. Therefore, 'raw
material' must be one of the dimensions that is responsible for the errors.
Inspection of the explanations given by the explanation facility revealed that
the 'source orientation' characteristic that was set in the default description
of the activity lead t o a series of very strict locational requirements concerning the availability of the various raw materials required t o make aluminum.
This is a good example of the difficulties associated with the development
of accurate test procedures. Whether or not the requirements associated
with a 'source orientation' can be considered erroneous or not, depends on
the characteristics of the activities in the test set. It is very well possible
that 'source orientation'is an objective of the decision makers that determine
the decision-making behavior of the activity. In that case, again under the
assumption that the test set is correct, the associated requirements must be
wrong, because all the currently exploited sites are characterized unsuitable.
If, on the other hand, the production plants do not have a source orientation,
the wrong type of activity was matched. Rather than matching for a sourceoriented production plant, a plant that is not source-oriented should have
been matched.
An indication that this is indeed the case is Figure 6.5. Here it can be
seen that none of the aluminum producing counties is a bauxite producer,
although some of them have bauxite producers as their neighbors. The
result of a matching for aluminum production without source orientation is
displayed in Figure 6.6.
Switching t o production without source orientation implies that a lack of
local material resources can be compensated by the proper means of infrastructure, such as direct accessibility t o the railway network. Compensation
implies disjunctive elements and thus more possibilities t o generate matches.
The result is thus that many more locations can be considered suitable, albeit only from the raw material perspective.
T h e comparison with actual production sites turns out better now; three
out of the four sites are in the set. Xiangning, however, lacks direct access
t o the railway network and is therefore not contained in the matching set.
The demands can further be released by assuming that the raw material
can be transported by means of trucks over a relatively small distance before
it is transported further by means of rail (again no cost functions for, in this
case, transfer costs were incorporated). The demand of direct accessibility
t o the railway network is then released t o indirect access, so that Xiangning
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will become part of the set as well. The resultant map of the matchings is
shown in Figure 6.7.
The next dimensions t o be considered are those of coal and electricity.
In a first version of the model these were treated as separate dimensions.
Matching for coal revealed that Yuncheng city was not in the set because it
did not have any coal. But after modifying the model so that coal and electricity became alternative, disjunctive possibilities for fulfilling the plant's
energy needs, and after assuming that coal could be transported by rail as
well, the results became better. Figure 6.8, for instance, shows the matching results for the dimensions 'raw material' and 'energy' together, and the
actual production sites.
As will be obvious, however, there is a price t o be paid for continuing
relaxation of the spatial production requirements in the model. In the last
solution presented here the number of matching sites becomes so large that
virtually any possible site becomes part of the matching set. In the example
considered only the conditions were relaxed, thereby replacing more and
more conjunctive elements by disjunctive ones, thus providing the sites with
even more opportunities t o satisfy dimensional demands. Of course, in much
more serious applications, modification rather than relaxation will be the
most appropriate way of adjusting the rules of the rule base. This implies
replacement of conjunctive terms with just different conjunctive terms, or the
introduction of disjunctive terms that represent new conjunctive networks.

6.4

Matching with demands by locations

Another possibility of the REPLACE relational matching system which was
interesting t o explore in the Shanxi case study, was t o see which spatial
effects are generated by policy regulations concerning the location of specific kinds of activities. This topic relates t o two questions: first, what is
the spatial interpretation of these regulations or proposals for regulations,
and second, how is the spatial outcome of these regulations related t o the
suitability patterns for the activities?
From a relational matching point of view, talking about restrictive policy
regulations is talking about 'demands by objects'. The necessity of being
able t o include demands by locations into the relational matching model was
discussed in detail in Section 3.6. It was argued that in order t o be able t o
assess the possibilities for locating an activity from the perspective of the
activity itself, locational demands are indeed important constraints on the
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Figure 6.9: Matching after adding spatial policy and environmental regulations
production milieu. From the perspective of the governmental planner, on the
other hand, it is useful t o have an overview of which areas are basically suited
for various activities. From these data, spatial conflict and competition maps
can be constructed, which can again be objects for policy formulation.
Separate dimensions were mentioned as a way of incorporating object
demands into the matching model. Combined with a routine by which the
user can determine the dimensionality of the matching problem, this has the
advantage that the user can decide whether or not he wants t o include the
object demands in the matching.
Figure 6.9 shows an example of adding a number of 'spatial policy' and
'environmental policy' regulations t o the matching shown in Figure 6.8. As
appears from a comparison of the maps, including these locational constraints in the model reduces the number of matches considerably.
T h e regulations contained in the 'environmental policy' dimension restrict the siting of new industries t o zones that are not yet too heavily polluted. But since no d a t a on pollution were available, this dimension did not
have any effect on the matching a t all (note that t o prevent this unknown
information from making all the locations fail the test on this dimension,
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the global matching parameter for 'unknown object scores7had t o be set to
'succeed7). The reduction in matches is therefore completely the result of
the regulations formulated in the 'spatial policy7 dimension. T h e exclusion
of both of the industrial production areas of Taiyuan city and Yuncheng
city from the set shown in Figure 6.8 was the result of an excess energy
consumption density in these regions. It must be stressed here once more
that this kind of exclusion does not mean that these sites could not serve as
production sites for the activities as such; it is just that they could not fulfill
the function of a production site under the assumed policy regulations.

6.5

Modeling agglomeration economies by means
of linkages

The study of agglomeration economies with its emphasis on spatial connections and linkages is a widely comprehended issue in industrial location
theory (e.g., Conckling and Yeates, 1976; Lloyd and Dicken, 1977; Chapman and Walker, 1987). Many types of linkages (e.g., production, service
and marketing linkages) and various types of agglomeration economies (e.g.,
localization economies and urbanization economies) have been specified and
studied.
A rather functionally-oriented approach t o linkages is presented by Lloyd
and Dicken (1977). They define linkages as the functional relations between
economic activities within a relatively restricted space:
"In the final analysis, of course, any firm is but one part of a
complex chain of production held together by direct or indirect
linkages between a series of firms. It is through such linkages that
external economies are transmitted to the individual production
unit through its network of interconnections with other elements
in the system." (Lloyd and Dicken, 1977; p. 288 [my italics]).
Of course there are many different types of linkages, but for location
theory in general and relational modeling in particular, only those linkages
imposing constraints on the possible choice of location are important. This
brings us back t o the restrictive principles by Rawstron discussed in Section
2.5.1., and via Rawstron, t o the matching approach t o locational choice set
modeling.
From the perspective of the Shanxi Province case study, the relations between linkage networks and the site suitability patterns of specific types of
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activities is something that might be worth studying. Strong local linkages
tend t o generate local 'growth poles' or concentrations of activities which
mutually contribute t o each other's development. In the context of the reorganization of a regional economy it can therefore be interesting t o integrate
the issue of linkages into the site suitability measurements.
From the perspective of relational modeling it is also interesting t o have a
somewhat closer look at linkages. Linkages concern relations between different activities, either different kinds of activities, or different activities of the
same kind. A relational matching model as presented here, however, only
provides a one-actor site suitability perspective on the geographical environment. A positive or negative outcome on site suitability is the result of the
confrontation of the actor's requirements and the environment's properties.
This implies that in the stlidy of linkages by means of a relational matching
model such as the one in REPLACE, linkage-requirements must be formulated as locational production requirements. Or put somewhat differently, in
order t o study the outcome of inter-industry relationships on the outcome of
the site suitability pattern, these relationships or linkages must be translated
into sets of locational properties. This then leads t o formulations of linkages
such as the following:

v-get('surrounding aluminum
productiony,X ,Surround) ,
Prod + Surround > 16 * Prod

I
So the more activity-oriented requirement that in order t o process aluminum there have t o be nearby producers of the resource, is here translated into a requirement in terms of the locational property 'surrounding
aluminum production'.
To illustrate a possible application of the use of linkages, Figure 6.10
shows the matching results for the 'raw materials' dimension of aluminum
processing. A linkage factor was included by formulating a requirement that
sufficient aluminum for covering the needs of the production plant must be
produced by the county and its neighbors. The result of such a requirement is
that matching clusters of counties around aluminum producing counties are
generated by the matching model. In the example in Figure 6.10, Taiyuan
city and Yuncheng city drop out because they and their surrounding counties
do not reach the required aluminum production threshold.
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It is interesting to see how things change when transportation requirements are added. These specify that the surrounding aluminum production
must not only be sufficient, but the producing counties must also be accessible from the processing location, for example by rail (Figure 6.11). Of
course the specific requirements can again be made dependent on the specific
characteristics of the aluminum processing plant.
Adding these requirements thus leads to an additional reduction in the
set of counties. These are just simple illustrations of how linkages and spatial production dependencies between various types of production might be
included into a relational matching model of production milieu. Although
the examples are not very realistic, they do show that if interpreted and
defined in a functional manner and therefore as constraints on the formation
of the choice set, linkages can be incorporated in a relational model of site
suitability.

6.6

Complex matching and 'don't care' values:
an example

Quite another example of what working with a system such as REPLACE
Inay be like is an illustration of how complex, under certain circumstances,
matching operations can become, and how 'semantic' aspects of the system
become important. During the development of the REPLACE system it was
decided t o provide the user with a possibility to declare 'don't care' values.
This decision was based on the recognition that a user might want to conduct
matchings on different levels of (generalized) abstraction. Various reasons
for conducting matches on generalized types can be thought of. One of them
might be that the information a user has on the relevant characteristics of
an activity is less than presumed in the inference tree(s). Another might be
that the user is interested in the differences between the matching results of
various levels of generalization of the same generic activity type.
When experimenting with the DSS in general and REPLACE in particular, reasons for trying out abstractions cropped up frequently. Sometimes
because it was interesting t o see how much each of the differentiating actor
characteristics was responsible for reducing the matching set of locations,
sometimes because it was simply not yet known what the activity would
really be like, and one was more interested in more general types than in
specific instances of that type. 'Don't cares' increase the disjunctive freedom of establishing matchings by providing the matching program with extra
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paths in the inference trees. Undoing them removes these extra disjunctions.
T h e result may be a complex process of matching, the more so since the setting of 'don't care' values for inferential attributes does not always result in
extra opportunities for finding a match. The dependency relations among
attributes that are typical for a relational matching model may intervene
with the changes made in the inference tree by the setting and undoing of
'don't care7 values.
To investigate some of these complexities, a number of hypothetical
matching models were constructed. Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, for instance, show results of such a matching for a hypothetical 'transport' dimension with different combinations of pre-defined 'don't care' values, for
the dichotomous attributes 'magnitude' and 'exporting'. How many extra
possibilities for generating a match do these 'don't cares' generate? According t o the differences between the explanation in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13,
that would depend; as is shown below. This can also be inferred from Figure 6.14 which shows the (hypothetical) inference tree for this example.
Figure 6.13 shows the matching results for the 'transport' dimension,
with declared 'don't care' values for the inferential variables 'magnitude'
(largescale/smallscale) and 'exporting' (yes/no). Given the inference tree
in Figure 6.14, however, these 'don't cares' do not give rise to four (two
times two), but only t o three alternative routes. T h e reason is that once the
'magnitude(smal1 scale)' path is chosen, the attribute 'exporting' is not an
inferential variable any longer. Declaring 'exporting' a 'don't care' value
therefore, does not generate additional matching opportunities once the
'magni tude(smal1 scale)' path has been selected.
Figure 6.12, on the other hand, shows the matching result with only
'exporting' declared a 'don't care' value. It will be clear that the difference
of the number of matches between Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 must thus be
attributed solely t o the magnitude (small scale) path.
T h a t this form of complexity cannot be solved by application of the
technique of dynamic editing of inferential variables (refer t o Section 5.7.6.1
for a n explanation) becomes clear by taking another look a t the inference tree
in Figure 6.14. Dynamic editing'precludes the setting of a 'don't care' value
for 'exporting' once the value for magnitude equals 'small scale', because in
that case 'exporting' is not a n inferential variable any more. In case the
value for magnitude is 'large scale', however, 'exporting' is an inferential
attribute and a 'don't care' can be declared (Figure 6.12).
But what are the consequences for an eventual 'don't care7 value for
'exporting7 if a 'don't care7 value is declared for 'magnitude'? Clearly, this
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Figure 6.14: Hypothetical inference tree
implies that both the 'small scale' and the 'large scale' paths can be taken.
But although for the 'large scale' alternative, a 'don't care' for 'exporting' is
valid, for the 'small scale' alternative it is not. Dynamic editing cannot solve
this problem. Setting the 'don't care' value for exporting while 'magnitude'
has a 'don't care' as well, however, does not harm the process either. The
'exporting' attribute is simply not used in case the 'small scale' path for
'magnitude' is followed.
Nevertheless, the resultant matching process may become complex t o interpret, even though the path followed through the inference tree is displayed
in the explanation. The conclusion could be that generalized abstraction by
'don't care' values might, under certain conditions, lead t o complex matching processes. This might be a disadvantage because things become more
difficult t o interpret and evaluate. On the other hand, it does show that
the relational matching model as presented here can handle complex generalization and abstraction. It also shows that relational modeling does not
necessarily result in a modeling-per-individual. Generalization can be incorporated in a relational model, provided that the generalizations conform t o
the rules of relational definition and modeling as well.

6.7

Implementing a two-step choice process:
PDA, PDAS and REPLACE

Certainly a t least as important as the availability of a stand-alone site suitability assessment model are the possibilities for integrating such a model
with other models in the system. Currently, linkages with three or four
other models are conceivable. First, there is the MITSIM water management model (Strzepek and Fedra, 1988)' and the ISC atmospheric pollution
model (Posch, 1988). Relations in either direction between these two models
and REPLACE are possible. The most obvious way t o go about it would be
t o provide direct linkages of the kind where both MITSIM and ISC provide
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REPLACE'S d a t a bases with data about site-specific water availability or
pollution levels. Both kinds of data can be important in the site suitability
matching process. Water, because it can be an important means of production, atmospheric pollution, because of its importance for environmental
policy; it may be a determining factor in whether or not location permits are
granted. Interrelationships can also take the opposite direction. The results
of REPLACE may be used for suggesting a specific choice of location, which
again may have consequences for water management and atmospheric pollution. These kinds of interrelationships are of the type where various models
operate on a common d a t a base, a type of interaction that was already
mentioned in Section 5.5.
The other type of interaction mentioned there was the one in which
various models form a kind of analysis-chain, a sort of step-wise method
for finding a solution t o a specific problem. Within the Shanxi Province
DSS, such a n interaction between the PDA, REPLACE and PDAS models
appears t o be quite promising because it would constitute a good example
of the two-stage spatial choice modeling suggested in Section 1.3.
The PDA (Production Distribution Area) and PDAS (Production Distribution Area Spatial) concepts were developed by a group of Polish researchers, as an integral part of an Industrial Development Strategy (IDS).
The idea of IDS is to change the structure of production (product range,
production volumes, etc.) over time and space by means of investments, in
such a way that an optimal structure emerges. The PDA model (Dobrowolski et al., 1984) generates such an optimal industrial structure, given a n
initial situation, a pre-defined optimal goal state, and a set of constraints,
the optimal being defined as, for instance, maximum energy and material
resource efficiency. The properties of the process require it t o be treated
dynamically over a time span of 10 t o 15 years. The PDA model generates
a plausible target structure which can be reached starting from the initial
situation.
The PDA model is essentially non-spatial. It constitutes a n optimization
of the structure of an industrial complex on the basis of energy and material
resources, but it does not take into account the allocation of space associated with such an industrial structure. For this reason the PDAS approach
was developed; a linear programming optimization model which takes spatial allocation into account by means of integrating transportation costs and
local constraints (Zebrowski et al., 1988). The result of the model is an optimal spatial distribution of the PDA optimal industrial production structure
(color Plate 8).
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In the concept of spatial choice in general, and locational decision making
in particular, a model such as PDAS typically belongs t o the second stage of
spatial choice modeling. Optimization, selecting the best site(s), requires a
set of suitable, functionally equivalent sites. Different technologies and production characteristics require different types of sites. This reconstruction
of a set of production-specific feasible sites belongs t o the first stage of spatial choice modeling, the reconstruction of the choice set. A relational site
suitability matching system such as REPLACE can be used to do this. The
results of this modeling step are then forwarded t o a n optimization model
such as PDAS, which then computes a n optimal case within the limits of
the choice set determined by REPLACE. Needless t o say, the set of technologies and production volumes for which REPLACE would have t o reconstruct production milieus can be generated by the PDA model. T h e PDA -+
REPLACE -+ PDAS chain thus forms another example of how REPLACE
could be linked with various models in the Shanxi Province DSS.

6.8

Implementing a two-step choice process:
REPLACE-DISCRET

Yet another way of implementing a version of a two-stage decision model is
the use of REPLACE in combination with a multi-criteria evaluation technique for the second stage. In the context of the Shanxi Province DSS this
second modeling step cannot be ignored. It is simply insufficient to reconstruct choice sets that consist of more than say, three or four alternatives.
Decision makers must make discrete choices, and would therefore be helped
with one or more options for optimizing a discrete choice from the resultant choice set. Using REPLACE as a kind of pre-processor for PDAS is
one possibility for achieving this. The problem, however, is that the use of
PDAS implies the use of a set of very specific optimization criteria which
have t o do with the optimal use of energy, material resources and transport
costs. A set, therefore, which does not necessarily represent the criteria of
the decision maker.
Another, and perhaps more flexible, way of determining a set of optimization criteria concerns the use of a general multi-criteria evaluation model.
The idea is then that REPLACE can be used t o reconstruct a reduced set
of functionally equivalent, suitable alternatives, whereas the remaining freedom of choice in this set can be used t o search for an optimal solution, given
a pre-defined set of evaluation criteria.
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Generally such a model contains a set of criteria on which the alternatives score, as well as combination rules specifying how the individual scores
must be combined into an overall score. The additive combination rule in
Section 1.2.1.1 is one example of such a model. Many different ways of combining criteria scores into an overall score exist. Similarly there are many
ways of ordering alternatives without first calculating alternative-specific
overall scores. Here one can think of the application of 'dominance principles' as well as of many different kinds of methods for handling alternative
ordering with discrete data (for an overview of the various methods refer to,
for example, van Delft and Nijkamp, 1977; Wierzbicki, 1979,1980; Nijkamp
and Spronk, 1981; Grauer et al., 1982). It is important here that, t o a certain
extent, these models enable the user t o define his own criteria and combination functions, thus generating more freedom and flexibility in defining
the criteria t o be used in the optimization stage. It was therefore decided t o
develop a prototype combination of REPLACE with the DISCRET model, a
member of the DIDASS family of multi-criteria evaluation models developed
a t IIASA (Grauer et al., 1984).

6.8.1

Exporting attributes to the evaluation model

In order t o establish a meaningful connection between REPLACE and a
multi-criteria evaluation model, both the user and the evaluation model must
be provided with a set of meaningful evaluation criteria. In Section 1.3 it was
mentioned that for the optimization in the second stage of the choice modeling, inter-alternative compatibility of the variables is required. A model
such as a weighted additive combination rule, for instance, pre-supposes
such inter-alternative compatibility. In other words, optimization of the
choice set requires common dimensions, attributes on which each of the objects can have a score which can only vary in a quantitative manner, not
qualitatively.
What does this imply for the information on alternatives in the choice
set that can be used in the multi-criteria evaluation? It simply means that
no information that was used during the matching can again be used for
the optimization. In the matching model, locational variables are only used
within very specific contexts; specific combinations of actor attributes leading t o specific sets of requirements. Using the same information, the same
variables again in the optimization, would imply a sudden abstraction from
these specific contexts, something for which no good reason seems t o exist. Note that this applies not just t o those variables which were actively
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engaged in the matching. In case a requirement can be fulfilled in more than
one way, and the first attempt is successful, the variables associated with the
other possibilities are not used a t all. Nevertheless, they cannot be used for
optimization any more, simply because the matching model declares them
as having a different meaning in different contexts.
However, if information contained in the matching model cannot be used,
then what kind of information can be used for optimization? Three sources
of information come t o mind. First of all, there is the information which is
empirical, but which is neither mentioned nor used in the matching model.
A second type of information which may be used for optimization concerns
what could be called 'excess or surplus information'. The idea of not using
matching information, can be rephrased by saying that all information which
is not declared or used in the matching is valid information for optimizing.
An interesting implication of this formulation is that if a specific requirement is formulated as say, 'the available amount of electric energy must be
higher than 1000 units', surplus (or deficit) in electricity (the total amount
available minus the required amount), can be considered unused information
and can therefore be considered valid information for the optimization. But
although this sounds tempting, there is a snake in the grass, which reduces
the possible contribution of this kind of information for optimization considerably. Since the requirements such as electricity demands are contained in
disjunctive matching rules, it is very well possible that for some alternatives
the electricity surplus/deficit is used as a matching requirement, whereas for
another object it is not. In such a case, 'electricity surplus' cannot be considered a common dimension of the two alternatives, unless it can be shown
that for the alternative that was matched on another matching rule, the rule
containing the electricity problem also leads to a match. Needless t o say,
the likelihood of all alternatives in the choice set t o match this particular
rule is rather small. Moreover, implementation of the use of this second
type of information will be a tough job. It was therefore decided t o discard
'surplus/deficit information' for the moment. A third and most interesting type of information for optimization consists of a set of newly derived
or 'meta-variables', on which t h e various elements of the choice set can be
compared. Here one can think of several possibilities. One of them is the use
of variables from other models in the Shanxi Province DSS; e.g., transport
costs, pollution values, energy efficiency measures, and so on. Another type
of variable relates t o the matching process itself. Here one can think of,
for instance, stability measures expressing the robustness of the individual
matching solutions. For each alternative in the choice set such a measure
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can be computed. It can also be considered a common dimension and can
thus be used for optimization.
6.8.1.1 A measure of the robustness of matching solutions

T h e robustness of a match consists of two elements; surplus value, and the
number of 'fallbacks'. Surplus value occurs when an alternative satisfies a
numeric requirement. The 'ease' by which it passes the test, the magnitude
of the surplus therefore, contributes to the robustness or stability of the
match. T h e larger the surplus, the higher the robustness. Surplus, however,
only applies to numeric requirements. In order t o deal with qualitative,
categorical requirements, a second element of robustness can be introduced;
the number of 'fallbacks'. The matching rules associated with the relational
model usually are (partially) disjunct. This means that a matching rule
can often be satisfied in various ways. Although only one successful one
is sufficient for satisfying the entire rule, one can consider additional ways
which would also have led t o success, i.e., backing up the success of the
alternative, thus increasing the robustness of the match.
Starting with the latter element, and forgetting about the surplus for the
moment, the number of successful disjunctive terms in the matching rule can
be considered an index of robustness based on fallbacks. Computation of this
index happens by traversing the matching rule in a bottom-up manner. Each
successful disjunctive term has a value 1.0. Disjunctions are added. In case
a conjunction is encountered, the lowest value is taken. This represents the
idea that a match is as robust as its least robust conjunctive term.
Next, the 'fallback' index must be combined with robustness information
derived from surpluses. Here it was chosen t o use surplus value as a weight for
each of the successful disjunctive terms in the matching rule. As a measure
for these surplus weights, one can take the ratio of the locational value and
the required value in case the rule contains a 'greater than' operator, and the
reversed ratio in case of a 'smaller than' operator. In order t o correct for the
effect that very large differences increase the robustness in a disproportionate
manner, the weights had to be computed in such a way that they follow
something like a 'decreasing marginal utility' rule; the growth of the weight
decreases if the surplus increases. Of course various weighting functions that
conform to such a rule can be thought of (logarithmic, inverse power, etc.).
However, since it was realized that this first version of a robustness index
was a rather crude one anyway, it was decided t o go the easy way, and a
simple maximum weight-value was set.
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Applying this technique to each of the dimensional sub-problems, as
many robustness measures as dimensions are computed. Dimensions, however, are combined in a conjunctive manner, thus making the general robustness of the match the minimum of each of the dimension-specific robustnesses.
Of course, the method described above is not without problems and
limitations. An important issue that needs further study is that the rule
base must be 'realistic'. By this it is meant that if the rule base includes
rules which are always evaluated 'true' or 'false' the robustness measure
becomes perturbed. Suppose, for instance, a dimensional rule of the form:
'(A and (B or C))'. In case A is a requirement which is always satisfied,
the overall robustness is determined by the top-level conjunction, whereas
in fact it is the disjunction 'B or C' that determines the actual robustness.
Another, more serious, problem associated with this method of robustness determination is that it requires optimal rule bases. In Section 3.5.2 it
was mentioned that one of the disadvantages of the current representation
of inference trees is that only complete requirement sets are associated with
completely described actor types. This implies that the inference tree can
contain rules such as '((A and B) or (A and C))'. Clearly this is a non-optimal
rule which can be reformulated more efficiently as '(A and (B or C))'. If the
robustness is computed on the non-optimal rule, a higher value will be the
result, since a disjunction rather than a conjunction is a t the top of the tree.
In order to bypass this problem without, at this stage, having t o redesign
the complete structure of the inference trees, a kind of pre-processor was
developed. This program takes in a non-optimized matching rule, optimizes
it, and computes the associated robustness. This is of course a 'quick and
dirty' solution. Rather than using this kind of palliative solution, the structure of the inference tree should be revised so that this problem does not
occur any more. But again, deadlines and other organizational issues made
this impossible.

6.9

Conclusion: Relational complexity
and relational model building

On reading through the examples presented here, one easily gets the impression that they are not very realistic: they are not. Although they were
presented as 'generic' illustrations of how several aspects of (integrated) location theory can be represented in a relational matching framework, it must
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be said that these examples come from the initial rule bases of REPLACE
as it was implemented in the Shanxi Province DSS. Very quickly after the
first and very simple versions of inference trees for 'real' production activities were constructed we were confronted with a sometimes overwhelming
complexity and intricacy, making the examples appear very naive and simplistic. However, what was attempted was to show by means of the examples
that various aspects of industrial locational behavior and industrial location
theory can in principle be treated in a relational manner. T h e examples
represent mere starting points; initial attempts a t building relational rule
bases, based more on commonsense and methodological thinking than on
solid economic-geographical investigation. In order t o become really applicable in actual decision support, they would need careful inspection and
evaluation, but most of all they need t o be significantly extended and improved.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Discussion
ABSTRACT
This chapter contains an evaluation of some of the issues dealt
with in the previous chapters. An attempt has been made t o
formulate some general conclusions from the material and results discussed earlier and t o formulate the potential for future
developments.

7.1

Relational modeling in a two-step process
of choice modeling

T h e objective of relational modeling is t o reconstruct sets of functionally
equivalent choice alternatives. In the context of empirical research, one can
think of two types of applications; those aimed a t a better understanding
of spatial choice behavior, and those meant t o support decision making.
Although the two-stage process advocated here might perhaps be a useful
one for the former type of applications, it certainly seems a useful approach
for the latter.
As pointed out in Chapter 1 and as mentioned by van der Smagt and
Lucardie (1990; p. 7), relational reconstruction of functionally equivalent
alternatives considers a process of logical selection rather than ranking or
optimizing. Whether or not a second, optimizing modeling step is necessary
is something which is certainly open t o debate. According t o van der Smagt
and Lucardie, reconstruction by selection can do the entire job; no ranking or
optimization in a second step is necessary. To a certain extent this is indeed
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true. If one keeps adding requirements associated with increasing numbers
of dimensions or objectives, the choice set will be reduced t o a set containing
only one or no alternatives. Hence, no optimization is necessary any more.
In other words, proper relational reconstruction will always reduce the choice
set t o such an amount that the final choice of a discrete alternative will be
a more or less trivial matter. Nevertheless I doubt that such a procedure
is really feasible, especially when considering empirical applications and decision support. The basic problem here is that there seems t o be no way
of knowing beforehand which, and how many, objectives must be added in
order t o reduce the choice set t o just one alternative. Similarly, in case the
matching yields a set of alternatives larger than one, the system can hardly
demand the adding of objectives, just because a set of only one alternative
is required. In Section 1.2.1.2 it was suggested that one of the reasons that
people and organizations pay consultants for advice is that they do not know
their own situation well enough t o determine what they want. In the context
of decision support this implies that a decision support system can be used
not only t o figure out specific aspects of a particular decision, but also for
determining objectives. This again implies that one cannot expect a user t o
be able t o determine a very specific and unequivocally defined set of objectives. However, what he might be able t o do is t o define different objectives
and perhaps even different sets of objectives, each of which will generate
different sets of choice sets. Sometimes such a choice set will be very small,
sometimes it will be large. Large choice sets imply a large freedom of choice,
or in case of site suitability or production milieu, a high degree of footlooseness as defined in Section 2.5.2.2. The use of abstractions by means of 'don't
care' values also implies a potential increase in the number of alternatives in
the choice set. One of the reasons for including such a thing as abstraction
in the system was that users are not always able t o define their objectives
in terms of what the system offers them, or are simply indifferent to specific
distinctions between actor-types. All this means that we might end up with
choice sets that contain so many elements that a second, discrete optimization can be very helpful. The examples of linking REPLACE with PDAS
or DISCRET presented earlier furthermore indicate that by providing such
a second modeling stage, merits or 'knowledge' from other fields of research
can be combined and utilized within a decision support context.
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7.2

Relational modeling by means of
inference trees

In Chapters 1 and 2 it was explained that relational modeling not only
departs from a perspective on spatial choice that is different from a mere
behavioral or cognitive one, it also implies a different kind of modeling. In
Chapter 2 it was argued that although the thinking about concepts such as
site suitability and production milieu has evolved in a more functional direction, many 'translations' of this thinking into modeling turned out t o be
unfortunate, simply because theory and modeling did not really 'match'. It
was argued that instead of (statistical) modeling based on empirical similarity, a functional approach requires a more heuristic or algorithmic modeling
based on functional equivalence.
In Chapter 3 relational inference trees were suggested as a means for establishing such modeling. Inference trees contain routes representing actortypes as actor-attribute-value combinations, and matching-rules associated
with each of these routes. In Chapters 3 and 4 it was furthermore argued
that these inference trees offer ample opportunities t o represent the various
aspects of relational modeling such as the re-categorization of variables as
a result of a score on one or more other variables, or the conditional relevance of entire variables. Together with a logical programming language
such as Prolog, they also provide an attractive representational scheme, not
only from a declarative, but also from a procedural point of view. Another
attractive aspect of inference trees is that they have a lot in common with
a classification scheme known as a decision table. It was shown that such
a scheme offers ample opportunities for checking formal adequacy and for
inferring its 'essential' content.
The specific form of the inference trees presented here, however, is not
entirely unproblematic. Especially on a conceptual level, two problems predominate; a generalization problem and a modeling problem. The generalization problem concerns the question of how t o make decisions on the
construction of various actor-types. The problem, in other words, of how t o
build a formal structure representing functional equivalence, without stepping back into the trap of fixed typologies based on empirical similarity. In
this project it was decided not t o worry too much and t o comply with some
of the major types of activities recognized as useful and important ones for
the Shanxi Province case study. However, the problem is definitely a serious
one and needs further investigation.
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T h e same applies to another unfortunate situation, for in the current
version of the inference tree it is impossible to associate requirements with
only a subset of the actor attributes contained in a specific route through the
tree. In Section 3.5.2 this problem was referred t o as the 'modeling problem'.
This causes serious problems for an iterative process of model development,
for modifying and revising an already existing model, and for computing
the robustness of matches. Solving this problem is of great importance for
successful application of relational modeling by means of inference trees.
Although I expect that the problem can be solved within the framework
of inference trees, a somewhat different representation will nevertheless be
necessary.

7.3

Matching with dimensions

A matching problem can often be partitioned into a set of so-called 'dimensions'; more or less 'independent' aspects of the matching problem which
seem to coincide nicely with the 'natural', although abstract, aspects of, in
this case, production milieu. It was argued that this independent status of
dimensions is not in contradiction t o a relational approach, since this independence only applies t o the abstract level of dimensions. As with the relational definition of concepts, dimensions are modeled by means of relational
inference trees, or consist of conjunctions of sub-dimensions. Dimensions are
'internally related' in the sense that processing of a dimension can limit the
search space for other dimensions. Internal relations such that categorizations vary with different scores on certain variables occurs only inside the
inference trees and matching rules referred t o by dimensions.
Introduction of a dimensional structure in a relational model, however,
induces a somewhat perturbing problem. While working with a dimensional
model and while conducting various tests and applications, it turned out
that dimensional structure was something that indeed concurred nicely with
many questions users would like t o ask a site suitability matching system.
Of course, since the system was set up in a dimensional fashion, it is difficult
t o guess what people would have thought of a system that would not work
with dimensions. Nevertheless, during many sessions with both visitors and
IIASA scientists, it turned out that dimensions are attractive means, not
only t o explain relational analysis with, but also for studying a problem
such as site suitability. Such a problem is so complicated that partitioning it
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into a set of broad, rather vague and imprecise aspects is a n almost natural
thing t o do.
However, as was discussed in Section 3.2.5, working with dimensions
forces one t o take decisions on how t o allocate specific aspects of the problem
t o specific dimensions. Therefore, although partitioning a complex problem
into dimensions is easily done a t the abstract level of concepts that need
further relational definition, defining them relationally brings one right back
to the question of how best t o partition.
In conclusion, one can say that working in dimensions is attractive.
Therefore, I would like t o argue for further investigations concerning the
question of how relational models can be kept dimensional, while overcoming the problem of how t o allocate specific issues or sub-dimensions t o the
higher-order dimensions.

7.4

Relational modeling: explanation
versus decision support

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 discussed the development of a set of tools by means of
which relational analysis can be carried out. These tools were put together
in the REPLACE system by means of application of a specific method for
building integrated, model-based software; a method advocated by IIASAACA. In Chapter 6 some general possibilities for using the system were
presented.
In Chapter 1 it was suggested that relational analysis could serve two,
more general types of goals; the development of explanatory models of spatial decision making and choice behavior, and the use of relational models in
decision support. To what extent can REPLACE contribute t o each of these
fields? This is of course a very important, and even necessary, question to
raise. However, it is also a tricky one. First of all, when looking back a t
one's own product and onto all the work associated with it, it becomes clear
that although the question is easily stated, an intelligible but concise answer
is very difficult t o give. As was pointed out above and in earlier chapters,
the system and core-model can only be considered t o be a 'try-out'. It constitutes some first attempts a t building a formal model structure into which
relational definitions of coilcepts can be fitted and a t developing a prototype
system which can handle both this formal structure and a large series of
requests submitted by a user. A system such as REPLACE does seem t o
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offer opportunities for developing explanatory models of choice behavior and
t o be engaged in decision support.
To start with the latter, the system presented in Chapter 5 clearly shows
that if the relational models conthined in REPLACE are adequate, the system provides many opportunities t o 'play' with site suitability. The various
options offered t o the user make it possible t o carry out many matchings in
a relatively short period of time. Each of these matchings is the result of
a different setup representing different actor objectives or properties and/or
a different environment. In combination with the explanation routines and
the G I s part, the user might get an inclination of 'how things look' for some
of the options he has in mind. By means of, for instance, the use of models
such a.s PDAS or DISCRET, the user can obtain some idea of how choice
sets are structured internally after optimization.
A good reason for building DSSs is that problems, even when structured,
can remain complex and even ill-defined. However, in these cases the best
model of the actual decision-making behavior is formed by the decision maker
himself. If things can be worked out in such a way that a DSS can show him
what the structural aspects of the problem imply in the context of the complexity of the problem, quite a bit would have been achieved. Regarding the
potential for developing explanatory models of spatial choice behavior, however, things are somewhat different. Decision support requires more or less
'true' or 'unproblematic' model content. In case the objective is the development of a model with a high(er) degree of explanatory power, however, the
models formulated obtain a much more hypothetical character. Validation
of the hypothesis requires empirical testing. However, it has been noted that
developing adequate test sets for testing reconstructed sets of functionally
equivalent alternatives is difficult. As in the development of knowledge-based
systems, in general it seems that validation must be conducted during the
model building, i.e., during the various rounds of the knowledge-acquisition
process. I think that apart from resolving the problems mentioned in some
of the earlier conclusion^, working out a far more structured methodology for
acquiring the empirical content of relational matching models deserves high
priority, and needs serious investigation in the near future. Only if these
conditions are satisfied can a relational approach to spatial choice modeling
increase explanatory power.
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7.5

Building real-world applications:
accepting complexity

At the end of Chapter 6, a few remarks concerning the simplicity of the
example applications dealt with in that chapter were made. It was stated
that once confronted with real world cases, relational modeling becomes a
very complex exercise.
As argued in the previous section the difficulties in developing meaningful empirical applications of relational site suitability assessment do not stem
from fundamental weaknesses in the relational methodology as such. Problems originate from two other sources: deficiencies in the modeling procedure, and the way the complexity of reality becomes manifest in a relational
approach.
To start with the latter, a relational approach in modeling choice behavior in general, and production milieu in particular, confronts the researcher
with the full complexity of the empirical world in a much stronger way than
any statistical or mathematical approach could ever do.
Whereas, for example, many inductive approaches mold and transform
the definition and classification problem into a rather simplistic statistical
representation based on empirical similarities, the relational method simply forces the researcher t o face the complexity of the empirical problem a t
hand. The researcher cannot get away with inappropriate abstractions and
generalizations, because the relational approach compels him t o incorporate
explicitly that complexity into the model. It is indeed striking how clear the
complexity of meaningful site suitability assessments becomes when tackling the problem in a relational manner. Even when inference trees start
branching quite a few times, the resultant decision and matching rules often
look simplistic and unrealistic. The reason is that formulating the meaning of a concept such as site suitability in a branching network of inference
trees makes the huge amount of simplifying assumptions that are implicit
and often deeply hidden in, for instance, a statistical approach, so clearly
apparent. It seems that the more complex and difficult the problem a t hand
is t o model in a relational manner, the higher the degree of accuracy and
adequacy the resulting model will have. This, however, might actually have
more implications than it seems to have a t first sight. Relational analysis as
a functional approach toward concept definition and classification was developed as a reaction against those procedures which explicitly or implicitly
treat problems of classification and generalized abstraction as a search for
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empirical similarities. These similarities can be found in a rather straightforward manner by the application of statistical techniques. But empirical
similarity as such is not very informative for the explanation of, say, choice
behavior and decision making. Instead, it is the functional relation between
empirical characteristics of alternatives and the properties of actors that determine which empirical characteristics and combinations of characteristics
are important. The similarity only becomes important in assessing the extension of the concept; the set of objects that can be considered functionally
equivalent under the given actor and goal description.
This issue of how valuable different approaches in modeling are for understanding somewhat better what goes on in the world around us also has
some very interesting relations to the question of the predictive power of
models. One can argue that heuristic and algorithmic modeling are inherently deterministic. As a result, there is no room for uncertainty in the
meaning of probability. Therefore predictions on the basis of such models
are good or bad, and it is likely that they are more often bad than good.
However, how attractive is the alternative? One could say that the probability distributions associated with statistical models contain a n assessment
of the uncertainty of the adequacy of the structural relationships contained
in these models. This implies that the predictions by statistical models are
always 'good t o a certain extent'. Of course, since averaging is a t the heart
of every statistical model, the assertion that the a priori probability that
a specific statistical model will, on average, be a better predictor than a
deterministic one, is reasonable. The choice between a relational or a statistical approach is therefore determined by what we want t o have predicted.
If it is patterns and processes that are of a typically aggregate character,
for instance inter-regional migration streams, it may well be that statistical
associations based on empirical similarity offer attractive opportunities. If,
however, there is interest in what a single empirical distribution of regional
variables will imply for various rather different types of economic activities,
and if one also wants t o influence the allocation of that regional space so
that it conforms better t o a pre-defined goal state, then an actor-specific,
functionally-oriented model such as a relational matching model might be
an attractive tool.
Recently, interesting new insights concerning the problem of deterministic relations versus statistical behavior of systems have been put forward
in the theory of 'complex dynamical systems', also known as chaos theory
(see Gleick (1988) or Crutchfield et al. (1986) for excellent introductory
overviews of the field). One of the most important issues this theory has
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t o say something about is that even very simple, deterministic systems may
exhibit relative chaotic behavior. Relative, because within this chaos very
specific forms of regularity (attractors) can be found. This regularity itself is
statistical rather than deterministic. However, the attractors can represent
specific causal characteristics of the system that may help find possibilities
t o change the system's behavior in a desired direction. The insights in this
new body of theory, a t least on the conceptual level, offer a perspective
on systems dynamics, into which both determinism and probability, both
non-compensatory rigidity and statistical averaging can be fit together, t o
generate a new and fresh view on prediction.
Nevertheless, the introduction of a functional approach toward concept
definition constitutes an attempt a t achieving more valid models of choice
behavior, a t the expense of much higher complexity. The question, therefore,
is whether one wants to pay that price. I think one has to. On account of the
complexity of the relational nature of concepts, the associated model building
will be difficult and time consuming. But these difficulties unmistakably
indicate the complexity of choice and decision behavior, the intricacy of
goal-driven behavior constrained by the availability of limited means. If
it is these that are t o be modeled as realistically as possible, I think that
one simply has no choice. One either sticks with simple but, as I see i t ,
invalid views on the nature of concepts and their measurement, and thus
with models the validity of which is clearly in question, or one accepts the
complexity of choice behavior as the starting point, and tries t o model it
accordingly, even if that requires a considerable increase in work. In return,
it offers a perspective on better models t o be applied in (spatial) decision
making.
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Appendix 1:
Some remarks on INUS conditionality
In a n article in Analysis (1984; pp. 49-52), Denise discusses some of the
problems associated with the definition of INUS conditionality by Mackie.
Mackie (1965; p. 246) defines a n INUS condition as:
A is a n INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some X
and for some Y, ((A AND X) OR Y) is a necessary and sufficient
condition of P , but A is not a sufficient condition of P and X is
not a sufficient condition of P.
Intuitively this definition is vulnerable for (possibly) irrelevant or uninteresting conditions, for one can define any condition (or its negation) as
an INUS condition. Denise cites Jackson's review (Jackson, 1982) of some
articles on causation theory from a book by Brand (1976), who shows that
with a bit of Boolean trickery, this can indeed be proven. Jackson's proof
goes like this:
"Let 'A' be, say, 'My office is in the Hall of Languages', 'P' be 'No two
snowflakes have identical patterns', and 'Sl' and '5'2' be marks for distinct
sufficient conditions of P such that (S1 OR S2) is necessary and sufficient
for P. Now let X = (S1 OR not(A)) and Y = (S2 OR (not(A) AND S1)).
Then under these assumptions, "(A AND X) is a sufficient condition for P ,
since if it obtains, then S1 does [if (A AND (S1 OR not(A))), i.e., ((A AND
Sl) OR (A AND not(A))), i.e., (A AND Sl), then Sl]. But A is not a
sufficient condition for P , and neither is X. Moreover, ((A and X) OR Y) is
a necessary and sufficient condition for P, since it obtains if and only if (S1
OR S2) does [((A and S1) OR (S2 OR (not(A) AND Sl))), i.e., (S1 OR S2)
therefore (S1 o r S2) = PI; and so A satisfies Mackie's definition" (Jackson,
1982; p. 492).
Denise (p. 50) proposes t o augment Mackie's definition somewhat in order
to make it immune for operations like Jackson's:
"A is an INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some X
and for some Y, ((A AND X) OR Y) is a necessary and sufficient
condition of P and A is a necessary condition of (P AND X), but
A is not a sufficient condition of P and X is not a sufficient
condition of P."
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Considering the same assumptions as in the Jackson example, A is not
a necessary condition of (P AND X), i.e., (P AND X) can obtain, even if A
fails to, since if (P AND not(A)), then (P AND X) does, since (P AND (S1
O R not(A))) does. This renders the individuality of snowflakes no longer
dependent on the location of Denise's office location!
Denise also discusses the use of this augmentation of Mackie7s definition
for preventing redundant factors t o be denoted causal factors. He provides
the following example of a table containing truth values for the conditions
A,B, and C, and the result P:

A

B

C

P

t
(2) t
(3) t
(4) t

t
t

t

f
t
t
f

(5) f
(6) f
(7) f
(8) f

t
t

(1)

f
f

f
f

f
t
f
t

f

f

t

t

f
f

f

S1
S2

S3

T h e combinations of truth conditions for A, B, and C i n S1, S2, and S3are
sufficient although unnecessary conditions of P, while the truth conditions
of A,B, and C are necessary but insufficient conditions of P. According t o
Mackie, the truth conditions of A,B, and C are therefore INUS conditions
of P. However, S1 represents (A AND B AND not(C)), while S3 represents
(not(A) AND B AND not(C)). This implies, that what causes P i s (B AND
not(C)), regardless of the truth value of A. Denise's extension of Mackie7s
definition of INUS conditionality prevents A and not(A) t o be considered
INUS conditions for P, because under the amended definition, only each
conjunct in the disjunction ((B AND not(C)) OR (A AND not(B) AND
C)) is considered a n INUS condition.
It is interesting t o note the connection between this problem of redundancy in standard INUS conditionality and the optimization of decision tables as discussed in Chapter 3. Essentially, the truth table presented above is
a decision table with conditions A,B, and C, and their negations, and actions
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P and not(P). Optimizing the table with the help of an algorithm like ID3
(refer t o Section 3.4.2.1 for an overview), will eliminate the above mentioned
redundancy, by removing A as a condition from the decision table.

Appendix 2:
Translations of the Schilling Catalog (Table 2.1)
01

Arbeitskrgfte
(employees)

01 1
012
013
014
015

02

Grundstiicke und
Gebiude
(building plots
and buildings)

021
022

023
03
04
05

06

Maschinelle Anlagen
(machinery)
Finanzierung
(financing)
051
Roh- und
Hilfsstoffe
(raw materials
052
and auxiliary
materials)
061
Energie
062
063
064

Personalkosten
(labor costs)
Q qualifiziert
Arbeiter
(male workers) (qualified)
A angelernt
Arbeiterinnen
(semi-skilled)
(fem. workers)
R Routinepersonal
Angestellte
(unskilled)
(employees)
Sdsonschwankungen (sa),
(seasonal fluctuations)
Heimarbeit (h),
(homework)
Schichtbetrieb (sb)
(shift work)
Flkhenbedarf
m ausschlieDlich Menge
(area need)
(quantity only)
Bauliche Investitionen,
Nutzungskosten
(Construction investment,
operating costs)
ErschlieDung
(access to public utilities)

Rohstoffe
(raw materials)
Hilfsstoffe, fertig bezogene Teile
(auxiliary materials, ready-made parts)
Kohle
(coal)
Heiz6l
(oil)
Strom
(electricity)
Gas
(natural gas)
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07
08

09

Wasserbedarf
M Menge
Q Qualitit
(water demand)
(quantity)
(quality)
081
Lieferanten
(L),
0rtliche Kontakte
(suppliers)
(local contacts)
Abnehmer (A),
(clients),
gleichartige Betriebe (G)
(similar c o m ~ a n i e s l
082 Zentralijrtliche Dienste p persijnliche
(centralized services)
Dienste
(personal
services)
Verkehr
(transportation)

091

092

10

Imissionen
(Emissions)

101

102

I

11

12

Produktionsriickstinde
(waste)

Absatz
(volume of sales)

1

111
112

Personenverkehrs- und
Nachrichtenverbindungen
( ~ e r s o n n e ltransport and
communications~
Giiterverkehr
v Transportvolumen
(commodity transport)
(transport volume)

0922 StraBe
(streets and roads)
g GleisanschluB
0923 Bahn
(railroads)
(rail access)
0924 Wasserverkehr (w)
(water transport)
Luftverkehr (1)
..
(air transport)
1 e Erschiitterung
(disturbance)
Betrieb-Umgebung
g Gefihrlichkeit
(plant-renvironment)
(danger)
1 Lirm
Umgebung--+Betrieb
(noise)
v Luftverunreinigung
(environment +plant)
(air pollution)
Abwasser
M Menge
Q Qualitit
(waste water) (quantity)
(quality)
Sonstige Riickstinde
b beseitigbar
(other wastes)
(removable)
v verwertbar
((rehsable)

Appendix 2
01 Stone and Ceramics Industry
010100
010200
010300
010400

1

010500
010600
010700
010800
010900

Natursteinindustrie
(natural stone industry)
Sand- und Kiesindustrie
(sand and gravel industry)
Kalkindustrie; Gips- und Kreideindustrie
(limestone industry; gypsum and chalk industry)
Rohton- und Kaolinindustrie
(clay and kaolin industry)
Ziegelindustrie
(brick manufacturing industry)
Zementindustrie
(cement industry)
Betonsteinindustrie
(concrete industry)
S t e i n ~ e u ~ i n d u s t r iSchamottee;
und Silikaindustrie
(building-stone industry; chamotte and silica industry)
Feinkeramische Industrie
(fine ceramics industry)

Standortfaktoren
(location factors)
Bewertung:
(scoring)
absolut
(absolute)

relativ
(relative)

Zusatz
(additional)
z.B.: M
- sehr grofle Bedeutung
(eg.)
(very important)
M grofle Bedeutung
(important)

M geringe Bedeutung

Sonstige Aussagen:
(other qualifications)
Allgemein wichtig:
(generally important)

2.B.:

*

(low importance)
unbedeutend
(unimportant)
m (ohne Bewertung)
(no scoring)

1
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Translation of symbol explanation in Table 2.2.
For location
(zur Industrieansiedlung)
Immediately
(sofort)
After extension of
the infrastructure
(nach Ausbau der
Infrastruktur)

Suitable
(geeignet)

Suitable with restrictions
(mit Vorbehalt geeignet)

rn

A

A

Appendix 3:
The Prolog programming language
Prolog is a (first-order) predicate calculus-oriented programming language.
This leaves room for a t least two ways of viewing Prolog: as a first-order
predicate language (e.g., Gallaire et al., 1984; van der Gaag and Lucas, 1988;
Bouma, 1987), and as a programming language (e.g., Sterling and Shapiro,
1986; Clocksin and Mellish, 1984; Bratko, 1986; Schotel, 1987).
Clocksin and Mellish (1984), Bouma (1987), Lucas and van der Gaag
(1986, 1988), and many others, provide overviews of the relations between
first-order predicate logic (FOPC) and Prolog. Bouma argues that Prolog
can be seen as a very useful attempt a t implementing first-order predicate
logic.
A Skolem normal form first-order formula is as follows:
ALLxl , . . .ALLxn(L1,l OR L1,2) AND (L2,l OR L2,2)
All variables are universally quantified and Li j, is either an atomic formula
or its negation. In other words: existential quantifiers are eliminated, and
universal quantifiers are in front of a purely disjunctive and conjunctive
formula. A clause is a conjunctive term of the Skolem function (L1,l O R
L1,2). This clause can be alternatively written as:
A 1 AND A2 -> Bl OR B2

with Ai as the negations of the atoms under Lj, and Bk as the atoms (universal quantification assumed). A Horn clause is a Skolem function containing
only one B. A logical program is a set of these Horn clauses:
Bl <- A1,l AND A1,2 AND
B2 <- A2,1 AND A2,2 AND

...
...

AND A1,nl
AND A2,n2

Bk <- Ak,l AND Ak,2 AND

...

AND AK,nk

Definite predicate logic is a kind of part-wise predicate logic in which
the indecision in standard FOPC is avoided by the closed-world assumption.
This assumption implies that there is no possible domain interpretation except from the ones implicitly given by the set of all possible terms to be
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formed from the constants and functions of a logical program P. In other
words, all formulae that can be derived on the basis of a given set of facts
and Horn clauses are considered true. P u t differently, the negation of all
possible wff's that are not present, is assumed. T h e universe is given. All
decisions as t o the derivation of formulae is relative to this universe. All
models of the formula are therefore implicitly and a priori known.
A Prolog program is a logic program. Its execution consists of the loading
of a d a t a base of facts and Horn clauses, and a request for the derivation of
any kind of Horn clause. A derivation may be found while some or all of the
variables occurring in the clauses get instantiated t o values (interpreted).
Prolog is therefore both a language and a derivation mechanism. The
syntactics provide means t o build a d a t a base of Horn clauses, while Prolog's
theorem prover can be asked t o see if a new goal clause can be derived from
the already available ones. If clauses can be derived, Prolog answers with
'yes', otherwise Prolog answers with 'no'. The procedure by which Prolog
tries t o prove (or tries to deny the negation of) a clause can be viewed in
different ways. The FOPC point of view on that method is that of resolution
(Sinth, 1985), a technique for proving the inconsistency of FOPC statements.

Programming in Prolog
Just as decision making relates t o logic, so are programming problems of a
logical nature a nice consequence of a language like Prolog. Programming in
Prolog can be seen as declaring things as true, and asking about other things
whether they are consistent with the declared part. Such a declaration of
true statements can look something like this (Note that the ':-'sign means
t . The comma separates the arguments in predicates, and means 'AND'
when it separates predicates).
(0) building(empire-state).
(1) building(my,house) .
(2) building(wor1d-trade-center).
(3) height (empire-state ,381).
(4) height (world-trade-center,411).
(5) height (my-house ,101 .
(6) geographer (humboldt) .
(7) geographer (hettner) .
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All but the 'high-building' and 'likes' clauses are facts (not premises).
These facts consist of a functor (predicates such as 'likes', 'high-building',
'building', and 'height'), and arguments (such as 'geographer', 'empirestate',
and '10'). The conditional statement clause on high buildings consists of a
head, separated from the body by the 'reversed implication sign (:-)'. The
implication sign, however, is just a special kind of predicate. The clause
could therefore also be written as:

Capitals stand for variables. All statements are considered universally
quantified.
If this small data base is read into the Prolog system, one can start asking
Prolog questions such as whether myhouse is liked by humboldt:

Prolog will search its data base for possibilities to prove this. It will
search through the data base from top t o bottom. It tries t o find a clause
that matches the goal clause. It finds clause (9) as the matching clause
and unifies the variable X with the constant 'humboldt' and variable Y with
the constant myhouse. Note that the goal clause does not match with
clause (8) because of the incompatibility of the constants 'phone-booth' and
'my house'.
But clause (9) is a conditional clause. It can only be considered true if
it can be proved that geographer(X) and that high-building(Y), hence that
geographer(humboldt), and high-building(myhouse). That humboldt is a
geographer can be proved because the data base contains a fact (6) declaring
this. But that myhouse is a high-building is something that can only be
inferred from rule (11). The new goal clause 'high-building(myhouse)', thus
matches with clause (11)' unifying variable X with 'myhouse'. Again this
is a conditional clause. By (1) it is proved that building(myhouse). H gets
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instantiated t o L1O' by means of ( 5 ) , but the test 'H > 100' fails, because 10
is not larger than 100. The result of all this is that the attempt to prove
that humboldt likes myhouse fails, and Prolog returns with the answer 'no'.
Had one asked whether hettner likes myhouse, the answer would have
been 'yes'. Again Prolog would have tried the proof as for humboldt, something which again would have failed. But on backtracking from the nested
sub-proofs, it would find another possibility for proving that hettner likes
something, namely rule (10). This time it needs only to be proved that
myhouse is a building, something which works because of (1). Clearly, we
can avoid the useless attempt to prove that hettner likes my house by means
of (9), by changing the order of clauses (9) and (10). This does not hurt the
logic in the d a t a base because of the constant 'hettner' in clause (9).
T h a t the order of clauses is important shows that Prolog is not a 'pure'
logical language. It does contain a number of procedural elements, something
which may pose a problem for certain kinds of applications.
T h e only thing Prolog does is t o try t o prove a clause. However, when
using variables rather than constants in the main goal clause, the proof of the
clause might imply the instantiation of those variables by constants (either
atoms, or a list, or another clause). For example, given the above mentioned
data base, the request for proof

will generate the following proofs:

X = humboldt
Y = phone-booth
X = hettner
Y = phone-booth
X = humboldt
Y = empire-state
X = humboldt
Y = world-trade-center
X = hettner
Y = empire-state
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X = hettner
Y = world-trade-center
X = hettner
Y = empire s t a t e
X = hettner
Y = my-house
X = hettner

Y = world-trade-center

Apparently, backtracking caused Prolog t o find multiple proofs for both
the facts that hettner likes the empire state building and that hettner likes
the world trade center. T h e reason is of course that these can be proven
by either using rule (9) or rule (10). Prolog does provide means t o avoid
multiple proofs of clauses, a topic extensively covered by many standard
Prolog textbooks.
In Prolog one can easily work with lists. A list is a sequence of elements.
A Prolog list consists of a head (the first element of a list), and a tail (the
rest of the list). The tail by itself is again a list that has a head and a tail,
so that one can perform recursive actions on lists. A list consisting of head
H and tail T is written as [HIT]. T h e only list that has neither a head nor
tail is the empty list ([I). A list with only one element has the empty list as
its tail: [XI = [XII:]]. One can use these characteristics of a list t o define in
Prolog what a list actually is:

.

i s - l i s t ( [I )
i s - l i s t ( C- 1-1 1.

T h e first clause declares the empty list as a list. T h e second clause
declares anything that matches the form of a list, i.e., something with a
head and tail, as a list. The underscore signs stand for anonymous variables.
An example of combining list characteristics with a recursive definition
is a Prolog function for list membership 'member(Member,List)' saying that
Member is a member of list List.
member (H, CH I -1 ) .
member(X, C- IT] ) :- member(X,T) .
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T h e first clause declares that something is a member of a list if it is the
head of the list. The second clause covers all other cases by saying that X
is a member of a list if it is a member of its tail.
Prolog implementations also provide so-called built-in predicates for analyzing and building Prolog clauses. A program can assert new clauses t o the
d a t a base or retract existing ones, thus modifying the d a t a base, something
which can influence the execution of the program itself. This again shows
that in Prolog there is no real difference between program and data. Prolog
just tries t o prove the things it is asked. If this proof requires modification of
its set of clauses, then this is done. In this way one can write self-modifying
programs, and programs that 'know' about their own execution.

Appendix 4:
Hardware and software
The Shanxi Province DSS was implemented a t IIASA-ACA between July,
1986-June, 1988, on a SUN 31260 C (color) workstation with graphics coprocessor and 16 megabytes of main memory, running the Sun 3.4 operating
system. Resolution on the 19-inch color monitor is 1152 x 900 pixels. The
various models were implemented in a variety of programming languages
such as C , FORTRAN, Lisp and Prolog.
REPLACE was written in Quintus Prolog 2.0 and C. Prolog was used
t o implement the core model (the inference tree(s)), the data bases, the inference engine, and some of the additional functions such as the explanation
routines and the dimensionality selector. Typical procedural components
such as the selection of counties and activities, and the display of the spatial and statistical distribution of variables, were implemented in C. Because
both the d a t a bases and the system control were in Prolog, C routines are
called from Prolog by means of the Quintus Prolog Foreign Function Interface.
That the data bases of REPLACE are in Prolog also implies that in
some cases routines show a high degree of interaction between Prolog and
C. Examples of these are the various editors, used t o modify the county
or activities d a t a bases. The technique used in REPLACE is that Prolog
calls the C routines with specific parameter values, so that the C routines
know what actions to perform. C, in its turn, returns t o Prolog with specific
values, so that Prolog knows what happened, e.g., which menu option a user
selected. Prolog then processes this information, for example by updating its
d a t a base, and then calls the C routine again. To exit an editor, for instance,
C returns a flag t o Prolog indicating that the user wants the editing t o be
terminated. Prolog interprets the flag, and calls the editor with a 'destruct'
flag, instructing the editor t o self-destruct. The editor terminates itself and
returns t o Prolog with a flag saying that it has terminated, upon which
Prolog can return t o the level from where the editor was called in the first
place, and continue its 'normal' process.
The graphics of REPLACE, like the graphics of the other modules in the
Shanxi Province DSS, were implemented in Sun Core and Sun Pixrect, and
called from C programs, or via the Q P foreign function interface, directly
from Prolog.

